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SUMMARY

At heart, the research is a micro-level study of buyer-salesman 

relationships although this is neither where i t  started nor ended.
I t  began as "an examination of sales aid leasing and i t ' s  implications 

for the marketing of industrial goods" and ended as a "reconstruction" 

of marketing through an analysis of buying and selling as social 
relationships. Much of the direction and impetus of the research 

was generated by a c r i t ic a l  stance adopted towards the marketing 

research l i te ra tu re  and its  methodological assumptions. Together 

with early explorations of the practices of marketing and leasing, 
this led to the foundations of a f ie ld  study which sought to understand 

what i t  is which characterises buying and se lling . I t  was an 

intensive empirical investigation of an industrial salesteam and th e ir  

buyers, as they engaged in the social a c t iv ity  called 'marketing', 
which for some is 's e l l in g ' and for others, 'buying'.

From this basis, the thesis sought to recreate a vivid understanding 

of what took place between a number of industrial buyers and salesmen 

in the context of th e ir  daily  work. Out of a wealth of qualita tive  

data, an analytical framework developed in which social relationships, 
iden tit ies  and negotiation were central conceptual themes, together 

with the underlying notion of social irony. In terms of marketing 

research, the project contributes a new frame: a new perspective
by which to understand industrial buying and se lling . I t  also 

provides an important conceptual framework within which pre-existent 
marketing concepts can be relocated. The depth of empirical detail 
ensures that the conceptualisations developed closely paralle l the 

practice of marketing. In addition, this leads to some important 
questions of practical relevance raised through this thesis. The 

notion o f a "reconstruction" of marketing poses a range of challenges 
to future researchers.
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"We shall not cease from exploration 

And the end of a ll  our exploring 

Will be to arrive where we started 

And know the place for the f i r s t  time."

TS E lio t



INTRODUCTION

E lio t 's  words capture perfectly the whole sense of this research 

project. At heart, i t  is a micro-level study of buyer-salesman 

relationships although this is neither where i t  starts nor where 

i t  ends. I t  begins as "an examination of sales aid leasing and 

i t ' s  use in the marketing of industrial goods" and ends as a 

'reconstruction' of industrial marketing through an analysis of 
buying and selling as social relationships. The work which lies  

between these two points, the research endeavour, traces a 

constantly evolving theoretical and methodological journey by 

which eventually we return and "know" the s ta r t  for the f i r s t  

time. That is ,  in as much as we can never step into the same 

r iv e r  twice, we can never know the s ta rt:  endings become new
beginnings and points of a rriva l new points of departure. For 
this reason, this chapter begins with a discussion of the point 
of departure and the theoretical baggage which was i n i t i a l l y  

carried, guiding i ts  early stages and la te r  to be subsequently 

modified. Just as i t  is better to travel hopefully than to 

a rrive , this thesis is about trav e ll in g .

A c r i t ic a l  evaluation of marketing research l i te ra tu re  provides 

one major source of early direction of the project; the other is 

from the in i t i a l  exploration of the practices of marketing and 

leasing. The momentum from these together leads ultim ately to an 

account of industrial buying and s e llin g , rather d if fe re n t to that 
which characterises marketing research although i t  is one which 

practitioners find relevant. I t  is an empirical work; a f ie ld  

study which seeks to understand what i t  is which characterises 

buying and s e lling . From this basis, the thesis seeks to recreate 

a vivid understanding of what takes place between a number of 
industrial buyers and salesmen in the context of th e ir  daily  work. 
In this sense, the thesis offers a 'marketing based' theory 

rather than more trad itional marketing theories which a re .b u i l t  

out of concepts developed in other d isc ip lines. I t  also d iffe rs  

in style to that which dominates the area; both in terms of the 

style of research and the nature of the account. This solid
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empirical foundation and research approach goes some way towards 

realigning theory and practice; towards establishing academic 

work which more closely paralle ls  the practice for which i t  claims 

to account.

'Marketing' enjoys many defin itions in the l i te ra tu re  and no 

singular d e fin it iv e  statement prevails . Without such a central, 

guide, the area is open to l i t e r a l l y  as many defin itions as there 

are researchers. Stripped to i ts  bare essentials here, marketing 

is seen simply as a social a c t iv i ty .  To recognise this as a basic 

d e fin it io n ,o f  marketing firm ly  established i t  within the realms 

of general social science principles and also accurately re flects  

the very essence of i ts  da ily  practice. This d e fin it io n  also has 

implications for the whole spectrum of research issues, for example, 
questions of method, perspective, approach and analysis. Exploring 

and documenting these is an important aspect of the thesis as i t  

lays the foundations upon which the research must rest and also 

clearly  maps a path fo r  thoæwho would wish to continue this work.

In terms of theory, this thesis has much to o f fe r .  I t  demonstrates 

through empirical work the use and value of a particu lar research 

perspective, novel to marketing research. More importantly though, 
i t  develops a new frame by which to understand industrial buying 

and se lling; that which sees industrial buying and selling in terms 

of social relationships. This is not to claim the concept of social 
relationships as new to marketing research; rather, novelty resides 

in its  conceptualisation as the frame within which to see the social 
a c t iv ity  which for some is called buying and for others, se lling .  
Together, the central thrust of these ideas assemble to introduce 

some new concepts to marketing research and importantly provide 

the means by which to relocate existing concepts. For example, 
negotiating id en tit ies  and constructing relationships are key 

themes of the analysis and make th e ir  debut in marketing l i te ra tu re .  
Existing concepts such as tru s t, c r e d ib i l i ty ,  expertise , status 

and professionalism are seen to take on a d iffe ren t meaning when 

relocated within the context in which they are normally found; 
that is ,  the relationships between buyer and salesman. In essence,
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the relationship provides the context within which deals take place 

and is a prerequisite to dealing. In this analysis, the mechanisms 

of marketing, the money and machinery, also take on a d iffe ren t  

significance. While they provide much of the basic in teractive  

material in the buyer-salesman encounter, i t  is not until a r e la t 
ionship has been established that money and machinery begin to 

assume relevance, in terms of an actual potential deal. In this  

sesnse, sales aid leasing too is found to be relocated within the 

context of a relationship: l ik e  other marketing mechanisms, sales
aid leasing does not possess some single abstracted quality  but 
instead gains meaning and relevance in the context of a relationship.

The thesis seeks to develop a vivid picture of industrial buying 

and selling which is firm ly rooted in the practical world and, as 

a resu lt ,  i t  is argued, has many practical implications. One strong 

underlying theme to emerge is that o f irony: irony in terms of the
need to establish and maintain 'unwanted' relationships; the sales 

office  environment encouraging sales success while constraining its  

achievement; the potential r isk  to id en tit ies  through dealing in 

relationships which are e ffec tive ly  'outside' the organisational 
environment. This sense of irony not only relates in practical terms 

to buyers and salesmen in the performance of th e ir  work but also 

introduces a concept, currently unknown in marketing research.

F ina lly , in pursuit of an understanding of the character and 

mutuality of buying and s e llin g , the analysis leads to an account 
of buying and selling as relationships, which is eventually found 

to be sympathetic with the l i te ra tu re  of a trad it io n  of analysis in 

social science which studies social relationships. That is ,  buyer- 
salesman relationships are s im ilar to other kinds of social relationships 

but are specific to a commercial setting. I t  is from this point that 
the 'reconstruction' of marketing at las t takes shape and we are almost 
back at the 's t a r t ' ,  "to know the place for the f i r s t  time".

The f i r s t  section of this chapter b r ie f ly  describes the evaluation 

and progression of early ideas, in the development of the research 

out of its  original t i t l e .  This e ffec tive ly  recreates the framework 

around which the project found its  early evolution, thus the section
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is called "historical context". This is followed by an overview 

of the thesis, affording a preview or guide which introduces the 

main themes and structures of the work.
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1.1 HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The research project o r ig in a lly  began e n t it led ;  "an examination 

of the use of sales aid leasing and i t ' s  implications fo r the 

marketing of industrial goods". I t  was agreed that the study 

should be conducted from a 'behavioural/marketing perspective': 
that is ,  a perspective other than ‘finance'. The f i r s t  few months 

of the project had to be spent trying to develop an orientation  

to the area and research. To this end, I began reading the l i t 
erature of industrial marketing and leasing.

There was l i t t l e  published material re la ting  to leasing practice  

and even less which spec if ica lly  addressed sales aid leasing.
Thus, at Professor Tomkins' suggestion, I spoke to various 'men- 
in-the-know': i n i t i a l l y  senior management in sales aid lessor
in s titu tion s . However, a piece of "exploratory fieldwork" developed 

which also included suppliers and potential lessees. This work is 

detailed in Appendix I and w i l l  not be reported here, other than for  

I ts  influence on informing the project. Exploring sales aid leasing 

arnd industrial marketing through the comments of practitioners  

provided valuable insights which were to re -d irect and re-focus 

research attention .

Leasing refers to a method of financing the acquisition of capital 

equipment through .means of instalment debt. The customer or lessee: 
acquires the use of equipment while ownership resides with the th ird  

party to the sale, the lessor or financial in s ti tu t io n . The lessee 

then pays monthly (or quarterly) repayments to the lessor over a 

period of time (usually 5 years) at a fixed rate of in terest, during 

which the fu l l  cost of the equipment is recovered in the case of 
financial leasing. (Operating leases generally go on for a second
ary lease period.) At the end of a financial lease the equipment 
may be disposed of in a variety of ways; i t  may be 'sold' by the 

lessor or lessee or bought back by the supplier, etc.
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A sales aid lease is a type of financial lease which is believed 

to be and used as an "aid to the sale". An equipment salesman 

may o ffe r  his customer leasing f a c i l i t i e s  ju s t  as he might o ffer  

renting or hire purchase as a lternative  instalment debt financing 

methods. This is loosely taken as a d e fin it io n  of sales aid 

leasing. I t  has a 'point of sale' immediacy related to a specific  

product sale which more general financial leasing does not possess: 
the la t te r  representing more a financial decision taken with respect 
to a financial portfo lio  and conducted through a regular lessor. The 

lease f a c i l i t i e s  offered by an equipment salesman vary according 

to whichever financiers ' documents he carries or his employer's own 

leasing policy? .

I t  had been noted during a larger research project (Tomkins '7g) 
that sales aid leasing represented certain anomolies. An unexplored 

subject, i t  seemed to be an expensive form of financing equipment 
acquisitions yet i t  was a growing area in volume terms. There are 

many financial and technical advantages and disadvantages to a l l  
three parties involved in leasing. Aside from tax and cashflow 

implications, a number of p o l i t ic a l  and non-cashflow aspects of 
leasing have also been id e n tif ied , as potential influence factors 

behind why lessees lease (see Apps. I & IV). Given that the project 
was not being conducted from a financial perspective, i t  was important 
to develop an appreciation of sales aid leasing and " i t 's  use" in
the context of the "marketing of industria l goods".

From the exploratory fieldwork, lessors could only c learly  re la te  

leasing and i t ' s  use in industrial marketing in terms of the ir  

own situation: that is ,  whilst knowing how i t  should work in
theory, they were not so sure of the actual practices of sales aid 

leasing in industrial marketing, as they were e ffec t ive ly  'one step
removed'. From suppliers emerged a clear idea that sales aid
leasing is only a small part of a much bigger story: ju st one
single aspect of a total product o ffe ring . They emphasised that 
i t ' s  use is to be found in the context of a whole sales package.
In this sense, i ts  use by buyers is also relevant: that is , in
order that one person may 's e l l '  leasing, another must 'buy' i t .
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However, the buyers in the exploratory study s im ilar ly  revealed 

that buying comprises a complexity of issues and that to isolate  

leasing from a normal buying situation rendered i t  simply abstracted. 
This established f irm ly  the duality  and mutuality of the subject, 
relevant to both buyers and salesmen and its  contextual setting ,  

in both buying and se lling .

Similar ideas were emerging from the crit ique  of the marketing 

l i te ra tu re .  The area was found to be quite d is t in c t ly  divided into 

industrial buying, consumer behaviour and personal se lling  research. 

Although occasional overlap between the areas, even the "dyadic" 

work tended to adopt e ither a buying or se lling  perspective of the 

dyad. In essence, the area lacked any study which actually  tackled 

the mutuality of the buyer-seller s ituation in its  da ily  practice: 
that is ,  which studied buyer and salesman, buying and se lling  together 

as i t  naturally  occurs. In addition, there seemed to be a tendency to 

isolate an aspect of buying or se lling  fo r  study, fo r  example, buyer 
attitudes , salesman t r a i ts ,e tc .  The resu lt appeared to be an area of 
fragmented and diverse research which related only to a part of 
either buying 0)2 se lling: explaining or predicting buyer a ttitude
formation or successful salesman t r a i t s .  Nowhere in the l i te ra tu re  

did one feel one had met a ' r e a l '  buyer or salesman or developed any 

understanding of the a c t iv ity  which fo r  some is called buying and 

for others, se lling .

Both the l i te ra tu re  search and exploratory fieldwork were being 

conducted in order to develop an appreciation of the practices of 
industrial marketing and the use and implications of sales aid 

leasing. Yet both sources c learly  implied that to study the use 

and implications of sales aid leasing, i t  should be retained in i ts  

natural context: that is ,  part of a sales package and variety  of
means by which a salesman tr ie s  to "aid the sale" and part of the 

buying scenario and variety of factors which a buyer considers. 
Sim ilarly , they pointed to the fundamental, basic and irreducible  

level at which leasing and marketing are located; the inter-actions  

of buyer and salesman. (See App.I) In essence, the study should
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take both buyer and salesman, buying and selling into account, 
examining the "whole" of the process of buying/selling, that is ,
industrial marketing. In this way, an understanding of that process
might be developed in which sales aid leasing or any other aspect 
may or may not emerge as important or relevant.

While a serious critic ism  of. the l i te ra tu re  was i ts  general 
fa i lu re  to re f le c t  accurately the practical world of marketing, 
i t  was primarily through trying to develop a research approach 

to this emerging buyer/sale§man study that the reasons for this  

divorce became clear. That is ,  the dominant marketing research 

form was found to be unable to accommodate such an in ter-active  

study. The main research approach had been one which focussed 

on the predictive capacity of one or more variable concepts. In 

e ffe c t ,  this had tended to shape the subject matter to f i t  the 

approach and could not accommodate the kind of study which was emerging 

here. Instead, a more contextual approach was required which could 

develop a dynamic account of the in teractive  context of industrial 
buying and se lling .

Indeed, in some ways the work during this f i r s t  year was to give more 

an idea of what form the research would not take rather than what i t  

would take. For example, i t  would not proceed in the style which 

dominated marketing research; i t  would not take the subject of sales 

aid leasing as its  primary focus, devoid of context; i t  would not 
seek to explore the predictive capacity of variables or test pre
determined hypotheses since i t  was f e l t  that too l i t t l e  was known of
the area oh which to base hypotheses. Although this perhaps sounds 

a rather negative starting point, eliminating what would not take 

place encouraged the development of more positive thought. With 

respect to the thesis, this implied that i t  also would not adopt the 

style of more trad itional marketing research reports; focussed on 

the ve r if ic a tio n  of theory or the presentation of a single normative/ 
prescriptive managerial or marketing theory. Instead, the thesis 

reflects the unfolding of the research process, as i t  generated 

momentum from these early ideas. This notion is more c learly  

i l lu s tra te d  in the next section which offers an overview 6 f the thesis.
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1 . 2  OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

The early work described in the previous section marks out f irm ly  

the sty le  of the project. There is an important sense of flow 

underlying the research, in essence, a flow of ideas. The thesis 

also seeks to o ffe r  an impression of this sense of progression 

throughout, preserving the developmental style of the work. In 

preparation fo r  the more detailed contents, this section w il l  
outline the general framework of the thesis.

Chapter 2 examines the l i te ra tu re  of marketing research. O rig ina lly , 
there was l i t t l e  l i te ra tu re  which related s p ec if ica lly  to sales aid 

leasing, although a b r ie f  discussion of more recent material is 

contained in Appendix IV. Through reading the marketing l i te ra tu re  

not only does there seem to be a lack of consensus as to any defin it ion  

of marketing but also as to what constitutes marketing research as 

opposed to consumer or buyer research. The subject is particu larly  

fragmented with divisions not only between say industrial buying and 

personal se lling  but also within each area. This is especially  

d i f f i c u l t  to grasp when one is reading the area in order to gain an 

orientation to the f ie ld  and its  research. Indeed, for this reason, 
this chapter offers a "view" of the l i te ra tu re  rather than a "review". 
These divisions between areas are so strong that the chapter is 

structured around them, in four sections re lating  to the l i te ra tu re  

of industria l buying, personal s e ll in g , communication studies and 

dyadic research. A f i f t h  section is added which offers an overall 
view of th is l i te ra tu re  in re lation to the project and research 

perspective developed.

Marketing research is very ec lec tic , borrowing constructs and variables 

from other disciplines in order to test them "sc ie n tif ic a lly "  in a 

marketing s ituation and assess th e ir  value in marketing research and 

analysis. Thus there are very few researches which set about discov
ering that which is inherent to marketing behaviour, ie .  'marketing- 
based' theories. Indeed, nowhere in the l i te ra tu re  does there seem to 

be any understanding of industrial buying and selling together, nor
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any knowledge of "what i t  is l ike " :  the l i te ra tu re  does not seem to
re late  to 're a l '  buyers and salesmen. Rather, the emphasis seems to 

be towards explaining such people and th e ir  behaviour in terms of 
s ta t is t ic a l equations, interlocking systems, contingency maps, causal 
laws or predicted through s ta tic  modelling. In contrast, from per
sonal experiences most people would probably describe 'marketing' as 

be4ng dynamic, v o la t i le  and very much 'action' orientated.

These ideas are pursued in Chapter 3 through an examination of 

methodology which provides a major turning point in the development 
of the project. The question of methodology or more particu larly  

the assumptions i t  requires,were found to be key. In three sections, 
the f i r s t  of this chapter examines methodology in marketing research.
The area is dominated by a research method which offers a s ta t ic ,  
passive reductionist and p artia l view of aspects of marketing. The 

marketing situation rather lends i t s e l f  to such an approach as it .can  

be easily dissected into separate aspects, such as buying or se lling .  
However, rather than marketing research depicting a rp a r t ia l ,  r e s t r ic t 
ive view of marketing practice, i t  becomes clear that i t  is more that 
this common methodolpgy provides only lim ited tools fo r  answering 

somewhat constrained questions. To avoid such a d iv is ive  and 

re s tr ic t iv e  study then, some a lte rnative  methodological approach is 

required; not simply a lternative  tools or methods themselves but 
more importantly with respect to basic assumptions of epistemology 

and ontology.

Section3.2 of Chapter 3 seeks such an 'a lte rn a tive ' approach through 

an examination of methodology more broadly in the context of social 
science research, where the subject receives considerable debate.
Based on more ' r e a l is t ic '  assumptions, there are a variety of research 

approaches which respect the contextual nature of behaviour. On this  

basis, i t  is possible to build up an a lternative  methodological 
framework, directed towards understanding the buyer/seller in terface.
Also explained in this section is the route by which a f ie ld  study, 
collecting observation data, h is to rica l documents and interview accounts, 
is seen as the most appropriate methodological approach for this study.
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Following from th is .  Section 3.3 describes the process of designing 

and implementing these ideas in a f ie ld  study. Here the fieldwork, 
research methods, research s i te ,  data collection and analysis are 

documented in d e ta i l ,  with supporting information in Appendix I I .
The s ite  is a local branch o ff ice  of a national supplier of o ff ice  

equipment, primarily photocopiers, facsimile machines and word 

processors. The company's anonymity is preserved by using the 

pseudonym of "Repro Ltd ." . (The sales team are also renamed.) A 

fu l l  discussion of this choice of s ite  is given in this section of 
Chapter 3, where i t  is shown tha t, using many of the trad itiona l  
class ificatory  notions from marketing l i te r a tu r e ,  this product (copier),  
processes of buying and se ll in g , and its  buyers defy categorisation.
An item of capital equipment, i t  is often financed from revenue 

accounts; a small or large investment, in some cases a service 

machine, in others a 'production' machine; i t  can be a newbuy, 
modified or stra ight rebuy etc; i ts  buyers;represent a wide range 

of organisational occupations. Most importantly, the copier market 
is highly competitive with l i t t l e  product d if fe re n t ia t io n  thus one 

might imagine that selling techniques are particu la r ly  relevant; where 

selling techniques refers to the whole range of 'sales aids' including 

leasing. I f  patterns can be found to industria l buying and selling  

in a study of these copier sales/purchases which l i e  at the boundary 

of so many defin itions in terms of 'marketing', they would represent 
p articu larly  valuable findings with respect to the l i te ra tu re  and also 

future research p o te n tia l.

The main body of data, collected over the 15 month period of the f ie ld  

work, is from separate interviews with buyers and salesmen, providing 

30 accounts, or more importantly, 15 pairs of accounts re la ting to 

each of 15 deals (3 deals with each of 5 senior salesmen). Other data 

comprise extensive fieldnotes from, trav e ll in g  with each salesman and 

from partici-pant observation based in th e ir  sales o ff ice  for the 

duration of the study. In addition. Appendix I I I  de ta ils  some add
it iona l fieldwork based on interaction analysis schemes. While i t  

is a valuable exercise, i t  raises a number of practical problems which 

are not resolved here.
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These f i r s t  two chapters lay the foundations to the remainder of the 

thesis, i l lu s tra t in g  that which informs and directs the project. 
Continuing in this developmental s ty le . Chapters 4-8 take up this  

flow of ideas on the level of data analysis. Efforts are made 

throughout to explicate the process of analysis. Indeed, Chapter 4 

is spec ifica lly  created to give an idea of the developments backwards 

ani forwards from data to analysis, through which an analytical 
framework Is established; that is ,  to i l lu s t r a te  something of the 

diversity  of the material while at the same time identify ing themes 

and patterns which are common to this broad spectrum of data. Thus 

although this chapter contains a deliberately  naive s ty le , this reflects  

something of what took place in the analysis process. Moving from 

in i t i a l  tentative ideas to more concrete conceptualisations, there is 

a gradual progression of Ideas from which the analytical framework is 

firm ly established, both in and through the data. The framework is 

f in a l ly  identif ied  as the construction of a relationship between 

buyer and salesman which provides a context in which to deal. The 

relationship is based on the presentation and negotiation of id en tit ies  

which must be acceptable to both. Without creating such a relationship  

between them, there is no context in which to deal.

From th is ,  the task of Chapters 5 & 6 becomes that of introducing the 

salesmen and th e ir  buyers (respective ly), bringing out more c learly  

and in more depth the underlying patterns in the data which provide 

the foundations to the framework. Inevitably then, these chapters 

contain a strong descriptive element as well as analytic . Using 

various il lu s tra tio n s  from the data, these chapters develop a clear  

understanding of the buyers and salesmen in the project, pieced 

together from many d if fe re n t viewpoints. At the same time however, 
these chapters also run counter to the aims of the project; which 

seeks to keep buyer and salesman together. This problem is unavoidable, 
given that each party requires.detailed introduction. Thus i t  creates 

the need fo r  Chapter 7, the conceptual summary.

In addition to the divorcing of buyers and salesmen through Chapters 5 & 6, 
i t  is apparent that some concepts are more c learly  i l lu s tra te d  through 

salesman accounts whereas others are more f irm ly  established through 

buyer data. Thus Chapter 7 seeks not only to bring buyer and salesman
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together again but also to summarise and define concepts in a manner 
which balances attention between buyer and salesman. I t  had seemed 

unwise to define closely concepts in Chapter 4 since at that stage, 
in su ffic ien t data had been given upon which to establish any lim its  

to th e ir  range of meaning. By Chapter 7 though, there is a much 

clearer idea of what each concept means in terms of the data and 

defin itions can be established, at the same time bringing buyer and 

salesman together again. As a kind of intermediary summary, i t  

c la r if ie s  concepts in terms of both sets of accounts, defining  

" iden tity" , "status and professionalism", "relationship", "negotiation", 
thus making certain of the ground upon which Chapter 8 is  to be b u il t .

Analysing the process of establishing and constructing relationships  

between buyer and salesman is the central focus of Chapter 8. This 

demands careful interweaving of description and analysis in order to 

retain the accent o f  the process o f construction. The chapter passes 

between i l lu s tra t in g  what i t  is l ik e  to build a relationship between 

buyer and salesman and what that means in terms of the analytical 
framework. The construction process is followed through the phases of 
cold c a l l , presentation, demonstration, ( t r i a l )  and close. These phases 

are common to most sales manuals arid are also part of the buyers' 
vocabularies. Here they are found to have an important meaning most 
pertinent to the analysis.

This chapter reveals th e ir  relationships to be somewhat f r a g i le ,  human 

a ffa irs  pf precarious and delicate balance. I t  is always possible for  

an established relationship to become weakened or undermined through 

inconsistencies in that which is presented by e ither party. There are 

several i l lu s tra tio n s  of mis-understandings and d if fe r in g  interpretations  

which lead to the dis-establishment of buyer-salesman relationships.
Also in this chapter begins to emerge an idea of the fundamental, under

lying ironies of industrial buying and s e ll in g , capturing in many ways 

the sense of industrial buying and selling as a product of jo in t  creation

With the f in a l analysis and fu l l  i l lu s tra t io n  of the data, i t  would be 

possible to end the thesis at this point. However, Chapter 9 provides 

the f in a l l ink  in the research cycle which takes us back to the beginning
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and helps us to know the s ta rt  for the " f i rs t"  time. Following the 

analytical progression through Chapters 4-8 , the thesis is found to 

contain ideas sympathetic with those o f a particular trad ition  of 
analysis in social science; that which examines social relationships  

through notions o f id en tit ies  and in teraction . Importantly though, 
the analysis in this thesis is not that of an in te ra c t io n is t : 
undoubtedly one schooled in this t ra d it io n  would make a rather 

different interpretation of the data. However, Chapter 9 then 

pursues the theoretical implications o f the analysis, by exploring 

the relevant sociological l i te r a tu r e .  In this way, theoretical 
foundations to the analysis are discovered which contribute towards 

establishing the sense of a d if fe ren t perspective by which to under
stand industrial buying and (selling. Thus i t  can be seen how the 

thesis seeks to contribute to knowledge on d iffe ren t levels: that is ,  
to marketing i t  provides the l in k  with the conceptualisation o f  

marketing as social relationships; to the study of social re la t io n 
ships i t  offers an example o f a d if fe re n t  and commercial situation  

which can be conceptualised in th is  way; and i t  also contributes 

a micro study of considerable empirical depth and detail which can 

be related to more macro issues of structure and organisation in 

marketing. In this way, this chapter completes the research cycle 

and adds the fina l touches to the fu l l  development of the research 

ideas.

I t  then remains for Chapter 10 to draw the research to a close, summ
arising the thesis. In concluding the work, this chapter highlights  

the main contributions which this research makes, in terms of method, 
theory and to the practice of marketing. The discussion of contrib
utions raises several exciting issues, in particu lar that the 

conceptualisations developed here are e ffec tiv e ly  to "reconstruct" 

marketing research; c learly  generating considerable potential for 

future research as well as a new perspective on current research.
Above a l l ,  this chapter is f in a l ly  to conclude that the thesis has 

achieved its  primary aim: that at la s t ,  on this solid foundation of
empirical work, there are 're a l '  buyers and salesmen in the l i te ra tu re  

of the area.
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INTRODUCTION

Marketing, as represented in and by the marketing research l i te ra tu re ,  
is comprised of many diverse and fragmented aspects, the sum of which 

does not seem to add up to any sense of a 'whole'. Part of the problem 

would seem to stem from questions of nomenclature and defin it ion  and 

the claims made for each particu lar t i t l e .  Nowhere in the l i te ra tu re  

is there a consistently agreed and accepted defin it ion  of 'marketing'
(or industrial marketing) nor consensus regarding which a c t iv it ie s  

i t  comprises. These points alone represent a considerable obstacle to 

any exploration of this area of l i te ra tu re  and indeed, substantially  

influence the subsequent shape of this chapter. Thus before describing 

the framework around which the material in this chapter is hung, i t  is 

helpful to explain b r ie f ly  something of the depth and range of these 

inconsistencies. To i l lu s t r a te  these points, two contrasting quotations 

are given from eminent scholars in the f ie ld .

The f i r s t  example is from the introduction to an a r t ic le  by Bonoma & 

Johnston (1978):

"Industrial marketing, as a f ie ld  of study, has often been 
defined by defau lt. I t  is not consumer marketing and i t  is  
not (necessarily) international marketing."

Having made the point that the "dollar volume of sales in 
industria l markets is about twice that of the consumer market", 
they then add:

"The importance placed upon studying industrial marketing seems 
in su ffic ien t when the re la t ive  importance of the consumer and 
Industria l areas are compared. This tendency for marketers to 
overlook the importance of studying industrial marketing is 
unfortunate as well as unfounded."

Bonoma & Johnston ( '78 )

There are two important assumptions underlying th e ir  comments: consumer
marketing is taken to mean marketing to households and individuals as 

opposed to formal organisations or industry, thus defining 'consumer' 
in terms of the persons who are consuming rather than, on the basis of 
the act of consumption; and industrial buying is assumed to be an 

integral part of industria l marketing which, in abstraction, can be 

taken simply as buying being an integral part of 'marketing'.
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Jacoby (1976a) takes a d iffe ren t stance in his presidential address 

to the ACR (1975). F irs t he chastised authors, including ACR members 

who assert that consumer behaviour is simply a sub-domain of marketing. 
He then defined consumer behaviour as:

! " . . . th e  acquisition, consumption and disposition of goods,
services, time and ideas by decision-making units (eg. 
individuals, fam ilies , firms e tc )" ;  wtière "behaviour" is:
" . . .  to include both overt behaviour and related cognitive 
behaviour which may occur prior to ,  during and subsequent 
to overt behavioural acts."

Jacoby ('76a)

In contrast to Bonoma & Johnston, Jacoby assumes that 'consumer' 
refers to any person or group of persons who engage in acts o f cons
umption (preceded by acquisition and succeded by disposition). In 

this sense, consumer marketing is a contradiction in terms: there
is consumer behaviour and marketing and from his defin it ion  and 

examples, consumer behaviour is related broadly to acts o f consumption 

which may or may not be the outcome of acts o f marketing. For example, 
he depicts the case of the young lady and 'sugar daddy' as a case of 
consumer behaviour along with borrowing the neighbour's rake, neither 

of which are the outcome o f marketing in its  commercial sense. He 

also assumes that consumer behaviour is not merely a sub-domain of  

marketing but exists separately as a d iscip line in its  own r ig h t ,  
independent of other d isciplines.

A case is not being made for the superiority of one view over another 

nor w il l  the more complex conceptual issues which these quotations 

raise be explored here.^ They are offered primarily as clear i l l u s t r 
ations of fundamental deep rooted and diverse views and definitions  

(and th e ir  implied inconsistencies) which pervade the research l i t 
erature of buying and s e lling . Although both speak o f the same

1. For example, the two defin itions could to ah extent be theoretica lly  
consolidated: where Jacoby refers to disposition as part of consumer
behaviour, there are instances where this w il l  re late  to se ll in g , eg. 
the disposition of an old car when replacing i t  with a new model. This 
involves the consumer in selling,and essentially  one person's dispos
it ion  is another's acquisition; e f fe c t iv e ly , Bonoma & Johnston's 
defin ition of marketing, buying and se lling .
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a c t iv i ty  and use common terms, th e ir  interpretations and assumptions 

are widely d if fe r in g  and at variance with each other. Importantly, 

these contrasting positions are found in general research statements 

of leading authors and i l lu s t r a te  simply one way in which lack of 
consensus at this broad level is reflected in the l i te ra tu re .  There 

ar̂ e many,many others. The d ivers ity  and fragmentation goes further  

and deeper in every way as authors focus on specific facets of 
'marketing' such as d istr ibution networks, promotion, market segment
ation, personal se ll in g , packaging, advertising, etc. Personal selling  

is generally considered to be the dominant means of selling  to organis
ations and industry, yet much research into personal selling is located 

within 'consumer' research, referring to l i f e  insurance and subscription 

selling to individual 'personal' buyers. S im ilarly , buyer-seller  

interaction research has mainly centred on this personal le v e l,  referring  

to department store interactions, e tc , even though face-to-face selling  

is the primary means of dealing between formal organisations.

This lack of consensus and range of d ivers ity  has important implications 

for the reviewer. Given the vast and p r o l i f ic  amounts of research into
3

the area , the choices of where to search and decisions regarding which 

aspects w i l l  be most relevant are d i f f i c u l t  and perhaps somewhat 
arb itra ry . Indeed, Jacoby's ('76a) comments in his Presidential Address 
to the Annual Symposium of the ACR '75 serve as cautionary, i f  not

2 . For example, Bartels ( '7 4 ) ,  Dawson ( '7 9 )  and Arndt ( '7 8 )  a l l  make 
strong, e x p lic i t  defin itions of marketing as being primarily the promotion 
and distr ib tu ion of goods and services and include a ll  the log is tica l  
aspects devoted to achieving that end. Of those who take buying to be 
an integral part of marketing, fo r  example, Sheth ( '77 ) endeavours to 
unite individual (consumer), industria l and organisation buying under 
one conceptualisation. Bagozzi ( '7 8 )  refers to the family as "organis
a tion a l’ buyers". Engel et al ( '7 3 )  re fe r  to the "industrial consumer".

3. Sheth ( '77 ) found over 1,000 references to organisational-industrial 
buying when reviewing the l i te ra tu re  prio r to his paper. Engel e t al ( '73)  
claim that consumer behaviour l i te ra tu re  doubled during the late '6 0 's /  
early '70 's , with supportive evidence of this pro life ra tion  of l i te ra tu re  
from Wind ( '7 3 ) ,  Woodside, Sheth & Bennett ( '7 7 ) .  Jacoby ('76b) 
estimates that between 7-10,000 papers appeared between 1968-76 which 
were d irec tly  related to consumer psychology. Referencing 463 a r t ic le s ,  
books and papers, he f e l t  that he nad only 'touched upon substantially  
less than 10% of the available material" re lating to consumer psychology 
during that period.
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pessimistic advice:

" . . .much too large a proportion of the contemporary consumer 
research l i te ra tu re  is not worth the paper i t  is printed on 
or the time i t  takes to read i t . Unless we begin to take 
corrective action soon, we w i l l  a l l  drown in a mass of 
meaningless ju n k !1"

I Jacoby (*76a-p2)
emphasis in original

For this reason, i t  was f e l t  that this chapter can at best o ffe r  only 

a 'view' of the l i te ra tu re  rather than a 'rev iew '. I t  is essentia lly  

a view of the l i te ra tu re  with the project in mind; that i s , i t  is my 

view of the l i te ra tu re  which comprises the area, developed through 

searching the research fo r  insights which might inform or d irect  

the project.

When the l i te ra tu re  was f i r s t  examined ( ‘ 78 /'79) this lack of consensus 

was noted although not fu l ly  appreciated in terms of i ts  implications 

for research in the area. To gain an orientation to research in the 

area, attention was focussed on the l i te ra tu re  of three main aspects 

of marketing, identif ied  as relevant to the project and the "marketing 

of industrial goods": buying, se lling  and buyer-seller research (noting
of course, the lack of relevant work re la ting  to sales aid leasing in 

terms of e ither finance or marketing research). While the main emphasis 

was on research re lating to ' in d u s tr ia l '  or 'organisational' s ituations,  
studies from 'consumer' areas were also considered. Although this  

chapter has been updated several times since then, an attempt has been 

made to leave i t  re la t iv e ly  unchanged in terms of style and structure 

in order to re f le c t  as fa r  as possible the sources and kinds of ideas 

afforded which directed and informed the early development of the project

These three main aspects of marketing provide the primary structure for  

this chapter. The f i r s t  section considers buyers and buying; the 

second looks at salesmen and s e ll in g . The th ird  aspect, buyer-seller  

research, however, was found to include at least two d iffe ren t styles  

of research; that is ,  buying and se lling  in terms of communication 

and influence strategies and in terms of the "dyadic approach".
Section 2.3of this chapter explores the communications element of buyer/ 
se lle r  research while dyadic models are examined in Section 2.4. Each
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section is given a b r ie f  summary which attempts to draw out the major 

themes of the crit ique  of the l i te r a tu r e ,  highlighting th e ir  influence 

on the direction and development of the project.

Although much of the l i te ra tu re  has had to be excluded, the chapter 

s t i l l  covers a wide expanse of ground. Thus a f i f t h  and f in a l section 

is added which endeavours to summarise b r ie f ly  and draw together the 

main implications of the view of the l i te ra tu re .  In doing so, a 

statement of my own perspective is implied with regards to the problems 

of d e fin it io n  and d istinction outlined above. Again this accurately 

mirrors what took place in the research project. The view of the 

l i te ra tu re  was made with a c r i t ic a l  eye with the result that a number 
of issues had to be addressed in order to ensure a solid basis on 

which to consider the subsequent research questions in th is study.
In this sense, this section provides the essential l ink  between the 

view of the l i te ra tu re  and the development of methodological ideas 

prior to designing the project, which is the subject of the subsequent 
chapter.

Bearing in mind then the caution of c la s s if ic a t io n , the f i r s t  section 

here considers "organisational" buying and the buyer.
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2.1 BUYING & BUYING BEHAVIOUR

Considerable research e f fo r t  has been devoted to this area, part icu larly  

in the last two decades. Even so, i t  is frequently noted that:
i

" . . . th e  common opinion of academics and practitioners is 
thatr.there exists in s u ff ic ie n t knowledge of the industrial 
buying area."

Bonoma & Johnston ('78-p213)

D ifferent authors c ite  d if fe re n t  reasons for this apparent lack 'o f  

knowledge. Bonoma & Johnston (1978) fo r  example, go on to suggest that 
i t  is dbe to the misfoundation of four trad itiona l assumptions of such 

research and propose that a dyadic approach, one which examines buyer 
and s e lle r  together, towards a fu l l  general systems theory of buying 

and selling would resolve the problem. (See section 4 for a fu l l  disc
ussion.) Ferguson (1978) on the other hand notes that following 

Webster's (1969)ca ll for a more s c ie n t i f ic  approach to research, the 

las t decade has seen the development of s c ie n t if ic  knowledge of organ
isational buying; developing a p r io r i  hypotheses, defining data collection  

methods and measurement techniques. However, he points out that in order 

to manage such rigorous s c ie n t if ic  studies attention tends to be paid 

only to single or specific  aspects of industrial buying, given the vast 
proportions which a macro study would take, with the result that:

"These e fforts  have contributed very l i t t l e  towards the 
goal of iden tify ing , understanding and predicting industrial 
buying behaviour."

Ferguson ('78-p229)

In contrast, Sheth, (1977) concludes that:

"Organisational buying behaviour has a rich trad ition  of 
empirical and practice-oriented research."

Sheth ('77-p33)
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However, as the structure of his typology of kinds of organisational 
buying behaviour research im plies, such research is highly fragmented 

and diffused across a broad spectrum. He id en tifie s  7 major d iffe re n t  

kinds of research attention which he fu rther c lass ifies  into a to ta l 
of 47 categories.

C learly there is  only lim ited consensus as to what is and what is  not 

currently present or lacking in organisational buying behaviour research. 

These a rtic le s  also il lu s tra te  three d iffe re n t ways by which such 

lite ra tu re  can be c lass ified  and reviewed and the d iffe re n t conclusions 

implied by each typology. Bonoma & Johnston fo r example, although only 

b r ie f ly  mentioned, o ffe r 4 trad itio n a l research assumptions around which 

much of the lite ra tu re  can be c la s s ifie d . Ferguson's c las s ific a tio n  is 

based on the research contribution made, fo r example, to decision theory, 
communications theory and research techniques. In contrast, Sheth's 

typology is  drawn up around the aspect(s) of the buying process to 

which the research attends eg. types of buying decisions, decision
making,, . t h e  process underlying buying decisions, etc . These d iffe re n t  

typologies enable th e ir  authors to reach d iffe re n t conclusions about 
past research and find d iffe re n t im plications fo r future research.

The view of the lite ra tu re  presented here is that which was gained from 

extensive reading across the f ie ld  in an attempt to develop an o rie n t
ation to the area of research. From th is  point of view, the lite ra tu re  

of the past decade of organisational buying research seems very roughly 

to divide into that re la ting  to large comprehensive models and that 
aimed at developing insights into specific  aspects of buying behaviour. 
Given the vast proportions of the task, the comprehensive models tend 

to be more theoretical than em pirical, such that there begins to emerge 

something of a researcher's Catch 22 s itu a tio n . That the large models 

are more d i f f ic u l t  to develop em p irica lly , the tendency has been to 

concentrate on empirical research of p a rtia l models or specific aspects 

of buying behaviour, often at the expense of more h o lis tic  studies of 
such behaviour. Yet the value of such narrower work can only be fu l ly  

realised when considered in the context of a large comprehensive model 
which in turn tends to be the product of the developing of theoretical 
conceptualisations. To afford a broad introduction to the area, the 

large models were considered f i r s t .
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General Models

One of the most widely acclaimed models of organisational buying 

behaviour was proposed by Robinson & Paris (1967) and subsequently 

refined by Robinson, Paris & Wind (1968). Their buy-grid model 
introduced the concepts of buy-phases and buy-classes and has provided 

the basis fo r many subsequent researches, eg. Brand (1972), S tiles(1973) 

Ferguson (1978). Their model is more accurately referred to as a 

taxonomy which endeavoured to produce c la r ity  of thinking about industria l 
buying and which aimed to develop a framework that could be used for  

analysis. They id en tifie d  three buy-classes: newbuy, modified newbuy 

and stra ight re-buy; and eight buy-phases;
Anticipation of recognition of a problem or need(il

'il:
(V

( V i
(v ii

( v i i i

Determination of the q u ality  and characteristics of the 
needed item
Specific description of item needed 
Search fo r and q u a lific a tio n  of potential sources 
Examination of sources leading to a decision concerning 
how item is to be purchased
Evaluation of proposals and selection of supplier 
Establishment of order routine 
Performance feedback and avaluation

Their taxonomy was la te r  c r it ic is e d  (Webster '69 , Ferguson '78) fo r  its  

lack of s c ie n tif ic  bases, as some of the data were collected from 

informal interviews and fo r its  lack of explanation of cause and e ffe c t  

relationships between buy-phases and its  in a b ili ty  to predict supplier 

choice. However, such critic ism s would seem a l i t t l e  harsh given the 

two aims of th e ir  taxonomy, mentioned above, and that i t  was prim arily  

presented as an analytic framework rather than as a predictive model.

Brand (1972) attempted to tes t the fe a s ib il ity  of th e ir  taxonomy, examining 

the phases fo r each buy-class in d iffe re n t companies. He concluded that 
although on occasions the number of phases may be telescoped or expanded, 
they were " id en tifiab le"  and "meaningful" stages. He also id en tifie d  

changes in the composition of the decision-making unit (DMU), developing 

three models (corresponding to buy-classes) of the decision-making 

process between each of the buy-phases. For example, he id e n tifie d  that 
stage ( i i ) / ( i i i )  in the case of a newbuy represented the decision 

to make or buy whereas fo r a modified rebuy the decision was whether or
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not to change suppliers.

Both the orig inal taxonomy and Brand's models imply a progressive 

nature to buying behaviour while reta in ing an element of parsimony 

and s im p lic ity . However, in both cases the actual process is described 

in s ta tic  terms; that is ,  although id e n tif ia b le  and meaningful stages, 

the buy-phases are captured s ta t ic a lly  at p articu la r in te rv a ls , rather 

lik e  the photographer's s t i l ls  taken a t various in tervals  to represent 
series of continuous actions. In addition , both models assume that 
buying behaviour proceeds po sitive ly  and lin e a rly : that is ,  buying
behaviour always progresses in a s ing le , positive d irection towards the 

f in a l goal. Brand's refinements suggest that the phases may be expanded 

adding in phases ^nd decisions where necessary rather than disrupting  

th is  lin e a r progression.

E ssen tia lly , both works depict the formal series of phases and decisions 

which industria l buyers # c e  but add l i t t l e  more towards understanding 

what these mean in practice; that is ,  how do they enact the phases, 
how do they make th e ir  decisions. However, Ferguson (1978) concluded:

"This review of the current general models of in d u stria l 
buying behaviour indicates that the most s ig n ifican t co n tri
butions appear to be the models developed by Brand based upon 
the Buygrid Analytic Framework."

Ferguson ('7 8  -  p228)

Whilst not e n tire ly  in agreement with his conclusions, i t  does indicate  

something of the esteem in which these models are held some years a fte r  

th e ir  development. Ferguson (1979) himself then went on to tes t the . 
Buygrid Analytical Framework (BAF) in a survey questionnaire. He 

id en tifie d  the BAF as a model of the formal system, designed to a llo t  

equal a tten tion to a ll  potential suppliers but added evidence to support 
the notion that most organisational buying involves some "shortcut" or 

informal system. In one p articu lar case he gathered s u ffic ie n t data to 

draw up a decision process model of the informal system. However, in 

compiling his model of the informal system, Ferguson also embodied the 

assumptions underlying the BAF model: that behaviour, or th is flow
chart type process of buying, proceeds in a s ing le , positive lin e a r  

direction .
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Howard & Sheth have both together and in d iv id ua lly  proposed a number of 
general models of buyer behaviour (Howard '63 , Howard & Sbeth '6 9 ,'7 3 ,  
Sheth '7 3 ,'7 7 ) . Their jo in t  model ( '6 9 , refined '73) was essentia lly  

an input-output flow diagram, consisting of four sets of constructs or 

variables:
, ( i )  input variables

( i i )  output variables 
( i i i )  hypothetical constructs 

( iv )  exogenous variables
I t  was developed from an integration of many empirical and theoretical 

vorks from a range of d isc ip lin es , including psychology, organisational 
theory and marketing research. They described three d iffe re n t kinds of 
buying task: extensive problem solving, lim ited  problem solving and
routinised response behaviour (o r ig in a lly  proposed by Howard '63 and 

reflected in the Robinson e t al buy-classes). However, rather than 

iden tify ing  phases or decisions in the process, they endeavoured to draw 

together a l l  possible hypothetical constructs and intervening variables  

which may in some way influence brand choice. Building loops and feed
back effects  between various constructs and variab les; the resu ltant 
complex map of threads to buying behaviour was an in teresting model 
although i t  did l i t t l e  to advance empirical knowledge; ra th er, instead 

drawing on what was already known and what could reasonably be hypothes
ised. They rare ly  made clear the empirical basis to the various 

constructs which makes i t  impossible to assess the com patib ility  of many 

aspects of the theory:

" . . fo r  the sake of exposition, we have often not c lea rly  
distinguished here between the theory and its  empirical 
counterparts. Although th is practice encourages certain  
ambiguities and we lay ourselves open to the charge of 
re ify in g  our theory, we believe that i t  s im plifies the 
exposition."

Howard & Sheth ('73  -  p522)

The charge of ambiguity would seem greater than that of re if ic a tio n .
For example, th e ir  exogenous variable called 'cu ltu re ' might more 

accurately be a 'learning and perceptual' construct, depending on 

whether i t  is defined as existing independent of the person or whether 
i t  is seen to be in part created by the person.
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At heart, i t  is a stimulus-response theory in which they try  to acknow

ledge the 'organism' which mediates between stimulus and response, thus 

ca llin g  i t  an 's -o -r  framework'. The input variables are the s tim u li, 

the output variables the response, and the hypothetical and exogenous 

constructs represent the constitution of the mediating organism. In 

th is  sense, i t  gives a s ta tic  representation of such behaviour and offers  

l i t t l e  in terms of understanding the buyer. No successful tes t of the 

theory is to be found in the li te r a tu re , although several researchers 
have tr ie d .^

Many of these criticism s may also be leve lled  at the Webster & Wind (1972) 
model fo r understanding organisational buying behaviour. More deeply 

embedded in the industria l context than that of Howard & Sheth, i t  

represented a refinement of models which they had proposed during the 

previous decade. They stressed i t  to be a general model, aimed at 
developing an understanding of the organisational decision making process 

called buying. They arranged buyer behaviour in terms of fouc^cl asses of 
variables: in d iv id ua l, so c ia l, organisational, and environmental, each
of which was subdivided into task and non-task categories. One of the 

main advances of th e ir  model was that i t  relocated organisational buying 

in the context of organisational decision making processes, bringing out 
the group nature of such decisions. Th.ys they stressed the importance 

of the buying centre, the "group tasks", "group structure", "group member 
characteristics" and "group processes". In th is  sense, they drew on 

organisation theory with Leav itt (1964) and Cyert & March (1963) as th e ir  

main references. The systems emphasis of L ea v itt's  work shows through 

p a rtic u la rly  in the tex t accompanying the model.

Like Howard & Sheth's model, Webster & Wind worked to in tegrate existing  

empirical knowledge and certa in  hypothetical notions into th e ir  model.
Thus i t  s im ila rly  lacks a sound empirical basis and again there is

4 .fo r  e x a m p le ,Farley & Ring (1970)concluded that "the test put extreme 
pressure on the data" and stressed that data co llection techniques and 
procedures needed extensive improvement. However, the tes t of the theory 
by Lutz & Resek (1972) led them to conclude that the tes t put extreme 
pressure on the theory rather than on the data. Consequently others have 
concentrated on p articu lar individual constructs, enjoying a l i t t l e  more 
success. Guttman & Marcus(1973) studied the 'hypothetical construct' of 
satisfaction  although they found th e ir  conclusions were lim ited by the 
lack:o f empirical context in which to re la te  th e ir  results in terms of 
the whole theory.
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ambiguity concerning the roots to th e ir  constructs. I t  also tends to 

o ffe r  an s -r  understanding where, fo r a ll the emphasis on the group 

nature of buying, the individual buyer is eventually discovered to be 

an 'organism' constituted of a few 'basic psychological processes":

"In the fin a l analysis a ll  organisational buying behaviour 
( is individual behaviour.. .The organisational buyer's

personality, perceived role set, m otivation, cognition and 
learning are the basic psychological processes which a ffec t 
his response to the buying s ituation and marketing stim uli 
provided by potential vendors."

Webster & Wind ('72  -p l9 )

The organisational theory orientation of th e ir  model is fu rther weakened 

when they stress that the d ivision of each class of variab le in to  task 

and non-task categories is  somewhat a rb itra ry  and often impossible to 

define. This would seem to imply that such a d iv is ion  is a somewhat 
spurious hypothetical endeavour rather than any constructive advance 

in the theory.

Noting the general nature of th e ir  theory, they added:

" I t  can be useful in generating hypotheses and provides a 
framework fo r careful in terp reta tion  of research results  
that makes the researcher more sensitive to the complexities 
he is studying."

Webster & Wind ('72  ppl2-3)

Essentia lly , any theory which is too unwieldy to be tested is not of 
great value as separate studies of component parts do not necessarily 

add up to a sense of the whole. Further, instead of making the researcher 

"more sensitive to the complexities which he is  studying", i t  might 

a lte rn a tiv e ly  be making him insensitive to complexities which he might 
otherwise be studying. Although several researchers have attempted to 

use aspects of the model in developing research hypotheses (eg. Doyle, 
Woodside & M itchell '79) fu l l  tests of the theory have proved more 

d if f ic u lt  (Laczniak '7 9 ).

Sheth. (1973) proposed a general model of organisational buying behaviour 
in which he aimed to reconcile and integrate existing knowledge into  

a " re a lis t ic  and comprehensive" model, producing a less wieldy model 
than its  predecessors. The three main aspects of his model were:
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the psychological world of the individuals involved in buying decisions; 

the conditions which p rec ip ita te  jo in t  decisions among these individuals; 
and the:process of jo in t  decision making, inevitab le  c o n flic t and its  

resolution . In his te x t, he also stressed a fourth aspect which loosely 

comprised 's itua tio na l factors". Drawing on consumer and social 

psychology research, he attempted to overcome the p it fa l ls  of previous 

models by noting the dynamic nature of behaviour and time facto rs , and 

trying to avoid depicting the buyer as 'organism' or 'black box' of 

intervening variables between stimulus and response. In th is  sense, 
his model is perhaps the most 'human' of the general models, recognising
that buyers do more than ju s t process information and that the f in a l
decision is not lik e ly  to su it everyone involved. However, a lack of 
consistency between model and tex t makes i t  d i f f ic u l t  to assess fu lly  

the implications of th is work.

For example, in the text he suggested that a number of " im p lic it
c r ite r ia "  such as supplier reputation, technical expertise of the sales 

representative,etc might be relevant to the buyer's "expectations" and 

decisions made. Yet these eluded the model, where the salesman was 

only mentioned in terms of an information source, along with advertising, 
press! releases, e tc . He also made some very important assumptions 

without apparent empirical foundations; fo r example, that:

" ...p roduct users look fo r  prompt d e live ry , proper in s ta lla tio n  
and e ff ic ie n t  serv ic a b ility ;  purchasing agents look fo r  price 
advantage and economy in shipping and forwarding; and engineers 
look fo r excellence in q u a lity , standardization of the product 
and engineering pretesting of the product."

and that:

" . . . th e  purchasing agent is rewarded fo r economy, the engineer 
fo r qu ality  control and the production personnel fo r e ff ic ie n t  
scheduling."

Sheth ('7 3  -pp52-3)

This he argued, leads to c o n flic t in decision making and subsequent 
levels of satisfaction with the f in a l choice. However, his assumptions 

of both d iffe re n t group's objectives and decision c r ite r ia  and th e ir  

potential rewards could be argued otherwise. Product users may perhaps 

lookrfor the product most suited to making th e ir  working conditions more 

pleasant and are rewarded for e ffic ien cy  of production not scheduling;
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the la t te r  being a more managerial task. Controversy exists in the 

l i te ra tu re  over the rewards of the purchasing agent; as only he alone 

can assess the "economy" of any choice, th is  is not necessarily the 

basis on which he is rewarded. I t  would seem reasonable to assume that 
the individuals occupying d iffe re n t organisational positions have 

d iffe re n t hopes and fears in th e ir  work and that purchase choices are 

not always wholly acceptable to a l l  involved. However, Sheth's 

assumptions are based on a firm , fu n c tio n a lis t approach which is neither 

e n tire ly  consistent with his model or tex t nor supported by empirical 

evidence. Indeed, th is  la t te r  point is pertinent tb the en tire  model; 

that i t  does not have the foundation of empirical support.

These works cited so fa r  are the main general models and comprehensive 

theories in the lite ra tu re  o f organisational buying behaviour. Although 

there have been more recent attempts a t modelling such behaviour, these 

tend to be in some degree e ith e r based on or related to these main large 

models. For example, Neil sen (1973) attempted to draw together the 

major themes from these models (p a rtic u la r ly  Robinson e t al '68 and 

Webster & Wind '72) in to  the "Neilsen box". Although without empirical 
support, i t  attempted to in tegrate the d iffe re n t theoretical emphases 

in to a single diagrammatic representation and as such has been commended 

fo r its  endeavour (H ill  & Hi H ie r  '7 7 ). Another example is that of 
Choffray & L ilie n  (1978) who proposed an industria l market response 

model (based on Robinson e t al '68 , Webster & Wind '72 and Sheth '73 ).
The main "adoption" model was broken down into 3 subcomponent models 

which were described in terms of p ro b ab ility  equations; awareness, 
acceptance and group decision models. They endeavoured to generate 

empirical support, developing a "measurement methodology" by which to 

operationalise the model. A highly mathematical approach, i t  seemed to 

focus more on the development o f operational research methods rather 

than of an understanding of organisational buying behaviour.^

5. While emphasising the need fo r s c ie n tif ic  and objective measurement, 
the actual components of each equation and model were more problematic, 
often requiring approximations. For example, in the group decision model, 
one component measurement re lied  " oh the marketing manager's experiences 
with the product class" (p27). Measurements of individual perceptions 
and preferences were based on the assumption that most industria l buyers 
are technically  oriented, although Brand (1972) found otherwise. Indeed, 
counter to the orig inal claims, th e ir  model seemed to re ly  on somewhat 
arb itra ry  approximations w hilst advancing "operationalizable" objective  
measurement techniques.
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E m p i r i c a l  Work

Where the large models propose or hypothesize the inclusion of a 

multitude of possible concepts by which to analyse buying behaviour, 
the empirical researches tend to focus on testing a p articu la r concept 
or group of concepts in an e ffo r t  to id en tify  cause and e ffec t re la tio n 
ships between them. This kind of approach seems based on the assumption 

that such p a rtia l studies together contribute towards some integrated  

"whole" of buying behaviour research. In consequence, the area of 
research is comprised of a vast range of studies of uneven qu ality  and 

varied conceptual development. Certain research trends can be ident
if ie d  as researchers focus on p a rtic u la r concepts and lines of 'borrowing' 
from the social sciences, re flec tin g  developments in social science 

discip lines. This section traces some of the major trends in researching 

the buyer and seeks to i l lu s tra te  the varie ty  of ways in which the 

buyer has been seen in terms of marketing research.

Much of current buyer research is b u ilt  out of theoretical developments 

in psychology. The d isc ip line  of psychology incorporates a range of 
d iffe re n t research approaches, hence there is considerable d ivers ity  

amongst that which appears in buyer research. The most popular research 

trend was in it ia te d  by Festinger's (1957) theory of cognitive dissonance.^ 

Although borrowing from psychology was not e n tire ly  new in marketing, 
cognitive dissonance represented a somewhat radical departure from the 

more characteristic  kinds of research and borrowing at that time^(eg. 
personality p ro file  inventories, demographic/socio-economic analyses e tc ).  
Dissonance theory had popular appeal, both academically and p ra c tic a lly , 
stimulating further in terest in the psychology rather than psychography

6.. I t  sparked o ff  a plethora of dissonance studies in the early '6 0 's , 
in i t ia l l y  concentrating on the individual buyer rather than his/her 
organisational counterpart (see review by Engel & Light '6 8 ). By the 
early '70's the in dustria l buyer received more a tten tio n ,in  terms of 
post-decision dissonance, dissonance created by 'hard' and 's o ft ' sales 
pitches etc. (eg. S tu tev ille  '68, L e v itt  '67, Weigand '68 , Reizenstein '71) 
Although there has,in the la s t decade,been a decline in the popularity of 
such studies, dissonance theory is s t i l l  found in more recent lite ra tu re  
(eg. Kotler '76 ). Rather than dwell on the content of such studies, they 
are noted here as illu s tra tio n s  of the revolution prompted by Festinger's work
7. Howard and Engel, receiving the f i r s t  'Fellows' of the ACR awards, '80, 
both dated the genesis of consumer research as mid '5 0 's , when social science 
was beginning to open up new insights into behaviour and society.
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of the buyer. In essence, i t  was to in it ia te  in teres t in the cognitive 

consumer, who has subsequently taken up the major research attention  

in buyer studies. The next development from dissonance studies was 

stimulated by Fishbein's (1963) a ttitude  theory. Indeed, as Jacoby (1976b) 
has noted:

' "No other single psychological construct has permeated consumer
research as has the construct of a ttitu d e ."  (8)

Jacoby ('76b - p337)

Following in the wake of dissonance studies, a ttitu d e  theory took buyer 

researchers by storm. The orig inal bases fo r such work were the 

expectancy-valence models of Rosenberg (1965) and Fishbein (1967).
Based in psychology, they offered c learly  prescribed constructs and 

measurement procedures which were p a rtic u la r ly  a ttra c tiv e  with respect 
to the 's c ie n t if ic ' emphasis of buyer research. However, th e ir  early  

applications provoked some considerable contention in the l ite ra tu re .
In  order to apply the models to buying s itu a tio n s , substitutions and 

adaptations, often unintentional, were made to the contrary of the 

orig ina l models. For example, a debate sprang up in the Journal o f the 

Market Research Society ( '7 0 ) between Sampson & Harris and Chapman over 
what was referred to as !'A User's Guide to Fishbein". There was also 

lengthy dialogue in the Journal of Marketing Research ( '7 2 ) a fte r  

a ttitu d e  studies by Sheth & Talarzyk and Bass & Talarzyk were strongly 

c r it ic is e d  by Cohen, Fishbein and Ahtola (1972). That Fishbein was moved 

s u ffic ie n tly  to point out c lea rly  the misrepresentations of his model in 

buying research is  some indication of the degree of licence which had 

been taken in borrowing his work. To il lu s tra te  ju s t one point:

"Not only do Bass & Talarzyk completely confound Fishbein's 
distinction  between b e lie f (B .) and th e ir  evaluative aspects 
(a-.) but they introduce a new term into the model (weight or 
importance -w-j) that never appears in any of Fishbein's w ritings.
Indeed, Fishbein has often argued that including a measure of
importance (in  the sense of prominence) only serves to lower 
the predictive v a lid ity  of the models."

Cohen e t al ('72  -p458)

8. Such is the volume of work in th is  area, the AMA has, fo r the la s t 
decade, sponsored an annual workshop s p e c ific a lly  devoted to a ttitu d e
studies in marketing research.
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In th e ir  review of multi a ttr ib u te  models of a ttitu d e . Lutz & Bettman (1977) 
note that few a ttitu d e  studies have actually  been s tr ic t  applications of 
e ith e r the Rosenberg of Fishbein models, but rather instead what they 

see to be a mixture of various a ttitu d e  model forms and measurement 
procedures which they c a ll the " in tu itiv e  approach". In terms of 
understanding the buyer, the outcome of many of these a ttitu d e  studies 

has been disappointing as they tend to o ffe r only a p a rtia l and mainly 

stimulus-response view of the buyer (p a rtic u la rly  since Fishbein's 

model was developed w ithin the tra d itio n  of behavioural learning theory). 
The primary emphasis is on a ttrib u tes  of products, brands or suppliers 

which are seen in terms of evaluative c r ite r ia  (rather than "sa lien t 
beliefs" in Fishbein's sense) in the purchase or preference decision.

As Fishbein's (1967) extended model ( or behaviOVral intentions model) 
was developed in psychology, so too was i t  la te r  to appear in marketing, 
research studies. The extended model was directed more towards 

prediction of behaviour from a ttitu d e  and in ten tion . Again, th is  has 

received considerable atten tion  from marketing researchers and a number 
of studies have been subsequently reported (see review by Ryan & Bonfield  

1975). Perhaps one of the^best critiques of such work (and indeed some 

of the e a r lie r  a ttitu d e  studies) though is provided by Ajzen & Fishbein 

(1980) themselves. In th e ir  book "Understanding Attitudes and 

Predicting Social Behaviour" they note that such has been the in te re s t 
in th e ir  work shown by marketing researchers, that they f e l t  in necessary 

to devote an en tire  chapter to an examination of such studies (Chapter 12 

Fishbein & Ajzen ppl48-172). There they c lea rly  il lu s tra te  how most 
marketing research which adopts the behavioural intentions model tends

?. In a typical example, Lehmann & G'Shaughnessy (1974) examine the d i f f 
erence of a ttr ib u te  importance in a ttitu d e  structure towards an industria l 
product fo r a number of in dustria l purchasing agents.in major US and UK 
organisations. Using questionnaires, respondents were asked to rank 17 
product a ttrib u tes  (hypothesised from the l i te ra tu re , including p rice , 
r e l ia b i l i t y  o f de livery  etc) in four d iffe re n t product classes, described 
through 4 d iffe re n t product scenarios. However, the work c learly  
assumes a passive buyer ( and conscious rational decision maker) who 
has some mental ranking fa c i l i t y  which takes in stim uli ( f in i te  and pre
determined product a ttrib u te s ) and produces some kind of stable a ttitu d e  
towards product/suppliers, d ictating  choice which is assumed to lead to 
action, that is , purchase. The assumptions of a ttribu tes  creating attitudes  
and of a d irec t re la tionsh ip  between a ttitu d e  and choice i l lu s tra te  the 
mechanics of an s -r  perspective and exclusive focus on a ttitude  formation 
at the expense of a ll  else which contributes to the process of buying.
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to assume that to predict and understand consumer behaviour requires 

an examination of attitudes towards the product. However, arguing 

from basic prin c ip les , they demonstrate that to predict and understand 

consumer behaviour i t  should be attitudes towards the act of buying or 

using a product which are considered, not attitudes towards the product. 
They also provide an empirical case by which they seek to i l lu s tr a te  

tlilese differences of approach and subsequent differences in resu lts .

The chapter reveals a number of other points at which marketing researchers 

had diverged from the orig inal theories o f attitudes and behavioural 
intentions and developed studies quite d iffe re n t and sometimes at 
variance with the orig inal works. This is not to dismiss the value of 
such work: ra th er, i t  is to re-emphasise the need for care and caution
in borrowing theories. Importantly, th is  chapter highlights the lack 

of c r it ic a l appraisal such theories have received in buying research.
That is ,  while Fishbein and Ajzen themselves note the c r it ic a l approach 

which they have taken to th e ir  own work o f the previous decade and the 

constant c r it ic a l evaluation which th e ir  work has received, as i t  appears 

in consumer research there is l i t t l e  attention paid to the need fo r  

such c r it ic a l analysis. Thus, while they point to theoretical re fin e 
ments and critic ism s which they have made o f th e ir  theories through the 

process of empirical work, a s im ilar c r it ic a l stance is ra re ly  to be 

found in buying researches which have used th e ir  work. This, they argue 

is the only way by which applications o f th e ir  theories w ill ever 

begin to o ffe r  a satisfactory explanation of consumer behaviour.

While the study o f a ttitu d e  continues in consumer behaviour research, 
another trend has been emerging from the lite ra tu re  of the la te  '7 0 's :  

that of a ttrib u tio n  theory. Although f i r s t  introduced into th e  marketing 

l ite ra tu re  by S ettle  et al (1971)y i t  was some time before its  appeal 
became more widespread. While referred to as 'a ttr ib u tio n  th eo ry ', i t  

should more accurately be called 'a ttr ib u tio n  th e o rie s ', re fle c tin g  the 

diverse theoretical bases from which a varie ty  of theories of a ttrib u tio n  

have developed: Heider (1958) -  naive psychology, Bem (1963) -  radical
behaviourism, Kelley (1971) -  covariance. Thus 'a ttr ib u tio n  theory' 
tends to re fe r to a common approach rather than a specific  theory of 
a ttr ib u tio n , which seeks to examine the processes by which people use 

information to explain the causes o f behaviour or a ttr ib u te  causal 
explanations o f behaviour. In th is , a d istinc tion  is made between
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personal or internal causation and impersonal or external causation.
Thus there have been a number of studies of buyer influence strategies  

and compliance gaining techniques, examining th is d istinction of 
causation (eg. Sternthal e t al '76 , Dholakia '7 9 ). However, as 

M izerski, Golden & Kernan (1979) make c le a r, in th e ir  excellent exposit
ion of a ttrib u tio n  theory in consumer research, many studies which
purport to be a ttrib u tio n  approaches m isinterpret or f a i l  to understand
the basic theoretical concepts. As they point out:

"Attribution theory, because of its  naive appeal, is vulnerable 
to being treated as a post-hoc explanation fo r the results of
research, although i t  may not have been considered in the
orig inal design of the experiment or study. Also there is a 
tendency to use the a ttrib u tio n  theory jargon without 
investigating a ttrib u tio n  theory."

Mizerski e t al ( '79  -  p i35)

Within th is  area of research, there is  a tendency to concentrate on 

specific  aspects of the buying s itu a tio n , such as product d issatis faction  

(S e ttle  & Golden '74) or examining information sought and used as inputs 

to the a ttrib u tio n  process (Mizerski '75) or source c re d ib ility  

(Dholakia & Sternthal '7 7 ). In addition , most have been manipulative 

laboratory experiments, which re s tr ic ts  th e ir  contribution towards 

developing an understanding of the buyer. Indeed, one p a rtic u la rly  

strong c ritic ism  of a ttrib u tio n  theory is  that i t 's  roots (with the 

exception of Bem's work) lay in an attempt to break away from the 

c lin ic a lly  manipulated experiment and instead, aimed to study everyday 

social l i f e .  Yet contemporary a ttrib u tio n  researchers have taken i t  

back into the laboratory, studying w ithin the experimental environment. 
However, perhaps the most pointed criticism of a ttrib u tio n  research (in  

general) comes from Kelley himself:

"Perhaps the central irony of a ttrib u tio n  research is that 
while its  central concepts concern the causal d istinctions  
made by common people, these have been l i t t l e  investigated"

Kelley & Mi chela ( '8 0 )
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Within consumer research, the s ituation  fo r study contains the complic
ations of commerce, adding notions such as a ffo rd a b ility  and a v a ila b il ity  

which a ttrib u tio n  theory in social psychology did not attend. With 

respect to consumer research studies, Kassarjian (1982) generously 

concludes:

’ "On overview, the evidence now seems to indicate that consumer 
experience and feedback mechanisms are neither as simple nor 
as automatic as early  in terpretations of a ttrib u tio n  theory 
might ind icate . Like so much else in consumer psychology, 
a ttrib u tio n  theory does explain some portion of the variance 
of the behaviour of individuals in the market place, but by
i t s e l f  i t  is simply not s u ffic ie n t."

Kassarjian ('82  -  pp634-5)

Both Kelley and Kassarjian would seem to make the same point: that
current work in a ttrib u tio n  research has somehow fa ile d  in the task 

set by the orig inal a ttrib u tio n  th eo ris ts . The difference between 

th e ir  comments however, il lu s tra te s  something of the d iffe re n t perspect
ives of the authors; one,a social psychologist, the io ther, a 'consumer' 
psychologist.

In terms of research a tten tio n , th is  has been perhaps the most important 
trend in the l i te ra tu re , firm ly  establishing the cognitive consumer.
In addition to the core of a ttitu d e  and a ttrib u tio n  studies, there 

are others which re fle c t  developments in the f ie ld  of cognitive psy
chology: fo r example, cognitive consistency (Venkatésen '7 3 ), cognitive
response behaviour (Lutz & Swasy '7 7 ), cognitive effects  (Lutz '7 5 ),
cognitive mapping (Grossbart & Rammohan '8 1 ). However, there is  another, 
rather d iffe re n t aspect to the cognitive consumer, so fa r  not mentioned: 
that of the information processor. The volume of in teres t generated in  

th is  area is probably second only to the p ro lif ic  a ttitu d e  studies, 
even though the information processing approach in buyer research is  

said to be in its  infancy (Sheth '81a).

Sheth (1981a) notes that while considerable attention has been paid to 

the 'learn ing ' constructs ( a ttitu d e s , in tentions, be lie fs  and motives) 
very l i t t l e  is  known of the 'perceptual constructs ', those re la ting  

to information and information processing, such as a tten tio n , ambiguity, 
perceptual bias, overt search etc. In some senses, th is is not e n tire ly
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the case; ra th er, i t  would seem that such studies are now finding a 

niche w ithin the lite ra tu re  of information processing. For example, 
perception has long been studied from a variety  of d iffe re n t angles in 

consumer research, p a rtic u la rly  such areas as advertising and product 
image (eg Kinnear & Taylor '7 3 ). The study of r is k , perceived r is k , 
buypr's risk  reducing s tra te g ies (p a rticu la rly  with reference to 

organisational buyers) has received a f a i r  degree of atten tion  in recent 
years (Sweeney, Mathews & Wilson '73, Bettman '72, Cardozo & Cagley '71, 
Upah '8 0 ). In terms of locating such approaches though, i t  is  only 

recently that th e ir  contribution has been recognised in the context of 
information processing studies.

The in i t ia l  framework fo r the information processing approach was based 

on a systems model. According to th is  simple model, the consumer was 

the processor (or organism) who juggled informational systems inpiuts 

(or s tim u li) against a set of decision rules in order to produce a 

systems output (or response) in the form o f a choice or stated preference 

However, as research in selective perception and perceptual bias was 

included into the approach, c lea rly  account had to be taken of how the 

consumer perceives.the information rather than assuming i t  as some 

ch a ra c te ris tic a lly  objective stimulus (Bettman '75). In addition , 
allowances were made fo r previous buying experiences of the consumer in 

the form of long term memory from which encoded information could be 

retrieved.(Chestnut & Jacoby '7 7 ). Chestnut & Jacoby (1977) conceptualise 

th is  more complex idea of a consumer information processing system thus:

" . . . i t  takes 3 :ra ther general cognitive phenomena (encoding. 
Conscious decision making and long term memory) and lim its  
i t s e l f  to describing th e ir  known interdependencies. The basic 
thinking underlying th is  model is  best represented by a Venn 
diagram, which, instead of postulating precise arrow-and-box 
sequential re la tionsh ips, concentrates on the four major areas 
of overlap amongst and between these three basic phenomena."

Chestnut .& Jacoby ('77  -  p i23)

This is an excellent way of summarising the approach, il lu s tra tin g  

again the way in which marketing researchers decompose an idea in to  

i ts  component parts fo r study. Thus fragmentation also characterises 

th is  research area and there are many p a rtia l studies o f, fo r example.
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evaluation processes (Bettman & Zins '7 7 ), processing t r a its  (Wright '75, 
Munch & Swasy '8 1 ), information encoding processes (O lsen'80).

Although heralded as an aspect of the cognitive consumer, using cognitive  

psychology (Kassarjian '8 2 ), i t  also sk irts  sometimes dangerously 

close to more mechanical, systems and cybernetics orientations which 

a r i not e n tire ly  compatible perspectives. I t  is th is  overlap between 

more decision-making oriented approaches and the more cognitively  

oriented work which makes i t  a d i f f ic u lt  area to assess and perhaps 

also contributes to the sense that i t  is  a 'new' area of research.
Taking Wilson (1975, 1978 and see;also 1977) as an example, i t  is  possible 

to see how the metaphor of machines and systems can become integrated  

with the actual machine object and mechanical systems. In terms of an 

information processing approach, he focuses on the evaluation processes. 
However, he adds a complication to th is  aspect by the inclusion of an 

"external memory", indicating that:

" ..a n  organisation buyer's information processing system is 
l ik e ly  to be supported by some form of external memory 
ranging from a hand calculator to an on-line package of 
analy tica l programs."

Wilson ('7 5  -  p281)'^
('78  -  p640)

His basic theme is  th a t buyers are capable of processing more information 

when aided with an e lectronic data processing machine (EDP). Thus 

the buyer and EDP machine in his model become what he refers to as a 

"man-machine-system" and capable of "man-machine in terac tion". Instead 

of the buyer being described in the metaphor of processing systems,
Wilson takes him in to  the realms of an extension of the machine its e lf :  

in many senses, the mediator between the machine and the decision.
For example, discussing the case of complex buying decisions and the 

external memory, he says:

IQ In the f i r s t  paper th is  idea is  directed towards the in d iv id u a l, 
noting that even in organisations an individual makes the fin a l decision 
In the second paper, th is  idea includes m ultipartic ipant decision 
processes, recognising that the organisational buyer is  a member of a 
buying centre.
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" ...a n  analytical program may combine time, order s ize , 
price/volume re lationships, cost of money, inventory carrying 
charges and usage rates and provide the buyer with a ranking 
of a set of product-vendor offerings on predetermined a ttrib u tes  
such as optimal order size and minimum cost to the company.
Most individuals ( ie .  members of the buying centre) may have 
trouble in doing the processing themselves, but a ll  may be able 
to encode and process the output."

i
Wilson ('75  - p285)

Undoubtedly,an EDPsyston is designed to cope with such information processing. 

However, his model becomes more that of the buyer or consumer re ly ing  

upon an EDP system to process information, rather than a consumer 
information processing model; that is , i t  te lls  very l i t t l e  about the 

consumer and provides no analytical framework by which to understand the 

buyer in terms of information processing, merely explaining that an EDP 

system can e ffe c tiv e ly  transcend a human ranking system. The decision; 
or evaluation processes become those product-vendor a ttr ib u te  rankings 

programmed into the machine. The decision or evaluation processes of 
the in d iv id u a l, ie . cognitive aspects, become subsumed by the external 
memory capacities. In many senses, Wilson's conceptualisation serves 

to complicate rather than c la r ify  any understanding of how the consumer 
reaches decisions.

As the summary of the area by Chestnut & Jacoby (1977) quoted above 

makes c lea r, central to th is  area is  the assumption that consumers 

consciously make th e ir  decisions. This underlies the en tire  approach 

and has only recently been questioned (Kassarjian '7 8 ). Olshavsky &
Granbois (1979) present evidence to suggest that th is  assumption may be 

withçut valid  foundation and also that the design of information 

processing studies may well create the conscious decision processes 

which they report. Reviewing recent lite ra tu re , they conclude:

" I t  must be recognised that consumer researchers using observ
ation and retrospective questionnaire techniques have probably 
been influenced by the assumption of decision process behaviour 
so that th e ir  results may re fle c t a subtle bias overstating the 
prevalence of decision making."

Olshavsky & Granbois ('79_p97)
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Indeed, th is notion of ra tio n a lity  underlies the m ajority of research 

in marketing and of the variety  of lite ra tu re  viewed so fa r ,  i t  is  

united by the core assumption that buying behaviour is rational behaviour 
which can be objectively and ra tio n a lly  explained. As kassarjian (1982) 
points out:

 ̂ ""Cognitive processing of information, i f  i t  occurs a t a l l  in
the usual manner, does not necessarily precede a t r ia l  or 
adoption decision. Furthermore, numerous other concepts 
involving product selection, brand lo y a lty , a d vertis in g .. .are 
areas where the concept of the uninvolved, plodding,muddling 
consumer challenges our cherished views."

Kassarjian ('82  -p635)

Another assumption underlying th is approach which has not received 

attention in the l i te ra tu re , refers to the concept of information; both 

in terms of inputs to the processing system and that which is  encoded 

and retreived from the long term memory ( ie . past experience). The 

concept of information is  rare ly  defined (see Chestnut & Jacoby '77) but 
instead i t  seems to be im p lic it ly  taken to mean a multitude of perceived 

product-vendor type information; that is ,  "objective" information.
A ll other kinds of information, such as communications with others, 
environmental and organisational data e tc , seems to be loosely incorporated 

in to  the "task environment"(Wilson '7 8 ), rather than constituting  

informational inputs to the system or simply contextual information to 

be processed. This is perhaps because there has been a tendency to 

study the subject only p a r t ia lly ;  thus studies which do consider th is  

kind of information do not go on to integrate i t  in to a more broad 

information processing conceptualisation. However, the lack of e x p lic it  

d e fin itio n  and ta c it  acceptance of an implied notion of information 

would seem to contribute to the d ivers ity  which characterises the area.

Currently information processing approaches o ffe r  only lim ited insights

into the buyer. The organisational buyer is generally depicted to be
more sensitive to risk  than his individual consumer counterpart,
p a rtic u la rly  with reference to price , product and.delivery risk s ituations.

11Cardozo & Cagley (1971) in th e ir  buying game experiment discovered

11. The laboratory situation however, would not seem a p a rtic u la rly  
appropriate environment in which to study r is k . See next chapter on 
methodology.
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id e n tifia b le  patterns of behaviour which suggested that organisational 
buyers are influenced by the amount and type of r is k . Their study 

provided the basis for many other analyses. . For example, Sweeney, 
Mathews & Wilson (1973) examined risk  reducing strategies in re la tion  

to two personality variab les , cognitive c la r ity  and cognitive s ty le .
Their use of canonical analysis led them to only ten tative  conclusions: 
that there was at least some re la tio n  between buyers' risk  reducing 

strategies and th e ir  need fo r cognitive c la r ity  ( ie .  reduction of 

ambiguity) and cognitive s ty le  ( ie .  way of dealing with ambiguity).
The organisational buyer is also seen to process more information than 

his consumer counterpart and his methods of encoding and processing 

information are seen to be more formal and objective (Wilson -7 8 ), 
although Sweitzer (1976) presents evidence to suggest that a t the 

stages of information accumulation and assim ilation , the differences 

between organisational and individual buyers are "s lig h t" . Overall 
though. Chestnut & Jacoby's (1977) ca ll fo r more integrated research 

e ffo r t  in th is  area and Sheth's (1981 a)plea fo r  more inventive explor
atory work seem to indicate that considerable development is  s t i l l  

required in th is  area before i t  o ffers a clear understanding of the 

buyer and buying processes. At present, the work tends to be divided 

between that which is more oriented towards decision theory and aspects 

of decision making and that which is oriented more towards aspects of 
cognitive psychology and th e ir  in terre la tion sh ips .

There are other kinds of buyer to be found in the l i te ra tu re , although 

the cognitive consumer is undoubtedly the most common and most popular 
in terms of research a tten tio n . An a lte rn a tive  proposed in the lite ra tu re  

is  that of behaviourism (Markin & Naryana '76 , Nord & Peter '80 , see 

also Sawyer '77) which Rothschild & Gaidis (1981) hail as a 'new' approach;

"Behavioural learning theory has generally been overlooked
In the development of marketing thought."

Rothschild & Gaidis ('81 -p71)

Contrary to th e ir  assertion, behavioural learning theory has been
inherent in marketing research lite ra tu re  fo r the major part of its
development; often im p lic it  in the form of ta c it  acceptance of a -
behaviourist research framework and s -r  assumptions but also e x p lic it ly
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borrowed on many previous occasions. For example, Kotler was w riting  

about conditioned and conditioning behaviour a fte r  Watson in 1965.
Boyd & Massey (1972) although admittedly with reference prim arily to 

salesmen, used Skinnerian behaviourism as a model for the management of 
a salesforce. Fishbein's a ttitu d e  theory which has pervaded so much of 
thp marketing research lite ra tu re , was developed out of the trad itio n  

of behavioural learning theory. Much of the research of the '60's was 

based on a behaviourist approach. Markin (1977) suggests that such an 

approach is designed to "control" behaviour. In th is sense, the experi
mental studies (see section 3) which sprang out of L e v itt 's  (1967) 
laboratory work have been based on Skinnerian type experimental 

approaches.

Referred to as the "counter revolution" (Kassarjian '8 2 ), the contrast 
th is approach offers can be seen in the following quotation:

"Behavioural learning theories o ffe r  a framework within which 
to organize and structure marketing and promotional a c tiv it ie s  
and a simple but elegant model of the generic concept o f 
marketing. In marketing, the desired end is appropriate 
behaviour manipulation and control to fu rther the goals of 
the organization."

Rothschild & Gaidis ('81 -p77)

In th is  model, the buyer is the passive subject of the marketers, the
12all-powerful manipulators. While i t  has underlined much of the more 

trad itio n a l marketing research and s t i l l  influences the whole approach 

and conceptualisations of marketing, its  current form has a much less 

stark outline than previously: to be found, for example, in more
managerial-type prescriptive research.

12. Indeed, th e ir  bold statement o f the model raises some very in te r 
esting questions o f eth ics, p articu la rly  pertinent to the role of 
academics inImafketing. This kind o f model was at the heart of the 
trad itio n a l de fin itio n  of the marketing concept, profit-m otivated, cons
umer-oriented, integrated company e ffo r ts . While more recent restatements 
of the concept are more in terms o f raising liv in g  standards and 
"consumer concern" (Bell & Emory '71) in which the manipulative marketer 
appears to play no part. A study o f these issues however, could be the 
basis of an en tire  thesis.
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Markin (1977) endeavours to o ffe r  a ra tio n a lisatio n  which integrates  

mechanistic and cognitive approaches to marketing through a discussion 

of motivation in buyer research, p a rtic u la rly  with reference to the 

concept of learning. He argues that motivations are largely  learn t 
through the socia lisation  process and that a history of previous 

reinforcement also implies learning. Thus he makes the case that i t  is 

in the process of gathering and processing information in order to 

respond to a buying s ituatio n  that there is a blend of the mechanistic 

and cognitive; the mechanistic in the form of previous reinforcement 
situations which have been learn t and the impending response, and the 

cognitive in the form of the mediator which takes in current s ituational 
information and recognises the kind of reinforcement s itu a tio n , selecting  

the appropriate learned motivational.response. In some senses, he seems 

to be arguing a false dichotomy; that is ,  that his illu s tra tio n s  of the 

cognitive consumer and conceptualisations of cognition are those which 

have th e ir  roots in the more mechanistic, behaviourist trad itio ns  such 

that the underlying assumptions between the two positions which he 

'attempts' to in tegrate are perfectly  compatible. And in th is  way, he 

would seem to be suggesting a case s im ilar to that of Ajzen & Fishbein (1980) 
where they too discuss the question of mediacy in th is  mode. In terms 

of buyer research, his a r t ic le  c learly  implies that motivation research 

is s t i l l  lacking in content and substance. Although marketers have 

always wanted to know and understand buyer motivations and behaviour, 
despite pejorative accusations of commercialism:

"  the real conceptual framework remains largely  unexplored'.'

Markin ('77-p47)

A re la tiv e ly  small co llection  of studies aims'to.understand the buyer
from a more organisationally  oriented stance, p a rtic u la rly  in terms of
role theory. Early works tended to look at more s im plis tic  notions
such as the role of purchasing (Buckner 1967) and la te ra l versus
vertica l involvement (Strauss 1962). Following the work of Katz & Kahn (1966)

in organisational theory and the introduction of group notions to buying
research by Webster & Wind (1972), role analysis in organisational
buying research has acquired more depth. Noting the paucity of empirical
work in th is  area, Spekman & Calder (1978) present a ra tiona lisation
which endeavours to bridge the conceptual and empirical gap in such work.
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suggesting structural role analysis as a feasib le methodology.

C learly  in order to do ju stice  to any ro le study in organisations, to 

focus on a single role or single role occupant is  inadequate; that is ,  
a role is only s ig n ifican t in the context of other ro les. Thus , most 
of the in teresting work in ro le theory is  found in research conducted 

from th is  more broad organisational perspective. The tendency in 

marketing research is  to concentrate solely on the buyer. Even in  

buying centre studies, there has been a tendency to centralise the 

focus on the buyer as key and incorporate the remainder of the buying 

centre accordingly (Webster & Wind '7 2 ). Calder (1977) presents the 

findings of a prelim inary structural role investigation , focusing on 

both roles and tasks, authority relationships and work flows as elements, 
of the structure. While he noted several problems in the approach, 
mainly methodological rigour, he concluded that the graph theory 

representation:

" . . .o f fe rs  a basis fo r aggregating across organisations while
s t i l l  preserving an in d iv id u a l, micro level perspective."

Calder ('77  -  pl99)

Although his previous investigation revealed lim ited understanding of 
the actual buyer, i t  offered an in teresting picture of the complex 

organisational structure around th is  buyer, in terms of the relationships  

and tasks and the various decisions which together co-ordinate in  

buying decisions.

Another role perspective approach is that of boundary role theory: 
combining notions of role c o n flic t and role ambiguity in.terms of role  
positions held at the organisational boundary (BRP). For example, 

the buyer and the salesman are both in BRPs, where the tasks are both 

in tra -  and in te r -  organisational, which i t  is  held implies role c o n flic t 
and ambiguity. Most marketing researches based on th is  approach are 

from the salesman's perspective; hence the buyer is  portrayed in terms 

of a source of role c o n flic t fo r salesmen (Wall & Adams '8 0 ). The same 

is  not held fo r the buyer. By im plication , such approaches only 

provide a lim ited analysis of salesman or buyer in a boundary in teraction  

system as the context of e ither the salesman or buyer as a boundary role  

person remains incomplete.
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SUMMARY

This section has viewed the lite ra tu re  re la ting  to the buyer and buying.
I t  is undoubtedly the most p ro lif ic  and popular area of study in  

marketing research, and indeed, there are many more researches which 

might have been included in th is  section. The aim here though was 

to provide an idea of the kinds of researches which characterise the 

area, i l lu s tra te  something of the influence of the larger comprehensive 

models and to delineate some sense of what was gained in terms of an 

orientation to research in th is  area through reading extensively across 

the vast range of studies.

Clearly i t  is a very ec lec tic  area, borrowing a multitude of concepts 

and variables to build general models and to comprise specific  tes ts .
The general models were seen to lack empirical support while the smaller 

empirical studies were seen to be usually re s tr ic tiv e  and p a r t ia l.
These points, together with the lack of consensus and guiding p rin c ip les , 
underscore the major contributory factors to the diverse and fragmented 

nature of th is  area of research. The dominance of an s -r  perspective 

and assumptions was a common critic ism  underlying most of the studies 

here. In addition, the exclusive focus on the buyer and buying, excluding 

the salesman and s e llin g , in these works m s  a central c ritic ism : to
ignore that se lling  is  an in tegral part of the daily  practice of buying 

is to assume that buying behaviour can be understood and is  meaningful 
behaviour in its  own r ig h t. However, in order to buy' someone must 's e l l '

In terms of the p ro ject, th is  lite ra tu re  yielded several important points. 
The area lacks any "inherent" marketing or buying theories: that is ,
work based on and generated out of the marketing s ituation  as i t  occurs 

in its  d a ily  practice. Instead, most of the work studied seemed to re ly  

upon testing or evaluating specific  social science concepts in order to 

d irec t attention and provide a primary focus. Thus the lite ra tu re  in 

general, had fa ile d  to convey any real sense or understanding of buying 

and the buyer. C learly  the project should endeavour to overcome these 

kinds of c ritic ism s , aiming to develop an understanding of the buyer 
with respect to his d a ily  practice of buying, which is  also someone- 
else's d a ily  practice of s e llin g .
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As a fin a l note, inev itab ly  th is  view of the l ite ra tu re  re la ting  to 

the buyer-is incomplete; such a task is impossible. Indeed, the 

comments of Jacoby (1976b) quoted at the beginning o f th is  chapter 

have served as a useful caution. I t  would seem though that the 

^e-evaluation of the area which he urged has yet to be conducted, 
as one o f his more recent successors to the Presidency o f the ACR 
remarked:

"At present, i t  seems obvious that much (research) e f fo r t :  
is currently being expended fru it le s s ly , at least in terms 
of having impact on the body o f knowledge in our f ie ld ."

W ilkie ('81 - p3)
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2 . 2  SELLING & SELLING BEHAVIOUR

The lite ra tu re  of in dustria l se lling  is quite d iffe re n t to that of 
organisational buying in a number of ways. For example, where "buying" 

research focuses on the act of purchasing, in terms of the buyer 
(in d iv id u a lly  and o rgan isationa lly ), "selling" research focuses on the 

act of selling  more in terms of sales techniques which include advert
is in g , sales promotions through fa ir s ,  exh ib itions, mailshots etc as 

well as personal se lling  and,persuasive appeals. Together these aspects 

of se lling  combine to form a part of marketing management, the overall 
mix of techniques; on the other hand, in d iv id u a lly , a t the level of 
the in s titu tio n  of one of these techniques, i t  becomes an aspect of 
industria l se llin g . In terms o f research, the area is fu rther divided 

through sp ec ific , p a rtia l studies which research ^  aspect of s e llin g , 
eg. advertising effectiveness, persuasive effects  or information 

format (Bettman & Zins '7 9 ).

I t  is  tra d it io n a lly  assumed (see Kotler '76) that industria l se llin g  

re lie s  more heavily on personal se lling  whereas 'consumer' se lling  is  

achieved prim arily  through advertising and point of sale promotions 

(Weitz & Wright '7 9 ). I t  is  not uncommon to find  the words 'in d u s tria l 
s e llin g ' and 'personal s e llin g ' used interchangeably, although curiously 

many novel contributions to the area are based on 'consumer^ research 

settings. However, in terms of the pro ject, personal se llin g  research was
id e n tifie d  as the most relevant aspect of industria l se llin g ; as goods
sold to other organisations invariab ly  involve personal se llin g  to some 

extent and i t  offers the compliment to researches of the buyer and buying,
the m irror image in as much as each is to focus on the primary agent
involved.

At f i r s t  glance there appears to be a considerable amount of lite ra tu re  

re la tin g  to personal s e llin g . However, much of i t  takes the form of 
sales manuals, textbooks and a rtic le s  on how to se ll rather than actual 

research. From th e ir  very nature as manuals these are of less value here 

than the undaTying research on which they are based. The following  

quotation from such a tex t by Peterson (1978) serves to h igh light this
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point. In a chapter e n title d  "The Communication Process" he says:

"Personal se lling  consists of interpersonal in teraction  - 
the fancy name fo r face-to -face communication between people."

Peterson ('7 8 )

Aî d so he continues in s im ila r vein. This is not to deny the usefulness 

of such work; rather that i t  is  aimed a t teaching people how to se ll 
as opposed to offering empirical evidence which might help re la te  why 

i t  is  that these proposed methods w ill  aid people in se llin g .

From the remainder of the personal se llin g  li te ra tu re , i t  appears that 
the area is neither as extensively nor p ro lif ic a lly  researched as that 
of buying. Unlike buyer research, there are few large comprehensive 

models or theories of personal s e llin g . On the other hand, the area 

shares the characteristics of adherence to an s -r  perspective, reliance  

on borrowed theories and concepts and fragmented and diffused research 

attention across a broad range of approaches. Such is  the level of 
research in th is  area that the AMA and MSI were prompted to sponsor a 

special workshop in 1979 in an attempt to draw together, id en tify  and 

c la r ify  research issues in th is  f ie ld .  As the e d ito r, Bagozzi, noted:

"Indeed, the salesforce management task continues to grow in  
complexity and its  importance, v is -a -v is  other functions of 
the organisation has expanded with increasing competition,

. . shortages and the vagaries of the market place. Yet w ith in
the academic community, the study of the salesforce management 
problems and issues has been re la tiv e ly  lim ited and fragemented, 
O verall, academic researchers in marketing have tended to 
address other problem areas, such as consumer behaviour, 
advertising e ffo rts  or d is trib u tio n  issues."

Bagozzi ('79  -p v i)

C erta in ly , there are few models of se lling  and the salesman; instead, 
researchers tend to focus on communication, persuasive appeals and 

influence strategies (see the following section where these are discussed 

in terms of both buyer and salesman). This section attends selling  

research comparable to that of buying research, beginning with a b r ie f  

exploration of the large models and followed by an examination of 
empirical research.of* the salesman and se llin g .
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General Models

There is a strong contrast between buying and se llin g  behaviour models. 
Where in .recent years, buying models have located the buyer and buying 

behaviour w ithin an organisational context, with in d iv id u a l,organisational 
environmental and s ituatio na l fac to rs , se lling  behaviour models tend 

no't to attempt the same fo r the salesman. Rather, such models re ta in  

the emphasis on the phases or stages of an actual sale from in it ia t io n  

to completion or post completion, in a manner s im ilar to the Robinson 

et al (1968) taxonomy of buy-classes and buy-phases. The most famous, 
veteran se lling  model is  that of EK Strong (1925). He proposed the 

AIDA (awareness -in te re s t-d e s ire -a c tio n ) model of s e llin g , sometimes 

referred to as the "se lling  formula". E ssen tia lly , his model described 

the four main stages:through which the salesman attempted to guide the 

buyer, in  order to achieve a sales A simple s -r  theory, the correct 
stimulus at each id e n tifie d  stage was believed to produce the response 

whith led the buyer to the subsequent stage, giving the buyer no active  

part at a l l .  Although sometimes referred to as the sales process, i t  

prim arily  captures s ta tic a lly  diffengnrt points in the action'. The model 
is s t i l l  to be found in the lite ra tu re  (K otler '76) and has provided 

the basis fo r other more recent models of se lling  behaviour. Indeed, 
that the theory s t i l l  underlies current research is testimony to both 

the esteem in which i t  is s t i l l  held and the development of research in  

the area.

Although Cash & Crissy (1964) proposed in  th e ir  need-satisfaction  

theory that se lling  was a four stage process, th e ir  work erred on the 

s ta tic  side of s e llin g . That is ,  the dynamic aspects of the elements 

of the process were not explored and in this sense, was very lik e  the 

AIDA model. Through the four stages of need-solution-action-satisfaction, 
the buyer is depicted as passively reacting to stim uli provided by the 

salesman, guiding him towards a c tio n -sa tis fac tio n , a purchase. The 

angle of this theory was changed very s lig h tly  when reinterpreted as 

a problem-solution theory, where the buyer is assumed to have a problem 

which the salesman attempts to solve, as opposed to a need which is to 

be s a tis fie d . This angle of in terp re ta tio n  lends a d iffe re n t emphasis 

to the part of the salesman and the aim of the sale; directed towards 

solving a problem. I t  does not though, avoid the underlying problems
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of anS 4r perspective and lack of attention to the process of the 

sale.

Other AIDA variants include the AIETA model of the adoption process 

by Ozanne & Churchill (1971). This modelled the sale on the basis of 

the stages: aw areness-in terest-evaluation-tria l-adoption. A s lig h tly
d iffe re n t model more recently proposed by Pederson & Wright (1976) is  

what they referred to as the "mental-states theory" of buyer behaviour: 

aw areness-in terest-desire-action-satisfaction . The salesman is mandated 

to id e n tify  th is  series of key mental states of the buyer such that he 

can select the appropriate stim uli to prompt the buyer's response, 
leading to the next mental s ta te . Like a ll variants of the AIDA model, 
i t  is subject to the same critic ism s.

This is by no means an exh a u s tivé îT ilt:o f models of the sale which have 

been based on the AIDA model. However, i t  does show the very basic 

perspective which has dominated attempts to model the sale or sales 

process. In many ways these models are s im ilar to those which can be 

drawn out of most sales manuals, except that the former are based on 

stages id e n tifie d  in terms of the buyer and the la t te r  tend to id en tify  

stages in terms of the salesman's job. That is,although sales manuals 

describe the various stages of successful se lling  and the sales techniques 

used at each stage, in terms of do's and don'ts fo r  the novice salesman, 
e ffe c tiv e ly  they could be taken as sales models. A typical example is 

given from Gorman (1979). He described in de ta il the stages and se lling

•techniques of: AIDA-type models
prospecting and pre-approaching
planning and approaching 
presentation
communication in terest
answering objections desire
closing the sale action action
a fte r  the close satisfaction  satis faction

awareness want

solution

As the rig h t hand columns in d icate , there is considerable sympathy 

between the two types of model, although one is aimed at the academic 

audience, the other a t the novice salesman.
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There are other models of the sale which o ffe r  a s lig h tly  d iffe re n t  

perspective, sometimes through the inclusion of concepts such as t r a i t  

or ro le . Perhaps the most s ig n ifican t of these is the model by 

Thompson & Evan (1969). Their work incorporated three major concepts 

(readiness, empathy and source c re d ib ility )  into a sales process model, 
based on a sales tra in in g  programme, in which:

" . . . th e  company has made q fu l l  fledged e ffo r t  to adopt 
behavioural science concepts fo r the purpose of creating  
excellence in its  industria l s e llin g ."

Thompson & Evan ('69  -pi 37)

I t  was an in teresting  study in which they developed three main concepts 

through the small group work of participants in the tra in in g  exercise.
They began by seeing the salesman as educator and through case work with 

p artic ip an ts , developed a model based on 5 main phases of the sale: 
planning, contact,discussion, negotiation and post sale analysis. These 

were represented by a Venn diagram, to emphasise the tran s itio n  phases 

and overlaps between each, rather than the more prevalent sequential 
irrow-and-box models. The concept of readiness (the a b il i ty  and desire  

to in te ra c t and communicate with another), seen in terms of the respond
ent, was considered to be an essentia lly  mechanical process, important 
in the f i r s t  two stages of planning and contact. Empathy, or taking 

the ro le of another, was of greatest importance in the th ird  and fourth  

stages of discussion and negotiation. F in a lly , source c re d ib ility  (the  

tru s t, confidence and fa ith  that the respondent has in the salesman's 

words and actions) was of greatest importance during the f in a l phase of 
post-sale analysis, a fte r  person-to-person in teraction has ceased.
As they emphasised, i t  was v ir tu a lly  impossible to separate d is tin c tly  

a ll  three concepts. However* th e ir  model did o ffe r a more processual 
mderstanding, in mutual terms recognisable to both salesman and buyer, 
representing a s ig n ific a n t break with more trad itio n a l s ta tic  s -r  models. 
The primary c ritic is m  of the studyis^that i t  is presented e n tire ly  

through the discussions taken from the "best tables": that is ,  they
noted that some "tables" (groups of partic ipants) handled the case 

dialogues better than others and th e ir  main exemplary discussion was 

drawn from the "best" . Presumably this evaluation was decided by the 

authors although they do not enter the debate at the heart of th e ir  study.
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Another s ig n ific a n t point is that the participants were a ll  employees 

of the company and managed by the co-author, Evan. , implying an element 
of pressure upon participants which was never mentioned or accounted 

fo r in the study. Although an innovative study, its  impact on the 

l ite ra tu re  was lim ited ; I t  does appear in la te r  lite ra tu re  (Wilson '77) 

butihas not been more fu l ly  explored in other empirical work.

Webster (1968) (also found in Webster'79) proposed an "in teraction  process 

theory" of personal se lling  based on ro le perception and role enactment 
concepts. At the heart of his theory was the idea that salesman e ffe c t
iveness hinges on how the prospect perceives and enacts his ro le and how 

the salesman perceives and enacts his ro le . Although these ideas have a 

sound basis in social psychology, as adopted by Webster they lo s t some 

of th e ir  in te r-a c tiv e  q u a litie s  and gained some of the more trad itio n a l 
s -r  notions of personal s e llin g . For example;

" . . . th e  salesman should f i r s t  arouse the in teres t and id e n tify  
the need of the prospect and then show how the:pcoduct can 
f i l l  those needs."

Webster ('68  -p i2)
('79  -p57)
(emphasis in o rig in a l)

This appears to in tegrate need-satisfaction and the AIDA models, as the 

salesman provides the stimuld and the buyer suitably reacts, rather than 

offering an in te r-a c tiv e  theory. Furthermore, although the theory 

re-appears in tac t in 1979 there is s t i l l  no evidence of any empirical 
support, other than the works in social psychology on which i t  is based.

Howard (1973) proposed a theory of buyer-seller in terac tio n , based on 

the work of Homans (1958) and Kelman (1961). He id en tified  three 

characteristics of salesmen - c r e d ib i l i ty ,  power and attractiveness - 
which he suggested to be the sources o f the influence processes of -  

in te rn a lis a tio n , compliance and id e n tif ic a tio n , respectively. While 

these characteristics and influence processes may well have some part in  

a conceptualisation of buyer-seller in te rac tio n , his discussion is angled 

solely from the salesman's point of view. I t  fa i ls  to recognise that 
in as much as these influence processes flow from salesman to buyer, they 

may also operate in the opposite d irec tio n ; where such q u alities  in the
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buyer may also influence the salesman and th e ir  subsequent in terac tion .
As with Webster's theory, the only empirical support is  that upon 

which the o rig in a l conceptualisations were developed in social psychology.

F in a lly , Spiro, Perrault & Reynolds (1977) proposed a sales process 

mofiel which endeavoured to overcome the shortcomings of these previous 

models. They aimed to provide an in tegrative  conceptual framework of 
the sales process within which previous personal se lling  research 

could be located and which emphasised an a ly tic a lly  the process nature 

of s e llin g . Their model incorporated both buyer and salesman although 

th e ir  discussion was mainly in terms of personal se llin g  research and 

from the sales point of view. They id en tifie d  the phases of personal 
a f f i l ia t io n ,  adjustment, negotiation and exchange as central to the 

sales process, including various feedback loops and systems, stressing 

the adaptive Mature of behaviour. As th e ir  flow diagram ind icates, 
th is  central process is influenced by personal ch arac teris tics , ro le  

requirements and characteris tics , needs and expectations which together 

in te rac t in guiding the choice of strategy made by both buyer and sales
man. Their model has the qu ality  of parsimony, so lacking in organisa
tional buying theories and is also a dynamic model, emphasising the sale 

as a process as well as the dynamic in teraction  between components of 
th e ir  model. This represents a considerable advance on previous theories 

and models which tended not to explore the dynamic nature of th e ir  

components (fo r  example, AIDA-type models). E ssen tia lly , th e ir  model 
achieved its  two aims, providing a conceptual framework in which previous 

research could be located and emphasising the process of buyer-seller 

relationships a n a ly tic a lly . With respêct.,to th e ir  f i r s t  aim, given the 

fragemented and unrelated nature of much of the research in th is  area, 
th e ir  task was not an easy one. Inevitably there are aspects of e a r lie r  

research which are not within the structure of th e ir  framework and 

aspects of th e ir  framework which have not been explored in empirical 
work. I t  would also be in teresting to see what th e ir  model means in 

terms of previous buyer research and the com patib ility  of th e ir  framework. 
With respect to th e ir  second aim, unfortunately there does not appear 
to be any subsequent specific empirical exploration of th e ir  processual 
analysis in the published lite ra tu re .
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E m p i r ic a l  Work

These works c ited so fa r  i l lu s tra te  the kinds of conceptualisations 

made of personal se lling  in terms of general models. C learly the 

area has received much less attention than the buyer behaviour counter
part although there are common themes; p a rtic u la r ly , the dominance of 
a s ta t ic , s -r  perspective. In contrast to the buyer models, personal 
se lling  research has not adopted a vast range of organisational, socia l, 
environmental and s ituational factors and the l i s t  of psychological 
constructs incorporated into personal se lling  models seems spartan in 

comparison. Like buying research, there is  a greater volume of work 

which studies specific  aspects of the salesman and p artia l elements of 
the larger models. However* i t  appears that the sty le  and content of 
th is  empirical work is  quite d iffe re n t from its  buying counterpart.
For example, where buyer research has focussed on the buying process, 
the evaluative c r ite r ia  used, attitudes and a ttributions  about products 

and suppliers, decision processes e tc , s e llin g  research tends not to ask 

the same questions of the salesman. Instead, there is more attention  

to what makes a good salesman, how does one motivate salesmen to se ll 
more, what factors a ffe c t sales performance and so on. By comparison, 
buyers are im p lic it ly  more passive, th e ir  performance, personal charac
te r is t ic s  and motivations rare ly  questioned. The salesman on the other 

hand, is by im plication more ac tive , producing the stim uli which lead 

to purchase choice. Thus much research attention is given to discovering 

what characteris tics  are important and lead to successful sales.

In i t i a l l y ,  such work was based bn the assumption that there is  a simple 

relationship  between personality tra its  and sales success in a salesman.
As personality and t r a i t  theories and methods have developed in  psychology 

so too are they reflected  in salesman research, being widely used to 

advance salesman selection and recruitment techniques and c r ite r ia  in 

organisations; by im plication, improving the overall performance success 

of a salesforce. Very simply, such research tends to id en tify  and 

measure a number of s ta tic  salesman characteristics which are then 

s ta t is t ic a l ly  treated against some c r ite r ia (o n ) of sales success. Amongst 
the early  work of th is  type, demographic, physical and socio-economic 

characteristics were used against sales success in order to p ro file  the
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successful salesman and develop recruitment frameworks eg.education, 
previous business experience, social class, age, height, appearance, 
background e tc . Subsequent refinements led to fu rther t r a i t  iso lation  

including aggressiveness, dominance, in troversion, extroversion, ego, 
competitive s p ir i f  e tc . Many of these works were f e l t  to be lim ited  

as they tended to be product or cpmpany specific  (see P errau lt, French 

& Harris '7 7 ). Mayer & Greenberg (1964) proposed that a t least two 

basic t r a its  of a l l  "good" salesmen were empathy and ego drive . However, 
correlating  p a rticu la r t r a its  with success .excludes the notion that 
each t r a i t  is in fac t part of a complexity of factors which together 

comprise the psychological makeup of an in d iv id u a l. Furthermore, such 

works im p lic it ly  assume that the salesman is successful in his own righ t: 
that the customer remains passive and impotent, having no part in turning 

the fa te  of a sales approach. C learly th is  assumption is fundamentally 

misplaced, as i t  rests with the buyer to give consent in making a 

purchase. E ffe c tiv e ly  these studies did not lead to any increased 

understanding of the salesman or se llin g  process, mainly contributing  

instead towards the development of selection procedures and personality  

inventories which are s t i l l  to be found amongst the standard battery  

of tests facing a potentia l sales re c ru it.

This in te re s t in the salesman's personal characteristics has had consid
erable influence on research in th is area, permeating a number of research 

directions. One, in it ia te d  by Evans (1963) was that which examined 

s im ila r ity  and perceived s im ila r ity  between salesman and customer. (A 

fu l l  discussion of his work is contained in Section 2.4 as he is mainly 

cited as pioneer of dyadic studies.) C hurch ill, Collins & Strang (1975) 
review much of the lite ra tu re  of s im ila r ity  p rio r to th e ir  study which 

endeavoured to provide a comprehensive and substantive answer to the 

question of should salesperson^ be s im ilar to th e ir  customers. In so 

doing, they tested a varie ty  of combinations of facto rs , including those 

f i r s t  id e n tifie d  by Evans: education, re lig ious preference, age, height,
n a tio n a lity , race and sex. In four d iffe re n t combinations, they assessed 

a s im ila r ity /d is s im ila r ity  coe ffic ien t against the c r ite r ia  of purchase/ 
non-purchase and also purchase s ize. Based on department store encounters, 
they concluded:
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"In sum, the evidence though .basically consistent with the 
s im ila r ity  hypothesis is a ll too meagre."

Churchill e t al ('75-p41)

They argued that the lack of s ta t is t ic a lly  s ig n ific an t findings was 

possibly due to the temporal nature of deparment store encounters and 

th e ir  use of an association co e ffic ien t aggregating s im ila r ity  variab les. 
Thus although they tr ie d  very carefu lly  to provide an answer to the 

question of s im ila r ity , based on a controlled study and d iffe re n t  

analyses, th e ir  results were "disappointing". Indeed, i t  could be 

argued that th e ir  study is evidence that there is no s im ila r ity  r e la t 
ionship between customers and salespersons and sales effectiveness; 
that a department store setting enables customers to p re -se lect, perhaps 

unconsciously, the kind of salespersons with whom they prefer to deal, 
but not necessarily preference based on s im ila r ity .

Another research d irection  stemming from early  personality studies Was 

more managerially oriented, examining the relationships between 

personality characteris tics  and salesforce m otivation, and also perfor
mance, m otivation, sa tis fac tio n  and job e f fo r t .  For example, C hurch ill, 
Ford & Walker (1979a) examined the relationship between personal charact
e r is tic s  and the kinds o f rewards found most a ttra c tiv e  and motivating. 
Indeed, they are pioneers of th is  area (Walker, Churchill & Ford '7 5 ,'7 7 , 
C hurchill, Ford & Walker '79b). However, th is  kind of research is  

generally directed towards management in terms of improving and 

developing motivational schemes and performance. As i t  does not seek 

to generate any understanding of the salesman in terms of the sales 
process, i t  is not fu rth er discussed here.

13. I t  is in teresting  to note that there is no para lle l to th is  kind 
of research in buying research, where job sa tis fac tio n , motivation and 
performance of the buyer might be studied. This creates an in triguing  
picture: in buying studies, the buyer is recip ient of stim uli not prod
ucer, while the salesman is id en tifie d  as key producer of marketing 
stim u li; in salesman studies however, the salesman becomes recip ient 
where;such stim uli are in it ia te d  by salesforce managers trying to motivate 
the salesman. This is noted prim arily  as an aside, although i t  is an 
in teresting po int, p a rtic u la r ly  when re-viewed in the lig h t of th is  
research pro ject.
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In terms of ro le theory, the salesman has been more thoroughly examined 

than his buying counterpart. The salesman represents an in teresting  

study, working w ithin and without the organisational role context and 

has been studied from a number of d iffe re n t role theory perspectives.
For example, Donnelly & Ivancevitch (1975) considered the question of 
rol;e c la r ity  in terms of the industria l salesman; the degree of 
ambiguity and c o n flic t in the role of a salesman. These have been 

found to be important in terms of job performance and satis faction  

(Walker et al '7 5 ). Mentioned e a r l ie r ,  following the work of 
Katz & Kahn (1966) several authors have studied the salesman as occupant 
of a boundary ro le  position (BRP) (Wall & Adams '74 , '80 , Spekman '7 9 ). 
The boundary ro le person is seen to be in the paradoxical prganisational 
position of needing discretion and autonomy on the one hand, operating 

at the boundaries of an organisation, yet from the very nature of that 
boundary role position , suffering role c o n flic t and ambiguity on)the 

other hand (Spekman '7 9 ). This approach attempts to understand the 

salesman's position and potential c o n flic t between expectations and 

demands of the parent organisation and others outside the organisation. 
The work in th is  area is predominantly from the perspective of the 

salesperson and rare ly  is  the buyer considered, other than as simply 

an opposing boundary role person in an opposing system. Since the 

salesman's behaviour is believed to be affected by the paradox of the 

BRP (Wall & Adams '80) i t  would seem lik e ly  that the buyer's 'behaviour 

too is affected and should constitute an important part of such a study. 
These role conceptualisations serve as clear reminders however, that 
salesmen act w ith in  the context of organisations; that th e ir  work is  

located w ithin a wider contest which w ill have some impact on the roles 

they perceive fo r themselves, the expectations of those around them and 

th e ir  expectations of others, including th e ir  opposing boundary role  

persons, the buyers. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be any 

empirical work which locates the salesman and se lling  in th is  broad, 
organisational perspective.
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SUMMARY

This section has considered personal selling  through se llin g  behaviour 

models and salesman s t u d i e s . T h e  area is not so p r o l if ic a lly  

researched as that of buying behaviour e ither in terms of conceptual 
modelling or empirical studies. Early works examined personality and 

t r a i t  aspects and have subsequently influenced that which has followed, 
f i r s t  towards the development of selection procedures and more recently  

re la tin g  characteristics to performance and motivation, prim arily  

informing management techniques and salesforce management decisions. 
Indeed, few works are found t ith is  area which focus on understanding 

the salesman and the se lling  process. Instead, from th is  (and the 

next tw» sections) a picture had to be pieced together of th is  d iffuse  

area. In terms of the p ro jec t, i t  was f e l t  that the salesman and se lling  

process was only p a r t ia lly  explored in the lite ra tu re  and prim arily  

through an s -r  perspective and approach. Again, as with the buyer 
studies, there was no sense of having met a 'r e a l ' salesman in the 

lite ra tu re . In addition , the lack of attention to the context of 
se lling  (and buying) seemed to remove such work from the practice of 
'marketing' . In th is  sense, there was a clear repetition  of the 

observations generated from the buyer research; to avoid a p a r t ia l,  
single aspect study and s ta tic  representation of a dynamic complex 

process.

14. This excludes work which examines the communications element, 
influence strategies and persuasion, which is le f t  to the next section 
where i t  can be given more careful attention from both buyer and salesman 
points of view.
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2.4 COMMUNICATION & INFLUENCE STRATEGIES

Although influence attempts require at least two persons, research in 

th is  area is generally conducted from the perspective of the in it ia to r  

of |an influence attempt (the salesman) in which the recip ient (the 

buyer) tends to be seen as the passive reactor. This subject has been 

isolated here fo r separate attention fo r several reasons. F irs t ,
although buyers are part of the research as well as salesmen, these

studies are not conducted within a dyadic framework, the subject of the 

next section. Thus th e ir  separate analysis here helps to contrast the 

two kinds of studies. Secondly, research in th is area is s lig h tly  

d iffe re n t from that which focuses exclusively on e ith er buyers or sales
men. T h ird ly , w ithin studies of the communication element and influence 

attempts, there is an idea of the points of convergence of research trends
from the s p e c ific a lly  buyer and salesmen studies discussed in the prpvious
two sections.

This area is comprised prim arily of empirical works and has a strong 

experimental trend. A work which stimulated considerable in teres t in 

th is d irection was that of L e v itt (1967). His study involved mixed 

groups of purchasing agents, chemical experts and students who were 

shown a 10 minute videotaped presentation fo r a new but f ic t it io u s  paint 
product. The presentation shown to each group was "basically  the same" 
although some saw a " re la tiv e ly  good" and others a " re la tiv e ly  poor" 

presentation, in which the company was variously id e n tifie d  as high 

c re d ib il ity , low c re d ib ility  or anonymous. He concluded that company 

reputation influenced the effectiveness of the salesman's message, as 

also did the quality  of the presentation message, with the higher quality  

presentation being more e ffec tive  than the lower qu ality  one. He stated:

"The film  presentation technique and audience set up were
created to make conditions as re a lis t ic  as possible."

L e v itt ('67  -p7)

However, the laboratory simulation was considerably removed from 

re a lity  and in consequence, his conclusions regarding risk and sleeper 

effects ( reputation impact over time) were fa r from convincing. The
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filmed presentation to each group was devoid of any real context and 

rather than studying personal se lling  and "person-to-person" communication 

as he claimed, he was e ffe c tiv e ly  studying videotaped s e llin g . The 

decisions each person was asked to make had no organisational context, 
especially fo r student members in each group. More seriously though. 
Capon, Holbrook & Hulbert (1972)reahalysed L e v itt 's  data which led them 

to discount the s ta tis t ic a l significance of his claimed source e ffe c t,  
to which L e v itt  (1972) did not present any serious challenge. I t  was 

an in flu e n tia l study however and has received various praise in the 

li te ra tu re  (Davis & S ilk  '7 2 ).

The s-m-r (source-message-receiver) model on which th is  study was based 

has underscored many s im ilar experimental studies, designed in order to 

manipulate p a rtic u la r variab les. Brock (1965) conducted a f ie ld  experi
ment in which he concluded that perceived s im ila r ity  was more e ffec tive  

than expertise in influencing product choice. In a re ta il  department 
store the salesman attempted to a lte r  the customer's in i t ia l  product 
choice by using one of two pre-determined appeals: one which claimed
s im ila r ity  between them, the other emphasising the d is s im ila rity  or 

"expert" condition. Thus Brock assumed that the expert condition was 

equivalent to d is s im ila r ity , excluding the p o ss ib ility  of a s im ila r ity  

condition based on expertise and also a d iss im ila r, inexperienced cond
it io n . Woodside & Davenport (1974) designed a fu rther study, taking 

into account some of these c ritic ism s , and concluded that the effects  

of expertise were s ig n ific a n tly  stronger than those of perceived 

s im ila r ity . However, th e ir  study was not d ire c tly  comparable to that 
of Brock. Set in a record store, th is time the salesperson attempted 

to persuade a customer buying a tape to purchase also a tape recorder 

cleaning device. The condition of perceived s im ila r ity  was the 

salesperson's claim to have a s im ilar music tape and expertise, the 

a b il i ty  to explain the cleaning device. Thus where Brock was trying  

to change in t ia l  perceptions of p articu la r brands of pa in t, Woodside 

& Davenport were trying to add to the customer's in t ia l choice. A 

critic ism  of both studies is that each assumes the salesperson's claim 

to the s im ilar of expert condition to be s u ffic ie n t to generate the 

customer's perception of s im ila r ity  or expertise of the salesperson.
That i t  iÈ individual perception upon which th is assumption rests, the 

case is perhaps somewhat arguable: that is , the customer may or may
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not perceive the salesperson's claim , fo r example, to possess the same 

music tape as indicative of s im ila r ity , given that perception is a 

purely biased, selective and individual a f fa ir .

Other laboratory experiments of L e v itt 's  kind include Farley & Swinth 0967) 
and Reizenstein (1971). Farley & Swinth extended the s im ila r ity  question 

by testing "product" versus "personal" sales pitches, from the perspective 

of balance theory. 87 women were given the choice between a fle x ib le  

yardstick or $0.75, a fte r  hearing one of the presentations. Product 
and salesman ratings were also obtained. Essentia lly , the product pitch  

(emphasising product features) e lic ite d  more favourable a ttitu d in a l 

ratings towards product and salesman whereas the percentage choosing the 

yardstick rather than cash was s lig h tly  higher (though not s ta t is t ic a lly  

s ig n ific a n t) fo r those hearing the personal pitch (emphasising com patib ility  

of the customer's role with the product). This they claimed was consist
ent with balance theory. Again though, the experimental design removed 

the study from re a lity ;  ra re ly  is one given the choice between acquiring 

a product or money and the laboratory conditions did not allow fo r one- 
to-one communication as in a real l i f e  setting . They concluded that 
both aspects of the sales pitdi required fu rther a tten tion .

Reizenstein (1971) endeavoured to achieve th is , building on th e ir  work 

w ithin  the framework of cognitive consistency. His hypothesis was that 
the "soft se ll"  approach was more e ffec tive  than the "hard se ll"  present
ation . Again a laboratory s e ttin g , 90 women were asked to choose lead 

crystal glasses from a selection o f 6 s ty les , assuming that they wanted 

to buy them, that thiis.was the en tire  selection available and that they 

could afford any pattern. One person delivered a l l  the presentations 

(hard s e ll ,  soft se ll and control presentation) to each of six groups, 
where three were receiving 'congruent' messages and three ' incongruent' 
messages. A fter th is  they were then asked to choose again, to see the 

e ffe c t of each sales pitch on decision maintenance or reversal. He found 

evidence that the soft sell had greater impact on a lte rin g  the rated 

d e s ira b ility  of owning various patterns of drinking glasses. Again, 
the study was conducted in an extra-ordinary environment, in which the 

customers/subjects were paid $5.00 to p artic ip a te . The price of the 

glasses was excluded from the study s p e c ific a lly  to avoid any "bias" 

which i t  might create. Rather than avoiding bias, i t  would seem to be
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a basic aspect of purchase choice; the price of the various a lte rn a tives . 
Thus rather than studying purchase decisions, his work was directed to 

the more imaginative realms of the d e s ira b ility  of owning, which is 

a quite d iffe re n t emphasis.

Humbert & Capon (1972) stressed the narrowness of such approaches to 

communication in marketing, contrasting th is type of work with that 

developed in communication studies such as paralanguage, k in e tic s , 
proxemics e tc . Most importantly though, they drew atten tion  to the 

lack of focus on the process of communication in marketing. The one way 

model of srm-r on which the studies described above were based denies 

the exploration of the process of communicatin g , instead looking at 
the one way flow of communication . Thus while il lu s tra tin g  the lack of 
atten tion  to non-verbal communication, they also called in to question 

some of the basic assumptions underlying these studies, p a rtic u la r ly  the
passive nature of the buyer's role and the s -r  framework.

Capon (1975) conducted a study in which he aimed to tes t the effectiveness  

of 6 d iffe re n t sales treatments developed from Bales in teraction  Process 

Analysis: threee in te rac tive  and three non-interactive treatement
categories. Three salesmen^^ (volunteer graduate students) used each 

sales message 7 times, in  attempting to se ll a magazine subscription by 

phone to student subjects. Immediately a f te r ,  a questionnaire was 

delivered to the student, co llecting  a ttitu d e  ratings towards the r v  

magazine and the salesman on 9-point single item semantic d iffe re n tia l  
scales. His data analysis revealed l i t t l e  support fo r  his orig inal
hypothesis: that in te ra c tive  and conclusion drawing sales attempts are
more e ffe c tiv e  than th e ir  counterparts. However, i t  was an in teresting  

study, p a rtic u la r ly  when examining data of the salesmen rather than the 

sales message treatments. He discovered that one salesman was s ig n if ic 
antly  more successful with the three non-interactive treatments, another 

was more successful with the in teractive  treatments whereas the th ird  

showed no difference in; success across a ll  treatments. Unlike previous

15. In i t ia l ly  he used 4 salesmen although one was subsequently excluded 
as he fa ile d  to adhere s p e c ific a lly  to each treatment.
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studies. Capon used more than one salesman and endeavoured to create a 

more r e a l is t ic ,  two-way sales process environment. His use of the 

telephone eliminated possible complications of non-verbal behaviour 
and visual e ffec ts . E ssentia lly , his study isolated a relationship  

between communicator and the communication, suggesting that perception 

of the communicator cannot be separated from perception of the communic
ation .

Sheth (1976) developed a conceptualisation of the buyer-seller in teraction  

process in which he e ffe c tiv e ly  extended the s im ila r ity  concept to 

suggest that incom patib ility  of both content and s ty le  (process) is 

c r it ic a l fo r  an ideal transaction. He hypothesised:

"Unlike content of in te rac tio n , i t  is more d i f f ic u l t  to change 
or adapt with respect tg sty le  of in teraction . This is largely  
because the style orientations of individuals are often deep- 
rooted in personality variab les, early  socialisation processes 
and personal l i f e  s ty les ."

Sheth ('76  -p385)

This idea would seem to have common sentiments with Capon's conclusions; 
that sty le  is l ik e ly  to be less adaptive than content. However, Sheth's 

was a theoretical endeavour, without the weight of empirical support 
although i t  was an in teresting conceptualisation o f buyer-seller in te r 
action, and provided a stimulating contribution to a special workshop 

of influence processes at the ACR annual conference (1975). Perhaps 

the main drawback w ith 'h is  paper is that while i t  is w ritten  from a 

"managerial perspective" and based on as "many theories and hypotheses 

from behavioural science as seem re levant", he does not c la r ify  what is 

meant by such a perspective nor his c r ite r ia  of seeming relevance.

Of the seven papers presented to the workshop, only two were based on 

empirical work. The remainder attempted to conceptualise, model and 

explain the influence process between buyer and salesman from a variety  

of perspectives. In th is  context, i t  would seem overly harsh to be too 

c r it ic a l of such works as they were aimed a t stimulating exploration  

rather than perpetuating that-which has tra d itio n a lly  characterised the 

area. Also within th is  context, Sheth's paper emerged as perhaps the 

most innovative and a ll  embracing view, offering a comprehensive picture  

unaligned to any p articu lar theoretical niche in behavioural science.
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In contrast, Wilson (1976) developed a m u lti-a ttr ib u te  u t i l i t y  model 

of buyer-seller in teraction  as an exchange process, arguing that the 

summing o f a ttr ib u te  u t i l i t i e s  nets out to the "pro fit"  of the re la t 
ionship. However, his representation of exchange was prim arily  as a 

one way rather than two way process, in which exchange processes 

in it ia te d  by the salesman were seen to produce a ll too fa m ilia r  passive 

reactions to "product vendor a ttrib u te  bundles" from buyers.

From a d iffe re n t perspective. Lutz & Kakaar (1976) discussed situational 
influence on interpersonal persuasion processes w ithin the framework 

of Fishbein's behavioural intentions model, in terms of both the buyer 
and salesman. Using a strong mechanistic basis, s ituational factors  

were given a r ig id , s im p lis tic  d e fin itio n  in th e ir  discussion with 

an emphasis on measurement and o b je c tiv ity  in iden tify ing  s ituational 
fac to rs . The critic ism s o f Fishbein's model in marketing research w ill  
not be repeated here. (See p .30 ) Two other papers from the workshop 

were more methodologically oriented: Holbrook & O'Shaughnessy (1976)
proposed a study o f verbal in teraction  synchonization; and Olshavsky 

(1976) argued the need fo r  videotaped recordings o f buyer-prospect : o
in terac tio n s , as ways of studying influence processes and decisionmaking. 
Woodside & P itts  (1976) continuing the work of Woodside & Davenport (1974) 
considered the effects  o f salesman perceived expertise, price and the 

presence o f a customer 'purchase pal' ie . friend accompanying the buyer. 
However, since data were not collected re la tin g  to the discussion between 

purchase pal and buyer, th e ir  findings of significant effects o f  the 

presence o f a purchaæ pal in actual purchase are lim ited : that is ,  i t
is possible that the purchase pal was inconsequent to the customer's 

decision. Also the use of only one salesperson does not allow fo r the 

study of e ffec ts  between communicator and communication found by 

Capon (1975).

F in a lly , S te rn th a l, Scott & Dholakia (1976) reported" two experiments 

to explore the fo o t-in -the -doo r techniques as an influence strategy: 
that is ,  the idea that requesting ( and obtaining) compliance with a 

small matter increases the likelihood of compliance in a much larger 

s o lic ita t io n , ie . actual purchase. Based on s e lf perception theory 

(a fte r  Bem) th e ir  f i r s t  experiment manipulated hypothesised antecedents 

of s e lf  perception and observed the effects  on behaviour. 420 potential
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subscribers were offered t r ia l  subscriptions which ranged, from regular 

p rice , through various discounts to free plus a $0.50 coupon fo r a 

restaurant. They concluded from th is  that some level of incentive was 

necessary to induce regular subscription; those offered the t r ia l  at 
50% discount produced s ig n ific a n tly  greater rates of subscription. This 

they took as q u a lified  support fo r s e lf perception theory and pursued 

th is  in th e ir  second experiment, looking more closely at the s e lf 
perception mechanism. This time they tr ie d  to obtain compliance (signing 

a p e titio n  supporting a Consumer Protection Agency B i l l )  from 110 

students, who were given appeals from e ith e r a high c re d ib ility  source 

(Harvard lawyer) or low c re d ib ility  source (unqualified in d iv id u a l). 
A ttitude measures were taken and they found that subjects in the low 

c re d ib ility  group who complied had re la tiv e ly  more ..favourable attitudes  

towards the B ill than those of the high crediW lity group. Again, they
took th is  as q u a lified  support fo r s e lf perception theory which predicts
that a ttitudes  towards the object of request w ill be more favourable 

when compliance is  perceived to be of in ternal causation (or personal) 
rather than when a ttribu ted  to external causation. From th is , they 

drew somewhat ten ta tive  conclusions: that the foot-in -the-door technique
is a viable influence strategy provided that an "appropriate" level of 
incentive is  given, and :

" . . . t h a t  s ituational facto rs , such as incentives and communicator
c re d ib ility  can be c lass ified  as fa c ili ta to rs  of current
behaviour but inh ib ito rs  of subsequent performance, since they 
undermine the a ttrib u tio n  of behaviour to internal causes."

Sternthal e t al ('76  -p329)

Although th e ir  conclusions were q u a lified  by the lim itations  of th e ir  

experiments and data findings, c lea rly  th e ir  work provokes a re-assessment 
of more tra d itio n a l marketing assumptions: that promotional incentives
and source c re d ib ility  are assumed to be important positive influence 

factors in consumer decision making. Indeed, th is  is a key implication  

to emerge from th is  series of papers: that looking at the process of
communication and examining buyer-seller communication in terms of that 
process might provide a crucial redirection fo r research in th is  area.
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Subsequent lite ra tu re  reveals l i t t l e  development of these ideas and 

potentia l research d irections, p articu la rly  with respect to empirical 
knowledge. Indeed, Bush & Wilson (1976) provide an example o f the 

continuing prevalence of experimental research and more trad itio n a l 
desjign assumptions. From French & Raven's theory of social power, they 

hypothesised that a salesman's expert and referent bases of social 
power would have d iffe rin g  impact on customer's tru s t in the salesman. 
Groups of student recru its  were shown videotaped messages o f an insurance 

salesman making his presentation in one of four combinations of high/low 

expert/re fe ren t power conditions. They concluded that expert power 
was a more important facto r a ffecting tru s t whereas power had a wider 

range o f influence in the buyer-seller dyad. However, th e ir  conclusions 

are extremely lim ited  in that th e ir  experimental conditions did not 
serve even to approximate the natural buyer-seller dyad, the in terac tive  

element being to ta lly  denied.^^In addition , they eliminated responses 

from 16 students on the grounds that they indicated "suspicion" , 
apparently reqxnding to " th e ir  perception of the researcher's expectations' 
(p4). This would seem rather a rb itra ry  and subjective, in the face of 
th e ir  emphasis throughout on the ob jective, s c ie n tif ic  nature of the 

laboratory conditions. While the orig inal studies of French & Haven 

may provoke in te re s t among marketing researchers, the application of 
th e ir  theory here has only lim ited appeata However, i t  does indicate  

something of the prevalence of more trad itio n a l approaches to the study 

of buying and se llin g  influences, as c r i t ic a l ly  outlined by Hulbert &
Capon ( 1 9 7 2 ) ;  the assumptions of s -r  conceptualisation of behaviour, 
and one-way flow of communication in a non-interactive u n re a lis tic  

environment.

16. Students were told the aims of the study p rio r to taking part.
They were then shown the presentation in groups of about 20 students, 
during which the s tr ic te s t seating conditions and silence were observed. 
They had to complete th e ir  questionnaires, responding to the presentation 
without ta lk ing  and where e ffo rts  were being made to ensure there was 
no collaboration between them; seemingly maintaining something of the 
a ir  of an examination.
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A number of studies have proceeded to explore influence strategies in 

terms of Bern's s e lf perception theory. Of studies which compare 

d iffe re n t influence s trateg ies , such as persuasion, foot-in -the-doo r, 
and do or-in -the-face , none has discovered p articu la rly  s ig n ifican t 
empirical evidence of the effectiveness of one or more of these techniques. 

Tybout (1978) conducted two f ie ld  experiments; one designed to compare 

persuasion, foot-in -the-door and door-in-the-face techniques in a 

personal se llin g  type environment in which source c re d ib ility  (high/low) 
was manipulated; the second, s im ila rly  designed, compared persuasion 

and foo t-in -the-doo r techniques and manipulated source c re d ib ility  in  

a s ituatio n  comparable to mass media se llin g . E ssen tia lly , she found 

no s ig n ific a n t differences between them in terms of th e ir  effectiveness, 
in e ith e r experiment. However, she noted that a number of methodological 
d i f f ic u lt ie s ,  such as size of request and kind of compliance sought, 
might have served to l im it  the findings. Furthermore, the c re d ib ility  

manipulations, p a rtic u la rly  the low c re d ib ility  condition, were very 

b r ie f and somewhat blunt. They also included the complication that the 

presenter o f  the influence attempts was a "white outsider, c learly  

associated with the S tate", and the subjects were, in the f i r s t  experi
ment a t le a s t, "96% black" and known to be "m istrustful" of such people. 
Tybout's conclusions e ffe c tiv e ly  paralle led  those of Reingen & Kernan (1977) 
who found that the foot-in -the-door technique could be at least "as 

effec tive"  as a monetary incentive in the study of inducing compliance 

with a phone interview . C learly  though there are many questions of 
d e fin itio n  of influence, compliance and c re d ib il ity , fo r example, and 

th e ir  methodological implications yet to be s a tis fa c to r ily  answered.

Indeed, although these studies report equivocal support fo r the s e lf  

perception hypothesis regarding the foot-in -the-door technique, there 

would seem to be a degree of controversy surrounding the question of 
what actua lly  provides a valid  tes t of such an a ttrib u tio n a l theory 

approach (Mizerski e t al '7 9 ). Consequently papers such as Dholakia (1979) 
only o ffe r  a rather ten ta tive  theoretical perspective on influence 

strategies w ithin an a ttrib u tio n  theory framework. Extending the work 

of Sternthal e t al (1976), he proposed and discussed an a ttrib u tio n  

perspective (a fte r  Bem) of the "persuasion paradigm". He made p a rtic u la rly  

clear the d is tin c tio n  between intrapersonal and extrapersonal persuasion.
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Undoubtedly though, there is  an .urgent need for more empirical evidence 

from real l i f e  ratha^than experimental s itua tio ns , before such a 

theoretical approach can be fu l ly  assessed.

Whether or nor a ttr ib u tio n  theory approaches continue to increase in  

popularity , importantly they have already contributed to questioning 

some of the im p lic it  assumptions underlying previous studies. However, 
there are a number of other works in the area which o ffe r  a d iffe re n t  

approach to the study of influence strategies and communication. For 
example, Yalch (1979) id en tifie d  social lab e llin g  theory, which has been 

used in the study of influence attempts rather more in terms of a ttitu d e  

change than a ttrib u tio n s  made. The general idea of social labe llin g  

is  that i t  is  a way of feeding back information to individuals which 

re lates to th e ir  s e lf concept or role d e fin it io n . There is  currently  

only ten ta tive  evidence to suggest that social la b e llin g , e ith er positive  

or negative, may be an e ffec tive  method of inducing compliance with a 

behavioural request and i t  has yet to be more fu l ly  explored in a 

marketing s itu a tio n  (Yalch '7 9 ).

In a rather d iffe re n t ve in , Spiro & Perreault (1979) reported a study 

in which they examined the mixture of influence strategies used and the 

relationship with s ituationa l determinants in buyer-seller communication 

in the construction industry. A questionnaire survey, each salesman 

was asked to think of a recent sales ca ll and then respond to a series 

of L ikert statements fo r 5 influence scales and 15 s ituational scales. 
They had predetermined 5 influence types; leg itim ate , reference, expert, 
in g ra tia tio n  and impression management, the t i t le s  of which are s e lf -  

explanatory. From the responses, they id en tifie d  6 patterns of influence 

strategy mix, e ffe c tiv e ly  6 d iffe re n t influence p ro file s , which were 

then examined in re la tio n  to the data concerning the 15 s ituational 
scales, describing aspects of the p a rticu la r sales c a ll .  From these, 
they then drew a p icture of the kind of sales ca ll in which the d iffe re n t  

influence p ro file s  were being used. Of the conclusions they drew, two 
major findings were:
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"...salesm en who faced negotiating obstacles in the sales 
ca ll reported higher re la tiv e  use of closed influence 
strategies than those dealing with more favourable customers 
and marketing s ituations. In addition, the greater the 
customer's involvement in the sales ca ll and the more important 
the purchase was to him, the greater the salesman's use of 

I influence attempts."

Spiro & Perreault ('79  -p452)

There are a number of points which should be taken into account beyond 

th e ir  cautions of non-response bias and s e lf report measures. In 

iden tify ing  patterns of influence mix s trateg ies , they impose a certain  

r ig id ity  to each case, based on th e ir  defin itions of 5 influence types. 
Although each salesman reports an individual example, th e ir  aggregations 

make a case fo r 6 strategy mixes which are not always e n tire ly  

distinguishable. When these are correlated with situational facto rs , 
the in d iv id u a lity  is  fu rth er reduced as p articu lar s ituational scenarios 

are drawn out, which again are not always distinguishable s ta t is t ic a l ly .
For example, in one case they state that two mixes and situations d if fe r  

in "degree not in kind". In making these categorisations they also 

assume th a t each mix represents how a salesman attempts to influence 

a p a rticu la r kind of s itu a tio n . From Capon's (1975) findings, i t  may 

be more the case that th is  is  how a salesman prefers to influence in 

most types o f s ituations: that is ,  i t  is  his most preferred, e ffec tive
(fo r him) influence strategy mix. In so doing, they also impute the 

idea of conscious, deliberate choice on the part o f the salesman and 

awareness of d is t in c t, definable influence s trateg ies . I t  is not clear 

from th e ir  study or previous lite ra tu re  whether or not salesmen consciously 

use influence strategy mixes or whether or not th is  is  an in tu it iv e  

process in which numerous d iffe re n t modes of influence are attempted 

on the basis of s ituation  and in tu it io n . Indeed, together th is  study 

raisès a number of very in teresting  questions re la ting  to influence 

attempts and effectiveness, th e ir  use and d e fin it io n , which beg further  

exploration.

In contrast, Weitz (1981) offers  an e n tire ly  d iffe re n t approach, applying 

a contingency theory framework to the question of Effectiveness in sales 

in terac tio n . At the heart of th is  approach lies  the basic postulate that:
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"The effectiveness of sales behaviours across customer 
interactions is contingent upon or moderated by (a) the 
salesperson's resources (b) the nature of the buying task 
(c) the customer-salesperson relationship and interactions  
among (a ) ,  (b) and ( c ) ."

Weitz ('81 -pp90-l)

In developing a number of modifying variables and contingency proposit
ions, he went beyond much of the early  work which studied p articu lar  

main e ffe c ts ' to a more dynamic framework which posited a number of 
d iffe re n t e ffects  between variables: locating sales effectiveness and 

influence strategies in .th e  context of a variety  of buyer-seller 

in teraction contingency factors. His contingency framework was largely  

developed out of organisational theory and more broad approaches to the 

study of organisations. Thus he argued that the contingency theory 

framework fa c il i ta te s  the inclusion of a varie ty  of s ituational factors  

ih terms of understanding sales effectiveness. Where contingency theory 

usually indicates a more macro-level approach to understanding structure  

and order in social organisation, Weitz appears to proposera more 

sp ec ific , m icro-level contingency approach taking the salesman as the 

focal point. He claimed his contingency propositions to be suggestive 

rather than exhaustive and his framework to be in the early  stages of 
lim ited conceptual development. He also noted that before an empirical 
tes t of the framework could be conducted, a number of d e ta ils  required 

fu rther a tten tio n , with respect to data co llection  and "measurement" 

of sales behaviours and moderating variables. Indeed, developing such 

steps would seem to be the crux of his proposed framework.
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SUMMARY

Researching the communication element and influence strategies in buyer- 
s e lle r  interactions seems to have evolved quite rap id ly  and variously  

in the la s t decade. A number of in teresting research directions have 

been id en tifie d  and some pursued, representing a break from the more 

trad itio n a l approaches which studied a single "main e ffect" relationship . 
In addition , there seems to be more in teres t in the process of communic
ation and an emphasis away from experimental conditions, although there 

s t i l l  appears to be a general lack of substantial studies in re a lis t ic  

f ie ld  settings.

Like most other aspects of marketing research, studies re la ting  to buyer- 
s e lle r  communications are generally fragmented and d iffu se. Viewing 

th is  lite ra tu re  separately from the other areas should hèlp to provide 

a contrast to that which is to fo llow , re la tin g  to dyadic work. In 

th is  section though, there have been ieacamples of points of convergence 

between work of th is  type and that which has studied e ith e r buyer or 

salesman, fo r example, in the a ttitu d e  and attribution*, studies. In terms 

of the p ro jec t, th is section contributes to the ideas that the study 

should incorporate both buyer and salesman. Furthermore, i t  also suggests 

that i t  might be f r u it fu l to consider buyer-salesman together over time, 
in terms of th e ir  developing relationship and influence attem pts/effect
iveness rather than examining one-off situations and/or a single salesman. 
F in a lly , in the s p ir it  o f the trend away from experimental laboratory 

work, the im plication of th is  lite ra tu re  fo r the project is that i t  

should endeavour to get even closer to the "real l i fe "  setting of 
industria l buying and s e llin g .
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2.4 BUYER-SELLER DYAD RESEARCH

Researching the dyad is neither new nor novel in marketing research 

although i t  has recently received renewed attention and c ritic is m ,

Like most aspects of marketing research, there is only lim ited  consensus 

as to what constitutes dyadic research. Here, i t  is  taken to be that 
which holds as its  central focus that which takes place between buyer 
and salesman and which sets out s p ec ifica lly  to explore th is , retaining  

emphasis throughout on the two-way nature of buying and s e llin g . Thus 

although some studies in the previous section included both buyer and 

salesman, th is  tended only to be secondary to the central research focus 

and rather than any notion of the two-way nature of th e ir  meeting, one 

party was normally held passive. Noted e a r l ie r ,  much dyadic research 

has been conducted in "consumer" rather than in dustria l settings although 

the dyad is an important characteris tic  of industria l marketing.

At the heart of such an approach is  the idea that the sale/purchase 

outcome is more related to that which takes place between buyer and 

salesman rather than individual isolable q u a litie s  o f e ith e r party.
Some studies go fu rth e r , stressing that i t  is the in teraction  between 

buyer and salesman which is the central feature of the dyad. Illu s tra te d  

e a r lie r  though, (see p. 50) some models which claim to be in teractive  

lose in analysis the essential in terac tive  q u a lities  (Howard '73,
Webster '6 8 ,'7 9 ) Thus i t  is not always possible to equate " interactive"  

with "dyadic" in th is  area of research. Indeed, there is  one area of 
research which considers buyer-seller in teraction  more broadly at the 

inter-company rather than individual le v e l. Pioneers o f th is  area are 

authors such as the Swedish team, Hakansson, Johanson & Wootz (1978-80) 
and Ford (1980). Here, buyer-seller relationships and interactions  

re fer to the in ter-organisational level and a number of findings have 

been uncovered re la tin g  to organisational interdependence and influence 

ta c tic s , (need, transaction and market uncertainty) a t th is  le v e l. While 

i t  is at the firm  level that the ultim ate exchange of. product and payment 
takes place, the individual dyadic level of analysis was f e l t  to be more 

revealing in terms of understanding the actual process of buying and 

se llin g . In essence, a clear understanding at the micro level was seen 

to be the building block towards more macro level of analysis.
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Credit fo r the in it ia t io n  of dyadic research in marketing is usually 

attribu ted  to Evans (1963) although in some senses his analysis did 

not re ta in  emphasis on the in te r-a c tiv e  qu a lities  of the dyad. Recog

nising that the buyer is not passive and that the resu lt of th e ir  meet

ing is  dependent on how the two parties view and react to each other, 

Evans drew up a set of hypotheses re la ting  to buyer-salesman s im ila r ity . 

Working with insurance agents, Evans concluded that in general the 

salesmen were more lik e  th e ir  sold than th e ir  unsold prospects. He 

used 9 s im ila r ity  dimensions to predict the sales outcome on the basis 

of a correlational study using h is to rica l sales success data. His data 

have been re-analysed (Capon et al '77 , Churchill e t al '75, Doreen e t al 
'79) and been found to be inconclusive. Capon e t al found only one 

dimension s ig n ific a n tly  related to purchase at p<.10 which was consistent 
with chance. Thus his work is  not dwelt on here, rather simply cited  

fo r its  formative influence. In a s im ilar study, Gadel (1964) pursued 

the notion o f s im ila r ity  in the dyad with l i f e  insurance salesmen.
Although s ta t is t ic a l ly  her work appeared to fare b e tte r, she studied 

only successful outcomes, thus lessening the value of her predictive  

conclusions.

In a study of wholesale drug salesmen and re ta il pharmacists, Tosi (1966) 
hypothesised that both role consensus and expectation level (degree of 
agreement as to what salesman behaviour should be and difference perceived 

by customer between actual and desirable salesman behaviour respectively) 
were re lated to sales performance. Again, i t  was a correlational study, 
using predetermined scales by which to measure ro le consensus and 

expectation lev e ls . He found no s ig n ifican t relationship between role  

consensus and performance although there was evidence to suggest that 
the closer the salesman came to matching the customer's expectation le v e l,  
i t  was lik e ly  that the number of competitors would decrease. Indeed, 
although his study included 7 predictions, only one was supported at 
p. <  .05.

W ille tt  & Pennington (1966), Pennington (1968) and Olshavsky (1973) made 

d iffe re n t content analyses of the same data base; 210 taped interactions  

between buyers and sellers  in a department store, involving 132 customers, 
14 salesmen, in both successful and unsuccessful instances. Although 

purchase was the c rite rio n  of success, buying intentions and evaluations
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of the salesman and store were also obtained. W ille t t  & Pennington 
used Bales In teraction Process Schemata as th e ir  frame of analysis; 
Pennington used a bargaining model; and Olshavsky designed a content 

analysis which divided the in teraction  into orien ting , evaluative  

and consummatory stages. W ille tt  & Pennington concluded that successful 

outcomes were characterised by more suggestion-seeking and giving.
However, as Capon et al (1977) pointed out, only one of the 12 Bales 

in terac tion  categories was s ig n ific a n tly  related to purchase;

" . . . a  resu lt which has a 46% probab ility  of occurence by
chance alone."

Capon e t âl ( '77 -p329)

Like W ille t t  & Pennington, Pennington's additional analysis was also 

based on aggregate salesman-prospect measures. E ssen tia lly , such 

aggregation o f the data is to lose sight of some o f the in terac tive  

q u a litie s  of such m icro-level data. Thus the eleven relationships which 

he reported can only be taken as ten ta tive  suggestions, p a rtic u la rly  

as the bargaining model he employed was lim ited  to only 4 measurable 

aspects of bargaining behaviour.

Olshavksy fu rther separately analysed 40 completed transactions of TV 

and re frid g era to r salesmen and discovered product a ttrib u tes  to be of 
primary importance. Not using aggregate measures, his results seemed 

to fare b e tte r. He concluded that the salesman rather than the customer 
determined the extent of search and a lternatives evaluated. In addition, 
he found that the salesman was able to influence the customer's focus 

of a tten tion  on p articu lar evaluative c r ite r ia  of the product. However, 
his analytica l scheme minutely categorised the in teractions, in e ffe c t, 
divested of th e ir  in teractive  context, becoming small pieces of interaction  

of various potential in terpretation  . These three content studies were 

a s ig n ifican t departure from more trad itio n a l approaches and began to 

establish a more in teractive  rather than prim arily  s -r  understanding of 
the dyad. However, methodological and analytical problems which they 

encountered did not seem to augre well fo r the area. Only la te r  in the 

70 's was there a resurgence of in teres t emanating from these studies.
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A p a rtic u la rly  in teresting  and innovative study was.reported by 

Strachan (1974). Arising from a sales tra in ing  course and based primar
i l y  in social psychology (social s k ills  and interpersonal relationships)
12 simulated role play exercises were observed and analysed, using 

Bales In teraction  Process Schemata. Although simulated under laboratory 

conditions, i t  was much less a r t i f ic ia l  than previous experimental 
designs. Participants were a ll industria l salesmen on sales train ing  

courses rather than paid 'volunteer' students. The audience to each 

exercise was comprised of professional colleagues whose criticism s of 
role performances were seen to be valuable and relevant to partic ipan ts .
The audience acted as observers, categorising Each performance against 
the Schemata. Of the major ideas arising from his findings, the exercises 

showed that the "ASks f o r . . . "  category was of over-rid ing importance: 
that is ,  that requests fo r orientation  and opinion by members of the 

dyad is  a primary element of such interpersonal behaviour. In addition , 
he found that the salesman's category "Asks fo r O p in io n *..."  'was  

p a rtic u la rly  s ig n ific a n t in the type of relationship  formed between the 

members o f the dayd. A number of facto rs , however, lim ited  the impact 
of his findings. F irs t ,  the number of observers in each exercise 

varied, according to the number attending each course. Thus results had 

to be s ta t is t ic a l ly  treated to fa c i l i ta te  comparisons between each 

simulation study. Second, observers were essen tia lly  the "interpreters"  

of the role play and its  subsequent categorisations. In th is  sense, i t  

is possible that they lacked the s e n s itiv ity  required fo r the consistent 
adm inistration of Bales Schemata. F in a lly , from the work o f Levinger 

& Snoek (1972) and exploratory interviews, Strachan id en tifie d  5 types 

of re lationships: fr ie n d ly  and respectfu l, fr ie n d ly , respectfu l,
d is tan t, and unfriendly . Measures of these were obtained by asking 

observers to rate 10 factors immediately a fte r  the in teraction ended. 
Although these 5 types of relationship are soundly based in social 
psychology, i t  is arguable that the conditions o f the simulated role  

play to an extent predetermined some level of re la tin g  to each other.
For example, in no case was there any rating in the unfriendly category 

and in the few instances where some ratings indicated a d istant re la tio n 
ship, most observations were placed in the respectful category. Importantly, 
i t  would seem that Strachan was asking observers to indicate points with 

very fin e  dividing lines which may have been fu rther compounded by the 

fact that partic ipants were a ll on common sales tra in ing  courses and that
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as an exercise, each role play s ituation had to accomplish a t least 

some level of achievement. However, i t  was a p a rtic u la rly  in teresting  

study as i t  not only attended the in teractive  process using a method 

suited to such an understanding but also highlighted the variable  

nature of buyer-salesman relationships. In terms of studying the kind 

of relationship established in the dyad, Strachan's work seems to be 

the only study reported in the lite ra tu re .

The la te  '70's has seen a f lu rry  of papers re la tin g  to dyadic studies 

and the AMA (1981) recently sponsored a special workshop to h ighlight 

research issues in buyer-salesman interaction research. An exciting  

period of development, there has seemed to be a degree of convergence 

of ideas, coming together from a number of d iffe re n t d irections. The 

variously combined team of Bonoma, Zaltman, Johnston & Bagozzi (1977/8) 
has produced an in teresting  series of conceptual ideas, developments, 
arguements and propositions re la tin g  to the dyadic paradigm. Although 

the bases to th e ir  papers are conceptually s im ila r , there appears across 

th e ir  variously combined works a s lig h t difference of in terp re ta tio n .
The orig inal conceptual basis (Zaltman & Bonoma.‘ 77, Bonoma & Zaltman '77 , 
Bonoma, Zaltman & Johnston '77) was that of a transactional approach, 
taken from social psychology; asserting that the organisational buying 

process is an in te ra c tiv e , dyadic and transactional process. Within 

th is  framework they illu s tra te d  the narrow, non-interactive assumptions 

of previous works: the un it level of analysis and s -r  perspective,
examining individual characteristics and notions o f decision " ra tio n a lity "  

and information processes to guide the purchase act e tc . Indeed, as 

they put i t :

"The transactional and in teractive  nature of industria l buying 
is  a central point. In our view of the purchase process... 
in dustria l purchasing is not a thing that someone does but 
rather the outcome of an in teraction in which the buyer(s) 
and potential se llers  share interdependent outcomes, possibly 
c o n flic t with each other and d e fin ite ly  attempt to influence 
each other. Thus i t  is  appropriate to speak of industria l 
buying transactions but not actions."

Bonoma, Zaltman & Johnston 
( '77 -p5)
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Thus they argued that the buyer-seller dyad is the smallest socia lly  

meaningful un it to be studied in marketing transactions and that the 

irreducib le un it of analysis of human behaviour is the resu lt of the 

in teraction between two individuals: that is ,  the transaction consti
tuted in the exchange of in te ra c tio n . In this sense, th e ir  reconcept- 
ua^isation was formulated out of and loosely a llie d  to in terac tive  as 

opposed to non-interactive approaches to social psychology. However, 
gradually th e ir  reconceptualisation developed (Bonoma, Bagozzi & Zaltmanf77 , 
Bonoma & Johnston '78, Bonoma '79) into one which was more related to 

a systems perspective. In th is  sense th e ir  reconceptualisation was 

not e n tire ly  new (Lazer '71) .  I t  was in the questioning of basic 

assumptions and the combination of systems and transactional approaches 

that th e ir  papers retained th e ir  novelty. E ssen tia lly , the systems 

perspective as i t  has fared in marketing has tended towards a mechanistic 

descriptive analysis of various in terlock ing , interwoven,open and closed 

systems. Bonoma e t al '77 argued that in proposing a dyadic paradigm 

of marketing they recognised i t  to be a "special case" o f systems theory:

" . . . th e  dyadic model i^  a degraded fu l l  systems persp ective ..."

Bonoma, Bagozzi & Zaltman 
( '77  -p57-8)

Later though, they argued more d ire c tly  fo r a systems model b u ilt  

out of dyadic conceptualisations: where the buyer-seller dyad provides
the basic building block fo r a more macro level analysis of marketing 

as dyadic in teraction  in a general systems perspective. (Bonoma & JohnstoiVB, 
Bonoma '79).  Focussing on the transactional ( ie .  outcome of exchange) 
rather than in te r-a c tiv e  analysis, they proposed 5 levels at which such 

dyadic relations could be formulated in a general systems perspective:

( i ) buyer-seller
( i i )  s e lle r -s e llin g  company

( i i i )  buyer-buying company
( iv )  seller-buying company, buyer-selling company 

(v) buying-selling company

In la te r  formulations, (Bonoma & Johnston '78, Bonoma '79) the systems 

perspective became more c lear as they discussed these dyadic levels in  

terms of information exchange models and also integrated the concept of 
d iffe re n t power systems: that is , a series of interlocking and in te r -
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weaving dyadic systems integrated with power systems in which exchanges 

take place, constituting marketing transactions. Thus by dyadic, they 

implied two person, two group or two organisation in terac tio n . They 

id en tifie d  three power systems: u n ila tera l (s e lle r  stronger than buyer); 
mixed (bargaining) (buyer and s e lle r  equally powerful) ;and b ila te ra l 
(involving a 3rd party such as buying consortiums or s e lle r  welfare 

systems such as OPEC). These they argued were types of "interaction  

systems" characteris tic  of transactions at a ll  levels of dyadic analysis. 

In formulation these systems are re fle c tiv e  of L e a v itt's  (1964) systems 

theory work of au th o rita tive , collaborative and manipulative systems.
In presenting the arguments from the perspective of sales management, 
Bonoma (1979) illu s tra te d  potential c o n flic t between d iffe re n t power 
systems at d iffe re n t dyadic leve ls ; fo r example, where the s e lle r -  

se lling  company dyad is a u n ila te ra l power system and the buyer-seller 

dyad is a mixed power system.

Central to th e ir  papers throughout is the proposal of a dyadic research 

approach, one which examines both parties to any dyad le v e l. In addition, 
they stressed:

" . . . a l l  parties involved in the process as well as the social
system in which they are embedded be considered."

Bonoma & Johnston ( '78 -p i28)

However, given the transacional basis of th e ir  work ( i e .  the outcome of 
exchanges) th e ir  primary in teres t was in what they referred to as 

"re la tio n a l"  vaiables between two parties to the dyad. By re la tiona l 
variables they idertJfied power, c o n flic t , co-operation and tru s t as 

the most important, arguing that other variables (s itu a tio n a l, ind iv idua l, 
normative etc) are not "key constructs" but rather are used to "support 
and understand the re la tiona l variab les". (Bonoma & Johnston '78).
By holding these other variables as supportive rather than re la tio n a l, 
a general systems perspective becomes the ultim ate end point of the line  

of analysis. That is , to hold a ll  classes of variables as " re la tio n a l" , 
what they re fer to as a "radical dyadic paradigm" would be to pursue 

the orig inal in te r-a c tiv e  essence of th e ir  recenceptualisation. Instead, 
to maintain these particu la r variables of power etc as re la tiona l lends 

towards the in tegration of th is transactional approach based on exchange
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outcome with a systems perspective. Indeed,this lin e  of analysis 

enables them to speak of in teraction between organisations and persons 

and of organisations as in teracting dyads as opposed to being focussed 

on basic two person dyadic in teractions.

As,Bonoma (1979) pointed out, up u n til that stage (it had been an e n tire ly  

theoretical endeavour and was prim arily  aimed a t highlighting "theoret
ic a lly  developed, empirical research fo r exploration". To date, there 

seems to be only one empirical study in the published lite ra tu re  which 

has been the resu lt of th e ir  theoretical work (Johnston & Bonoma '81a,b, 
Johnston '81).  D isappointingly, i t  tackled one of the dyadic levels 

which has been re la t iv e ly  well covered in previous works: the dimensions
of the dyadic relationship between buyer arid buying organisation ,ie . 
buying group processes and outcomes in terms of the buyer and buying 

centre (see Monoky,Mathews & Wilson '75).  They id en tifie d  5 dimensions 

or systems variables of the buying centre; v e rtica l involvement, 

la te ra l involvement, expansivity(total number involved), connectedness 

(o f those involved) and c e n tra lity  (o f purchasing manager). Although 

these were id e n tifie d  as " in teractive  dimensions" they are in teractive  

only in the sense of functional 'in te ra c tio n ' w ithin the structure  

of an organisation. Thus they uncover systematic relationships between 

members, in keeping with systems theory rather than dyadic re lations  

in terms of th e ir  o rig inal transactional approach to dyadic research.
In addition , having argued c learly  before fo r the meticulous attention  

to context and social system, in the analysis o f behaviour, th e ir  study 

does not. E ssen tia lly , i t  is the "closed system" of buyer/buying centre 

which is studied and not what they referred to e a r l ie r  as the fundamental 
building block of dyadic marketing transactions, the buyer-seller dyad, 
and in so doing, the potential se llers  are barely recognised for th e ir  
part.

They are perhaps the only authors in th is area who currently give such 

depth of consideration to the underlying assumptions and also potential 
of a dyadic approach. However, the main c ritic ism  of such work stems 

from the idea that th e ir  reconceptualisation stops s lig h tly  short of 
an a lte rn a tive  to more trad itio n a l approaches. That is , having begun 

with the proposal of a "dyadic paradigm", th e ir  approach becomes modified 

to a more recognisable marketing approach. Having argued fo r the in te r -
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action between buyer and s e lle r  as the basic u n it of analysis, th is  

becomes adapted towards a fu l l  general systems approach. The notions 

of in teraction and transaction become somewhat blufred as th is in tegra
tion into a systems perspective is  performed. F in a lly , from th e ir  

empirical research, they appear to assume that an analysis of each 

system can be in te r-re la te d  eventually adding up to some sense of 
the whole of buying and selling  although th is  is one of the trad itio n a l 

assumptions which they o r ig in a lly  argued against and from which th e ir  

work evolved. While the orig inal critic ism s of trad itio n a l marketing 

assumptions which they id en tified  offered an exciting a lte rn a tive  

basis to understanding marketing, as subsequently developed i t  

appears to have become more a modified rather than a lte rn a tive  approach. 
However, fu rth er empirical work is promised by the authors.

One aspect of marketing which is both raised and implicated in th e ir  

work is the notion of exchange. Again, marketing as exchange is not 
e n tire ly  new (Alderson ' 6 5 ) .  Bagozzi (1974) has fo r some time argued 

fo r marketing as an "organized behavioural system of exchange": that
marketing is the process of creating and resolving exchange relationships  

On th is  basis, the idea of an exchange system perspective of marketing 

was the conceptual lin k  which he shared with Bonoma et al (1977).
However, Bagozzi (1978) seems to have moved away s lig h tly  from th is  

systems emphasis such that he offers "Marketing as Exchange:. A theory 

of transactions in the marketplace". Conceptually, from his introductory  

discussion there are sympathies with the work of Bonoma et a l ,  in  that:

"The princip le  dependent variable in the dyadic paradigm is 
the exchange relationship existing between social actors where 
social actors include people, groups, organizations, in s t itu 
tions or c o lle c t iv it ie s ."

Bagozzi ( '78 -p537)

He also stressed the dynamic social processes of such exchange re la tio n 
ships, seeing them broadly as functions of the characteristics of the 

social actors and the s ituation constraining the exchange. However, 
efter discussing levels of dyadic analysis, both h o lis tic  and mechanistic, 
he then proposed his theory of exchange thus:
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" .. . th e  system of economic, social and psychological relations  
derived from the theory are better represented in the single 
structural equation model consisting of theoretical corstructs, 
operationalizations and correspondence ru les. The net resu lt 
is a self-contained, deductive, axiomatic theory of exchange
behaviour expressed as a system of causal relationships."

Bagozzi ('78  -p543)

Thus he went on to produce a complex series of equations, p a rtia l 
deriva tives , Lagrangian m u ltip liers  and Hessian matrices which represented 

a refined , operationalizable and testable theory of marketing exchange
in  the husband and wife dyad situation and exchange relationships
between th is  dyad and the suppliers of goods and services. While 

c learly  performed with great mathematical d ex te rity , i t  offers l i t t l e  

in terms of understanding buyer-seller dyads. Operationalizing the 
model led to the measuring of elements which are not only unquantifiable  

but also unobservable. For example, translating  symbols to words, he 

is seen to propose that:

" . . . th e  to ta l quality  of focal subjective goods desired by 
the husband and wife is equal to a function of: interpersonal 
a ttra c tio n , power, c o n flic t , degree of sharing and so on between
husband and wife and the shadow price of the to ta l amount of .
satisfaction  from subjective goods and the value of the dyad's 
real l i f e  time consumption."

Bagozzi ('7 8  -pp543-553)

Beyond his heavy reliance on mathematical symbols to account fo r basic
human and q u a lita tiv e  phenomena, his theory fa i ls  in its  aim to provide
a dynamic understanding of social exchange processes. His series of 
28 equations and matrices o ffe r  a s ta tic  and prim arily  economic 

u t i l i t y  maximizing analysis of what he in i t ia l l y  recognised to be a 

complex web of social and psychological as well as economic processes 

mediated by human beings in the a c tiv ity  called marketing.

Consumer behaviour research offers yet another d iffe re n t analysis of 
the dyad. Indeed, th is  approach has attracted recent attention,and a 

special workshop, sponsored by the AMA (1981) produced an in teresting  

series of papers (see Woodside & Reingen '8 1 ). Many of these papers 

seemed to pursue s im ilar themes to those previously found in the l i t e r 
ature although were couched in a framework or in the jargon of buyer-
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s e lle r interactions and exchange processes. Of those which did endeavour 
to o ffe r  an a lte rn a tiv e  conceptualisation and empirical evidence of 
such dyadic re la tionsh ips, the work of Woodside & Taylor (1978) and 

Taylor & Woodside (1980,1981) is p a rtic u la rly  noteworthy. A ll three 

papers used the same data base although each reported a d iffe re n t lin e  

of analysis. The data base was comprised of tape recordings of encounters 

between l i f e  insurance salespersons (3) and prospects (4 0 ). In addition , 
taped retrospective analyses were gathered separately from members of 
3 randomly selected buying and selling  centres, acquiring th e ir  comments 

on thoughts and strategies behind th e ir  own statements in the encounter. 
Taping the encounter was done by the researcher accompanying the sales
person and generally requesting the buyer's permission to attend and 

tape on a r r iv a l.

Woodside & Taylor (1978) used protocol and correlational analyses, 
where protocol analysis is essentia lly  a study of a person's thought 
processes while engaged in a decision. Their results led them to 

support Wilson & Bambic's (1977) model of a m ulti-stage sequence of 
buyer-seller interactions and notion of decision net models, which 

rep lica te  mental decision processes in buyer-seller transactions. In 

reaching these conclusions they used onlÿ the three sets of retrospective  

accounts from which th e ir  protocol analysis enabled them to draw verbal 
and graphical decision process models fo r each p artic ip an t. Since only 

one of these sets of accounts was presented, th e ir  results arid conclusions 

can only be accepted as ten ta tive  suggestions. Although they stated 

that there was s im ila r ity  between the decision net models of the processes 

in the sets of retrospective accounts, they do not make the nature and 

q u ality  of th is  s im ila r ity  e n tire ly  c lear.

Taylor & Woodside (1980) pursued a s im ilar direction , instead using 

content analysis to determine the existence of various stages in the 

in teraction  process. Using Pennington's (1968) bargaining model, they 

counted the re la tiv e  frequencies in which each partic ipant re lied  on 

the use of a component of the bargaining behaviour model ; where the 

model is comprised of 4 measurable components of:

( i )  the making of d irec t offers
( i i )  the presentation 6 f  concession lim its

( i i i )  the determination of concession lim its
( iv )  attempts to change concession lim its
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In addition , they also counted the use of 7 aspects of se lling  behaviour 
by the salesperson:

(1) e ffec tive  .use of questions
(2) provide abundance of information
(3) frequently re fe r to fa m ilia r  others, places or objects
(4) attempt to establish s im ila r ity  

1 (5) attempt to establish expertise
(6) re fe r to potential catastrophes
(7) re fe r frequently to prospect's loved ones

As a re su lt they id en tified  6 focal points (contact in it ia t io n , rapport 
bu ild ing , exchange of information, persuasion attempts, close attempts 

and rgprochement) common to a ll 40 in teractions, which they claimed as 

lim ited  support fo r Wilson (1976). (see p .62) They argued that these 

points are not the outcome of structured precall planning but represent 
the chapginggoals, strategies and a c tiv it ie s  of p artic ip an ts . However, 
th e ir  analysis reveals l i t t l e  more than the frequencies of various pre
determined behaviours (bargaining and se llin g ) by the salesman. Indeed, 
th e ir  l i s t  of se llin g  behaviours is.dram  from the lite ra tu re  and is  by 

no means exhaustive.nor always supported by empirical evidence. They 

are more often the tra d itio n a lly  cited keys to sales success. Although 

th e ir  analysis c lea rly  required considerable e f fo r t ,  i t  e ffe c tiv e ly  
reduced the data into non-interactive pieces which would f i t  a framework 

developed out?of pre-existant categories concentrated on the salesperson.
In th is  sense, th e ir  analysis could not show the changing goals e tc , of 
p artic ipan ts .

The th ird  d irection which they pursued (Taylor & Woodside '81) was:
" . . . t o  id en tify  positive and negative relationships between
the contents of buyer/se ller exchanges and purchase versus
non-purchasing outcomes."

Taylor & Woodside ('81-p25)

In th is  case, cross tabulations and correlational analysis were used, 
to analyse a ll 40 taped meetings (15 which had resulted in purchase,
25 non-purchase). Each sentence was coded across a to ta l of 22 categories, 
where a verbal act was measured in terms of a single declarative or 

in terrogative sentence. The 22 categories are essen tia lly  the same as 

those described above: that is , the 7 se lling  categories and 4 bargain
ing behaviour categories, making a sum ■ of 11 categories of verbal acts 

or 22 categories in to ta l in the case of both buyers and salespersons.
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These count data were then correlated with purchase fo r a ll  salesmen, 

separately fo r each salesman and fo r the prospects. Thus the c o rre l
ational analysis revealed a number of s ta tic  findings: fo r example,
salesman A spent on average 25.2% of his verbal acts trying to change 

concession lim its  compared to his customers who averaged only 1.1%. In 

contrast, they averaged 53.1% of acts spent in presenting concession 

lim its  whereas he averaged only 38.6%. The only in teres t in such data 

is the differences in patterns of bargaining behaviour(among the 4 

components) between the d iffe re n t salesmen and the apparently correspond
ing d iffe re n t patterns amongst th e ir  various customers which the tables 

imply. In addition , the b ise ria l correlational analysis fo r each sales
man, corre lating  each bargaining and se lling  variable with purchase 

also revealed a rather s ta tic  p icture . Although they concluded that 
certain  frequencies of p articu la r variables were s ig n ific a n tly  related  

to increase in purchase frequency, such data should be read with 

caution. E ssen tia lly , the analysis a t th is  stage has fragmented each 

verbal act to the extent that i t  is extrapolated out of context: that 
is , th e ir  conclusions about a kind of verbal act related to purchase 

frequency ignores the dynamic process of the orig inal meeting in which 

th is p a rtic u la r verbal act took place, contextually bound w ith in  a whole 

pattern of other verbal acts. F in a lly , the categories which they selected 

against which to count verbal acts would seem to exclude many normally 

occuring verbal acts, shown to be related to buyer-seller meetings 

(Strachan '74) such as giving information, asking/giving opinion etc .
Thus although they claim supportive evidence fo r Bagozzi's (1979} theory 

of marketing as exchange,made up of soc ia l, individual and s ituational 
facto rs , as well as some implications fo r the question of s im ila r ity  

and expertise between buyer and salesman, th e ir  results should again be 

taken te n ta tiv e ly  as suggestions rather than conclusive evidence.

There are several other works in consumer behaviour which re la te  to 

the subject of buyer-seller in teraction and the dyad. However, many 

of these prim arily  i l lu s tra te  points at which general trends in marketing 

research meet with the trend towards dyadic research. For example.
Capon (1979) and Capon & Swasy (1977) explore the extended Fishbein 

model in terms of compliance gaining techniques in personal se lling  in  

re la tion  to dyadic in teraction . Obermiller & Sawyer (1981) continue
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th e ir  work in cognitive response theory in terms of communications 

between buyer and salesman in the dyad. And so on. (See Woodside & 

Reingen '81 fo r  an in teresting  selection of some of th is work.) The 

p a rtic u la rly  in teresting  feature of the various papers of Woodside & 

Taylor is that they are amongst the few since W ille t t  & Pennington ( '6 8 )  

to jwork from a data base of actual buyer-seller interactions, gathered in 

real l i f e  settings and whose work is prim arily  empirical rather than 

th e o re tica l. Although i t  is possible to question the obtrusiveness of 
th e ir  data c o lle c tio n , i t  is a t least a step in the direction towards 

closer analysis of the practice of marketing and generating a better 

understanding of buyer-seller in teractions. Indeed, some discussion 

of th is  and th e ir  methods of analysis w ill be continued in the f i r s t  

section of the next chapter; methodology in marketing research.
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SUMMARY

The lite ra tu re  indicates a resurgence of in teres t in researching the 

dyad. I t  seems to represent the point of convergence fo r many previous 

research trends in the f ie ld  of marketing. The dyad is  of in terest to 

organisational buying, personal se lling  and consumer behaviour researchers 

and is the primary forum in which communication and influence strategies  

should be studied. While s t i l l  perhaps in the early stages of development, 
a number of theoretical and conceptual contributions have been made to 

the area as well as evidence to suggest that i t  is possible to conduct 
studies in natural settings rather than the laboratory environment as 

has often been the case in the past. In terms of understanding buying 

and s e llin g , researching the dyad offers the most in teresting and exciting  

starting  points.

Much of the work in  th is section was not availab le  when the lite ra tu re  

was in i t i a l l y  appraised. However, that which was published had the 

most positive impact on informing and d irecting the project design. 
E ssen tia lly ,the  buyer-seller dyad seemed to represent the heart of 
rarketing: that is ,  i t  is the basic level of in teraction between buyer
aid s e lle r  around which a ll  other aspects of marketing revolve. For the 

most p a rt, th is  central issue had been sadly neglected. Researching 

the dyad also seemed to be the point of convergence between many aspects 

of marketing; between the two parties to the process both p rac tica lly  

md academ ically,in terms of d a ily  buying and se llin g  as well as various 

theoretical perspectives. In th is  sense, as the central act of marketing, 
i t  offered a challenging prospect fo r  empirical research.
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2 . 5  IMPLICATIONS OF THIS VIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The previous 4 sections o f th is  chapter present a 'view' of marketing 

research li te r a tu r e , generated in an attempt to develop insights into  

the subject and its  research, to d irect and inform the pro ject. To 

th is end, i t  evoked a feeling  of d issatis fac tio n , indicating more 

negative than positive contributions: more a sense of what the project
should not do rather than what i t  should do. This section b r ie fly  

draws out more important overall comments o f the lite ra tu re  and in 

so doing, considers the implications for the research pro ject.

This chapter has included a broad spectrum of marketing researches, 
indicating the major trends in each of 4 easily  id e n tif ia b le  sections.

I t  has illu s tra te d  the varie ty  of approaches and range o f concepts 

by which researchers have attempted to understand marketing or buying 

and se lling  behaviour: from partia l studies or conceptual modelling
of e ither buyer or salesman, to communication experiments and dyadic 

studies, the d ivers ity  o f research is overwhelming. Sadly, much of 
i t  is i l l -d ire c te d  e ffo r t  in as much as there is  l i t t l e  attempt to 

build on past works or to assimilate and integrate various insights 

into a more practical template.with any sense o f a research " tra d itio n " . 
Indeed, the lack o f com patib ility between theory and practice serves 

to emphasise the partia l and diffuse character o f most marketing 

researches.

Much of the fragmentation and divisions between aspects o f marketing 

research appear to stem from a basic lack o f consensus over d e fin itio n  

and d is tin c tio n . Each author o f a marketing tex t seems to feel duty 

bound to o ffe r  one, i f  not several, defin itions of marketing: ranging
from simple exchange, through to buying, s e llin g , resource a llo catio n , 
d istrib u tio n  o f goods and services, satisfying consumer wants and needs, 
and raising liv in g  standards etc. There are no central guiding d e fin i
tio ns , principles or theories, agreed and accepted by marketing res-z 

earchers. On the other hand, from the viewpoint o f p rac titio n ers , they 

know and understand what they do and can define marketing in terms of 
the part which they play in i t  but look to academics to give them a more 

overall,com plete conceptual p icture. As Blaine Cooke (1974 -VP at TWA)
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referred to i t  at the AMA, "Marketing - A Method in Search of Meaning".
He e x p lic it ly  asked academics to guide practitioners to a more to ta l 
understanding of marketing - something which he f e l t  they had fa ile d  

to do to date. A quick survey of any of the more practice-oriented

journals reveals that the plea is as relevant now as i t  was then. This
continued divergence between theory and practice and between academics 

and practitioners seems to contribute to the d ivers ity  within the subject 
area.

I t  is an eclectic  area of research, comprised of theories and concepts 

borrowed from other d iscip lines which appear appropriate fo r testing in  

marketing situations. Thus there are very few 'marketing-based' 
theories, which seek to generate theory inherent in the practice of 
marketing. Instead, the emphasis tends to be more towards the estab l
ishment of marketing as a separate academic d isc ip lin e . This issue
received much attention during the '50's and '60's from authors such as
B artels, Schwartz & Halbert. While the debate is  no longer so voluble, 
the following quotation from Dawson (1979) il lu s tra te s  how the issue 

is more usually handled:

"Most marketing academics and professionals agree that over 
i t 's  70 odd years of existence marketing has achieved the 
status of a true science f ie ld .  A sizeable body of lite ra tu re  
has been created: the standards fo r research and experimentation
have become as rigorous as those in the physical sciences: 
s ig n ifican t progress has been accomplished in the a b il i ty  of 
marketers to understand, control and predict the basic 
processes in the market place."

Dawson (1979)

Marketing has been tra d it io n a lly  dependent on work in other d isc ip lines.
For example, the early  origins of marketing can be found in the area of 
applied economics, while in recent decades the emphasis has changed towards 

reliance on other areas of social science such as cognitive and social 
psychology, behavioural science e tc . The outcome of th is  is a rather 

confused relationship with social sciences: that is , social science is
seen rather as a 'pool' of valuable theories and concepts which marketing 

researchers can "borrow", as i f  to return them la te r  (s lig h tly  used) 
leaving marketing theory separate and d is tin c t from the lenders, the 

social sciences (see fo r example. Halbert '65 and Sheth '77 ). This is
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not to question the idea of borrowing so much as the ways in which 

such borrowing is usually performed. That is , recognising the undeniable 

conceptual lin k  between marketing and other social sciences, c learly  

social science concepts and theories re la te  to marketing behaviours 

as they do to other kinds of behaviours. Rather, i t  is the extraction  

of jaspects of work, developed conceptually in say psychology and then 

transposed to marketing without consideration given to the process of 
translating  such concepts which is at question. As the lite ra tu re  

viewed in th is  chapter i l lu s tra te s , such work is borrowed on the c rite rio n  

of'seeming relevance' and then assumed to possess consistency with the 

research context into which they are being transposed. In addition, as 

the work based on Fishbein's theories il lu s tra te d , very often where 

concepts are drawn from other aspects of social science they are merely 

adopted without c r it ic a l appraisal or analysis. Indeed, sometimes 

th e ir  adoption il lu s tra te s  a fa ilu re  to understand the basic conceptual 
underpinnings and theoretical evolution, as fo r example seen in the 

case of Fishbein's a ttitu d e  theory and Kelley's theory of a ttrib u tio n  

as taken up by marketing researchers.

Together these ideas contribute to a fragmented,partial and ec lectic  

area which fa i ls  somehow to re fle c t  accurately the d a ily  practice of 
marketing. In terms of the research, th is  divorce between theory and 

practice was {particu larly  important: that is ,  i t  established a central
commitment to respecting the practice and practitioners of marketing, 
developing an academic analysis which captures the practical re a lit ie s  

of buying and s e llin g . This central notion was of fundamental importance 

and influence in d irecting the research. Many of the implications fo r  

the research described in ' th is  chapter were oriented around th is  idea.
For example, to avoid a p a r t ia l ,  single aspect approach to marketing 

research and study buyer-seller together has been a recurrent theme.
A contextual emphasis has been underlined through c r it ic a l analysis of 
experimental studies, single variable studies and those which re ly  on 

the summation'Of parts to explain the "whole". Indeed, assumptions of 
s ta tic , s - r ,  ra tio n a l, conscious decision making behaviour are a ll  
questioned here and implicated in the evolution of the research.
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Importantly though, embodied in these ideas is a d e fin itio n  of marketing: 

that is , marketing is seen as a social a c tiv ity  -  a social practice and 

form of social behaviour. This broad d e fin itio n  o f marketing serves to 

unite many themes common to other defin itions of marketing and also 

underlies every area of the practice of marketing. Whichever facet of 
marketing, e ith e r in theory or in practice, one cares to consider, i t  

can be defined as social a c t iv ity . This d e fin itio n  also accommodates 

the undeniable lin k  between the social sciences and marketing; that is ,  
i t  is subsumed by the d e fin itio n  such that there is  no need to "borrow" 

theories or concepts. That the d e fin itio n  embraces the broad conceptual 
basis of the social sciences, i t  is e ffe c tiv e ly  part of research into  

social a c t iv it ie s  rather than needing to borrow and reta in  separateness 

from such research. I t  also recognises the m utuality of buying and 

se lling  comprised by the term 'm arketing', as they are the interlocking  

basic themes of marketing a c tiv ity :  that is ,  in as much as marketing
means fo r some the a c t iv ity  of se lling  and fo r others, buying.

In conclusion, th is  chapter has illu s tra te d  the sources and kinds of 
ideas gleaned from the lite ra tu re  which contributed to the evolution of 
the research. In addition , beginning to emerge is a sense of how these 

made th e ir  contribution. The f i r s t  major step was to recognise the 

d e fin itio n  o f marketing, implied by th is  c r it ic a l analysis of the l i t e r 
ature. With th is  as the central touchstone, there was a clear basis upon 

which to build from the implications fo r the research. At heart, there 

emerges a commitment to understanding buying and se lling  together; in  

terms of what are the characteristics of buying/selling from buyer/seller  

perspectives. In th is  sense, the research was developing towards a 

contextual study rather than any p a r t ia l,  single aspect approach pre
dominant in the l i te ra tu re . I t  was also focusing atten tion at the 

basic, fundamental level of buying/selling; that which takes place 

between buyer and salesman. F in a lly , while the dyadic work described in  

Section 2.4 of th is  chapter contains ideas which are to a degree sympathetic 

with those outlined here, i t  was f e l t  important that the research should 

develop fu rther than such work, in the sense that most dyadic studies . , 
are conducted w ithin the frame of marketing research and a ll  that implies, 
In contrast, the study here was evolving towards researching a social 
a c tiv ity  called marketing, or buying and se llin g . In th is  sense, the
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view of the lite ra tu re  was an illum inative  exercise, highlighting a 

varie ty  of problems in current research and directing atten tion to th e ir  

potential solution. On the basis of an e x p lic it^  d e fin itio n  of marketing, 
there is a c lear position from which to examine the question of 
methodology in marketing research and its  im plications for the pro ject.
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INTRODUCTION

Methodology has been a major concern throughout th is  pro ject. Method

ological issues have had an important progressive q u a lity  rather than 

merely representing a number of decisions about methods which are made 

once and fo r a ll a t the s ta rt o f a project. This creates a rather 

special problem in the compilation of this chapter; that o f conveying 

the character of th is time series to the reader while a t the same time, 
presenting a ll methodological issues under the umbrella of a single 

chapter. One answer might be to have two methodology chapters: one at
the s ta rt and one at the end of the thesis. This though would not 
e n tire ly  re fle c t the progressive character o f the issues and would be 

a peculiarly  cumbersome manner in which to present these matters. The 

a lte rn a tiv e , chosen here, is to caution the reader, that while th is  

chapter inevitab ly  leaves an impression of a "whole", i t  is  in fac t 
describing something of the time series of the research process spanning 

the en tire  pro ject. To th is  end, th is  chapter is structured around the 

three major aspects of methodology which were central to the research: 
methodology in marketing research, methodology in social science, and the 

trans la tion  of these into fieldwork.

The marketing lite ra tu re  seemed to f a i l  to capture the practical world 

of buying and se lling ; Marketing research seemed to be predominated by 

the ta c it  adoption of p articu lar methods which were f e l t  to account fo r  

some o f the differences between theory and practice. These methodological 
ideas, ideas in the sense of creative enterprise, are contained in the 

f i r s t  section of th is  chapter. In the lig h t of these ideas, a d iffe re n t  

methodological approach was f e l t  to be an essential ingredient in the 

design o f th is  research pro ject. By reading more widely across the social 
sciences, the basis fo r an a lte rn a tive  approach was established, which 

provided the framework and practical outline to the project and informed 

the research design. However, the fu l l  breadth and depth of such an 

a lte rn a tive  approach, in terms o f methodological issues, could only be 

recognised and related a fte r  the fieldwork and analysis had been completed 

where 'issues' refers to the broader methodological implications and debates 

provoked by d iffe re n t methodological ideas. In th is  sense, the second 

section of th is  chapter represents a synthesis of the extremes of this  

time sequence.
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The la s t section re lates the fieldwork process; the evolution of research 

ideas through fieldwork design and practical experiences to data analysis. 
I t  also refers to the lite ra tu re  which guided the development of the 

research design and informed the practical aspects of doing fieldwork. 
Essen tia lly , th is  section delineates the methods employed, the product 
of tl]e in tegration o f methodological ideas and methodological issues.
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3 .1  METHODOLOGY AND MARKETING RESEARCH

One of the most fundamental critic ism s of the reported lite ra tu re ,  
discussed in the previous chapter was its  general fa ilu re  to capture 

the practical re a lity  of buying or s e llin g , its  lack of understanding 

of the d a ily  practice of marketing. This c ritic is m  emanates not simply 

fronJ the reported results of such studies but rather appears more deeply 

rooted in the nature of the research approach i t s e l f .  Indeed, in terms 

of methodological approach there is much which unites the broad f ie ld  

of marketing research, although the few papers or texts which do attend 

s p e c ific a lly  the subject of methodology are c h a rac te ris tic a lly  diverse, 
fragmented and of p a rtia l focus. The area lacks any p a rtic u la r body of 
knowledge which represents consolidated attention to methodology in  

marketing research. The tendency is to adopt ta c it ly  a p a rtic u la r research 

approach, perhaps contained in a few b r ie f statements in the context of 
a piece o f empirical work. Thus, th is  discussion is  a synthesis o f ideas 

gleaned from both kinds of sources, attending f i r s t  more global issues, 
including questions of perspective and approach and then addressing 

micro aspects, such as the methods themselves, including data co llection  
and analysis.

The d is tin c t re lationship between marketing research and social science 

research, in p a rtic u la r that of psychology, has been c learly  il lu s tra te d ;  

the resu lt being the adoption of most known psychological constructs in 

some of the large models and a varie ty  of organisational and individual 
concepts permeating the area in a fragmented and diverse manner. Social 
science comprises a multitude of d iffe re n t tra d itio n s , hence that which 

appears in the study of marketing has even less semblance of integrated  

structure. Exploring the ec lectic  nature of th is  relationship with social 
science leads to the curious observation that while marketing research 

outcomes are d ive rs  and various, the research approaches have much in 

common. As marketing researchers have borrowed th e ir  explanatory theories 

and concepts from social sciences, so too have they adopted the dominant 
social science research approach; ta c it ly  accepting the perspective of 
the "natural sc ien tis t"  upon which such theories have been based.
S im ila rly , th is  approach has been adopted without c r it ic a l appraisal: 
essentia lly  adopted as the methodological perspective and approach. I t  

is rare ly  to be found in e x p lic it  statements, rather tending to be 

embodied in im p lic it  assumptions. Of the few papers which do examine
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the question of methodology in marketing research, many are advocates 

of th is  approach rather than its  c r it ic a l examiners (Webster '69,
Jacoby '76a, Ferguson '78, Dawson '7 9 ).

This predominant research approach in marketing research is based on the 

assumption that the s c ie n tif ic  method of study can be extended to the 

study of social phenomena. H is to r ic a lly , i t  was f e l t  that such an 

extension of s c ie n tif ic  principles must take place i f  the study of 
human behaviour was to have any claims to being 's c ie n t if ic ' in the 

sense of representing the only form of true knowledge. Thus, th is  natural 
s c ie n tif ic  approach has served a dual purpose in marketing research; 
providing an easily  adopted methodological perspective and approach, 
well established in social sciences; and also o ffe ring  a contribution  

to the qu est'fo r the development 6 f a d is tin c t and separate d isc ip lin e , 
the science of marketing.^ This approach assumes that the social world, 
l ik e  the physical world, can be seen in terms of a single order of 
phenomena and s c ie n tif ic a lly  explained through constant laws. This is 

p a rtic u la r ly  c lear from e a r lie r  marketing researches which, actually :stated  

cause and e ffe c t relationships in terms of laws eg Alderson's (1965)
"Law o f Exchange".

Underlying such an approach is the simple conceptualisation of behaviour 
as being the response to external s tim u li. Seen to dominate researches 

discussed in the previous chapter, the buyer was mainly depicted as a 

ra ito n a l, conscious decision maker who responded with machine-like 

passivity and precision, juggling product-vendor a ttr ib u te  bundles 

against some ra tio n a l, predictable c r ite r ia  to a rrive  a t a purchase choice. 
The salesman was the source of marketing s tim u li, providing the correct 
stimulus to e l ic i t  the appropriate or desired response from the buyer. 
These stim uli were seen to be a mixture of personality t r a i t s ,  certain  

influence s tra teg ies , incentive and persuasion techniques. Many of the 

communication studies showed th is  simple conceptualisation of behaviour 
most c le a rly , eg. L e v itt 's  (1967) study of "good" v. "poor" presentations

1. This quest fo r a science of marketing received considerable attention  
during the debates of the '50's  and '60's (Hutchinson '52, Jeuck '53, 
Bartels '62 , Schwartz '65, Halbert '6 5 ). However, more recently i t  would 
seem to be simply assumed that e ith e r marketing is in the process of 
becoming a scignce (Webster '69, Ferguson'78) or has become one (Dawson'79)
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from high/low c re d ib ility  sources, Farley & Swinth's (1967) study of 

"product" V. "personal" pitches, Reizenstein's (1971) study of "hard"
V. "soft" s e ll .

In many ways, the marketing s ituation is  most suitable fo r an s -r  

in te rp re ta tio n , searching fo r what makes people buy and se ll more in 

terms of both commercial and academic in terests . Indeed, i t  rather lends 

i t s e l f  to research and analysis in terms of causal laws and e ffec ts . The 

more one explores the basic assumptions of th is  natural s c ie n tif ic  or 

p o s itiv is t approach, the more one can see how marketing research has 

evolved around the embodiment of such assumptions. For example, a central 
critic ism  throughout the previous chapter was that the marketing s ituation  

was studied only p a r t ia lly  or in terms of s ing le , specific aspects of 
behaviour, eg. buyer or salesman or one-way communication flows. However, 
as the chemist isolates individual chemical elements, id en tifie s  th e ir  

properties and behaviours, so too do marketing researchers make the same 

assumptions in the study o f the marketing s itu a tio n . Like the chemist, 
the marketing researcher seeks to divide and iso la te  individual elements, 
holding a ll  else"constant", and discover the cause and e ffec t relationships  

of each component through its  manipulation. Furthermore, i t  is assumed 

that through a thorough examination of each component p a rt, the knowledge 

generated should lead to some integrated "whole" or g e s ta lt. This pursuit, 
based on th is  assumption, has led to the furthering of boundaries between 

the three main research areas id en tifie d  in the previous chapter, of 
buyer, salesman and communication, compounding the problems associated 

with th is  lack of attention to context.

By studying p a rtia l or single aspects of marketing, researchers are 

essentia lly  iso lating  a p articu lar subject fo r study devoid of its  

naturally  occuring context, in which i t  derives its  da ily  relevance and 

meaning. For example, early salesmen studies assumed a simple correlation  

between, sales success and personality t r a i ts .  Although many studies 

reported and claimed s ig n ifican t relationships, the context in which such 

relationships were posed was completely ignored: that is , the context in
which the buyer actively  a ttribu tes  success to the salesman through 

signing an order and paying for goods or services. I t  is  not simply a 

case of the salesman being successful because he possesses certain  

personality t r a its :  se lling  is neither so s ta tic  nor in d iv idual. However,
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working w ith in  a p o s it iv is tic  perspective, iso lating  such relationships  

is consistent with basic assumptions.

In the trend towards experimental work, the problems of such a.perspective  

are magnified by the d is s im ila rity  between the laboratory environment 
and the natural setting of buying and s e llin g . For example, in th e ir  

laboratory study of salesmen's expert and referent power. Bush & Wilson 

(1976) claimed that they adequately attempted "to approximate the 

conditions of an actual buyer-sel1er in teraction". However, a videotaped 

presentation, shown to groups of 10-20 student "volunteers", in enforced 

silence would seem substantia lly  removed from d a ily  practices. In terms 

of any empirical understanding of buying and s e llin g , such work offers  

l i t t l e ,  instead, e ffe c tiv e ly  creating an e n tire ly  d iffe re n t s ituation: 
that is , the experimental s ituation has demand characteristics of its  

own (see fo r eg. Orne '6 9 ). Thus although Sawyer, Deutscher & Obermiller 

(1980) went to some lengths to develop a laboratory s ituation  which 

closely approximated real l i f e  conditions, in ev itab ly  i t  remains only a 

sim ulation. No laboratory environment can ever authentica lly  recreate 

the actual buyer-seTler s ituatio n ; the pressures to meet quota and 

earn commission; the problems of active search and choice o f purchase; 
and th e ir  unique ih ter-actions as opposed to predetermined sales message 

manipulations.

The laboratory remains an a ttra c tiv e  research s ite  as i t  c lea rly  allows
fo r control and manipulation of variables; very much part of the natural
s c ie n tif ic  method. In terms of social phenomena, th is  implies that the
individual is only important in terms of some e n tity  containing the
relevant variab les , passively responding to environmental contingencies.
Even models which made a degree of allowance fo r human mediacy between
stimulus and response, (eg. Howard & Sheth '73 , Sheth '73) assumed a
passive reactor to external s tim u li; the complexity of variables cited
merely indicating that not a ll buyers possess the same psychological 

2
make-up. Indeed, such a complexity of variables is generally proposed 

in a mechanical manner, implying something lik e  an engine which can be 

dissembled into i t 's  component parts. This is to deny the human capacities  

of th inking , in terpre ting  and planning.

2. Blumer (1978) refers to such work as "variable analysis" where the 
primary focus is on iden tify ing  and measuring variables, independent and 
dependent, rather than towards understanding of analysing the setting or 
action.
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At the heart o f the p o s itiv is t research perspective are the central 
principles of operational ism and v e rif ic a tio n . A variable must be defined 

in terms of the measurement operations that would be involved in detecting 

i t  in the s ituation  to be researched and acquires meaning only in terms 

of its  v e rif ic a tio n  through the research act. Such human capacities of 
thought and antic ipation  cannot be observed or measured and internal 

processes which lead to apparently " irra tio n a l"  or "unconscious" decisions 

are beyond th is  methodological perspective as these are notions inconsistent 
with its  basic assumptions. In consequence, the buyer is  a ttribu ted  

ra tio n a lity  and consciousness in decision making: through the metaphor
of machines the buyer becomes an information processor, making rational 
decisions based on the overt and measurable rankings o f product-vendor 

a ttr ib u te  bundles (eg. Lehmann & O'Shaughnessy '74 , Wilson '7 5 ,'7 8 ) .

The salesman does not elude th is  conceptualisation. Studies of persuasion 

techniques and influence processes have e ith er assumed the conscious, 
rational employment o f d is t in c t, definable influence strategies (Sprfo & 

Perrault '79) or impute such deliberation through th e ir  experimental 
design.(Woodside & Davenport '74 , Woodside & P itts  '7 6 ). ^

C learly to study buying and se lling  in vivo is  no easy task and is  

sensitive to charges of obtrusion through research in tervention . Here 

the natural s c ie n tif ic  method has helpèd to sim plify  the approach, 
fa c il i ta t in g  p a r t ia l,  single aspect studies "operationalizable" and of 
manageable s ize . In pursuing the dyadic approach, Bonoma et al (1977) . 
challenged these more tra d it io n a lly  held methodological assumptions 

which they referred to as the "unit paradigm"; noting that behaviour 
occurs in a context; that the relationship between actors is  the "defining  

ch aracteris tic  o f dyadic in teraction" (p. 2 1 );and that behaviour is the 

outcome of exchanges between 2 or more indiv iduals . However, they 

neither s p e c ific a lly  attended to nor proposed a methodological approach 

appropriate fo r such a "dyadic paradigm". Instead, they developed th e ir  

reconceptualisation into a more general systems perspective, thus d ilu tin g  

th e ir  critic ism s o f more trad itio n a l approaches,in view of the element 
of determinism in systems theory. A central c ritic is m  o f the systems 

perspective is i ts  emphasis on s ta b il i ty  and equilibrium  amongst in te r -

3 . The concept of ra tio n a lity  o f behaviour has long been questioned: 
fo r example, organisation theorists such as March & Simon (1958) proposed 
that decisions are at best based on "satisfycing" rather than "rational"  
c r ite r ia ,  whereas Weick (1969) offers a more radical position.
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related.components of the system at the expense of the individual who 

is seen to be determined by the system. Even in th e ir  empirical work, 
(Johnston & Bonoma '81a,b) they pursue a more tra d it io n a lly  based 

methodological approach, researching the buyer-buying company dyad 

in terms of 5 pre-established in teraction dimensions. Th is, i t  appears, 
is jthe f i r s t  subsystem to be explored in an attempt to build upian 

integrated "whole" general systems model, not e n tire ly  consistent with 

th e ir  o rig ina l critic ism s of the "unit paradigm" nor does i t  contribute 

to understanding the buyer-sel1er dyad, which they referred to as the 

"smallest meaningful unit of analysis"( Bonoma et al '77, p21).

A recent paper by Wilson & Ghingold (1980) attempted to adapt and apply 

the proposition by Zaltman, Heffring & Lawler (1979) fo r a theory-in-use  

approach to marketing theory. Developed in organisation theory (A rgyris '7 0 )  ̂

theory-in-use is based on the notion that people develop rules and 

patterns by which they practice th e ir  work, which can be used in the 

generation of theory. Unlike positivism , i t  is  an inductive rather 

than deductive approach to theory build ing, ensuring that theory is 

based on the actual experiences of p rac tition ers . In some senses, 
marketing researchers have been using th is approach fo r some time, fo r  

example, in the use of protocol data and verbalised thoughts in cognitive  

response research (eg. Bettman & Zins '79, Woodside & Taylor '78,
Wright '7 3 ,'7 5 , '8 0 , Sawyer et al '8 0 ). However, Wilson & Ghingold (1980) 
argue that such approaches have been oriented more towards the development 
of decision nets and cognitive maps which they stress have involved 

subjective in terpreta tion  leading to "low r e l ia b i l i t y  and v a lid ity " .
They then argue a case for a theory-in-use approach which is  more related  

to ethnomethodology, on the grounds that i t  has some commonality as an 

approach to "single subject research" (p236), a term which they do not 
c la r ify .  A fte r interviewing three marketing managers, they dismiss 

the data from one interview as the "respondent seemed to have trouble 

going beyond broad statements". Although claiming s im ila r ity  with 

ethnomethodology, i t  seems more a case of borrowing aspects of an approach 

which seem relevant without f i r s t  uderstanding the assumptions, s ty le  

and nature of the approach. They do not attempt to learn the ac to r:& 

language, understand subjective meaning structures or attend such 

notions as indexical expressions, re f le x iv ity , m ultip le re a lit ie s . Indeed, 
in th e ir  search fo r " re lia b le " , "valid" and "objective" statements
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and models of the marketing world, they are simply extracting pieces 

of an ethnomethodological approach and tyying to f i t  i t  w ithin a 

natural s c ie n tif ic  perspective.

Their paper though does serve to il lu s tra te  a point o f fundamental 

importance with regards to methodological perspective in marketing 

research, where the emphasis is  tru ly  on the word perspective, meaning 

a way of seeing. That is ,  that even where methodological ideas are 

borrowed from other d isciplines or "dyadic" a lternatives introduced, 
they are interpreted within th is  perspective, based on a positive  

philosophy and s c ie n tif ic  method: in th is sense, they o ffe r  no a lte rn a tive

I t  is not so much the methodological tools or ideas which need to be 

borrowed: ra th er, an e n tire ly  new and radical (re la tiv e  to th is
trad itio n a l perspective) way of seeing needs to be developed which w ill 
represent a complete break with th is  research tra d itio n  i f  the academic 

aspect of marketing is  ever tru ly  to re fle c t the practice fo r  which i t  

claims to account. For example, many of the actual research tools 

used in th is  approach are common to other methodological perspectives: 
However, w ithin a p o s itiv is t framework there are c lea rly  defined techniques 

by which such tools are used and which d icta te  the way they are seen.
The following quotation from Howard & Sheth (1973) illu s tra te s  an 

aspect of th is :

"A brand may possess a complex a ttr ib u te , such as technical or 
chemical component, which is an important evaluative c rite rio n  
fo r the buyer. But i f  i t  cannot be operationally definéd or 
quantified from the buyers point of view, we must ignore i t  or 
perhaps have some approximate measure fo r i t . "

Howard & Sheth ('69  -pi 62)

However important the a ttrib u te  may be to the buyer, i t  can play no 

part in the research or theory because within a p o s itiv is t framework, 
i t  cannot be operationally defined. Within th is  theory of d e fin itio n ,  
there are c learly  many aspects of the research which are e ith er ignored 

or approximated since they do not lend themselves eaSily to measurement 
or operational d e fin itio n .
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Measurement and quantification are seen to ensure that variables are 

objective and o b jectified  and a theory ve rified  where a p rio ri hypotheses 

#re supported by such objective evidence. Data co llection  methods 

appropriate to th is  kind of research endeavour include surveys, question

naires, observation and interviewing techniques. Data analysis spans 
a broad spectrum of treatments designed to iso la te  s ig n ifican t re la tio n 

ships eg. corre lation , conjoin t, ANOVA, chi-square, f - te s t  e tc . In 

addition , where theories are borrowed, so too are the methods of such 

theories also adopted eg. Fishbein's a ttitu d e  and behavioural intentions  

models, a ttitu d e  scales, Thurstone's V scales, L ikert-type scales, 
personality inventories, Byrnes Surv.ey of A ttitudes Questionnaire.

However, something which is  not acknowledged in th is  approach is that 
a ll  the decisions regarding the research process required the agency of 
human ind iv iduals . Throughout even such an objective s c ie n tif ic  approach, 
there is an element of human inference and in terp re ta tio n . The researcher 

has f i r s t  to generate, choose and define a set o f hypotheses, already 

focusing the research attention on s p e c ific a lly  and pre-selected aspects 

contained in the hypotheses. These can be seen to an extent to pre
suppose the categories and patterns which w ill be found in the data. *
Such hypotheses then require the researcher to make a number of decisions 

as to where and how to search fo r relevant data, to tes t the hypotheses: 
what questions to ask and how they should be asked in order to generate 

information relevant to testing the hypotheses. Again, then he/she 

takes a number of essentia lly  'subjective ' decisions regarding what kind 

of data w ill be meaningful and relevant to the hypotheses proposed. These 

questions are lik e ly  to be located around the specific  subject matter, 
based upon previous lite ra tu re  rather than d irec t knowledge of the s ituation  

Thus in  formulating the questions the researcher is already to a degree 

influencing what he/she w ill f in d .

For example, Lehmann & O'Shaughnessy (1974) hypothesised 17 potential 

a ttrib u tes  fo r  industria l products and predicted th e ir  importance in 

each of 4 d iffe re n t product classes. They then surveyed purchasing 

agents of major US and UK companies to tést th e ir  hypotheses. However,

4 , For example, the recent questions raised by Kassarjian (1978) and 
Olshavsky & Qranbois (1979), show how the formulation of hypotheses in 
information processing and decision making research have to a degree 
committed the researcher to discovering a ra tio n a l, conscious decision
maker.
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in so doing, they presuppose that purchasing agents do,indeed; ra tio n a lly  

make th e ir  decisions, in some predictable way, according to some combin

ation drawn from th e ir  f in i te  l i s t  o f a ttrib u tes ; that purchasing 

decisions are the resu lt o f some ranking process; and that the question
na ire , based on hypothetical buying scenarios, was an adequate method 

fo r discovering th is  information.  ̂ In making th e ir  questionnaire 

choices, Lehmann & O'Shaughnessy did SQ on the basis of the assumption 

of ra tio n a lity  and in consequence discovered a rational buyer, who is  

depicted as juggling 17 product a ttrib u tes  against some stable , 
predictable set o f ranking c r ite r ia  in order to reach a decision.

S im ila rly  with data analysis, there are a number of decisions and choices 

which face the researcher and even in s ta tis t ic a l analysis there is  an 

element o f non-objective,human in terp re ta tio n . For example, assigning 

quantities and measurements to data is  assumed in th is  perspective to 

ensure o b je c tiv ity . However, manipulating s ta tis tic a l treatments of 
these data through correlation , conjo in t, ANOVA etc is essen tia lly  a 

matter o f human in terp re ta tio n . This is  perhaps best seen through the 

many rerenalyses of data which fa i l  to find the reported relationships  

o rig in a lly  claimed, eg. Capon et al (1977) and Doreen et al (1979) of 
Evan's (1963) data. Capon et al (1972) of L ev itt'S  (1967) datd.
Munch & Swasy (1981) of Wright's (1975) data to c ite  ju s t a few . These 
are mainly cases where the data gathered were "hard fac ts" , objective and 

measurable data and where s ta tis t ic a l Analyses were seen to be objective  

treatments o f such data. In essence, the data do not "speak" fo r them
selves or present one p a rticu la r t ru e 'l in e  of analysis: ra th er, they
require human in terp re ta tio n , s ta tis t ic a l or otherwise. I t  is  not so 

much the matter of in terpreta tion  which is  a key issue, but rather that 
research and analysis are not recognised to be in terp re ta tive  exercises 

in p o s it iv is tic  research approaches. In consequence, the fin a l research 

report generally fa i ls  to give any means by which to judge the in te rp re t-

5. Perhaps not suprisingly then th e ir  study supported th e ir  hypotheses 
and the two variables ranked consistently the lowest were the only two 
of the 17 which had subjective im plications: "convenience of placing an
order" and "confidence in the salesman", as opposed to the remaining 15 
attribu tes  which included price , r e l ia b i l i t y  of de livery , technical 
specifications etc . In essence, a senior purchasing agent in a large 
organisation is most un like ly  to reply in an impersonàl questionnaire 
that convenience of ordering or confidence in the salesmen are c r ite r ia  
he uses in decision making, p a rtic u la rly  when faced with 15 'objective ' 
c r ite r ia  from which to choose.
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ations made by a researcher, .making the relevance of the work more 

d i f f ic u l t  to assess. C learly the case becomes more complicated when 

considering q u a lita tiv e  data.

An in teresting  example is  that of W il lè t t ,  Pennington and Olshavksy 

who a ll  used the same data base of taped interactions from a department 
store s itu a tio n . Although working from q u a lita tiv e  data, each of the 

three separate analyses uses a mode of content analysis which translates  

the data in to  quantified and quantifiab le  m aterial which can then be 

s ta t is t ic a l ly  treated. In essence, each reduced the in teractive  data 

to count data which could then be ob jectively  handled in the trad itio n a l 
way. S im ila rly , Woodside & Taylor present 3 d iffe re n t analysés of the 

same q u a lita tiv e  data, providing examples of qu an tita tive  p o s itiv is tic  

frame of analysis being imposed on q u a lita tiv e  data. This is  a central 
prin cip le  o f content analysis according to Kassarjian (1977) which he 

defines as:

" . . . a  s c ie n tif ic , ob jective, systematic, quan tita tive  and
generalizable description o f communication content."

Kassarjian ('77  -  pl077)

He argued that the process of categorisation, dividing up the content is 

fo r consumer researchers s im ilar to that o f coding open ended questionnaire 

answers, requiring e x p lic it ly  stated rules which may well be even more 

suitably handled by computer. In th is  sense, working with q u a lita tiv e  

in teraction  data, the pieces of data are reduced to quantifiab le  

"objective" measures which eventually in analysis bear no re la tio n  to 

that from which they are derived. Sentences of conversations are divided 

up into fragments which are devoid of th e ir  natural context in which they 

o rig in a lly  gained th e ir  meaning. Once these have been the subject of 
s ta tis t ic a l or computer analysis, they re la te  more to the researcher's 

in terpretations rather than the interactions from which they were taken.

S im ilarly  with protocol analysis (Wright '75 , Woodside & Taylor '78,
Sawyer e t al '80) q u a lita tiv e  data are again broken down and coded across 

a varie ty  of categories in order to develop decision nets, flow charts, 
cognitive maps and forms of count data. These b its  of in teraction data 

become interpreted within the frame of information processing, systems
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or decision theories in a s ta tis t ic a l manner. For, example, in creating  

decision nets from protocol data, the analyst is assuming that the . 
protocols represent ordered decision flows and seeks to establish such 

order through his/her in terpretations. In other cases, the data are 

reduced to count data and then s ta t is t ic a lly  treated , again e ffe c tiv e ly  

reducing the data to coded pieces which is a form of in te rp re ta tio n , 
removing the data from i t 's  origins through the presupposition that i t  

can be divided and ordered in th is  way.

Perhaps the most fundamental c ritic ism  of a ll though is  that in perform
ing such measurement and count exercisesand in terpreting  the data 

according to s ta tis tic a l and/or predetermined ru les , i t  does not fu rther  

or contribute to any understanding of buyer and s e lle r , th e ir  interactions  

or knowledge of buying and se llin g . Through such research and analyses, 

one never meets a 're a l ' buyer or 'r e a l ' salesman, nor develops any 

understanding of the processes by which they come together in  what fo r  

some is  buying and fo r others, s e llin g . Such researches only d ffe r  

p a rtia l and s c ie n tif ic  explanations of behaviour w ithin a lim ited  and 

lim itin g  framework o f th is  positive methodology. I t  does not afford a 

glimpse of the re a lity  of buying and s e llin g .

In concluding th is  section, i t  was f e l t  to be of fundamental importance 

to develop an a lte rn a tive  methodological perspective, approach and set 
of methods and analyses which would allow fo r the development of an 

understanding of buying and se llin g : some form of academic representation
which recreated the re a lity  of buying and s e llin g . C learly any endeavour 
to work w ithin thds trad itio n a l perspective would serve to perpetuate 

the problems recognised in the lite ra tu re  viewed. Thus, i t  must be an 

all-embracing a lte rn a tiv e , one which tackled root assumptions underlying 

such approaches rather than borrowed seemingly relevant aspects of other 

methodological perspectives or methods. So' a tten tion  was then turned 

to the social science lite ra tu re  of methodology more generally , to 

id e n tify  some form of a lternative  'way of seeing' and approach :which 

was sympathetic with the criticism s outlined so fa r  o f more trad itio n a l 
marketing research.
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3 , 2  AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

The previous section has delineated the main thrust of early  ideas 

re la ting  to marketing and methodology and e ffe c tiv e ly  implies something 

of what is needed from an a lte rn a tive  methodological approach. There 

is  a vast amount of lite ra tu re  across the social sciences addressing 

questions of research methodologies, hence th is  section is  confined 

prim arily  to that which informed the research design. That the p o s itiv is t  

model has dominated social research means that i t  is generally taken fo r  

granted as the only research model. Thus, i t  tends only to be in studies 

which propose a research model other than positivism that issues of 
methodology require open exp licatio n , which means there is  a tendency 

to find  a lte rn a tive  methodological approaches located in duals with 

positivism . Bogdan & Taylor (1975) o ffe r  some valuable words of advice:

"Methodology in a broad sense refers to the process, principles  
and procedures by which we approach problems and^peek ahswers.
When stripped to th e ir  essentia ls , most debates over methods
are debates over assumptions and goals, over theory and perspective."

Bogdan & Taylor ('75  -  p l l )

I t  is  an excellent warning against the sometimes rather murky te rra in  

of methodological perspective, methodological approach and methodology. 
Compared to that which related to methods, the volume of lite ra tu re  

questioning matters of perspective, assumptions and theory is  enormous. 
Indeed, there are some most elegant and eloquent expositions of these 

issues which underscore the subject o f methodology (eg Burrell & Morgan '79, 
Morgan & Smircich '80 , Harre & Secord '7 2 ). However, more commonly the 

duals pers ist.

To have taken a c r it ic a l stance towards the marketing lite ra tu re  and its  

methodological basis already implies certa in  underlying assumptions.
Defining marketing as a social a c t iv ity  assumes action rather than re
action amongst people, hence also in te r-a c tio n . Asserting that people 

are more than passive reactors, 'black box' information processors 

bundles of personality tra its  e tc , reveals certain  assumptions on my 

part about human nature. Furthermore, these ac tive , creative thinking  

individuals are assumed to have biographies of past experiences? as well
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as current feelings and future in tentions. They are active interpreters  

of th e ir  own social worlds. By explicating these assumptions, im p lic it  

u n til now, i t  sets down the essence of the perspective guiding this  

research; that is , the'way of seeing' th is research.

The social science lite ra tu re  reveals an array of perspectives other 

than positivism , which share s im ilar assumptions, advocating research 

which treats  people as human beings (Harre & Secord '7 2 ). For example, 
they are common to research in re fle x iv e , humanistic, in te rp re tive , 

n a tu ra lis tic  and ex is ten tia l sociologies, sociological social psychology. 
However,this does not guarantee or provide a common methodology or 

methodological approach: each has developed an approach and sty le  of
research with respect to the kinds of problems to which i t  seeks answers. 
As Morgan & Smircich (1980) point outi

"The choice and adequacy o f a method embodies a variety  of 
assumptions regarding the nature o f knowledge and the methods 
through which that knowledge can be obtained, as well as a set 
of root assumptions about the nature of the phenomena to be 
investigated."

Morgan & Smircich ('80-p491)

In th is  sense, as each of the various kinds o f social research is 

interpreted and developed in terms o f p a rtic u la r research questions and 

theory, so there is the basis of a methodological approach from which to 

assess the choice and adequacy of method.

A perspective which assumes people to be the active in terpreters of 
th e ir  own social worlds acknowledges that there is no single objective  

en tity  called re a lity . Rather, there are m ultiple ways of seeing, as 

people in te rp re t s ituations, actions or events according to th e ir  own 

perspectives. R eality is  said to be a social construction (Berger & 

Luckman '66) b u ilt  out of meanings which are social in orig in  and 

social in persistence. Rather than a single objective measurable r e a lity ,  
or 'tru e ' re a l ity ,  there are m ultip le r e a l it ie s , implying many ways of 
knowing' a p articu lar s ituation or action. The key assumptions of 
human nature and ontology have crucial implications in terms of 
epistemological stance and "choice and adequacy" of method. For example, 
p o s itiv is t assumptions lead to the construction of a science; single 

order phenomena described through cause and e ffec t relationships between
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iso lable  and measurable variab les. In contrast, to assume that there 

can be many ways of knowing an action or event implies a d iffe re n t  

epistemological stance; that is .  Where the research quest is the 

development o f an understanding of the s itu a tio n , taking account of 
the m ultip le perspectives of partic ipan ts , generating theory which 

seqks to convey that understanding or sense of "what i t  is like"
(Lofland '71) from th e ir  points of view. Thus the research endeavour 
is  one which: respects the individual and context of action rather than 

re ify in g  or reducing aspects of behaviour fo r study or analysis*

Searching these assumptions fo r th e ir  methodological implications 

e ffe c tiv e ly  informs the basis of a methodological approach. That is ,  
as these assumptions are interpreted into methodology, a s ty le  of 
approach is established. I t  is important to recognise that i t  is an 

act of in terp re ta tio n  and that th is v ita l lin k  between theory and 

method is provided by the in te rp re te r, the researcher. Morgan &
Smircich (1980) emphasise th is :

"A preoccupation with methods on th e ir  own account obscures 
the lin k  between the assumptions that the researcher holds and 
the overall research e f fo r t ,  giving the illu s io n  that i t  i t  
the methods themselves, rather than the orientations of the 
human researcher, that generate p a rtic u la r forms o f knowledge."

Morgan & Smircich ('§0-p499)

This comment is pertinent to the marketing research lite ra tu re :  that
is ,  marketing theory might be much benefitted by researchers explicating  

the nature of the assumptions which they bring to th e ir  studies. Irideed, 
only through such explication is there any basis on which to assess the 

"choice and adequacy" of methods and in terpretations made by the researcher 

in the generation of theory. Explication of the researchers assumptions 

might also relocate debates of the superiority of a method or approach 

over others in to th e ir  rig h tfu l context; (that is ,  where the key resides 

in the researcher's perspective. In th is sense, a quantitative method 

and s c ie n tif ic  explanation are adequate choices on the basis of positive  

assumptions. From the theoretical grounds outlined here however, i t  

would not represent an adequate choice of method or approach.
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C learly then, th is discussion is e ffe c tiv e ly  an explication of my own 

perspective as researcher and indicates the basis of a methodological 

approach. I t  is to say something of the way in which I view the 

world, which w i l l ,  and indeed to an extent already has, informed- the 

development of the research and methodological choices. This sets the 

framework against which to judge the "choice and adequacy" of actual 
research method. While there are a varie ty  of research perspectives 

based on s im ilar assumptions and proposing a research model other than 

positivism , the a rtic u la tio n  of a specific  methodology appropriate to 

th is  endeavour is more elusive. "Grounded theory" (Glaser & Strauss '67) 
represents one of the few attempts to outline in  de ta il the shape and 

form of such an a lte rn a tiv e . They argue that theory should be grounded 

in data; that theory should be based on and emerge from the data.
Rather than testing hypotheses and verify ing  categories generated prio r  

to the study, they argue that good ideas should "earn" th e ir  way into  

the theory. In th is  way, data collection and analysis leads to the 

emergence of categories and concepts: that which is important or 

s ig n ific a n t emerges from, rather than being imposed on, the data. Their 

approach aims to o ffe r  a way of conceptualising the "man in the know's" 

em pirica l, e x p e rien tia l, descriptive and essen tia lly  non-theoretical 
knowledge.

The notion that theory should be grounded in data is  c lea rly  a sound one: 
such roots in real l i f e  situations are essential i f  theoretical represent
ations are to re fle c t accurately the practices which they purport to 

describe. However, th e ir  approach rests heavily on the "emergent" 

nature of theory, without fu lly  acknowledging the mediacy of the researcher. 
While the researcher is  mandated to remain "open tô what is actually  

happening" (Glaser '7 8 ), th is is d i f f ic u lt  to reconcile with the idea 

of m ultip le  re a lit ie s  and c learly  the researcher's own perspective w ill 
have some influence on the direction of a tten tion and process of in te r 
pre ta tion . The researcher's mind is not a tabula rasa, without pre
conceived notions or knowledge from the lite ra tu re . In addition, 
such an approach would be perhaps rather disabling: in terms of designing 

and planning a study, ordering and making sense of information, researcher 

c re d ib ility  etc . I t  is  in these deta ils  (including data analysis which 

w ill be mentioned la te r )  that th e ir  approach is  open to c ritic ism . While 

there is some degree of sympathy with th e ir  approach, given basic assumptions, 
they tend towards the M deal', thus the specifics remain to be worked..
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From the set of root assumptions implied by the crit ique  of marketing 

research and its  methodology, c learly  a quantitative or positive approach 

would not be a compatible or adequate choice. The l i te ra tu re  reveals 

that anything whibh is other than quantitative in approach is encompassed 

by the rubric of "qua lita t ive  research methods": an unfortunate use of
terminology as i t  implies a dichotomy which is not the case. For example, 
positivism is generally associated with quantitative research and 

"non-positivism" with q u a lita t iv e  research. Yet the natural s c ie n t if ic  

approach may make use of qu a lita t ive  data and i t  is possible for a 

qu alita t ive  research approach to include quantitative data. The main 

difference though is that in analysing q u a lita t ive  data, the p o s it iv is t  

w ill  impose a natural s c ie n t if ic  frame of analysis, through reduction, 
measurement and quantif ication . For example, W i l le t t  & Pennington (1966) 
i l lu s t r a te  such a case in th e ir  department store study of taped buyer- 
sel 1er in teractions, where each is reduced to fragmented count data. On 

the other hand, a non-positiv is tic  approach requires tha t, with respect 
to basic assumptions, qu a lita t iv e  data are taken as they are, neither 

reduced nor decomposed through quantification . However, there are 

occasions even within q u a lita t ive  research where quantification is not 
incompatible with basic assumptions and indeed, to count may be an adequate 

choice of method. The central point is that the terms "quantitative" and 

"qualitative" re fe r  to d if fe ren t methods by which researchers of d if fe re n t  

orientations seek answers to d if fe re n t research questions. Again 

recognising the v i ta l  l in k  between theory and method, i t  is  the asssumpt- 
ions underlying the researcher's perspective which w il l  guide the approach, 
the choice and employment of research methods, quantitative or qu a lita t iv e .  
To quote the famous maxim of C Wright M il ls :  "Every man, his own 

methodologist". In this research, the main research questions posed 

demand methods which can be called qu a lita t iv e  although they are perhaps 

more accurately referred to as methods of f ie ld  research; that is ,  very 

simply,methods by which research is conducted in the f ie ld  of action.
This is not to exclude or prohibit any form of quantification . Indeed, 
where research questions posed seem best answered through counting or 

using historica l data, then a count w ill  be made or such data used, 
provided that i t  is in a manner which is compatible with the whole study.
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Field research methods re fer to research procedures directed towards 

settings and individuals in those settings and its  methods include 

partic ipant and non-participant observation, collecting people's own 

commentaries, written or verbal (Harre & Secord '72, Lyman & Scott '75).
In th is  sense, i t  is a h o lis t ic  approach, taking the subject as a whole 

rather than reducing i t  to isolated variables or re ify ing aspect for  

study out of context. Such methods aim to explore and study concepts 

as they are defined and experienced by real people in everyday l i f e .
Thus, the data are said to be very much "of the people" (Bogdan & Taylor'75) 
people's own written or spoken words or observable behaviour.

Partic ipant and non-participant observation seem to have a number of 

d if fe re n t  defin itions in the l i te ra tu re .  Simply, participant observation 

can be thought of as that in which the researcher takes an active part 
in the se tting , whereas in non-participant observation the researcher is 

more passive observer. In e ither case, the researcher must become 

involved in the setting to understand the meanings which words and 

gestures have for participants and essentially  to make sense of what is 

happening. This case is made particu la r ly  strongly by social anthropo
logists such as Wax (1978). The l i te ra tu re  relates this idea of involvement 
through a varie ty  of concepts. For example, "immersion in" and "intimacy 

with" the research setting are both stressed as well as obtaining "group 

membership", as means by which observers learn the processes of a 

situation and develop an understanding of the dynamics of a setting in \  
the language of participants. While they a l l  have s im ilar implications 

in terms of researcher fa m il ia r i ty  with the research subject, the 

l i te ra tu re  discusses certain differences.

For example, to an anthropologist, "immersion" includes setting up house 

within a chosen community fo r  lengthy periods of time. In organisational 
research there is something of the same quality  to such immersion 

although not necessarily of the same in tensity . Through being immersed, 
the observer develops an intimacy or fa m il ia r i ty  with the s ituation, 
although there is a fine dividing lin e  between being immersed in and 

being obsessed by a setting. Systematically observing and collecting  

data, the researcher must be able to retain a c r i t ic a l  distance from 

the setting. Too deep an involvement may obscure the purpose of research 

and the observations made: the researcher may become part of the actors'
p o lit ica l battles or manipulated by them (Johnson '75). Too l i t t l e
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involvement and the researcher may even f a i l  to notice that there are 

p o lit ic a l  battles or f a i l  to understand the d if fe ren t perspectives 

which comprise that setting.

Importantly, "immersion" is a two way process, requiring that the 

actors w i l l  allow the researcher to jo in  them, developing rapport rather 

then merely the researcher imposing on that s ituation . Similar emphasis 

is given to the concept of group membership. Another aspect of intimacy 

with the f ie ld  of research, acceptance by the group is c r i t ic a l  in terms 

of the research, the kind of data gathered and i ts  qu a lity . There is 

however, an important difference between being accepted by the group 

and becoming a group member: i t  is the group which defines and controls
the bestowal of membership. While i t  is possible to gain acceptance as 

non-native, quasi-group member, ’ fu l l"  membership can be more d i f f i c u l t  

to achieve and is perhaps not always necessary. Some of the 'c lassic ' 
studies such as Whyte (1955) and Wax (1957) emphasise that in the 

endeavour to become part of a group, i t  is important not to take for  

granted the extent of one's membership and also to retain one's own 

id en tity  within that group:

"Perhaps good fieldwork is more l ik e  play or playacting than most 
of us are w ill in g  to admit. Respondents rarely resent a f ie ld -  
worker's "acting l ik e  them" or "learning th e ir  ways" so long as
the fieldworker makes i t  c lear that hei.knows that he is only
playing a part and that his newly acquired s k i l ls  do not e n t it le  
him to any privileges which they are not w ill in g  to o ffe r ."

Wax ('78 -p263)

Clearly then, intimacy through immersion and acceptance by the group in 

the research setting are both delicate , crucial elements in research 

success, although both sides w ill  always know and can always recall that 
the researcher is essentially  'non-native'.

This notion of intimacy is an essential in f ie ld  methods although i t
is also the source of crit ic ism  of such an approach: that the researcher
is the medium through which_significance and importance is attached 

to particu lar actions or events through the observations he/she makes. 
Throughout the l i te ra tu re  of participant observation, the researcher is 

mandated to co llect systematic and detailed fieldnotes of what he/she 

observes. As Bogdan & Taylor (1975) stress:
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"Systematic and analytic participant observation depends upon 
the recording of complete accurate and detailed f ie ld n o te s .. .  
...Observers must develop a level of concentration s u ff ic ien t  
to enable them to commit to memory everything they see, hear, 
smell, think and so on.

Bogdan & Taylor ( '75-pp60-l)

1
A sim ilar cr it ic ism  is often levelled at verbal and written reports; 

that the researcher may influence or d irect the reporter's thinking 

through his/her questions. To this end, unstructured or semi-structured 

interviews are advocated, where the interviewee is allowed to iden tify  

that which is seen as s ign ificant or problematic in his/her own language. 
However, collecting data in this way is c r it ic is e d  fo r  providing the 

accounter with a s ituation in which he/she has to ju s t i fy  and explicate  

actions and events. I t  is argued that such retrospective accounts may 

not en tire ly  correspond with the interpretations and understandings 

made at the time of occurence; that is ,  he/she may reconstruct re a l i ty  

through time such that the report is a rationalised or redefined version 

of the defin itions i n i t i a l l y  made. Such accounts are c r it ic is e d  as 

being l i t t l e  more than post hoc rationalisations or what Harre & Secord(1972) 
re fer to as " f ic t i t io u s  pseudof-memories generated by the demand for  

commentary in a ju s t i f ic a to ry  context" ( '7 2 -p 9 8 ) .  Essentially , a t issue 

is the r e l ia b i l i t y  of such accounts.

Glaser & Strauss (1967) make the case that comparative analysis between 

d iffe ren t groups, while not spec if ica lly  intended as a means of validating  

"facts", does so as a consequence. They argue:

"Even i f  some of our evidence is not e n tire ly  accurate this w ill  
not be too troublesome; fo r  in generating theory i t  is not the 
fac t upon which we stand, but the conceptual category that was 
generated from i t . "

Glaser & Strauss ('67-p23)

Thus even i f  something is forgotten or rationalised in an account, they 

feel that i t  w i l l  show up in further accounts as they are analysed 

comparatively. In this way, the "discovered theoretical category lives  

on until proven theore tica lly  defunct for any class of data". ( '67  -p24)
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Tô some degree this idea is supported in the l i te ra tu re  where authors 

describe th e ir  own approaches to analysing accounts in specific studies, 
eg. Spencer & Dale, Bulmer and Halfpenny in Sociological Review ( '79 )  

and Miles ( '7 9 ) .  Patton ( '80) also makes the case for coding and 

analysing data until a l l  unassignable data have been categorised; that 
is ,  until even "negative cases" have been accounted for. As Harre & 

Sécord (1972) argue:

" . . . i n  order to trea t people as i f  they were human beings, i t  
must be possible to accept th e ir  commentaries as authentic, 
though révisable, reports of phenomena, subject to empirical 
c r i t ic is m ."

Harre & Secord ('72 -p96)

The idea of authenticity  is d i f f i c u l t  to define or even describe 

because the report may be wholly authentic to the reporter: i t  may
indeed, be part of his/her social re a l i ty .  What Harre & Secord argue 

though is that this is "rév isab le ...subject to empirical critic ism ":  

that the report need not be accepted u n c r it ic a l ly  although the phenomena 

i t  purports to describe exist and are relevant. Rather, that explor
ation through "empirical criticism" may lead to such revisions of the 

report. In this way, a report b u ilt  on " f ic t i t io u s  pseudo-memories", 
although i t  may lead to the id en tif ica tion  of say, moods and beliefs  

which were not attended to at the time, may contain manifestations of 
that b e lie f  i t s e l f ,  shown in the content and manner of what is said.
Thus such reports remain "authentic, though révisable" on the basis of 
empirical crit ic ism .

Again, there is an emphasis on the importance of the f ie ld  researcher 

to be fam ilia r  with the research setting. Accounts present the researcher 

with a number of ways in which they can be read and interpreted, a 

number of d iffe ren t analytic choices. The researcher must have extensive 

empirical knowledge of the research from which to make this c r i t ic a l  
reading of the accounts; an empirical basis to guide the way in which 

that reading is made. Importantly though, this w ill  also be influenced 

by the researcher's orientation and basic assumptions. For example, 
the same accounts would be read probably very d if fe re n t ly  by researchers 

from, say, contingency theory and dramaturgical perspectives. However, 
where the research is the project of one in d iv id ua l, only that person 

w ill  have the empirical basis on which to evaluate "authenticity" and
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to make his/her c r i t ic a l  reading of the reports in the process of analysis.

Emerging from this is an idea of the importance and responsibility  of 
the researcher in conducting f ie ld  research. There are many other
criticisms of such methods which centre around this idea of researcher

!

e ffect and influence on data. For example, participant observation and 

interviewing are said to disrupt the context or group which they study 

rather than respect the context or surroundings. An important counter 

point to this is that a l l  methods are obtrusive in . th e ir  way: thus, a 

questionnai re>survey obtrudes in the settings i t  purports to describe. 
Sim ilarly , someone, on the basis of th e ir  own assumptions, has chosen 

the questions fo r  the survey and in this sense can be said to predefine 

the issues which w i l l  be given relevance: in a sense, creating the
attitudes which they seek to measure. However, while q u a lita t ive  and 

quantitative methods can both be c r it ic is e d  for th e ir  inherent bias ; 
and th e ir  obtrusiveness in the settings they describe, i t  is only in 

qu alita t ive  research approaches that these potential distortions are 
openly recognised and explicated: partly  through stating the researcher's
perspective and partly  through the many strategies employed to avoid or 

correct such potential d istortions. Although such criticisms are not 
to ta l ly  without foundation, th e ir  open admission in qu a lita t ive  studies 

goes some way towards assessing th e ir  influence which is not always the 

case in other approaches.

In addition, the l i te ra tu re  of such fieldwork is well endowed with 

practical advice fo r  and mandates to researchers. For example, Bogdan 

& Taylor (1975) explain:

"The researcher seeks not truth or morality but rather, understanding 
While in the s ituation , the researcher suspends his or her own 
beliefs and predispositions, as well as those of his or her own
subjects Everything is the subject of inquiry ...Every subject
in a setting is viewed as an equal to every other."

Bogdan & Taylor ( '75  -p9)

As they imply, within such an approach, truth becomes a somewhat evasive 

concept: that there is no single objective r e a l i ty  and as people have
d iffe rent perspectives on ' r e a l i t y ' ,  that which they take to be 'true ' 
in a situation w i l l  also be d if fe re n t .  Not only do people make d ifferent
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interpretations of situations, they also focus th e ir  attention on 

d iffe re n t things in that setting. In the same way as i t  is  possible to
ta lk  of multiple re a l i t ie s  comprising a s ituation , so too is there also
the sense of m u lt ip lic ity  about truth in that s ituation. Thus, the f ie ld  

researcher does not attempt to pinpoint a single tru th , in Denzin's (1978) 
sense of triangulation: where, through the combination of multiple
methods and multiple observers in the same investigation a variety of 
d iffe ren t 'readings' from d iffe ren t angles can be taken at the same time, 
pinpointing a single position. Rather, the researcher seeks understanding 

to know, accept and present the partic ipants' views of the world, although 

not necessarily agreeing with them from his/her own personal view of 
what is e ither true or fa ls e , good or bad. As Douglas (1971) concludes:

"All worldly truth u ltim ately rests on d irect individual
experience, there is no escape from this iron-clad fac t of the 
human condition, and i t  is a truth which must be kept constantly 
in the mind and must form the basis of a l l  social research, as 
well as of a l l  worldly, practical human endeavour. This does 
not mean our d irect experience is never wrong: i t  does mean L"
that when i t  is wrong we have decided so on the basis of further 
or additional d irect experience.'.'

Douglas ( '71 )

An important issue in f ie ld  research which leads on from questions of 
researcher effects on data is researcher effects on data analysis. In 

as much as the researcher is acknowledged to play an active part in 

gathering the data, so too does he/she have an active role in analysing 

data. Lofland (1971) stresses that even the deliberate intention not 
to analyse data, but merely report a s ituation, is e ffec t ive ly  to analyse 

"by default" (p8), since the volume of qu a lita t ive  data ensures one can 

never report 'everything' about a s ituation . Analysis, he argues, should 

always be a conscious and deliberate process of decision making, rendering 

i t  possible to share resultant decisions with one's readers such that 
they are clear about what has been selected and how i t  has been ordered.

"The q u a lita t ive  analyst seeks to provide an e x p lic i t  rendering 
of the structure, order and patterns found among a set of 
partic ipants ."

Lofland ( ' 71 -p9)
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As well as being a conscious and deliberate process, i t  must also be 

conscientiously performed. Douglas (1976) notes that inevitably there 

w ill  always be studies and reports in which the data are'laundered" in 

order to conceal what may be p o l i t ic a l ly ,  socially  or academically 

damaging or whatever. This problem though is not merely confined to 

qu alita tive  research methods: i t  is an issue in a l l  research. As
Douglas points out:

" I t 's  re a l ly  much easier to l i e  with "hard numbers" than to l i e  
with the detailed observations of natural settings - though that 
too can be done, especially i f  one does i t  alone and ju st carefu lly  
takes statements out of context."

Douglas ('76  -pi 15)

Ultim ately, this issue can only be answered by the individual researcher 

in any research approach, using any kind of research methods: i t ' s
resolution depends on his/her in te g r i ty ,  honesty and commitment to the 

sociological endeavour. Lofland (1971) suggests though that i t  is  

important for the researcher to report as much as possible and be as 

e x p lic i t  as possible about what is reported and the kinds^of analytical 
choices made. Johnson (1975) demonstrates how i t  is possible to report 
mistakes and errors, things which went wrong, where data collection was 

deliberately misled through participants e ffo rts  to manipulate the 

researcher. Many social research studies read l ik e  perfect testimonies 

to the 'id e a l '  piece of f iè ld  research; things inevitab ly go 'wrong' 
and research plans have to be revised. These features are as much a 

part of the research as those which constitute the main thrust of the 

f in a l report and in this sense, should be included rather than analysed 

by default, to preserving the pris tine  condition of the f in a l analysis.
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3 . 3  DESIGNING THE RESEARCH AND DOING THE FIELDWORK

Developing an orientation to the area through its  l i te ra tu re  was also 

complemented with some exploratory fieldwork (see A pp .I) ,  some of which 

is b r ie f ly  related here as i t  sets the scene to the main fieldwork of 
the project. The in i t ia l  contact in this exploratory work was made 

through Prof. Tomkins with the Managing Director of a lessor in s t i tu t io n .  
Three other sim ilar organisations were also contacted. Their advice 

contributed to the design of the original questionnaire, conducted 

lo ca lly  and followed up in some cases with interviews. Furthermore, 
this lessor contact agreed to approach users of his services on my 

behalf, equipment suppliers. As confidentia lity  is crucial in the 

finance world, i was not told to whom these approaches were made unless 

they agreed to help. These various exploratory information sources 

pointed to the same conclusions.

Essentially , the l i te ra tu re  revealed that l i t t l e  was known about what 
actually  takes place between buyers and salesmen, thus there were scant 
grounds fo r understanding sales aids, th e ir  use and implications. Also 

the l i te ra tu re  offered few insights from which to develop hypotheses or 

generate concrete proposals for research. The interviews with "men in 

the know" revealed that th e ir  primary in terest was in the lease business 

sold rather than what actually takes place in the process of selling that 
business. That is ,  they 'sold' the idea of th e ir  services to suppliers 

and salesmen although they themselves knew l i t t l e  about how the suppliers' 
salesmen actually  'sold' the finance along with the product. The explor
atory fieldwork revealed that within buying organisations, finance s ta ff  

could not re la te  how sales aid finance was 'bought'. Even though some of 
those interviewed were involved in buying, they could not re la te  how 

finance or indeed, any sales aids were of importance. Suppliers tended 

to concentrate more on buying and selling from the point of view of 
management and the product, rather than the practical process. Although 

they had mostly been salesmen at one time or another, they were a l l  in 

senior management positions and this was reflected in the information 

they gave.

Explained in Chapter I ,  these ideas contributed to a re-assessment and 

re-proposal of the research. I t  was f e l t  that a greater contribution
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could be made through a study of buyers and salesmen in the context of 
th e ir  daily  work, in order to develop an understanding of buying and 

selling from th e ir  points of view, and within tha t, sales aids may or 

may not be found to be of importance. From these ideas and the crit ique  

of marketing research and i ts  methodology, the research design gradually 

began to take shape. F i rs t ly ,  i t  was to be a f ie ld  study in which the 

process of buying and se lling  could be studied in i ts  daily  practice, 
which would also preserve the context to such features as sales aids. 
Secondly, i t  seemed more suitable to be based in a supplier organisation 

rather than an organisational buying department; partly  because i t  would 

give the opportunity of studying various d if fe re n t buying and selling  

situations; partly  because the salesmen would be able to id en tify  the 

people who actually  did the buying in such situations; partly  because 

working the other way around, from a buying department, might present 
problems of reaching the salesmen who are in much less stable employment 
than buyers and who might be rather suspicious about my in teres t. Th ird ly ,  
data would be collected e ither by observing meetings between buyers and 

salesmen or interviewing. Clearly this decision could not be made until 
actually negotiating with the people in a particu lar research s ite .  
Fourthly, as i t  was to be a f ie ld  study, i t  seemed more appropriate to 

study one supplier organisation in-depth rather than attempt to develop 

an understanding of a number of d if fe re n t suppliers and th e ir  buyers as 

this la t te r  approach would inevitably lead to a more sketchy understanding.

CHOOSING THE RESEARCH SITE

Considering the whole range of products which are bought and sold by 

organisations, i t  was d i f f i c u l t  to make choices of any particu lar s ite :  

any buying or se lling  would o ffe r  some kind of insight into the process 

of buying and se llin g . Here the l i te ra tu re  was helpful. The marketing 

l i te ra tu re  offers a variety  of ways in which buying and selling can be 

classified: consumer, in d u s tr ia l,  organisational, personal, newbuy,
re-buy, problem solving and so on. Yet, there would seem to be l i t t l e  

consensus as to v^hich kinds of situati'ons constitute which kinds of 
buying and s e lling . Hypothetically one might imagine that in principle  

a ll  acts of buying and selling have something in common, although again.
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this is not en tire ly  clear from the l i te ra tu re .  From the methodology 

texts , choosing a research s ite  is depicted as simply finding a setting  

which is open for study and which:

"...meets the substantive and theoretical interests of the researcher"
Bogdan & Taylor ('75-p27)

Although they stress that the theoretical interests of the researcher are 

not so important in the decision, as one cannot predict the outcome of 

the research project, c learly  they have some influence on the choice.

After much consideration, gradually the range was narrowed to that of 
copier suppliers. This choice was based on a number of reasons: primarily  

that copier suppliers and th e ir  buyers represent something of a 'boundary' 
area with respect to c lass ifica tory  schemes found in the l i te ra tu re .  I t  

was f e l t  that such a product bridged the gap between specia list and 

non-specialist products: between say executive je ts  and off ice  stationery.
I t  is a technical product but not a highly complex machine. However, 
i t ' s  technical a b i l i t ie s  such as A3, reduction, multi-copy and collation  

present a buyer with a number of choices. In some instances, i t  is  

merely a service machine but in others, i t  is c lassified almost a 

production machine; where the organisation's 'product' is dependent on 

reprographic technology. Almost any organisation is a potential copier 

user. Although copiers are items of capital equipment, to purchase a 
copier is often treated as a revenue item. Also from the exploratory 

fieldwork, copier buyers seems a wide and diverse group; some are f u l l 
time buyers, some are not; some are MDs, some are office  managers and 

many are from a broad range in between, which includes personnel, finance, 
production and administration backgrounds. Thus, i t  was thought that such 

a range of buyers might o ffe r  an idea of the d iffering  perspectives 

and p r io r i t ie s  generally associated with such d iffe rent organisational 
allegiances. Furthermore, the copier market is highly competitive with 

l i t t l e  product d if fe ren tia t io n  and a mixture of both national and local 
dealer suppliers, implying that the salesmen would: have to use every 

means at th e ir  disposal in competing for a sale. In addition, they also 

used leasing as one of th e ir  many sales aids, such that the original 
project in terest would s t i l l  be encompassed in the study. For a ll these 

reasons, i t  was f e l t  that copier buying and selling represented something
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of a boundary area in terms of the c lassifications found in the l i te ra tu re .  
Essentially , i f  a pattern could be found which was common to a l l  these 

various d if fe re n t  s ituations, i t  would be worth pursuing in greater depth 

and in more specialised cases, in teems of product, salesman and kinds 

of buyers. In addition, i f  the methodological approach was discovered 

to be appropriate in such a d ivers ity  of situations, then that too 

might generate in terest in i ts  future potential in marketing research.

Both copier suppliers contacted during the exploratory fieldwork were 

re -v is ited  2-3 more times, with a view to strengthening relations and 

germinating ideas of a larger f ie ld  study. One firm continued to 

show in terest while the other did not. In the la t te r  case. I'had been 

meeting senior management (a t  UK Head Office) and they maintained th a t,  
with respect to th e ir  s ta f f  and co nfiden tia lity  of th e ir  work, i t  would 

not be possible fo r  me to meet th e ir  salesmen.^ In the other case,
Repro L td . ,  the situation was rather d if fe ren t and relations cemented 

quite quickly.  ̂ Repro Ltd. represented potentia lly  an excellent 
organisation to study. A highly competitive market, with l i t t l e  product 
d if fe re n t ia t io n ,  Repro were positioned fa f r ly  middle-of-the-road in many 

ways; an average price range, average product and range of models, 
average market awareness etc. A ll the factors such as length of establish
ment, sales tra in ing and techniques, company and service organisation, 
technological developments etc served to keep them apace with most other 

suppliers yet not distinguish them as e ither exceptionally good or 

exceptionally bad. So th e ir  buyers could always have found a better  

( ie .  cheaper) priced machine or simply a better ( ie .  q u a l ity , volume, 
speed, technology...) machine. In addition, th e ir  machines were identical 
to those of a dealer competitor (with the exception of external l iv e ry ) :  

both under licence from a Japanese manufacturer. Repro however, used a 

nationwide salesforce and sales organisation.

6. With hindsight, such obviously high level contacts might well have 
undermined my c r e d ib i l i ty  as researcher a t ,  say, branch o ff ic e  leve l.
7. Although o r ig in a lly  contacted at board level ( on my behalf by Prof. 
Tomkins' lessor contact) I had been passed on to Birmingham Area Manager, 
whom I f i r s t  met in the Bristol sales o ff ic e . He seemed responsive to 
my research ideas and preparëd to discuss proposals fo r a larger study.
As time progressed though, I gradually realised that his co-operation was 
partly  brought about by the nature of the original contact; apparently
I was seen as sponsored by an in fluen tia l person, higher in the organisation 
Unfortunately, th is did not emerge until quite some time had been spent 
discussing research proposals.
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The Area Manager of Repro and I both agreed that i t  would be more 

convenient to base my study in the Bristol sales o ff ice  of the Birmingham 

branch. To this end, our fourth meeting was in the Bristol sales office  

and included the Bristol Manager, where we discussed a number of possible 

approaches to the study. One was through observation where I would 

accompany the salesman on v is its  and observe the meeting between him 

and the buyer. I f e l t  my researcher id en tity  should be made clear to 

both sides before each meeting took place, enabling me to tape legitim ately  

th e ir  interactions and make notes. However, they f e l t  that this would 

make such meetings d i f f i c u l t  fo r  the salesmen, p articu la rly  i f  the buyer 
f e l t  uncomfortable about my presence as researcher; i t  might make the 

buyer less free to ta lk  to the salesman as I might appear as an overt 
spy, and taping might obtrude into the setting. They also f e l t  that 
with respect to the feelings of th e ir  s ta f f ,  the salesmen would not be 

w ill in g  to accept this idea. They suggested an a lte rnative  which they 

f e l t  would be more suitable; that I should accompany the salesmen in 

the guise of trainee salesperson or educational/training advisor to the 

salesmen. From my point of view, this would advantage the salesman while 

the buyer remained innocent of my purpose. I t  would also deny legitimate  

use of the tape recorder and prevent me from subsequently returning to 

the buyer to do*a follow-up interview. Although I would by that stage 

know something of each salesman and would have the opportunity of 
discussing meetings with them in the car afterwards, I would know very 

l i t t l e  about the buyers. Followiup interviews seemed the only way in 

which to counter this imbalance.

They understood my reservations and we a l l  agreed that e ither way, my 

presence in the meeting might a ffec t what happened. They f e l t  i t .  would 

be less obtrusive i f  I was seen as trainee salesperson; I f e l t  such 

obtrusion would be more evenly spread i f  both knew me as researcher.
This we could not resolve through discussion and they were reluctant 
to allow me to try  i t  out. Rather than lose this co-operative contact,
I suggested the a lternative  of interviewing buyers and salesmen separately. 
As we talked through this idea, the managers raised a number of problems; 
for example, the amount of time this might demand of the salesmen; 
questions of loya lty  and co nfiden tia lity  to th e ir  customers; and who 

should be interviewed etc.
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A number of possible options were considered. For example, I had hoped 

to meet people who did not buy from Repro as well as those who did and 

to interview the salesman about each meeting. The managers f e l t  that 

this would demand too much of the salesmen's time and that people who 

did not buy would not be w ill in g  to see me; I might be seen more as 

Repro 'spy' , trying to find out why the salesman had fa i le d  to sell 
to him/her, rather than researcher. In addition, they f e l t  that i t  

would not be respectful or loyal to th e ir  salesmen i f  I were to interview  

people to whom they had fa i le d  to s e l l .

Emanating from this discussion were ideas of c o n fid en tia li ty , loyalty and 

respect, to both th e ir  s ta ff  and th e ir  customers. I assured them that 
a l l  material would be handled in the s tr ic te s t  confidence at a l l  times 

but inev itab ly , th is raised the question of what would they get out of 
my work. As salesmen themselves, they were acutely aware that to obtain 

something means that you have to give something in return. I explained 

that at that stage I could not be en tire ly  certain what I would f in d ,  
but that I f e l t  I would be able to feedback to the salesmen a side to 

th e ir  work which is  normally unavailable to them; the buyers' point of 
view. This seemed to be an acceptable bargain and we proceeded to 

discuss more practical deta ils .

The f in a l solution upon which we a ll  agreed was that I should interview  

both buyer and salesman separately at the end of each deal, as soon as 

i t  was f e l t  'safe' to do so. This generally meant a f te r  the in s ta lla t io n  

had been made rather than immediately a fte r  the order was signed. This 

distinction was important to them as they f e l t  that my appearance before 

in s ta lla t io n  might be "psychologically damaging", particu larly  i f  I 
should accidently give away a piece of information which the buyer had 

previously not had. I assured them that I would be especially sensitive  

to this po ss ib il i ty  and make certain that i t  did not occur. In addition, 
out of loya lty  to th e ir  customers, they proposed that the salesmen 

should approach them on my behalf, asking i f  they would agree to see me. 
This seemed the most acceptable solution, particu larly  as i t  did not make 

unreasonable demands on the salesmen's time, in terms of numbers of 

interviews. I was also permitted free access to many documents and 

materials in the o ff ic e  to help me in the study. We agreed that I should
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try out these ideas over the next few weeks (th is  was July '79) and i f
the programme seemed to work then we would s e tt le  a more specific
timetable. As the Area Manager said: "The lads w il l  give you as much 

help as possible so long as you don't ask for blood!"

They both seemed keen that I should s ta rt  immediately, stressing that 
the holiday period was approaching, when business was notoriously thin  

and various people would be absent. I quickly drew up a rough interview  

semi-structure which attempted to trea t the salesman and buyer as 

id en tica l, as company representatives. I n i t i a l l y ,  four pairs of interviews 

were conducted in the Bristol area and three buyer interviews in Birmingham, 

during July and August. The aim was to test out the interview schedule, 
the use of the tape recorder as a means of collecting data, whether or
not notes were a useful addition, whether or not geographical location
seemed to a ffec t the kinds of response and so on. Not a l l  the interviews 

were taped as some participants refused permission. In these cases, 
notes were taken and written up more fu l ly  as soon as possible afterwards. 
Several things were wrong at this stage. The interview schedule needed 

drastic revision, particu la r ly  with respect to asking more 'sensitive ' 
questions. The salesman interviews in Bristol were rather sketchy, 
perhaps because they had been poorly organised;.cby myself. I needed 

to be more sensitive to the subtlties of interviewing, even though I 
had familiarised myself with the l i te ra tu re  of interviewing techniques, 
before conducting this t r i a l .  Perhaps the most important feature though 

was that I did not seem to have gained acceptance by the salesmen in the 

sales o ff ic e . I worked fo r  the most part during this time with one 

particu lar salesman and we established a good rapport between us. He 

had told me that the atmosphere in the o ff ice  was "pretty bad at the 

moment" and that he thought one or two changes were going to be made but 
he would not be any more specific . I decided simply to 'play i t  by ear' 
and to carry on testing out the interview schedule and so on during this  

time. Essentially at this stage, there was s t i l l  no guarantee or certainty
about the future of a large scale study in th e ir  o ff ice .

I was not in contact with the o ff ice  during September as my salesman 

contact was on holiday, I was on holiday and I was also trying to make 

rough analyses of the data and id en tify  the problems to be eliminated 

prior to the next stage. When I contacted the o ffice  in October, I was
told that the sales manager was away for a fortn ight but had l e f t  a
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message to say please suspend the study until his return. The next 
time I contacted, he was unavailable because he was in Birmingham. 
Eventually, when I called again in early November, Maggie, the receptionist, 
told me that there was no-one in the o ffice  at a l l  apart from the service- 
engineers: e f fe c t iv e ly ,  the o ff ice  had been temporarily disbanded. The
sales manager had "resigned" along with one or two salesmen and the 

remainder had been "redeployed" within the group. The Area Manager 
in Birmingham explained that the o ff ice  had been under considerable 

pressure because they were not measuring up to the rest of the national 
team and that there were plans afoot to make i t  a fu l l  area on i ts  own 

rather than a branch, as this was thought to have been part of the 

problem. (Bristol salesmen had to go to Birmingham once a month and 

a ll  th e ir  reports had to be f i le d  weekly because they did not have the 

benefit of Area administration or team backup to give them the necessary 

support.) He added that this should hot necessarily s ign ify  the end of 
my study as when the new team was established, he f e l t  i t  would be very 

useful i f  I was continuing my proposed research.

GAINING ACCESS AND NEGOTIATING THE RESEARCH CONTRACT

The methodology l i te ra tu re  offers clear outlines of this stage in f ie ld  

research of gaining access and Johnson (175) fo r example, points out 
that reading the l i te ra tu re  of the area and fam ilia r is ing  oneself with 

the language is an important part of pre-fieldwork preparation. As the 

marketing l i te ra tu re  offered l i t t l e  (other than the sales manuals) of 
relevance to the practices of buying and sailing, I had approached people 

who actually worked in this area. However, a major problem was that the 

people with whom I had been talking in order to fam ilia r ise  myself with 

the area were also those with whom I was proposing to do the main study. 
The d i f f ic u l ty  was in moving discussions from this exploratory level to 

the more crucial level of "gaining access" and "negotiating a contract" 

particu larly  with respect to some early elementary mistakes and my 

c re d ib i l i ty  as researcher.

Perhaps the biggest mistake was that I had not realised the implications 

of the original contact which was made on my behalf. C learly , this  

superior-level contact had had extensive influence and to a degree had 

coloured much of the early fieldwork. For example, the Bristol salesmen
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with whom Lhad worked went out of his way to accommodate me and introduce 

me to his buyers. In Birmingham, a senior salesman chauffeured and 

introduced me to buyers, and then waited outside while I conducted my 

interviews. He was extremely helpful and ta lka tive  in the intervening 

periods. Even so, i t  took up large amounts of his time and I rather 

f e l t  that I was hearing what I was supposed to hear. The salesmen in 

Bristol had been d i f f i c u l t  to get to ta lk  to and there seemed to be 

an e f fo r t  being made to confine my study to one salesman alone. The 

data which I collected during this time were particu la r ly  disappointing 

as they were neither rich nor l iv e ly .  I gradually realised that I had 

been guided by the partic ipan ts 'in  the work I had done, which I assume 

was in order to appease this high level sponsor. The apparent co-oper
ation which I had received was unlike anything else I had come across 

from any of the other contacts. As fa r  as the salesmen were concerned 

I had l i t t l e  c re d ib i l i ty  as researcher, as pressure was being applied 

from above to 'take care' of me. Comparing what happened at this stage 

arnd the data collected with what happened la te r  and subsequent data, the 

difference is quite considerable. As these people had been involved in 

the very early stages of the project and had been introduced to me via 

this contact, they also knew the leasing background to the project and 

i t  had been d i f f i c u l t  to convince them that my interests were more 

broadly related to buying and s e ll in g . This, together with the fact  

that they knew that I had known very l i t t l e  of the area when I began, 
meant that my c re d ib i l i ty  was minimal and that I was rea lly  only being 

entertained on the basis of high level 'sponsorship'.

However, e ffec tive ly  I had gained access and negotiated a contract, a lb e it  

a ra th er temporary one. The only problem was that the people with whom 

the contract had been negotiated were no longer there. At this point,
I began to reconsider a l l  the original decisions which had been made 

about the choice of product market, the choice of potential sites as 

well as re-reading much of the l i te ra tu re  about doing fieldwork. This 

time round, the l i te ra tu re  made much more sense as I had a l i t t l e  experience 

to which i t  could be related. To this end, I set about making an approach 

to another national copier supplier with a view to making a fresh s ta r t .  ®

8 . In the end, this approach was never made as i t  transpired that they 
were in the process of an extensive consultancy programme, headed by two 
academic consultants.
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In mid-December, I called into the Bristol o ff ice  by chance and found a 

newly appointed sales manager and two salesmen. Fortunately,Maggie 

(the receptionist) could confirm my previous involvement as this new 

manager had no idea who I was. A fter introducing myself and accounting 

fo r my v i s i t ,  the new manager agreed to contact the Area Manager, and 

arrange an appointment when we could discuss my interests in more d e ta i l .  
The!Area Manager appeared no longer interested in my research; he 

seemed to have too much else to worry about and indeed, was himself 
'promoted' ( that is ,  moved sideways) about 2 months la te r .  I t  seemed 

to be very much in the hands of the new manager ( 'M ik e ')  now, whether 

or not I was to be welcomed in the o ff ice .

I t  transpired that Mike was a free-lance sales tra in e r  before taking 

this post and had been brought in to solve a " d i f f ic u l t  s ituation". We
very quickly and easily  developed a rapport, with common interests and
knowledge in sales train ing and sales management l i te ra tu re .  In addition,

I was also able to use my knowledge of the previous sales team in the 

o ff ic e  as a kind of lever. Mike seemed particu la rly  concerned that he 

had been brought in to "make a go" of something which had fa ile d  before, 
knowing that i f  he too fa i le d  then the same thing would happen again.
Thus he wanted to know as much as possible from a l l  d if fe re n t points of
view available about what happened before. He also understood very
c learly  my interests  in trying to research the jrocess of buying and
selling together. From his point of view, he f e l t  i t  more v ita l  to teach
the salesmen how to recognise what buyers mean by what they say rather 

than to understand buyers and buying per se. I emphasised that my in terest
was not to ta l ly  in buyers and buying but more how together with salesmen
and se lling , i t  leads to deals in some situations and not ih others.
And so we continued ta lk ing , for about 2 hours, which is extremely long, 
re la t iv e  to the amount of time which sales people are normally prepared 

to give.

At our next meeting (January '80 ), I endeavoured to re-propose some of 
the ideas which I had suggested the f i r s t  time around, but he was quite 

clear that in the early stages at least, i t  would not be f a i r  on the 

new, incoming salesmen i f  I was present at th e ir  meetings with buyers.
The new salesmen (5) were a l l  appointed by this time; 3 were on. the 

two week intensive train ing course, 1 (Pat) was experienced enough to 

s ta rt  selling immediately and another (Steve) was due to take up appoint
ment shortly. Mike stressed that i t  would take time before thyy would
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s e tt le  add begin selling regularly; as some were completely new to this  

kind of se ll in g , i t  could be several months before there was a regular 

pattern to th e ir  work. I suggested that perhaps in these early stages, 
i t  might be useful i f  I spent some time simply around the o ffice  and 

attended th e ir  weekly sales meetings. He agreed and from then on, I 
attended the o ff ice  2-3 times a week and was there a l l  day on Fridays, 
salesmeeting day.

He f e l t  that interviewing would be the most appropriate way to collect  

my data and agreed to more or less the same proposals as before: that
I would interview both buyers and salesmen separately a f te r  a deal had 

been completed. He did not in s is t that this should be a f te r  in s ta lla t ion  

as before, but instead f e l t  that the salesman should use his discretion  

in each case; i f  the salesman thought i t  a s lig h tly  dubious sale, then 

perhaps I would have to wait until a f te r  in s ta lla t io n . However, he 

understood that I wanted to do the interviews as soon a f te r  the events 

as possible and we l e f t  i t  that I would discuss this with each salesman 

in each case. C onfidentia lity  was not the issue that i t  had been before, 
primarily because I think we had a better level of rapport and understanding 

of what the work was about. Unlike the previous manager, I had not been 

forced upon him ' f r m  above', I had a degree of c re d ib i l i ty  as a researcher 

which I had not developed before and he remained unaware of the original 
introduction made on the basis of leasing.

Indeed, I was extremely lucky that the events transpired as they did.
The f i r s t  round of gaining access and negotiating a contract had provided 

invaluable experience of how not to go about a f ie ld  study and the second 

round had given me an opportunity to correct the previous mistakes and 

begin again, with a clean s la te . In addition, I was accepted very 

easily by the new salesmen, as e ffec tive ly  I joined the o ff ice  at the 

same time as they did. I t  meant that I also had the chance to observe 

them as they learnt about th e ir  work, th e ir  colleagues, th e ir  organisation 

and environment. That I had established a good relationship with Mike 

and developed a level of researcher c re d ib i l i ty  was also to stand me in 

good stead in the future. Essentially, I had gained accesd this time on 

terms agreed by us both and in doing so, had managed to follow Bogdan & 

Taylor's (1975) advice: "The rule is to be honest but vague or imprecise".
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Imprecision was not d i f f i c u l t  to manage, given that the o ff ice  was 

only beginning to come together and that i t  would be some time before 

I could actually  begin the interviewing part of the f ie ld  work. To 

that end, we agreed at this stage not to arrange specific numbers of 
interviews or v is its  and that the main work of the study would be 

arranged as the team developed. My part of the contract was veyy much 

as i t  had been before: that I might be able to o ffe r  the salesmen a
side of th e ir  work, normally unavailable to them, the buyers' point 
of view. Mike thought that this might.be particu la r ly  valuable, 
given that the team was f a i r ly  inexperienced. The next stage was to 

re%ay these ideas to the salesmen.

This part was l e f t  until about a month la te r .  I had v is ited the o ffice  

several times in the meantime and although each knew me and knew roughly 

the nature of my work, i t  seemed useful to explain i t  to them at a 

fu l l  sales meeting a fte r  they had begun to se ttle  in . I gave them a 

rough outline  of who I was, my previous involvement with the Bristol 
o ff ic e  and my current involvement with them. Again, I was at pains 

not to be too specific  and endeavoured to avoid the many p i t fa l ls  

described in the l i te ra tu re .  For example, I did not want to be seen 

as 'expert' or as 'brainy student from the University' or as 'spy' etc.
I chose to dress in a style which ' f i t t e d  in ' to th e ir  o ff ice :  they a ll
wore dark su its , c o lla r  and t i e ,  so mine was the female equivalent of 
e ith er  dark dress and jacket or suit etc , of quietly  'c lassic ' s ty le .
We spent about |hour talking about my work and th e ir  work, my interests  

and th e ir  in terests . As most of them had recently been on the training  

course, i t  was quite easy to pick up th e ir  language as 'I had read much of 
i t  in the sales manuals. In addition, i t  was also quite easy to be 

"vague or imprecise" at this stage because few of them had actually  done
much se lling  and were not en tire ly  sure of the race of people called
buyers. I t  f e l t  quite a comfortable meeting and I was beginning to feel 
that I was making progress and that this might be what research f e l t  l ik e .

I t  had been 8 months since I f i r s t  went to the Bristol o ff ice  to meet
the Area Manager and I had begun to question the research v ia b i l i t y .
This meeting e ffec tive ly  dispelled such doubts. I no longer f e l t  l ike  

a stranger in th e ir  o ff ic e . I t  was acceptable for me to wander in to the 

o ff ic e ,  without specific reason and simply chat to whoever was around 

and make use of a l l  th e ir  f a c i l i t i e s  without having f i r s t  to ask permission
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I t  was an important achievement for me, particu la r ly  as the only female 

in an a ll-m ale environment, and also with respect to the research as 

clearly  the quality  of the data collected is influenced by the kinds 

of relationships established with group members. At this stage*, rather 

than feeling that I had established particu lar kinds of relationships, 
i t  was more simply that there was a sense of rapport between us. The 

relationships were evolving through continuing fieldwork.

Much of the development of such relationships had to be 'played by e a r ' .  
Various papers suggest that there are particu lar kinds of relationships  

which one can establish with participants in f ie ld  research which w i l l  
depdnd on both the researcher and what he/she wishes to gain from f ie ld  

research. For example, there are researcher roles of expert, social 
engineer, collaborator, non-participant observer, consultant and researched 

roles of subject, partic ipant, collaborator, co-researcher, actors and 

so on. Although I had read some of the l i te ra tu re  of authors such as 

Bogdan & Taylor (1975), Argyris (1970), Levinger & Snoek (1972),
Douglas (1976) and Johnson (1975) etc , I did not find i t  so easy to be 

categorical about the relationships which were beginning to develop 

between myself and the salesmen. The idea that such relationships were 

the outcome of some role-making process did not seem to describe accurately 

what i was experiencing. I t  seemed more that developing relationships 

with the salesmen was something which went on continuously throughout 
the fieldwork and l ik e  a l l  social relationships were not constant: rather
the nature of the relationships established was modified and adapted each
time we met and according to the work that was going on. For example, 
one salesman, Steve, had a college education and had taught for 8 years, 
prior to working for Repro. He joined the o ff ice  in January,by which 

time I was already there and beginning to become established. He explained 

that he re a l ly  f e l t  quite "lost" to begin with and was not sure i f  he 

would ' f i t  in ' to the work or the team. I t  was quite natural that he
should be fee ling this way and i t  was also easy fo r him to ta lk  to me
rather than anyone else because we had through our backgrounds in education 

quite a lo t  in common and I was seen as non-threatening. In contrast 
to th is ,  there was another salesman, Alan, who i t  transpired was acutely ' 
aware of his "working-class" background and minimal education. Although 

we had i n i t i a l l y  established a rapport, we lost i t  for a time while he 

saw me as a "friend" of Steve's. I t  took quite a long time to get a new
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level of rapport established with Alan, and in the meantime, he had 

done his best to 'sabotage' my work; for example, by making uncomfortable 

references to me during sales meetings, drawing attention to me when 

making notes a t a desk in the o f f ic e , throwing jibes my way when other 

salesmen were around, introducing me to a buyer who he knew was not 
prepared to take part in the study and so on. This was not,in  the end, 

a problem as eventually i t  gave us a better and stronger relationship. 
Indeed, he provided me with many insights into se lling  through his 

comments and observations but only a fte r  we had gone through this in i t i a l  

c o n f l ic t  stage. Once through th is , we got on very w e ll ,  fo r  example, 
going fo r  lunch together and once went shopping at his request to buy 

a birthday present fo r  his g i r l f r ie n d ,  with my assistance. This was 

more the sense of the dynamics of researcher-researched relationships  

which I experienced rather than the more specific , contrived and 

categorical notions which much of the l i te ra tu re  seemed to suggest.

One phase of this continuing process of developing relationships was 

when I began to travel with each salesman. Although.I was spending 

time in the o f f ic e ,  each salesman obviously spent considerable proportions 

of time out on the road. I t  seemed important to get to know each of 
them in this individual capacity, outside the o f f ic e ,  as well as collec
t iv e ly  in the o f f ic e .  Thus I began to travel with each salesman on 

v is its  to buyers. I was asked not to attend 'demonstration' or 'close' 
meetings as Mike f e l t  these to be the most important for the salesmen 

and that my presence might put them o f f .  When I attended meetings, I 
was introduced as a trainee salesperson. I t  transpired that in the 

car, the salesmen were much more w ill in g  to ta lk  of issues which were 

either taboo or qu ietly  dismissed in conversations in the o ff ic e . I t  

also meant that we were in each other's company fo r  longer periods of 
time and had more chance to develop our relationship. I t  was a valuable 

exercise in many ways, as i t  gave me a better understanding of th e ir  work, 
and th e ir  views, a ttitudes , hopes and fears, as well as enabling me to 

observe them in action with th e ir  buyers.

The one drawback of the exercise was that i t  reduced the number of 
potential buyers to whom I might be introduced. For example, i f  I had 

been with the salesman on a f i r s t  v is i t  to a potential buyer and a deal 
was f in a l ly  transacted between them, I could not go back, introducing
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myself as 'researcher' with any c re d ib i l i ty .  Inevitably this did slow 

down the progress of the research although i t  seemed a price worth 

paying for the improved relationships andiquality of data which i t  gained. 
Essentially, from June through to December (1980) I spent considerable 

time in the f ie ld  with the salesmen and also conducted 12 pairs of 

interviews with the salesmen and th e ir  buyers.

The arrangement was that when a salesman had completed a deal and where 

I had neither met the buyer before nor was there uncertainty about the 

in s ta l la t io n , then the salesman would contact the buyer on my behalf, 
as soon as possible, introducing me as a researcher from Bath University, 
doing a project on buying and selling  and asking i f  they would take part 
hy^seeing me. The remainder was l e f t  to me when I phoned to obtain an 

appointment. I tr ied  to ensure that I saw them within 10 days of 
completion of the sale, as any longèr time period meant greater reliance 

on possibly blurred memories. Thus i t  was for me to provide more detailed  

introductions of my background,my in terests , the project, explanations 

of confidentia lity  and request permission to use a tape recorder etc.
(These details are contained in Appendix I I  , along with an outline of 
the interview semi-structure.)

Clearly the relationships established with buyers were substantially  

d iffe ren t to those with the salesmen as considerably less time was spent 
with them. The buyers were very d iffe ren t to the salesmen in as ijiuch as 

they seemed to accept quite easily that I was interested in th e ir  work.
By the time I interviewed the 15 buyers in this study, I had had a 

variety of experiences in interviewing and had already conducted at least 
10 buyer interviews in the early fieldwork. In this sense, I had developed 

an understanding of how to approach them and overcome in i t i a l  d i f f ic u l t ie s .  
The kind of rapport established in each case was obviously d iffe ren t  

although generalisations could be made. The fu llt im e  buyers for example, 
were most energetic and enthusiastic ,re lating th e ir  fu llt im e  chosen 

careers; some of the 'senior' buyers on the other hand tended to be 

more formal in th e ir  attitudes and accepted me in a more formal sense; 
the ' ju n io r ' buyers tended to be s lig h t ly  curious, taking me to the 

canteen-for coffee and asking questions, wanting to know why I was 

interested in them and what was I going to do. These kinds of differences 

though, perhaps re f le c t  more the sense of in d iv id ua lity  amongst them 

rather than anything el&e.
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The fina l stages of the fieldwork were January-March 1981. Steve had 

l e f t  at the end of December and a replacement appointed immediately:

Jim, who had had considerable experience selling copiers. I had aimed 

to have completed fieldwork b y  this stage but gained Mike's agreement to 

round o ff  the study by including Jim. I t  transpired to be an eventful 

period which rather brought a 'natural' close to the research. Mike 

asked me to adopt a "low pro file"  as he was worried that they were about 
to come under scrutiny as a team. I t  seemed that they had been given 

the previous year to establish themselves and achieve regular high 

turnover. Although they had begun to do this during the previous summer, 
the output had ta iled  o f f  towards the end of the year as a number of 
personnel changes had taken place. (The team had e ffec tive ly  been one 

salesman short a l l  year as in one particu lar area, no recru it  had 

persevered longer than 3 months.) I worked with Jim through February/ 
March. In April (1981) Mike "resigned" and was immediately replaced by 

a senior salesman, promoted from the Birmingham branch. Although we had 

met b r ie f ly  about 18 months previously, the growing uncertainty of my 

research status made i t  more p o l i t ic  to withdraw from the f ie ld  before 

he took up appointment. (Mike had warned me of impending changes, s im ilar  

to those of 16 months e a r l ie r . )  Of the original salesteam, taken on 

15 months previously, only 2 of the 5 remained: both were actively
applying for jobs outside,Repro and we agreed to part thus.

DATA ANALYSIS

The l i te ra tu re  of qu a lita t ive  data analysis has a curious quality  of 
elusiveness: that is ,  while authors discuss data analysis in terms of
practical implications, the question of how to analyse q u a lita t ive  data 

is never answered. As Miles (1979) notes:

"Methodologists obviously prefer to spend more time on such 
matters as gaining access, interviewing, choosing informants, 
handling reciprocities and so on, rather than on the in te llec tua l  
work of analysis."

Miles ('79  -p596)

Glaser & Strauss (1967) suggest that data analysis should be conducted 

simultaneously with data collection such that the analysis serves to guide 

subsequent data collection. However, again the actual question of analysis
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of qualitative^data is evaded. Glaser(1978) offers specific  mandates 

for  the analyst, " to be sensitive to what the data are saying", to 

develop "theoretical sensitiv ity"  and "theoretical l is ten ing". In

essence though, data do not speak for themselves, they are interpreted.
While Glaser (1978) and Glaser & Strauss (1967) o ffe r  rules of coding 

andlcategorising the data, th e ir  emphasis on the process of emergence 

from data obscures the in terpretive  nature of data analysis.

This process of coding and categorising is essentia lly  the means by 

which the researcher attempts to make sense of the data, a means by 

which i t  is 'handle-able'. Authors such as Lofland(1971) ,  Patton (1980), 
Bogdan & Taylor (1975) and many others reporting the process of analysing 

qu a lita t ive  data, re fer to looking for patterns, themes, categories, 
motifs, structures, order, frameworks, handles, in the data. They also 

describe the need to go backwards and forwards from data to analysis to
assess the placement or ' f i t '  of data in categories. In th is  way,
gradually categories can be b u il t  up from the data which‘ conceptualise 

patterns in the data. Clearly though, this involves a number of choices 

on the part of the researcher as to how patterns are id en tif ied  in 

the data, the significance attached to 'pieces' of data and 'how' they 

are read. Lofland's (1971) point that such choices should be made 

deliberately and consciously such that they can be explicated to others 

is an important one.

Although the overall process is easy to describe, the actual specifics 

are not. Miles (1979) explains:

"Though these (and our other) rules of thumb seemed reasonable 
and desirable, and reduced anticipatory analysis anxiety a good 
deal, we found that the actual process of analysis during case 
writing was essentially  in tu i t iv e ,  prim itive and unmanageable in 
any rational sense...While one can remember occasional use of the 
"rules of thumb" (eg. a pause to search for negative evidence) 
the analysis process is more memorable fo r  i ts  moments of sheer 
despair in the face of the mass of data, a lternating with moments 
of achieved c la r i ty ,  soon followed by second-guessing skepticism, 
("Would someone else come to the same conclusion?")."

Miles ('79  -p598)
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Miles' comments can be appreciated by anyone who has at some stage 

engaged in q u a lita t iv e  data analysis. The sheer volume of data can be 

overwhelming, particu la r ly  given, the commitment to maintaining i t  as i t  

is rather than reducing i t  in any way. However, the case.is perhaps not 
quite as hopeless as Miles implies: that is ,  while the l i te ra tu re  can

never t e l l  the researcher what he/she w i l l  see in a p ile  of data, as that 
w ill  ultim ately be s itu a tio n a lly  and personally specific , i t  does o ffe r  

some guides through this process of analysis.

Following the mandates of authors such as Bogdan & Taylor (1975) and 

Lofland (1971) I endeavoured to adopt a systematic approach to data 

collection and analysis. The fieldwork accumulated vast quantities of 

data, fie ldnotes, tape transcrip ts , h istorical and sales documents, 
observations and expanded notes etc. Although I had begun to analyse . 
in the sense of "order" the data whilst s t i l l  in the f ie ld ,  I was 

reluctant to use th is analysis to set lim its  to subsequent data dollection:  

perhaps due partly  to lack of experience of f ie ld  research and analysis 

and partly  to being a single researcher. Thus when i t  came to analysis, 
primarily done a f te r  co llection , there was an almost overwhelming task 
in hand.

I began with the transcribed tape data and worked through tha t, reading 

and re-reading the accounts. That led me to the fie ldnotes, where I had 

footnotes to accounts referring to notes made, say, in the car, of 
comments added by the salesmen. Although i t  was a time consuming and 

tedious process, somehow, reading the accounts the analysis 'evolved' 
and the fieldnotes ' f e l l  into p lace'. While not thoroughly analysing 

the data during i ts  co llection, I had begun to make sense of i t ,  registering  

patterns and being vaguely aware of what might be important, as I was 

collecting i t .  This is not in the conscious sense of Glaser & Strauss 

such that i t  led to deliberate modifications of data collection. The 

main thrust of the analysis was done a f te r  completing the fieldwork and 

i t  was there that hours were spent teasing out the tangles, identify ing  

common themes and patterns, comparing account with account, f i l l i n g  in .the  

details from fieldnotes and so on. Chapter 4 presents my attempt to convey 

that process of developing an analytical framework for the data through 

this extensive c r i t ic a l  reading. Importantly, that chapter has remained 

l i t t l e  changed from the time when i t  was f i r s t  w ritten , June 1981. At
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that stage, I had id en tif ied  what I thought was the best way in which 

to read the data, and e ffe c t iv e ly ,  the way in which the data most 
accurately convey an understanding of the process of buying and selling  

in that s ituation. I t  seemed important, remembering Lofland's caution 

to the researcher, to make as much of that process of choosing the 

analytic  frame as e x p lic i t  as possible. For this reason, the chapter 

was written at that time and has been preserved to a large extent in 

i ts  orig inal form. Chapters 5-8 are created around this analytical 
framework and seek to reveal the actual content of the analysis through 

reconstructions from the data.
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3 . 4  THE FIELDWORK IN REFLECTION

With hindsight i t  is always possible to iden tify  things which might have 

been done d if fe re n t ly  or s ituations, given the chance again, which might 
have been better handled this way or that way. Importantly though, this  

benefit of hindsight seemed to occur throughout the fieldwork: for example,
from something which happened one week, I might recognise a better way of 
doing the same thing the next week and so on. In this sense, i t  was 

very much a learning process but I also realise that I was fortunate in 

the turn of events which happened, to the advantage of the project.

I had started the project as a novice at fieldwork and the early stage 

of exploring the area involved feeling my way around, trying to map out 
the area and character of this kind of research. The l i te ra tu re  serves 

as a useful guide but i t  cannot substitute for experience. The original 
research design would have offered l i t t l e  in the way of important findings 

because of the lim itations of the mode of access. When I returned to the 

f ie ld ,  I brought the valuable experiences of this f i r s t  stage; these 

early problems had taught me much about research and the process of 
fieldwork at no cost to the f in a l outcome of my work.

From my own point of view, that i t  took e ffec tiv e ly  15 months in the 

f ie ld  to achieve 15 pairs of interviews is inconsequential. Most of the 

interviews were conducted within a 6 month period and the remainder of 
the time was spent learning about fieldwork, developing rapport and 

relations with participants in order to be able to accumulate an under
standing of th e ir  worlds. This to me was v i t a l ly  important. Without a 

period of time spent in this way, the subsequent data which I would have 

collected would undoubtedly had been of in d iffe ren t quality  and I would 

probably have been able to make l i t t l e  sense of i t .  Instead, I collected  

extensive fieldnotes throughout the entire  period of the fieldwork and in 

so doing, learnt much about the process of f ie ld  research and collecting  

data which the l i te ra tu re  rea lly  cannot impart. No amount of reading 

could have prepared me for the problems between Alan and Steve and my 

implication in tha t, nor offered me an appropriate strategy for handling 

that problem. Moreover, these kinds of problem situations are in some 

ways essential i f  the researcher is to develop an "insider's" understanding 

of the setting under study: i f  he/she is to understand the dynamics of
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of the situations in Which people conduct th e ir  da ily  work and which 

contribute towards th e ir  interpretations and actions in that setting .

I f e l t  by the end of the fieldwork that I had learned as much as I 
could about the salesmen, th e ir  buyers and the sales o ff ice : there was 

undoubtedly more which might had been discovered about them but i t  was 

not fo r  me to f ind . That is ,  the understanding which I have developed

is ,  fo r  me, a f a i r ly  fu l l  one of th e ir  work and th e ir  setting. Obviously,
i t  can never be a tota l understanding and might vary in some ways i f  

another approach had been employed. I t  remains for the reader to
assess in the following 5 chapters, the kind of understanding which was
developed.
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INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter related research ideas, through a c r i t ic a l  analysis 

of methodological issues, into practical fieldwork. This chapter takes 

up |the product of that fieldwork, the data, and traces i t  through the 

process of analysis, the many analytical choices, into what may be 

described as an analytical framework. F irs t though, i t  is helpful to 

recall b r ie f ly  some of the major research influences to this point.

The early re-appraisal of the project stemmed from the basic idea that 
people cannot "buy" unless others "sell" and vice versa. Related to 

this was the idea that a sales aid is part of a "whole": a "whole" sales
package and sales approach through which the salesman tr ie s  to sell and 

"whole" buying scenario in which the buyer tr ies  to buy. Thus the research 

e ffo r t  was directed towards that point of in ter-action between buyer and 

salesman: that central act from which 'marketing' (buying/selling) 
acquires i ts  existence. In terms of data co llection, e ffec tive ly  there 

were no other de fin it ions . Attention was neither directed towards verifying  

theories nor focussed on the evaluation of particu lar notions: rather,
in an attempt to generate an understanding of a social a c t iv ity  called  

'marketing', neglected in the l i te ra tu re ,  data were collected. In terms 

of data analysis, from the unique position of possessing "both sides of 
the story" a c r i t ic a l  reading of both sets of accounts could be made in 

order to develop an understanding of whatever i t  was that happened between 

buyer and salesman: the character of this jo in t  a c t iv ity  which for some
is called 'buying' and for others, 's e l l in g ' .  In this sense, there has 

been throughout an in qu is it ive  in terest in the "mutuality" of buying and 

se lling . I t  remains however, for  the analysis process to reveal some 

sense of order in the data; to tease out the tangles from this mass of 
q u a lita t ive  data in search of an analytical framework.

The theoretical and practical issues of qualita tive  data analysis were 

discussed in the previous chapter. There i t  was noted that while i t  is 

possible to describe the practical coding process, the actual iden tif ica tion  

of "the analysis" eludes description. Sim ilarly  here, where i t  is possible 

to describe the process of reading and re-reading the accounts, making.
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checking and cross referencing footnotes, looking for patterns and 

themes, i t  is more d i f f ic u l t  to relate how "the analysis" emerged or 

how these " fit ted "  into the analytical framework. This chapter t r ies  

to convey something of this process, by tracing the early analytical 
'ideas' through to the f in a l analytic choices made for the data. The 

f i r p t  d ra ft  of this chapter was made at this stage of analytic choosing, 
to ensure the "conscious and deliberate" (Lofland '71) explication of 

the analysis process. The naive style of that d ra ft  has been preserved 

here in order to re f le c t  as fa r  and as accurately as possible what 
actually  took place in this process of analysis. Underlying this chapter 

then is the constant tran s it io n , backwards and forwards, from data to 

analysis, from the descriptive to the analytic . Although only a small 
portion of the data can be recounted here, there should be a clear idea 

of the kind of empirical basis to the emerging analysis. The framework 

developed here, in turn, sets the structure for subsequent chapters (5 -8 ) ,  
to expand and develop this understanding of buying and se ll in g .
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4 . 1  EARLY ANALYTICAL ' IDEAS '

What f in a l ly  emerged as the motif (or handle, core category, pattern, 
commonality...) for  the data had actually been apparent, although poorly 

conceptualised, throughout the fieldwork and its  analysis phases. One 

of the ea r l ie s t  patterns to emerge in the data was that of a curious 

mixture of the 'personal' and 'impersonal' in each account. The 'impersonal 
is easier to define as i t  included a l l  that related to the 'facts and 

f ig u res ',  the money and machinery side of the deal eg. technical 
specifications, methods of finance, copy cost, volume etc. The 'personal' 
seemed to incorporate everything else which was not the 'impersonal': 
that is ,  anything in the accounts which was not 'impersonal' was always 

related to the 'personal'. Although crudely conceptualised, i t  was a 

very strik ing theme in the accounts from the e a r l ie s t  phase of fieldwork.

I t  is described as a "curious" mixture fo r  several reason. Interviewees 

seemed able to recall the personal' much more readily  and without prompting 

than they could the 'impersonal', yet the aim of the meeting and the 

sign of i ts  successful completion is the swapping of 'impersonal' money 

and machinery. Tt was also "curious" in that although the 'personal' 
could be more easily recalled , some interviewees found i t  more d i f f i c u l t  

to re la te , becoming more hesitant and stumbling in th e ir  comments. The 

'personal' side also seemed to provoke a number of contradictions in 

re lating its  account for some buyers. In the case of salesmen, curiosity  

resided in the vastly d if fe re n t ways in which they handled the 'personal' 
and 'impersonal' in th e ir  accounts. But c learly  from the beginning of 
the fieldwork, this notion of the 'personal' and the 'impersonal' demanded 

closer attention.

S if t in g  the accounts, other patterns appeared which offered a s lig h tly  

d iffe re n t angle to the 'personal/impersonal' notion. One emerged through 

the headings of 'subjective' and 'o b je c tive '.  At this stage of rough 

analysis, these headings were a useful way of thinking about the data but 
the words themselves are too loaded to be used as anything else other 

than loose headings to think around. Buyers often spoke of 'sub jec tiv ity '  
and/or 'o b je c t iv ity ' in th e ir  experiences as buyers, using the words
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spec if ica lly :  for example, in terms of the distance or lack of distance

from the salesman. But the notion that the buyer was even aware of 

trying to maintain a distance from the salesman in order to be 'objective ' 
and 'impersonal' in considering the machine suggests something of the 

'personal' .
i

A sim ilar theme was that of ' in tu i t iv e '  and 'reasoned'. Whereas 

'subjective/objective' was more appropriate for buyers' data, ' in tu i t iv e /  
reasoned' seemed more useful for salesmens' accounts. They tended to 

distinguish between gut feeling or sixth sense and that which could be 

log ica lly  reasoned out about a part of the buyer encounter or a move 

which they decided to make. Again, these words ' in tu i t iv e '  and 'reasoned' 
are too loaded to be anything other than loose headings around which 

to think about the data. But interestingly,some salesmens' accounts 

showed an a b i l i t y  to be ' in tu i t iv e '  about some part of the buyer encounter 

which, using the 'personal/impersonal' notion,would have been thought 
of as the 'impersonal'. So, e f fec t ive ly  there was no stra ight cor
respondence between these various sets of headings.

While both the two sets of headings, 'subjective/objective ' and ' in tu i t iv e /  
reasoned' were too emotive to be further used, they served to provide a 

new slant to the analysis. Until then, the notion of 'personal/impersonal' 
had been considered as two exclusive ends of a dichotomy. Clearly though, 
that a buyer might try  to be 'objective' and 'impersonal' about something 

which was part of the 'personal' clouds the exclusiveness of the two 

words. Equally, that a salesman should account for something of the 

'impersonal' in terms of in tu it io n  furthers the blurriness between the 

supposed dichotomy. Going back to the data themselves, the 'impersonal' 
side of th e ir  meetings remained the same throughout; that is ,  the machines, 
price, etc. remained the same from the moment they f i r s t  met and discussed 

the matter through to the end of th e ir  contact. Yet the accounts did not 
to ta l ly  re f le c t  th is ,  almost suggesting some kind of interplay between 

the 'personal' and the 'impersonal'; that is ,  that although the 'impersonal 
may remain unchanging throughout the ir  meetings, changes in the 'personal' 
may mediate the 'impersonal' or the in terpretation of the 'impersonal'.
To i l lu s t r a te  what is meant by interplay between the 'personal'and the 

'impersonal' the following example is given.
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The buyer had set out on a ra tionalisation exercise with the aim of 

cost saving across the administration department, which included 

examining the rising copy costs of an 'o ld ' (4 years) copner. But 
gradually through the account, the original 'impersonal' motivation fo r  

selecting a replacement machine becomes modified, and as w i l l  be seen 

is in a sense 'mediated' by the 'personal'.

"He said a new one of his would actually  save us money so i t  
was up to him to prove i t  to us i f  he wanted the business, so 
I saw him. Mind you, I d idn 't  believe him and I s t i l l  don't 
re a l ly  because you can't actually  d irec t ly  compare the figures
but i t  doesn't matter I suppose.. . i t ' s  not much d iffe ren t
except we've got a new machine which seems to work pretty well 
. . . I  expect that was a l i e  to keep me happy - i t ' s  part of th e ir  
trade to l i e .  But I don't mind. I mean I was quite happy to 
believe i t  because he was a nice bloke ac tua lly ..very  in teresting .
............................ He was a jo l ly  good salesman because i t  re a l ly
does matter to me what the salesman's l ik e .  I liked his sense 
of humour - i t  was a b i t  bawdy at times but I l ik e  that. I 
l ik e  that type of person........................... ..
 I s t i l l  can 't see why they should give us newer,
be tte r, fa s te r ,  dearer machines and ye t s t i l l  save us money
supposedly. So I don't suppose they have i f  you look at i t
very closely. There's got to be something in i t  for them. And 
I guess Steve's made something for himself a n d 'i t 's  helped me
in a way, so gopd fo r  him. He deserves i t .  He's a nice bloke-
I hope he goes a long way."

From what began as an 'impersonal' cost saving mission ( " i t  was up to him 
to prove i t  to us i f  he wanted the business") ended up as a completed
deal in which the buyer knew he had achieved no s ign ificant cost-saving.
Had he been in tent on proving (or disproving) a cost saving, i t  would have
been possible to approximate some comparative figures. But the account
suggested that the 'personal' began to mediate the 'impersonal' quite  

quickly a f te r  they f i r s t  met. Taking the 'impersonal' facts and figures  

which they discussed, the deal did not meet the original cost saving 

c r i te r ia  in any signficant way. Something e lse , some aspect of the 

'personal' appeared to have mediated the in terpretation of the 'impersonal' 
such that in the end, the 'impersonal' was interpreted through the 

'personal'; some notion of interpTay between them such that i n i t i a l l y  

unacceptable 'impersonal' aspects eventually emerge via the 'personal' 
as being s t i l l  quantita tive ly  the same as before but now also wholly 

acceptable. In addition, this buyer did not even consider any other 

machines on the market. By coincidence, Steve had canvassed the buyer
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shortly a f te r  he had begun his ra tiona lisation  exercise. The buyer 
explained that he had not intended actually to buy a machine at that 
time but had agreed to meet Steve to see what was available and whether 

or not i t  might be worth replacing the old machine. The original 
'impersonal' motivation for th e ir  f i r s t  meeting became,somehow 

modified or re-interpreted or mediated through some aspect of the 'personal'

This was also reflected in the salesman's account:

"He turned out to be quite a jo v ia l soet of character but to 
begin with he seemed deeply d is trus tfu l aodxwhen I saw him I 
knew he f e l t  I was going to s titch  him up ' ' and kept on 
te l l in g  me how he re a lly  wasn't seriously ready to think about 
actually  buying.........................
....................Eventually, I think I ju s t  made contact with the bloke.
Got him to ta lk  about a l l  sorts of other things too and I think 
that helped him, knowing me a b i t  wider than ju st photocopiers...
................... He's a very nice, amiable, easy-going sort of chap
but very d is tru s tfu l .  Even his colleagues say th a t. Got a 
barbed sense of humour sometimes and we'd get this sort of banter 
going on...............
................... And having established a certain c re d ib i l i ty  base I
thought I 'd  lose a l l  that and he'd s ta r t  suspecting me as
manipulating and lying i f  I t r ie d  to explain a l l  the figures,
the jump from monthly to quarterly and (lessor 1) to (lessor 2 ).
I t  would have been unwise to take him through a l l  the in tr icac ies .
I d idn 't  want to mess him about too much and partly I suppose 
I get a £10 voucher from (lessor 2) fo r  every d irect debit I 
sign with them. Besides, i t  wasn't so much figure juggling as 
me s t i l l  getting used to the job and a l l  the ins and outs of how 
to get the best deal for everyong and I ju s t decided that having 
made contact with him personally, rather than ju s t seeing a'buyer' 
that i t  would be best for everything ju s t to leave i t  out of the 
conversation. Do you see what I mean?"

Again, there is a notion of the ,'impersonal ' being mediated by the 

'personal'. Steve decided th a t ,fo r  what was e ffec tive ly  an additional 
£3.60 per month in th e ir  rental payment, i t  was not worth jeopardising

1 .. A stitchup is a deal where the buyer is e ffec tive ly  'stiched up' such
that he cannot move. The salesman manipulates the deal and terms such 
that the buyer is committed in the most expensive way to the least suitable  
or e f f ic ie n t  contract, although he does not become aware of this until 
a fte r  the deal, when i t  is too la te  to rescind. For example, a buyer 
is persuaded to take 4 machines on 4 separate rental contracts of d iffe ren t  
lengths and with d if fe ren t starting dates, on the grounds that i t  w i l l  
stagger his financial commitment, f a c i l i t a te  the assessment of needs/costs 
of each machine and ease internal allocation of overheads attached to 
each machine. In e f fe c t ,  i t  commits the buyer in the most expensive way 
and d iffe r in g  time periods makes a replacement contract almost impossible.
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the rapport developed between them. S t r ic t ly  the buyer did not emerge 

with the 'best' rates which he could have obtained (that is , 'b e s t ' fo r  

an accountant because there is also an opportunity cost of the in terest  

on the rental payments during a quarterly period which could be added 

to make the increased cost even higher.) But for Steve, i t  was important 
not to "mess him about too much" because he had been honest and open with 

him up to that point and having ascertained that the buyer was distrustful 

of salesmen, he f e l t  that any reason for him being thought of as 

manipulative would have thrown suspicion on a l l  that had gone before.
Thus, the notion of interplay between the 'personal' and 'impersonal' 

surfaces again.

4 , à EMERGING ANALYTICAL MOTIF

In looking at the rest of the data in this way, teasing out a l l  the
examples of this notion of interplay between the 'personal' and the
'impersonal', gradually something began to emerge which offered a much
clearer and more accurate motif for the data. I t  began with the observ-

2
ation that a l l  deals took place in the context of a 're la tionsh ip '.  
That is ,  although the 'impersonal' information of money and machinery 

remained constant throughout th e ir  meetings, i t  was only a fte r  a
're la tionship ' of some form was established, that the deal was done.
In other words, on f i r s t  meeting, although 'impersonal' information was 

discussed, i t  was not s u ff ic ien t in order to deal. Only la te r  (between
4 days and 12 months la te r )  was there an acceptable context in which to
transact the deal, most usually on the basis of that same 'impersonal' 
information. However, not a l l  these 'relationships' were as amicable 

as the one i l lu s tra te d  above. In some instances, i t  almost seemed that 
both buyer and salesman had a ta c it  understanding that each would remain 

neutral towards the other, which in i t s e l f  was the basis on which they 

related to each other. This las t idea essentially  provided the key to 

the analysis. I t  suggested that there had to be some basis for a 

're la tionship ' which would be su ff ic ie n t in order to deal. That is ,  the

2. 'Deal' w i l l  be used to mean the part of the encounter which refers 
to the actual business transaction of money and machinery.
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're la tionship ' had to be based on something before suitably established, 

giving a context fo r  a deal.

Clearly then, something else was being relayed between buyer and salesman 

besides 'impersonal' information, which provided the basis fo r  a 

' re la t io n s h ip '.  'Relationship' in i ts  broadest generic sense, according 

to Weber, denotes the mere existence of a substantial probability of 
in teraction between two or more people. Here i t  is beginning to assume 

a more narrow defin it io n 'as  something which is constructed between buyer

and salesman, which has a temporal qua lity . I t  was the buyers who
provided the next clue to the analytical motif and a clearer understanding 

of what this relationship could be.

In the previous i l lu s tra t io n  the buyer also added:

" I t  re a l ly  does matter to me what the rep.'s  l ik e .  I t ' s  hard
to explain re a l ly  because I'm not saying you have to l ike  him
as a person though obviously i t  helps and I suppose rea lly  you
don't l ike  him as a salesman because no-one likes salesmen re a l ly .
I don't know. I t ' s  ju s t that there's some you re a lly  can't deal 
with, without considering what they're selling - ju s t something 
about them "

These sentiments were echoed by several other buyers and il lu s tra tio n s  

w il l  appear la te r .  However, from this notion of the 'personal' mediating
the 'impersonal' i t  appeared that the basis of the relationship is
concerned with the inter-changes between the people involved: they
inter-change something about themselves,which, i f  acceptable, provides 

the basis for a relationship which can be b u il t  over time such that i t  

provides a context in which to deal.

Using the i l lu s t ra t io n  above, and these new analytical ideas, a much 

clearer analysis can be made. The buyer showed himself as a stra ight
forward buyer on a cost-saving exercise, who is always suspicious and 

distrustfu l of salesmen, particu larly  those who are only a fte r  his money 

and not interested in him. In addition, since there was no urgency 

to get a new machine, he made i t  clear that the onus was on Steve to 

demonstrate that he was more than a stereotypical salesman, suspect and 

manipulating, which would be basically wasting his time. Steve showed 

himself to be more than just a salesman, able to ta lk  to him about a
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variety of subjects and to be interested in him for more than just  

his money. Thus they discussed the Budget and the weather for gardening 

as well as the business in hand. Steve also demonstrated an a b i l i t y  to 

l ive  up to his claims, not ju s t about the machine but about himself as 

w ell ,  as being more than ju st a salesman. Together then, they had 

found a basis for a relationship which was acceptable to and accepted 

by each other. This basis was such that i t  allowed them to "get a 

sort of banter going" and t e l l  jokes,etc. As i t  w i l l  be shown la te r ,  
in other buyer-salesman relationships ta lk  of this kind would be s t r ic t ly  

prohibited. But on the basis which they both established here, talking  

about the weather,etc.was not only acceptable but also necessary. That 
is ,  i t  was necessary in as much as to have withdrawn from this type of 
conversation would have gone against that which they had established to 

be the basis to th e ir  relationship. Withdrawal from the banter might 
have seemed to the buyer as an indication of Steve becoming suspect, 
putting pressure on, having got a foot-in-the-door and in e f fe c t ,  simply 

a fte r  a deal. For Steve , buyer withdrawal from the banter would have 

indicated the beginnings of 'freezing o u t ' ,  the buyer 'c o o lin g -o ff ' .

From the nature of the relationship which they established, some of the 

i n i t i a l  tensions had been relaxed and instead, a more fr iendly  context 
created in which to conduct the deal. In this sense, the buyer was not 
unhappy to relax some of his in t ia l  c r i te r ia  for selecting a new machine. 
Equally, Steve went to considerable lengths to ensure special 'personal 
touches' such as free paper and paper cassette, personal delivery,  
working two cabinets into the deal at nominal cost to the buyer, etc.
Thus i t  was that the buyer was prepared to accept Steve as credible in 

the way he came over and vice versa. Steve accepted the buyer as being 

a person more than ju st a buyer to be stitched up, and showed himself 
as more than just a salesman intent on a deal. Reciprocating this kind 

of deta il was going on a l l  the time, as is shown by Steve's behaviour 

towards the end of the deal. Having worked hard to build a relationship  

Steve was concerned not to jeopardise his image of c re d ib i l i ty  (and in 

turn the re lationship)in  his buyer's eyes by appearing to "juggle" 

figures. The f in a l quotation from the buyer suggests that while he w il l  
always reserve a healthy suspicion of suppliers and th e ir  salesmen, in 

this case he does not want to know about i t ;  he is not interested in 

delving into detail to dig up the catch whereby they a ll  apparently emerge
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from the deal better o f f ,  because he enjoyed doing business with Steve.

He has a solution to his problem and hopes that Steve has made something 

too. He may well not have the "best" solution to his problem in the 

economic sense. He did not even consider any other possible suppliers 

or machines, thus he w i l l  never know whether he got the "best available" 

machine on the market to f i t  his in t i t i a l  purchase c r i te r ia  of 
saving money. However, between them they reciprocated something of 
themselves through the presentation of information ( in i ts  broadest 
sense rather than the e a r l ie r  narrower dichotomy of 'personal' and 

'impersonal') which was acceptable to and accepted by each other.
On this basis, they b u i l t  a relationship over 4 meetings which eventually 

culminated in doing a deal.

The outline of the analytical motif is taking shape; that is ,  buyer 
and salesman reciprocate something of themselves, which, where acceptable 

provides the basis for a relationship. Since a l l  the deals studied 

took place in the context of an acceptable re lationship, the process 

by which a relationship is constructed over time is a crucial prelude 

to doing a deal. E ffe c tiv e ly , this motif is l i t t l e  d if fe ren t to the 

very early observations of there being an interplay between the 

'personal' and the 'impersonal'. However, the way in which the motif 
is formulated is a neater conceptualisation of these original ideas: 
neater in as much as i t  gives a clearer understanding of the process, 
emerging in the i l lu s t ra t io n  given, rather than talking vaguely of 
in terplay between 'personal' and 'impersonal'. On the basis of one 

account however, i t  may be d i f f i c u l t  to see whether or not this motif 
"works", p art icu larly  since the w rite r  has the advantage of considerable 

intimacy with the data and the ideas, which serves as a disadvantage 

when committing i t  a l l  to paper. Thus, two examples are given below 

which are intended to o ffe r  stark contrasts to each other in terms of 
the characters, a tt itudes , behaviours, relationships and accounts.
These w i l l  be interspersed with b r ie f  analyses, so that there is an 

idea of the spectrum of cases across which this mode of analysis can 
be employed.

The f i r s t  i l lu s t ra t io n  is taken from a case where the buyer was a travel 
direc tor, in complete charge of a travel organisation which had 5 local 
agencies. This was a subsidiary of a la rger, locally  based promotions 

organisation and the buyer was a member of the parent company board.
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"There's not much of a story to t e l l  re a l ly .  Reorganisation 
at our parent company meant that we could no longer use the ir  
copier fa c i l i t ie s  and as i t ' s  approaching our busy time of the 
year, I went straight ahead and got one. I had a word with 
Mr Jones - he's the finance director of the parent company 
because he recently had to buy one for them and they bought 
i t  from Repro. He said they were as good as any and showed 
me their, brochure. I t  was quite useful because he'd kept a l l  
the bits and pieces from when he was looking at them. Mind 
you, I think he only did look at aboùt 2 or 3. Anyway, Repro 
was the one they'd bought and I 'd  used i t  a few times myself 
although naturally i t  was bigger than anything we'd need. So 
I rang them and asked to see the X immediately. And I think 
I signed the order 4 days la te r .  I mean Alan had nothing to 
do with i t  a l l  rea lly ..H e  was ju st collecting the order - which
is f ine  by me. That's the way I prefer i t .............
....................We don't have much demand for capital equipment, so
I don't have to see salesmen much. But even when I have to,
I do my best to avoid i t .  I hate seeing salesmen and I hate
being badgered by them. I ' l l  never see one who ju s t walks in 
here without an appointment and I do my best to make sure that 
they don't get an appointment. I t ' s  nothing personal rea lly  
except that once they've got a hold they won't l e t  go. I mean 
I got so fed up with being pestered by various branches of the 
local press-- always wanting advertisements as we're a local 
travel firm that I got myself an agency to handle a l l  that now 
even though i t  is a b i t  expensive rea lly  fo r the small amount 
of advertising that we do. I suppose re a l ly  that i t ' s  just  
as well we don't have to buy much because what we do need,
I can generally rely  on my own judgement as to what make and
supplier and so forth before I ever have to see a salesman.
And that's  most d e f in ite ly  the way I prefer i t  -  I mean having 
salesmen come in who aren 't  re a l ly  se lling  at a l l  -  just coming 
to co llect the order."

From Alan, the salesman:

"I thought i t  was a b i t  odd the way he phoned up and knew 
exactly which machine he wanted and he sounded dead’keen too. 
Actually, I wondered on the phone i f  maybe I 'd  canvassed him 
before and couldn't remember the name, but I'm pretty good at 
remembering things like  that and I hadn't done his area for some 
time and when I checked the f i le s  I found nothing there on him 
so I took a machine up s tra ight away - within the hour of him 
phoning. Well, i t ' s  only about a quarter of an hour from here 
and I guessed there must have been some connection, you know, 
or sort of recommendation from Head Office because I sold them 
one about 6 months ago. As soon as I got there and started on 
my usual dem b i t ,  he told me that he'd seen a brochure and knew 
how i t  worked, so a l l  that was l e f t  re a lly  was the price. I 
told him cost price and he said 'no, monthly'. So I told him 
the lease-rental arid the standard term ordinary rental and he 
said, f i l l  out the forms for a lease-rental. So I le f t  him with 
the forms and the machine on t r ia l  ' t i l  the Thursday and then 
he rang up at 9 o'clock Thursday morning and said, come up and 
get the forms, they're a l l  ready. I t  was rea lly  nice, you know,
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I mean there was no point trying to do anything because he 
obviously d idn 't  want i t .  I mean he d idn 't want any sort of 
long involved conversations about the advantages of liquid  
toner against powder t in t,and so on. All he wanted was an X 
on 3 days t r ia l  and the price. I mean I don't think he's 
too clear what a lease is but there was no way I could have 
told him rea l ly  because he ju s t d idn 't want to know other than 
what he should have to pay and for how long and what's the 
maintenance agreement........
................... I suppose this a l l  makes him sound a b i t  aggressive
re a l ly  but he wasn't and I didrt't have to be e ith e r . I mean 
he's a d irector and he's not a l l  that old and he's re a lly  easy
going. He ju s t  wanted i t  quick and simple, you know, business
like  - cut the crap and get to the point. But i t  was rea lly  
nice -  wish they were a l l  l ik e  that."

This was the only case of i ts  kind in the data where the entire  essence 

of th e ir  meeting revolved around placing/taking an order as opposed to 

buying/selling. All the salesmen acknowledged that situations of this  

kind are very rare. The analysis shows clearly  that there was a 

reciprocation of selves which formed the basis of th e ir  relationship, 
acceptable to each actor. Through his behaviour, the buyer was 

e ffec t ive ly  demonstrating to Alan that he did not want a relationship  

with a sales-man, ie . a person who is actively  s e lling . By preparing 

himself in advance, e ffec t ive ly  relying on a relationship established 

between representatives of the parent company and the suppliers, the 

buyer ensured that Alan's presence was not only kept to a minimum but 
that he had l i t t l e  or no 's e ll in g ' to do. Instead, i t  was clear that 
the buyer was showing something of himself as order placer, demonstrating 

to Alan that the acceptable counter-part for him was that of order 

taker. The buyer gave Alan the impression on the phone of being both 

keen and knowledgeable.» not only of copiers but also th e ir  particular 

range of models. As Alan could find no easy explanation fo r  th is ,  he 

took the requested model out for demonstration within an hour. The 

Standard pattern is to use brochures and promotional l i te ra tu re  for the 

f i r s t  face-to-face ca ll and then make an appointment at which to 

demonstrate the machine. In order to act so quickly, Alan had to take 

the machine from the o ff ice  showroom range, which meant cleaning, 
preparing and packing i t  f i r s t .  The reciprocity continued as soon as 

Alan arrived. Again, the buyer was e ffec tive ly  saying through his 

behaviour that he did not want a relationship with a sales-man. Alan 

reciprocated, addressing himself to only the issues which the buyer
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nominated, demonstrating his acceptance of the buyer as order placer 

and himself as order taker. I t  is not unusual fo r  a buyer to have 

prior knowledge of the machines or other users etc. Generally though, 
they s t i l l  go through the usual information process, even where this  

duplicates prior knowledge. In this case, Alan did not pursue his 

standard l in e  but stuck to what the buyer wanted, to the extent that  

he f e l t  unable to volunteer an explanation of leasing. Again, this  

is something which salesmen are taught to c la r i fy  and do tend to explain,
i f  only to avoid legal repercussions should the buyer default on pay
ments, saying that the f iv e  year terms were never explained to him.

So from the accounts emerges a sense of this mutuality: the buyer's 

behaviour indicating that he was not a buyer but an order placer who 

did not want a relationship with a sales-man but instead, rather with 

an order taker; and Alan, not only accepting this as the basis for  

th e ir  relationship but reciprocating by identify ing himself through 

and by his behaviour as being order taker.

This may sound a rather complex way to analyse one of the simplest
deals. However, i t  must be emphasised that for Alan, showing something
of himself as being merely an order taker was not only rare in his 

daily  task but also not particu la r ly  easy. He was the City Centre 

salesman and nicknamed by the rest of the team as the 'c i ty  s licker' 
or 'smooth-talking bastard'. He was also the most senior of the sales 

team. Being used to having to "work" for his sales, to compete d irec tly  

with other suppliers and (from the occasions when T travelled with him 

and observed him in action) being used to slipping into a smooth-flowing, 
s lig h t ly  pressurising s ty le , to become an order taker, not allowed to 

do any 's e ll in g ' is a d i f f i c u l t  task to accomplish. This deal certa in ly  

stands in contrast to the previous i l lu s tra t io n  given. Yet, the 

analytical framework or motif which is emerging does appear to represent 
a pattern common to each.

The buyer in the next i l lu s tra t io n  is an O&M manager for a large service 

organisation whose business is based on large mailings, hence they have 

a heavy dependence on reprographic technology and machinery. As part 
of his job, this buyer spent a large proportion of his time seeing
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salesmen, going to exhibitions, and keeping up to date with companies, 

products and prices. For about 12 months, he and Steve had been in 

touch although no deal had been transacted. Shortly a fte r  Steve l e f t  

Repro, this buyer decided the change suppliers and place an order with 

Repro. Thus the final deal was completed with Jim, the new represent
ative for the area. Unfortunately, i t  was not possible to interview  

Steve about this case as he had moved away from the area by then. 
Although Jim's account was obviously unable to provide a fu l l  history  

to the s itua tion , this is no impediment here as the buyer's account 
alone is s u ff ic ien t to give a strong sense of what is important in 

buying-selling relationships for this fu llt im e 'professional' buyer. 
This i l lu s tra t io n  is chosen sp e c if ic a lly  because i t  offers a complete 

contrast to the previous examples, emphasising the spectrum of cases 

across which the analytical motif " f i ts " .  In addition, i t  highlights  

the point that without an acceptable relationship, there is no context 
in which to deal.

"There are a lo t  o f cowboys around who simply want to get an 
in s ta lla t io n  and aren 't  worried about what happens la te r .  You 
can t e l l  those by the rep. Don't ask me how but you get that 
gut feeling . You know his promises are empty. Steve was a 
weak and indecisive salesperson but I 'd  rather have i t  that 
way than someone who drives home his point and then runs dry.
He's a nice guy and you l ik e  him almost because of his fau lts .
Now ( .........) are re a l ly  hot on th e ir  sales. You know some of
i t ' s  sales pitch but i t  never runs dry and they are smooth at 
handling whatever you throw back at them. I t ' s  a ll  professional. 
You have that smooth, professional feeling with ( . . . . )  from the 
very f i r s t  call r igh t through to beyond the in s ta lla t io n . In 
this game, and i t  is a game, the relationship changes. You 
start  with a business relationship which is transitory but 
gradually i t  changes to a friendship beyond the business re la t io n 
ship and you find you have common ground beyond just the copier. 
Now that's  essential. Someone who comes over as a cowboy, you 
just couldn't trust him. By t ru s t ,  I don't mean just blind
fa ith  because you have a friendship. I t ' s  just trust where you
know you can get straight answers to questions and you know that
you both mean something to each other..........
....................Now the ( ___ ) reps changed over in December. But
I 'v e  got almost as good a relationship with the new one as I had 
with the old one because they're professional operators. The 
changeover was smooth and the new one is as professional as the 
old one. I f e l t  able within a couple of meetings to phone him 
up and give him a bollocking over the new machine............
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...................I mean I don't d is like  Jim but I can't actively  like
him because I 'v e  only met him once and he hasn't come back to 
me again. The approach has to be making sure of the relationship, 
getting over that i f  anything goes wrong y o u 'l l  be there and 
Jim is n 't  building that with me. Now, i f  he were to come back 
again - even now -  i t  would be l ike  starting from scratch 
because the only common ground we have is that copier. Our 
relationship is based on that alone. Now Steve and I had a 
very d iffe ren t relationship because he'd give me a ring now 

I and then and even though I 'd  never bought from him, we had a 
very good relationship and maybe he'd say something like  how 
was the golf las t weekend, something like  that. But i t  was 
enough. The whole thing is two way you know. Rapport comes 
from two people not one. But you must have a reasonable rapport. 
Steve I could relate to for a l l  he was a weak and indecisive 
salesman. Whatever i t  is .  he'd got i t  despite his faults  and 
he kept ini touch too. That works both ways as w ell. I f  I 
turn a salesman away today, what do I do i f  I need him tomorrow? 
But likewise, i f  a salesman doesn't get a sale out of me today, 
i t  may be a d iffe ren t story tomorrow. And that was what happened 
between Steve and me..l think i t  took us about 12 months to get 
there. I t  was just a shame that Steve wasn't there to get the 
commission but then that's  the way i t  goes sometimes. There's 
a hell of a turn around in these copier firms and as I said 
before, i t ' s  perfectly a lr ig h t  i f  the changeover is professional. 
Once you've got a good relationship with a salesman i t  carries 
over to the firm and i f  the new rep does his job righ t i t  
ticludes him too. In Jim's case, i t ' s  not r ig h t. There is some
thing d e f in ite ly  wrong there at the moment and i f  I deed another 
machine tomorrow, 1 don't suppose I / '11 phone Jim, because he 
d idn 't  take up what Steve l e f t  behind and so I 'v e  lost my 
relationship not only with Steve but on the show that Jim put 
up when I gave him the opportunity then I 'v e  lost the relationship  
with the firm too...............
...................Unfortunatay, there might ju s t be a much better copier
on the market which I ' l l  never know about simply because I don't 
re la te  to the salesman. I very much doubt i t  but i t  is just  
possible."

Certainly this buyer stands in dramatic contrast to the previous ones 

in his attitudes and approach to the job of buying but the motif for  

analysis remains the same. From his account and his experiences, he 

is very clear in explaining what is and what is mot an acceptable basis 

for  a relationship in which to deal. The "cowboys" o ffe r  him nothing 

apart from sales pitch which quickly dries up. As he explained elsewhere, 
over the years he has learnt who they are so he does not even bother 

to grant them an appointment, although occasionally he has to review 

his suppliers and may then encounter such salesmen. Essentially though, 
he is saying here that the acceptable basis for a relationship is that 
which he calls  "professional"; where a professional relationship can 

be achieved via two d iffe ren t routes. The one which he prefers and
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enjoys with ( ___ ) is a smooth, professional relationship which goes

beyond the in s ta lla t io n . Even i f  this type of relationships should 

over time, develop into some kind of 'fr ien d sh ip ',  f i r s t  and foremost 
i t  w i l l  remain a relationship based on the reciprocation of professional 
selves. Thus, i f  the salesman with whom he has developed a friendship  

should leave, there is s t i l l  the sense of a professional relationship  

with the firm which carries over, giving the incoming salesman the 

opportunity to pick up and reciprocate the remaining threads of profess
ionalism. The other way th is  type of relationship can be achieved is  

that which was effected by Steve: not as preferrable to the purely
professional, i t  is eventually as acceptable. Essentia lly , th e ir  

relationship was in it ia te d  on a more personal le v e l,  through the 

reciprocation of more personal selves and then matured into a re la t io n 
ship which embraced both personal and professional characteristics. 
Whether or not a salesman can reach this professional level from an 

i n i t i a l l y  personal leve l,  is essentia lly  something which the buyer 
uses his in tu it io n  to assess. The "cowboys" cannot. Neither does the 

buyer believe that Jim can achieve th is . In Jim's case, on the basis 

of one 45 minute meeting at which other people were present, the buyer 
already feels there is no basis fo r  a relationship for future deals, 
unless Jim successfully starts again with him. This raises several 
analytical points which w i l l  be traced as they appear in the account.

His relationship with Steve was acceptable although not as preferrable  

as one b u i l t  on purely professional bases, such as he enjoyed with
( ___ ) .  In the context of this professional relationship he was
prepared to continue dealing, even though the machine was proving 

unsatisfactory. He had 2 replacement machines in 12 months from this  

supplier. In the face of such unsupporting evidence, he then turned
to deal with Steve, although he continued to maintain the ( ___ )
relationship fo r  possible future deals. Although Steve had l e f t  Repro 

by this time, the buyer had come to iden tify  his relationship with Steve 

as a more general relationship with Repro. Thus he was prepared to 

accept the new salesman, Jim, as part of that relationship because 

he acknowledges, the salesmen are the firm . That Jim fa iled  even to 

attempt to build a relationship or rapport with him, he now believes 

that they do not have a relationship beyond that of having swapped 

money and machinery in one instance. For future deals, Jim must s ta r t
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again, offering some basis for a professional re lationship , acceptable 

to the buyer.

Here Jim's comments are interesting. He described i t  as a "once in ,  
once out" case, in which "Steve worked bloody hard fo r  a year for what 
turned out to be a one machine deal. I got the £60 commission, f a i r  

enough, but what's that? £5 per month? I t ' s  a lo t  of e f fo r t  for  

very l i t t l e  return." Perhaps then there was some reciprocation of 
selves between Jim and the buyer, which the buyer assessed as unaccep
table . He certa in ly  expresses skeptical doubt about Jim and from 

Jim's account , he c learly  does not intend to build any kind of re la 
tionship with that buyer. Essentially , i t  can be said that they find  

no acceptable basis fo r  a relationship between them in which to conduct 
future deals. In this way, the testimony of the fu llt im e  buyer gradually 

becomes c learer. He prefers to reciprocate professional selves because 

i f  the salesman leaves, there is a professional relationship generalised 

to the firm , ( ie .  including the other salesman). The professional 
relationship may be achieved via a personal route although i t  is more 

dependent on individual characteristics rather than a sense of profes
sional ethos and is more l ik e ly  not to be generalisable to other repre
sentatives of that firm . Where there is no carry over of the re la t io n 
ship to the incoming salesman, they have to s ta rt  developing a rapport 
again: something which this fu llt im e  buyer tr ies  to avoid by maintaining
good relationships wherever possible, even when no deal has been done 

or is l ik e ly  to be done for some time.

4.3 THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

These three i l lu s tra t io n s , on the surface, look remarkably d if fe ren t  

in many ways. The time scales vary from 4 days to 12 months. The 

att itudes , approaches, relationships and accounts of a l l  involved 

appear very d if fe re n t .  The test of the analytical motif is that i t  

does represent a pattern common to a l l  three and likewise to the 

remaining 12 deals studied, not exemplified here. Such a test reveals 

the essential grounding of the motif in the data; that is ,  i t  emerged 

from the data rather than developed elsewhere and applied to the data. 
Going back and forth from data to analysis though, the motif requires
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more work before i t  has any of the conceptual c la r i ty  and parsimony 

necessary fo r a strong analytical framework.

F i rs t ,  from the data introduced so fa r ,  an issue concerning the 

relationship i t s e l f  can be c la r i f ie d .  Until now the relationship in 

which the deals have been conducted have been referred to as merely 

"acceptable relationships". Rather vague and possibly tautological, 
one might imagine that a potential buyer could have a number of 

acceptable relationships. The fu llt im e  buyer is one case which 

demonstrates how buyers w i l l  deal in the context of th e ir  preferred 

salesman relationship, unless the machines prove unsatisfactory. There 

are in fa c t ,  other examples o f tli is  in the data which w i l l  be given in 

la te r  chapters. Important to note here is that a buyer may have more 

than one salesman relationship but that he w i l l  deal in the context 
of that which is most acceptable to him. Remembering the temporal 
quality  of such relationships, over time circumstances may a lte r  the 

re la t iv e  'acceptab ility ' of one relationship over another. But as is 

shown c learly  by the fu l lt im e  buyer, one deal is not enough to secure 

the future of a relationship. Rather, i t  requires e f fo r t  over a period
of time. The relationship with ( ____) was the most preferred, thus he
dealt with them until the machines proved unsatisfactory. For that 
particu lar deal, then the relationship with Steve became the most 
acceptable. As Jim did not continue building on Steve's relationship  

meant that from the moment the deal was done, the relationship with
( ___ ) re-emerged as the most preferrable (and the f i r s t  to be called
upon for the next dea l). Essentia lly , this is making a clear distinction  

between the general and the particu lar: the buyer talking of the
general case and the particu la r . I t  is interesting to note from the 

range of the data given that while buyers deal in the next preferrable  

relationship where the machines in the preferrable case were unsatisf
actory, this was never the case in the data for price, service, method 

of finance or any other such aspect. This w i l l  be discussed in more 

detail in a la te r  chapter.

3. Another issue is that of the acceptability  of a relationship being 
merely a product of the actor's accounting for an event; a post hoc 
ra tiona lisation . For a fu l l  discussion o f ,th is  and why this need not 
be the case, the reader is referred to the methodology discussion in 
Section 3.2 of Chapter 3.
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One s trik ing  feature in the data, which the motif so fa r  fa i le d  to 

accommodate, was the frequently reported d is like  of salesmen. In the 

case of the travel director who was adamant in his hatred of salesmen, 
he went to considerable lengths to avoid them, or a lte rn a tiv e ly ,  
prepare himself in advance such that they met as order placer/taker. 
However, most buyers are not in a position to adopt his approach. His 

business required l i t t l e  capital equipment and when the need arose, he 

could usually rely on a relationship ( and deal done) established between 

representatives of the parent company and a supplier. S ift ing  through 

the accounts, i t  was discovered that some buyers d iffe rentia ted  between 

the type of salesman they disliked; for some, they accounted for  

computer executives, company finance and insurance consultants as making 

acceptable demands on th e ir  time but that copier salesmen and the more 

general o ff ice  equipment salesmen did not. Others were more inclusive, 
reporting that they did not like meeting salesmen at a l l .  Many d iffe ren t  

ways of in terpreting this were tr ie d  but found wanting. For example, 
both the computer and the copier are relevant to the work of the admin
is t ra to r ,  yet he distinguished between them as being sold by salesmen 

who were acceptable and unacceptable respectively. S im ilarly , the 

company finance consultant and the copier salesman promote products 

relevant to the accountant, but again there was a tendency to distinguish  

between them. I t  was almost as i f  meeting copier salesmen was some 

kind o f 'd ir ty w o rk ', in the Hughes (1958) sense, something to be avoided 

as fa r  as possible. As w il l  be i l lu s tra te d  la te r ,  some buyers developed 

strategies for avoiding salesmen or keeping th e ir  meetings to a minimum, 
such as meeting them in reception even i f  they had an appointment. An 

alternative  way of understanding this problem was that perhaps buyers 

had limited time resources. Only two buyers were fu llt im e  buyers. The 

remainder were mainly employed in administration, finance or personnel 
work, where they had responsibility for such purchases or occasionally 

found such responsibility  delegated from above. The task of buying 

might be seen as an additional demand on th e ir  time to be f i t te d  around 

th e ir  normal daily  work. Yet even this did not account for a l l  the cases. 
For example, in one deal the administrator/buyer had been given respons
i b i l i t y  for stocking the reprographic department of a new building, a 

project which spanned two years. A fter 18 months, he f in a l ly  reached 

a decision on a 5 machine contract, having only seen two copier salesmen. 
They had actually surveyed 12 d if fe ren t offers from the trade, but the
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meetings had been conducted between a less senior person and the 

various salesmen. The administrator explained that he had been involved 

in sales.‘■meetings for the offset prin ter and other s im ilar items but 
that he had tended to " f i l t e r  off" salesmen from copier suppliers and
general o ff ice  equipment dealers to this less senior person.

1

Such questions of seniority  and status seemed to be rather important. 
"Seniority" alone was not the solution because some buyers, although 

in seemingly senior positions in th e ir  organisations did not share the 

hierarchical d is l ike  of d iffe ren t types of salesmen. Equally, some 

buyers in seemingly less senior positions were more aware of a hierarchy 

of se lling  and buying tasks that the apparently more senior buyers.
The other problem with 'seniority* is that an apparently senior job 

t i t l e  in one organisation may be much lower in the hierarchy of another 

organisation. "Status" on the other hand, seemed to o ffe r  a wider range 

of accommodation since i t  is not en tire ly  depdndëht on incomparable job 

t i t l e s .  Rather, 'status' seemed more dependent on the people who were 

accounting fo r  th e ir  's ta tu s '.  For example, some buyers seemed acutely 

in tent on making me aware of th e ir  status in th e ir  organisation during 

th e ir  interviews, yet others, in as fa r  as could be understood approxim
ate ly  s im ilar jobs, appeared unconcerned to convince me of th e ir  's ta tu s '.

A simple example of the analytical value of the concept of 'status' 
comes from the case of an o ffice  manager. Describing his work, he
referred to himself as the "odd job man": in a large open-plan admin
is t ra t iv e  o f f ic e ,  his work ranged from supervising the post room through 

buying copiers to overseeing the administration department. We broke 

the interview for coffee in the nearby canteen where a few other employees 

joined us. In this informal discussion, i t  transpired that the buyer
had worked for this organisation for over 40 years, starting on the
factory f lo o r .  He had progressed to the position of product manager 
but a f te r  a stroke, 8 years previously, the organisation created an 

o ffice  post where he could stay until he took early retirement at 60 

(18 months time). The t i t l e  of o ff ice  manager is ,  by comparison with 

other organisations, in the 'low to middle' range of hierarchical 
seniority . Yet, the respect which other employees seemed to show to 

him gave an impression of his 'status' as being greater than his job 

t i t l e  belied.
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Although a minor incident, this i l lu s tra t io n  helped in recognising 

why 'status' was a more appropriate conceptualisation for this pattern 

in the data than 's e n io r ity ' .  Where the idea of 'sen io r ity ' could be 

assessed through mechanical hierarchies, there was nothing so palpable 

to the concept of S ta tus '. Rather, 'status' seemed to be more an 

idea or understanding of esteem held towards a position, not just by 

the occupant but by others as w ell. Those buyers who tended to give 

the impression of being 'high status' people in 'high status' jobs 

also tended to be the ones who e ither hated or disliked a l l  salesmen 

or d iffe rentia ted  between them, putting computer executives as acceptable 

and copier salesmen to be aovided. I t  was as i f  copier salesmen posed 

some pejorative implication for th e ir  'high status' image; to meet 
a copier salesman might detract from this image whereas a computer 
salesman would not. On the other hand, those buyers to whom the task 

had been delegated tended not to be concerned with giving a 'high 

status' imoression and tended to accept a l l  salesmen as merely having 

a job to do, adding that i t  would a physical impossibility to attempt 
to see a l l  the relevant salesmen but that there was no active d is like  
held towards them as a group on the whole.

I t  seemed accurate to say that a l l  the buyer held some notion of th e ir  

own status, esentia lly  borne out of th e ir  main occupation. I t  was
also possible to say that in a l l  the cases, th e ir  concept of th e ir  own
status featured in the relationships which they established with salesmen. 
For example i t  transpired that the travel director met and negotiated 

with representatives from the organisations for which they acted as 

agents but that equipment salesmen, advertisers etc were the ones he 

despised. The former group of ..salesmen accorded with his 'status 

image' of travel d irec tor, in charge of 5 agencies and board member of 
the parent company whereas the la t te r  group did not. Thus in order to 

meet equipment salesmen and s t i l l  retain a consistency with his own 

idea of status, he ensured that they met as order placer/taker and that
the ir  relationship was b u il t  on that basis.

The f i r s t  i l lu s tra t io n  of the o ffice  manager on a cost-saving exercise 

shows a very d if fe re n t s ituation. As o ff ice  manager he met with salesmen 

from time to time; that is ,  he saw them as being the essential counter
parts to his job. In order to do his job.competently however, he 

retained a distrust of a l l  salesmen, rather as a form of self-protection
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than as any form of active d is like  of a group of people called copier 

salesmen. To be seen as competent in one's job is in part a re flection  

of the concept of 's ta tu s ':  that is ,  a competent performance provides
essential support for  a .'status image'. Without such appropriate 

support, one's concept of one's status must be revised and in turn the 

image of status one portrays w i l l  also be reviewed by both oneself 
and one's audience. Thus he was concerned about the claims made by 

Steve and was careful to see whether or not Steve could back them up, 
both personally and through the impersonal aspect of the machine and 

costings. He wanted to be as sure as possible that the risks to his 

competency and status were minimalised by dealing with Steve. That 
he did achieve surety enabled him to feel content to deal with Steve 

even though he sensed that the deal was not quite as clear cut as i t  

was made out to be, without considering any a lte rna tive  suppliers.

Again, the th ird  buyer offers a d if fe re n t perspective although the 

concept of status remains equally appropriate. The fu l l  time buyer 

did o ffe r  a conception of his status, arrived at through his main 

occupation. He was a fu llt im e  buyer. Buying was his career; that is ,  
his profession, which gave him a certain notion of status as a profess
ional in his work. This impacted on his salesman relationships to the 

extent that he f e l t  he only ever dealt with other professionals; that  

is ,  regardless of the product which they were s e ll in g , i f  a salesman 

was professional, this buyer would lis ten  to him.

Status' provided a key to the data in a number of ways; most p articu larly  

that i t  offered an understanding of why some buyers f e l t  copier purchasing, 
meeting and interacting with salesmen etc to be 'd irtywork', in the 

Hughes'(1958, 1971) sense of being something in frad ig , contaminatory 

and to be avoided. That copier salesmen and buying copiers was seen 

as a 'low status' task might appear infradig to a buyer concerned to 

maintain a 'high status' image. The problem with the analytical motif 
was that here, there was an idea of reciprocity of (them)selves and yet 
in working out the concept of status in the data, i t  has been termed

4. As Hughes (1971) points out: "In so fa r  as an occupation carries 
with i t  a s e lf  conception, a notion of personal d ign ity , i t  is l ik e ly  
that at some point on w i l l  feel that he is"having to do something that 
is in fra d ig n ita te ."
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as a 'status image'. Essentia lly , i t  was an 'image', something which 

each tr ie d  to portray or present of themselves rather than a particu lar  

'th ing' which each could claim to owning so much, fo r example, as of 
r ig h t ,  in thinking of reciprocation of something of themselves, of 
'status images' and s if t in g  back through the data this seemed to re f le c t  

a common pattern, characteristic  of a l l  deals. The word "identity"  

however, seemed more appropriate than "image": "image" implies something
translucent and fashionable, whereas "identity" encompassed essentially  

what they were trying to do. That is ,  identify  themselves through 

th e ir  work and develop some conception of themselves, an id en tity .
However, reconceptualising the motif as a reciprocation of id en tit ies  

did not seem to account quite wholy fo r the themes in the data. A 

reciprocation or exchange of id en tit ies  makes the meeting between 

buyer and salesman sound like  them swapping business cards, with th e ir  

id en tity  etched on the back; something simple and unequivocal which 

quite c learly  from the data, th e ir  meetings were not. I t  certa in ly  

fa i le d  to account fo r cases where relationships were terminated before 

a deal completed. For example, one buyer ( a senior accountant) in 

considering two a lternative  suppliers, had established two salesman 

relationships. He explained that essentially  his decision between 

them was made for him when one salesman did something aimed at undermining 

the other salesman's c re d ib i l i ty .  He saw this as "underhand" behaviour 

which he f e l t  was unacceptable because such back-stabbing was not in 

keeping with the level of professionalism he had come to expect from 

them. Thus he terminated that relationship and dealt with the other 

salesman, Steve. Rather than a clear cut reciprocation of iden tit ies  

then, i t  would seem more accurate to say that i t  was a process of 
negotiation. T h a ti is , they were negotiating id en tit ies  throughout th 

entire  relationship. To successfully present and negotiate an id en tity  

demands support in the form of appropriate behaviour. The above example 

shows how unsupportive behaviour, even when a relationship is established, 
can undermine the c re d ib i l i ty  of an id e n tity . There are several examples, 
mostly from anecdotal accounts, of cases where relationships folded or 

when the salesman was "blown out". As w i l l  be seen la te r ,  this could 

happen at almost any stage of the process of building a relationship, 
which further emphasises the negotiated nature of th e ir  relationships.
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However, this s t i l l  does not quite " f i t "  the data. I t  has emerged 

that each buyer had a conception of his status borne out of his main 

occupation. That fo r 13 buyers th e ir  main occupation was other than 

buying means that they id en tif ied  themselves in jobs other than fu l l  
time buying. Thus the two fu llt im e  buyers emerge d if fe re n t ly  in as 

much as this meant that they identif ied  themselves with buying, as th e ir  

career. A central feature of these kinds of iden tif ica tions  has been 

discovered through the concept of status; that is ,  identify ing  

themselves with th e ir  main occupation, each conceived some notion of 
status from how they and others esteem such a position. In this sense, 
i t  is not possible to ta lk  of 'high' and 'low' status buyers; rather, 
they can be thought of as buyers, perhaps through a continuum from 

"junior" to"senior" organisational positions, with varying status 

conceptions. That is ,  each seeks to achieve some iden tity  along such 

a continuum, of which the ir  notion of status was a central feature.
The data revealed that status conception was not the only basis for  

id e n t if ic a t io n , although i t  was an important theme in this process.

Typical of the whole analysis process, solving one issue invariably  

raise at least one or more. In developing these ideas, the salesmen 

have been temporarily neglected. In their own way, they too showed a 

concern fo r  status and also for iden tit ies  and these concepts, including 

notions of 'sen io rity ' have meaning for them. Such is the nature of 
s e ll in g , constantly moving from one prospect to another, one situation  

to another, they were highly attuned to the impressions they were 

giving o f f ,  even during th e ir  interviews. Partly  through training  

and partly  by experience, they had learnt some important lessons of 
performing, l i t e r a l l y  in the dramatic sense. I l lu s tra t in g  th is , not 
only fo r  salesmen but buyers also, cannot be done simply as i t  was 

essentia lly  a part of th e ir  l i f e  s ty le . Thus an understanding of this  

through the data w i l l  be developed in subsequent chapters.
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4 . 4  SUMMARY

This chapter has introduced the basic themes and concepts to the 

analysis, the overall analytical framework, and il lu s tra te d  something 

of the "choices" made throughout. In Chapter 3 (see plOO) i t  was 

argued that a l l  data analysis, qu a lita t ive  or quantita tive , is 

influenced by the researcher's assumptions and perspective. The major 

aim of this chapter was to explicate, consciously and de liberate ly ,  
the kinds of choices which this entailed here and the basis on which 

the analytical framework is founded. This is by no means the only 

possible way to analyse the data. A systems theorist could use a 

systems metaphor and transform the data into a network of interlocking  

systems, c ircu its  and cybernetics. A contingency theorist could 

no doubt make an in terpretation of the data such that i t  reads as sets 

of contingency influence strategies. Simple exchange theory would 

reduce the data to a number of exchanges of money and machinery. Each 

kind of theoretical approach and i t ' s  theorists would take a particu lar  

angle to the data and employ th e ir  own particu lar metaphor by which to 

account for th e ir  analysis of the data. Consistent with the approach 

here, no p art icu la r  angle or metaphor was pre-selected and the data 

were not reduced or abstracted in any way. Rather, they were l e f t  

to be read as they presented themselves, allowing patterns to emerge 

from rather than be imposed on the data, and in this sense, preserving 

th e ir  richness. In essence, the methodological approach is that which 

" f i ts "  the s itua tio n , hence the data do not require ta ilo r in g  to " f i t "  

the methodology.

At this juncture, one must ask what happened to a l l  the trad itiona l  
marketing ideas of product, price, promotion, place,etc. The analysis 

never intended or in fac t never did deem these factors irre levan t.  
Indeed, they featured throughout the data. However, in tracing the 

common patterns in the data, in the accounts of each deal, they never 

emerged as forming e ither fundamental or common themes. Rather, they 

were elements to the deal which could only become relevant in the 

context of an acceptable relationship. The testimony of the fu llt im e  

buyer i l lu s tra te s  this c learly  although there are many other examples 

which w i l l  pepper the subsequent chapters. Essentially , these more 

trad it io na l ideas are s t i l l  part of the material but they.do not
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constitute the very fabric of the analytical framework which has 

emerged from the data.

The analytical framework is summarised as when buyer and salesman meet, 
they present, negotiate and reciprocate id e n t i t ie s ,  of which status 

in the sense of esteem, is a central feature. Where there is accept
a b i l i t y  on both sides, together they have a basis on which to relate  

and build a relationship. This is seen as a necessary pre-requisite  

for  doing a deal. Without a relationship based on acceptable id e n t it ie s ,  
there is no context in which to deal. In developing this framework, 
the tota l stock of data was used. For the purpose of conveying these 

ideas and th e ir  development, only a lim ited amount of data has been 

presented. This is simply so that the reader now possesses some key 

to the data by which to understand the subsequent detailed presentation 

of the analysis, how i t  was developed v is -a -v is  a lternative  keys and 

to acertain degree, the relevance and ' f i t '  of the emergent motif.
However, developing an understanding of this process of jo in t  creation 

whichcsome call buying and others ca ll se lling  is only ju s t beginning.
With the aid of the analytical framework there is now a guide to the 

course.

The next step is to look at what each actor has available to him to 

present, negotiate and reciprocate; what i t  means to be a buyer or 

a salesman; what id en tit ies  do they have; how do they characterise 

and evaluate themselves; how does status feature as central to the ir  

id e n t it ie s . In as much as people avoid work which they feel to be 

beneath th e ir  d ign ity , consideration must also be given to the converse; 
what constitutes th e ir  most preferrable work; what status identit ies  

would they like  to perceive of themselves. In this way, a picture 

can be b u i l t  up of the range of id en tit ie s  which are available for  

negotiation and reciprocation.

The next chapter w i l l  consider these questions in respect to the 

salesmen. Although they a l l  under-go . identical selection procedures 

and training course, they each emerge as d if fe re n t ,  placing d iffe ren t  

interpretations on how to go about th e ir  work and, in consequence, 
bringing in to play d if fe ren t ranges.of id e n t it ie s , establishing d iffe ren t  

relationships. For the buyers, there is no collective  backdrop or
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uniform training course and in this sense, each one can o ffe r  a 

wholly in d iv id u a lis tic  approach. As w il l  be developed in the secorid 

chapter, the analytical motif fa c i l i ta te s  an understanding of the 

many common patterns to the ir  accounts. In this chapter, the questions 

addressed to the salesmen w il l  also be posed of the buyers. By the 

end of these two chapters, these groups of anonymous buyers and 

salesmen w il l  be apprehended as fa m il ia r ,  a c t iv e , l iv e  human beings. 
Before moving on to consider the relationships they each establish 

and the process of building a re lationship, i t ' s  problems and i t ' s  

v i t a l i t y ,  a b r ie f  conceptual summary chapter w i l l  be inserted fo r  

reasons which w i l l  appear obvious by then.
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INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter has outlined the selected analytical framework, 

conceptualising the pattern of relationships underpinning the data: 
the reciprocation of acceptable id en tit ies  as the basis for a re la tion 
ship, providing a context in which to deal. The emphasis has been on 

the jo in t  character of the relationship and the dyadic nature of such 

action: 'buying and s e l l in g ' ,  'buyers and s e l le r s ' , ' in te r -a c t io n ' ,  

'exchange' - everything has a two-way rhythm to i t .  In order to 

understand this however, we must now consider i t  from each side; what 
does i t  mean to be a'buyer or a salesman and what does each side have 

available to them to bring to the relationship. This way, these can 

be interwoven in order to make fu l l  sense of the processes by which 

the two come together and build a relationship and context for the 

deal i t s e l f .

This chapter w il l  address the salesmen. From the fieldwork design, 
more data were collected about them than of buyers and they provided 

the continuity between deals. Starting with a purely descriptive 

account of the sales o ff ice  based on observations over a period of time, 
this is intended to provide a p ic to ria l understanding of the environment 
from which these salesmen operated. In a sense, this w i l l  be the 

organisational backdrop to the individual actors, from which the analysis 

w il l  lead to both the collective  and individual notions of being a 

salesman. Gradually an image of the 5 individuals who made the team 

should emerge and in turn th e ir  individual approaches to making re la tion 
ships can be addressed. As outlined at the end of the previous chapter, 
this w i l l  include what iden tit ies  they prefer; what is th e ir  ideal; 
what do they present and how do they actually achieve i t ;  and how do 

they evaluate themselves and th e ir  id e n t it ie s .
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5 .1  INSIDE THE SALES OFFICE

Beginning the fieldwork in the sales office  with a new sales manager 
(Mike) and newly recruited sales team, gave me the opportunity of 
observing the sart of education and in i t ia t io n  which the salesmen 

underwent. The local branch office  was part of the Birmingham Area 

and within 3 months, had 5 senior salesmen, aiming to achieve 8 

senior salesmen within 12 months with longer term*plans for expansion 

into an Area in th e ir  own r igh t. For the duration of the fieldwork 

{15 months) the number of senior salesmen never went above 5 at any 

one time and they remained within the Birmingham Area (covering most
of Southern England, the Midlands and South Wales with a total of
about 25 constant senior salesmen and 5 others). They a ll  met in
Birmingham once a month, as the local sales manager put i t :  "to
develop a team s p ir i t  -  sort of family atmosphere, so the guys get to 

feel they belong and that th e ir  problems are common to everyone and not 
ju s t  them working on th e ir  own. I t  can be a lonely l i f e  being a sales
man." In addition, the local team met together once a week and for  

about the f i r s t  4 months I attended these meetings regularly and there
a f te r ,  occasionally.

The common crit ic ism  of the previous local team (with whom I worked 

fo r  only 2 months and tested the fieldwork design) was that there was 

no d isc ip line , drive or in i t ia t iv e .  From the beginning, this new team 

was expected to prove i t s e l f : - .  A number of changes took place in 

quick succession. The f i r s t  was a physical reorganisation of the 

o ff ic e  into a smart, secluded demonstration showroom, and a separate 

and more private o ff ice  for the sales manager at one end, a large open- 
plan o ff ice  for the salesteam in the middle of the premises and at the 

other end, small individual offices fo r  the major accounts, word 

processor and te le fax  salesmen (who reported direct to th e ir  respective 

managers in Birmingham) and an office  area for the service engineers 

administration. This immediately created much more wall space than j 

before which was subsequently covered with various charts, maps and 

memos. From the salesmen's desks these were a l l  c learly  v is ib le  and 

could not even be avoided when getting a coffee from the machine.
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This domination by charts and wall space was actually  rather important.
At a glance, each salesman could see how he compared against the others 

for that month and for the rest of the quarter. He could also see how 

he compared against the target for each period. Thus each salesman 

knew who had and who had not made quota for the month, who was earning 

the highest rate of commission and who was s t i l l  struggling to keep 

up on the basic rate.^ On average, monthly quota was the qquivalent 

of about machines. The main chart, often simply referred to as 

"the board", dominated a l l  the others as i t  was very large, very clear  

and very colourful. The various colours were the codes fo r  d iffe ren t  

machines, methods of finance and the differences of insta lla tions  as 

opposed to orders. I t  was not unusual on this side-on bar chart 
representation to see one salesman way ahead of the others by the end 

of the month. There was also a kind of ceremonious delight taken in 

putting another marker up by one's name and watching the reaction of 
the rest of the o ff ic e . In one account, the salesman completed a 

m ultiple deal of which he said: " . . th a t 's  a f a i r  few points too -
pretty  good fo r  prestige on the board." Such was the l ig h t  in which 

th is salesman viewed the board.

Next to the board was a large t e r r i to r ia l  map. Each salesman's te r r i to ry  

was marked out and labelled with a nickname incorporated into the 

salesman's name. The nicknames were created by the sales manager, Mike, 
but the salesmen picked them up. The significance of these nicknames 

did not become appâtent until they began to change a f te r  about 6 months 

and in the changes were reflected changes in the salesman's success or 

position. Fbr instance, "Fast Eddie ..."  went to "Eddie Shoestring..."  

re flecting  a decline in his success and also an increasing concern 
with his "scruffy" suits (as "Shoestring", a loca lly  based TV character, 
was famous for his suits which looked like  sloppy pyjamas.) Steve, 
who came to selling  from teaching went from "Steve the P ro f . . ."  to 

"Steve the S hrin k ..."  , the la t te r  t i t l e  being a derisive term for the
O.U. degree which he was trying to do in his spare time in psychology.

1. Basic rate in 1979-80 was about £5,000 per annum, commission at 
£5 per point, senior salesman quota was 25 points per month and commi
ssion thereafter was £50 per point. Points were awarded according to 
the machine and method of finance. For example, rental on a small new 
model would be about 5 points as opposed to a lease or outright purchase 
on a larger, older model which would be about 13 points. As company 
policies changed, so the points awarded for each model varied and would 
be indicated on the memo board.
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Another went from "Curry", the name of his previous employer, to 

"City S licker", re flecting  his change in style of dress, appearance 

and confidence and increase in his performance success. As with the 

performance chart, what at f i r s t  appeared an innocent p ic to ria l repre
sentation was c learly  significant and meaningful fo r  each salesman 

concerned.

These two dominated one w a ll ,  which led into the corner where there 

was a coffee machine. Standing by the coffee machine, you were in one 

of the few places where neither the receptionist nor the sales manager 
could see you from th e ir  desk and o ff ice  respectively. The Coffee 

machine was an important place for exchanging 'secret' or gossip type 

information and i t  was around here for example, that most rumours were 

cultivated. On the other w a ll ,  leading out of .the comer was some of 
the most devastating information, contained on the memo board. Amidst 
a l l  the usual notices eg. f i r e  and safety at work act, extracts from 

the employment act etc , along with product and model information 

sheets and expense regulations, there were some véry caustic memos which 

emanated from both the local and the Area sales managers. Some of 
these were very personal, c r i t ic is in g  an individual salesman fo r  the 

shoes he wore or in another case, fo r  not turning his trousers up to 

the 'r ig h t '  length. Some of these were intended to be hurorous although
s t i l l  convey a message of some sort eg. one was taken from an advert
for protection against foot odour, with the words above i t  in large red
f e l t  pen "Pat, is this for you?". On a more serious level were the memos
from Birmingham. A regular one was a fo rtn ig h tly  roundup of performance 

throughout the Area, with the previous months performance figures for  

each (of the 25) salesmen given as a comparison. The covering note 

pointed out who had done w e ll ,  who had done consistently w e ll ,  who was 

being excellent and heading for the top and who was at the bottom. One 

fo rtn ig h t, Trevor, a local senior salesman had sold nothing. The 

covering note said:"Senior salesmen; must obviously be reminded that 
zero performance w il l  not be to lera ted ."  As the only senior salesman 

of the 25 in the Area who had a zero rating for the fo rtn ig h t, this  

comment was c learly  directed at him. The note went on to highlight  

new salesmen who were s t i l l  on probation who were achieving higher 

results than senior salesmen and so on. This bu lle tin  was at i ts  

most c r i t ic a l  when covering a roundup of théîArea for the quarter.
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Even more important though, these memos were public knowledge which 

each salesman kept an eye on, knowing that in some cases they were 

public to the rest of the Area and that comments would be made at the 

monthly meeting.

I
These were ju s t some of the ways in which competition and competitive
ness was ascribed and sustained by the physical environment. Another 

way was in it ia te d  by the sales manager, Mike, (under direction from 

Birmingham). A fter the team had been together fo r  about 3 months, 
he pitched them into competition against a s im ilar branch team in 

Scotland. Using th e ir  facsimile machine (photocopy/phone link ) they 

were constantly exchanging up-to-date information on sales figures, etc.
in what became known as "The ( ..........) Lads" v. "The Flying Scotsmen".
Whichever team lost bought each member of the other team a bottle  of 
malt whisky, exchanged at the annual national meeting where they met 
for  the f i r s t  time. As i t  transpired, the local o ff ice  won.

The salesmeetings which had led up to announcing this competition were 

geared to acquainting the salesmen with what was expected of them. 
I n i t i a l l y ,  they were f a i r ly  low-key, basic instructional 'lessons'.
For example, at the f i r s t  one, Mike used a f l i p  chart to demonstrate 

how to sell a particu lar model.  ̂ beginning with identify ing the Feature 

which appealed most to the buyer, explaining the Advantages of i t  to 

him and then i l lu s tra t in g  the subsequent Benefits he would accrue from 

buying this particu lar model'from this particu lar supplier (FAB). Then, 
going through the costs he explained the most advantageous way in which 

to present costs. After a couple of weeks, using motivational-type 

films (eg. "Profile  of a Winner") based on American sales techniques, 
the tone of these meetings became more pressurised. For example, one 

week a l l  the salesmen were c r it ic ise d  for th e ir  apparent lack of s k i l ls  

in recent weeks. They were given the example of the top Birmingham 

salesman who "has been known to make £1,500 a month commission alone.
Now, he's a class A guy and a class A salesman and do you know what 

his secret is? I t ' s  consistent, planned a c t iv i ty ."  Mike put a slow 

and deliberate emphasis on this last phrase. He went on to Explain 

how they could best lay out th e ir  day and th e ir  week. He introduced 

them to work a c t iv ity  sheets which they had to complete weekly for him 

(These were in fact standard to a l l  established offices and were pooled
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in Birmingham.) Their ideal per week should be: 60 cold c a lls ,

12 f i r s t  face-to-face meetings, 4 demonstrations, 3 closing situations 

and 1 sale. From these, he demonstrated how he would be able to work 

out th e ir  s k i l ls  profiles so he would have an idea of where they were 

going wrong. For example, i f  a salesman was doing 100 cold calls  for  

every 12 face-to-face meetings, then something must be wrong with his 

canvassing techniques. He suggested that they too should be aware 

of the various ratios and learn to spot th e ir  own weaknesses. These 

a c t iv i ty  sheets were paired and to be handed in on Friday afternoon 

at the sales meeting. One was a record of the past weeks a c t iv ity  and 

the other, a projection of a c t iv ity  fo r  the coming week. Both were 

sent on to Birmingham.

At the next meeting, these criticisms were followed up with an "Outline 

Development Programme". He noted that from th e ir  f i r s t  weekly a c t iv ity  

sheets, they a l l  showed a "rotten set of ra tios . I know you're a l l  
quite new to selling but this is re a l ly  bad. You wouldn't even be able 

to se ll £5 fo r  50p at this ra te , so we're gonna have to change a l l  this  

i f  you're gonna sell any copiers at a l l . "  The outline development 
programme covered 31 aspects of s e ll in g . Against each heading was a 

space fo r  discussion data, practical experience, follow-up discussions 

and for marking whether or not satisfactory progress and development 
had been achieved. The intention was that each salesman should 

concentrate on developing his proficiency in each area, discussing and 

evaluating the level of s k i l l  achieved with Mike at regular in tervals.  
The emphasis throughout was on "professionalism". Although 'profession
alism' can have a variety of in terpretations, here i t  meant projecting 

an image of the organisation as being essentia lly  a professional establ
ishment, more at the upper than the lower end of the market. Translated 

into practical terms, i t  meant carrying copier accessories in a suitcase 

on demonstrations rather than a cardboard box, making an appointment in 

advance rather than calling in "on the o ff  chance", always looking smart 
and tidy  even down to the contents of the attache case, not too many 

papers that i t  bulges at the seams but not too few in case they look 

unprepared, dark two or three piece suits rather than a jacket and 

trousers, even i f  they did match. As one of the few national copier 

sales teams, the organisation was deemed more respectable than many of 
the dealer networks and th e ir  manager was quick to remind them that: "The 

standards of your work re fle c t  the standards of professionalism and of 
our company."
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I t  was very interesting to watch the progression of these sales meetings. 
With time, they grew more agressive in content, tone,manner and style:  

they seemed to aim at putting more and more pressure on the salesmen 

to reach the target and to succeed. I t  was almost as i f  they were 

being persuaded to adopt the organisation's ethos and approach in very 

much the same way as they were trying to persuade th e ir  clients to adopt 
th e ir  models and products. The way in which ideas were phrased, 

appealing to one's 'nobler' instincts , the emphasis on professionalism, 
'assuming the sale' and simply launching into an 'appeal' without 
questioning whether or not the audience agree with\;the in i t i a l  premise, 
were a l l  ways in which the sales manager, Mike, attempted to carry them 

with him, through the sales meetings. He was e ffec tive ly  using on them 

the techniques of persuasion which they were being taught to use on 

th e ir  c lien ts . In teresting ly , in informal discussions a f te r  the meetings, 
no one seemed to be aware of this po ss ib il i ty . They sometimes scorned 

parts of the meetings as being scaremongering ta c tic s , trying to pressure 

them into making 10 sales the following week. But no one even hinted 

at this being Mike's attempts to 's e l l '  them the ideas of se lling for  

Repro, in the same way that they were expected to sell to and persuade 

th e ir  c lien ts .

The basic train ing programme for the f i r s t  6 months was comprised of
2

a 2 week residential course ; approximately .3 months as an assistant 
salesman, assisting a senior salesman; and then 3 months 'probation'perhaps 

co-ordinating in an area with a senior salesman. More usually though, 
within 3 months of joining Repro, the salesman would be assigned a 

te r r i to ry  to operate as 'senior salesman'. What was gradually in s t i l le d  

in each salesman was a constant need to improve s k il ls  and proficiency 

at s e ll in g , developing a professional a ttitude  and competitive s p i r i t ,  
both indiv idually  and co lle c t ive ly , and a constant reminder that he 

should demonstrate the a b i l i ty  to be successful. This la t te r  point 
perhaps lies  at the heart of the issue: that is ,  a successful salesman
can be, and is by the company., evaluated in many d iffe ren t ways - the

2 . This training course covered aspects such as the organisation, 
product knowledge, competitor knowledge, pricing policy,and commission 
rates, leasing and basic mechanics of finance, techniques and practices 
of s e ll in g , establishing sales objectives and 2-3 days of case studies 
and role-playing exercises.
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number of machines sold, the number of machines sold with greatest 

points attached, the income of the salesman, the ordericalls ra t io ,  
the ordersidems ra t io ,  the number of minutes per week spent in face- 
to-face c a l ls 'e tc ,  etc. Every possible conceivable piece of dafum is
used as a means by which to measure and evaluate success, so to be a
successful salesman means to excel! in every possible way.

In a way, the sales o ff ic e  i t s e l f  offered enough material for  a thesis 

and the problem here is to deliver a potted version of some of the more 

major features. At the end of the 15 months which I spent with this 

'new' sales team, of the original 5 senior salesmen only 2 remained.
In that time, 2 more had been recruited and trained, only to leave

within 3 months of being assigned to th e ir  te r r i to r ie s .  A further
4 recruits had l e f t  before even getting as fa r  as being made senior 

salesmen and Mike himself was about to 'resign' and leave the company. 
Of a l l  these personnel changes, only one senior salesman had stayed 

within the company, being promoted to major accounts and only one 

newly recruited senior salesman had stayed on for more than 3 months. 
The reasons for this turn round in s ta f f  were numerous and by a l l

3
accounts, this was not only common to Repro but a l l  sales offices of 
sim ilar organisations siffered the same problem. Rather than becoming 

sidetracked here by this issue, i t  w i l l  be mentioned where i t  relates  

to the salesmen who took part in the project only. Of the 5 original 
salesmen, one l e f t  before the project was underway and subsequent 
recruits did not stay long enough to become established. Thus the 

research was based on the remaining four of this original team, (Pat, 
Alan, Trevor & Steve) th e ir  sales manager Mike, and another salesman 

Jim, who took over when Steve l e f t .  (Jim had come from a s im ilar job, 
selling l i t e r a l l y  identical copiers fo r  a dealer. Thus he was assigned 

Steve's te r r i to ry  s tra ight away and did not go on the residential 
training course.)

3. Contacts made through the exploratory fieldwork with another major 
copier organisation admitted a high s ta ff  turnover. I t  is not uncommon 
in this kind of se lling  for sales managers to be paid an annual "bonus' 
or commission based on the number of s ta f f  who have not l e f t  the sales 
team during the year. Buyers often mentioned and complained of the 
rapidly changing faces' amongst o ff ice  equipment suppliers.
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5 . 2  THE SALESMEN

This b r ie f  description of the sales o ffice  has revealed that the two 

most salient daily  features were achievement and figures and manifested 

themselves in a variety  of ways. In a sense, what has been described 

to this point has been the atmosphere and culture ascribed by the 

cojTipany. From the various memos, salesmen's forms, information sheets, 
targets, charts and so on, the company was ascribing some of the 

conditions and contingencies, part icu la r ly  in numerical form, which 

were sustaining to the o ff ic e . From the sales team meetings, this  

culture was further sustained by Mike giving them a number of techniques 

fo r  handling this or th a t , a number of areas in which to develop a 

professional a ttitude  and selling proficiency, a number of ways in which 

they could measure success, a l i s t  of do's and don'ts etc , setting them 

in competition co llec tive ly  and ind iv idually . Collectively  they were 

in competition with other branches eg.the Scottish case, and also the 

other brnaches in the Birmingham Area fo rtn ig h tly  and monthly round-ups. 
There was national acclaim to win the annual round-up of figures as a 

branch team and also as individual salesmen. Ind iv idually , there were 

also other ways of achieving this 'success': through the figures on 

"the board", the fo rtn ig h tly  branch and Area figures, via memos, annual 
national figures, internal competitions and so on, using a wide variety  

of techniques fo r measuring competitive success.

Against this backdrop, the salesmen operated essentially  alone and as 

individuals. Very occasionally they would a l l  work together on a " b l i tz " ,  
where they a l l  canvassed one te r r i to ry  for one or two days as a "morale 

booster" for that te r r i to ry 's  salesman. For the rest of the time, they 

worked alone. They a l l  went on the same train ing course and worked out 
of the same office  but the way in which they did so was individual. 
In teresting ly , they a l l  had very d if fe ren t and eclectic  backgrounds, 

with the exception of Steve who had , a f te r  3 years at teacher training  

college, spent 8 years teaching 'A' level French. The others had a l l  
had a variety  of jobs before coming to Repro as well as a variety of 
educational backgrounds, for example,ranging from 'O' levels at a 

secondary modern school through 'A' levels at Grammar School to one 

who had qualified  as a Cost and Management Accountant. One had had a 

variety of re ta i l  experiences. Another had been a laboratory technician 

and a market s ta l l  trader. Another had be*n a r e l ie f  bar manager and
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erstwhile car mechanic. Although some had had experience of selling  

machines akin to photocopiers, this did not apply to a l l ,  neither did 

i t  seem to be important. They rarely spoke to each other about what 
they had done in the past nor did i t  appear to matter in the slightest 
What did count was what they were doing now. That was the common link  

between them and that was what they could use to compare themseleves 

with each other. Thus i t  was that Steve, fo r  example, who had the 

highest level of formal qualifications and the best command of the 

English language, fared no better than the others. In comparison with 

the other salesmen, he never achieved the highest results on any scale 

of measurement and in the eyes of the others, never "made i t "  as a 

salesman. The important point was that i t  did not matter what you had 

done before because what counted was what you could do now, under the 

same conditions as everyone else. Thus Jim who had come from another
copier supplier was treated in the same way as Steve - he had to prove
his a b i l i ty  "on the board" rather than through recounting anecdotes of 
past experiences. In this way, i t  was a rather ex is ten tia l existence, 
with no requirement of any history and such is the precarious nature
of s e ll in g , the foreseeable future was only ever a few days ahead.

In evaluating each others success, they were quick to c r i t ic is e  and 

rarely missed an opportunity to throw out the odd 'snipe':

Alan: "You can t e l l  Trevor's not been keeping up from the amount of
time he's in the o ffice  these days. You don't make sales in 
the o ff ic e ."

Trevor: "He may be ahead on the board but i t ' s  a l l  small one-off rentals. 
Anyone can get those easy enough."

Alan: " I t 's  not f a i r .  Steve gets a new car because he does the mileage
I 'v e  sold a hundred times more than what he has and I 'v e  s t i l l  
got the same sh itty  motor, ju s t because I work the c ity  centre. 
Maybe I should prang i t . "

Jim: "I think y o u 'l l  find Alan always tr ie s  to use f i r s t  names but
I don't feel comfortable unless I re a lly  know the guy. And 
I think i f  you look at Alan's figures y o u 'l l  see that i t  puts 
o ff  a lo t  of buyers. He seems to do an awful lo t  of f i r s t  
faces before he gets any dems."
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These salesmen internalised the competitiveness ascribed by the organ

isation both in s p ir i t  and through d irect comparisons and by th e ir  

behaviour helped to sustain the competitive environment. The comments 

above were those given to me in confidence. What tended to happen when 

they were a l l  in the o ffice  together was more like  a continuation of 
th e ir  daily  task: they kept on s e ll in g , in as much as they continued
presenting themselves in the way they wanted to be seen as salesmen.
Since a l l  but Steve wanted to be seen as successful ( ie .  high achieving) 

salesmen, they kept up the sales 'fro n t ' even in the o f f ic e . For 

instance, trave ll in g  with Alan one day, we went to a f i r s t  face-to-face  

call where we met the chief accountant of a small engineering company.
( I  was introduced as'trainee salesperson'.) From my observations, i t  

did not seem to a promising or successful encounter. Alan explained 

in the car how he had "not got into" the s ituation, had begun to run 

dry and f e l t  he was up against a brickwall which had put him o f f .  When 

we got back to the o ff ic e , Alan started chatting with Trevor and Steve, 
explaining that he did not think he was going to "crack" this buyer 
although he had had a "bloody good try" at him. In Alan's estimation, 
these accountants were a l l  the same, consumed by the money side of a 

deal to the exclusion of a l l  else including such notions as q u a lity ,  
features and benefits. The others sympathised with him about accountants, 
agreeing that there was always one case l ike  that each day which was 

what made selling such a hard job. From my observations, I had made a 

very d if fe ren t analysis.of what happened between Alan and the prospective 

buyer. The buyer certain ly had not seemed very interested but rather 

that had appeared to be Alan's problem. Alan had pursued a f a i r ly  

standard pattern when he met the buyer, talking about features, advantages 

technical details  and benefits e tc . ,  a l l  in considerable depth and when 

he got no response from the buyer, he had carried on ta lk ing , re-phrasing 

and e ffec t ive ly  repeating what he had already said. Nothing had been 

reciprocated other than th e ir  names and job t i t l e s  of salesman and accoun
tant and as the conversation went on in its  one-sided way, Alan confirmed 

that he was a 'salesman' and the buyer confirmed he was an 'accountant' 
according to stereotype. As i t  transpired, Alan was righ t and this  

potential sale faded to nothing as he was never granted another appoint
ment. In e f fe c t ,  this example i l lu s tra te s  two different'accounts of 
the same performance which Alan chose to give to two d if fe re n t audiences, 
and an a lternative  interpretation generated through my own obseravtions. 
The two d iffe re n t accounts also imply two d iffe ren t id e n tit ies .
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The examples of selling to each other are endless because in a way i t  

was almost expected of each other. The oldest and most experienced 

salesman, Pat, who was quickly promoted to major accounts explained:

" . . . i f  you're a rea lly  good, f i r s t  class salesman then you can 
do i t  in your sleep. I mean you ju s t  don't switch o ff  -  i t ' s  
second nature. That's why once you've got a taste for i t  you 
tend to stick with i t  even i f  you change firms or products 
completely. I  mean in a way I'm se lling  to you now. I t ' s  not 
that I'm trying to and you don't have to believe any of this 
but I do because i t ' s  my l i f e .  I 'v e  been a salesman of sorts 
fo r 10 years -  and I know I do i t  a l l  the time now. I mean i f  
someone asks me something I don't want to answer I ' l l  maybe 
tw ist i t  round or move i t  on to something that I do want to 
answer - even say with the family I ' l l  do i t .  Mow I don't mean 
to do i t  to be clever or annoying. I mean I don't rea lly  mean 
to do i t  at a l l  but I suppose I do i t  because I 'v e  done i t  for  
so long i t ' s  me and I have to believe i t  or else give up selling  
I suppose. Do you understand? I t ' s  re a l ly  hard to explain."

What he seemed to be suggesting was that to Ije a good salesman you 

have to appear not to be a 'salesman' at a l l .  That is ,  everything you 

say and do has to appear to be natural, something you do ord inarily  

rather than something you do ex tra -o rd inarily  when you deliberately  

have your salesman's cap on. In a way, Pat here was suggesting that 
he was trying to be what I wanted him to be but that by the same token, 
he had to be able to believe Whatever i t  was he was presenting,however 

temporary. S im ilarly , with reference to his fam ily, he was suggesting 

that i t  makes no difference who the audience is ;  the fac t that i t  has 

become 'second nature' fo r  Pat makes him feel that he must believe in 

whatever he is presenting of himself. The phrase "the salesman's 

answer" is a common one and is a ttributable  to cases where a salesman 

nanages to evade giving a specific or p articu lar  answer without the 

questioner ever realis ing or being aware of this evasion. From my own 

experience, interviewing salesmen was a t times extraordinarily  d i f f i c u l t .  
I t  might fe e l l ike  a struggle to get at a p art icu la r  point however 
subtly one tr ied  to approach i t ,  only to read through the transcript  

la te r  and discover that there was nothing there which might give a 

committing or in any sense completed answer.
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The interview style of each salesman could be quite revealing in this

way. Those whom I had observed in the o ffice  as constantly s e ll in g ,
presenting themselves in particu lar ways, continued this 's e ll in g ' in 

th e ir  interviews. Even some of the most jocular remarks (of which there 

was a never ending flow) in the o ff ice  could be interpreted as a 

manifestation of the compètitiveness and continuation of the individual 
'successful salesman' presentation. For example, when Alan shaved his 

moustache o ff  he received endless leg-pull about how i t  made him look 

20 years younger (he was only 27) but there were also comments along 

the lines of:
-  he seems to think that a smooth skin w i l l  make him a smooth 

ta lke r . I keep te l l in g  you Alan, that/s not the secret of 
success. I knaw.
(the speaker being a highly productive salesman with a moustache)

-  you only did i t  so that some of your stitch-ups in the last
month won't recognise you, is n ' t  that so Alan?

In a d if fe re n t  se tting , these remarks might be taken as purely jo v ia l  
but in the competitive atmosphere of the sales o ff ic e ,  each remark had 

a s ligh t edge. In teresting ly , the salesmen rarely  met on social occas
ions outside the o f f ic e .  Even fo r  things l ik e  playing squash a f te r  work, 
i t  was more often arranged between a salesman and a service engineer 

rather than between two salesmen.

The few subject areas which did unite the salesmen were things like  

complaining about the company, Birmingham administration, the sales 

manager, company cars and expenses, exchanging stereotypes of buyers 

and the more technical details  of th e ir  work. But these were always 
subjects where there would be no reflection  on them as good salesmen 

i f  they were to say something negative. For example, complaining 

about Birmingham could even be used positive ly , in that i t  was Birmingham's 

fa u lt  that you lost this sale because they sent the wrong machine down 

and the particu lar buyer is not one fo r  being messed around etc.

All the salesmen were analytical of th e ir  performances. From the nature 

of the job they had to be because losing sales cost them money in 

commission which they might otherwise have earned. The organisation 

too emphasised the need to spot areas where s k il ls  were lacking. As 

mentioned before, they were taught standard methods by which to isolate  

areas of "deficiency" in th e ir  techniques, using comparative figures
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ra tios . With the exception of Steve, these analyses however, were 

never presented as a reflection  on the individual salesman's a b i l i ty  

in any c r i t ic a l  sense. I t  was always the fa u lt  of the buyer or some 

external contingency, never the fa u l t  of the salesman that no deal had 

been done. Thus in the case of Alan, while suggesting to me immediately
a f te r  that i t  had not been a good presentation because he had "not got
into" i t ,  he presented the case to the other salesmen as being the 

buyer's narrowmindedness which had blocked any potential deal. The 

only salesman to be openly s e l f -c r i t ic a l  was Steve but as w i l l  be
discussed la te r ,  he provided the exception in many ways.

In terms of the analytical framework, these ideas contributed to the 

conceptualisation of "identity" as a major theme in the data. In 

particu lar (leaving Steve aside for the moment), the id en tity  of 
"successful" salesman was most important. From a l l  manner of sources, 
there was a constant emphasis on "success", high achievement and 

professionalism: from the organisation structure and routines, through
the "team" s p ir i t  and branch off ice  to individual d e ta ils . The organi
sation provided the backdrop, encouraging and fostering the competitive 

atmosphere, as well as the means by which success could be assessed.
The ra tio s , effic iency c r i te r ia ,  quotas, commission were a l l  obvious 

measures of success which the organisation made more e x p lic i t  through 

the publication and c irculation of memos, wall charts .etc. C o llective ly ,  
this level of competition and atmosphere of achievement was il lu s tra te d  

through th e ir  sales competition with the Scottish branch. Ind iv idually ,  
they were in d irect competition with each other a l l  the time, not ju s t  

through "points of the board". Although commission was th e ir  primary 

measure of 'success' (as i t  was readily  translated into more recognisable 

success symbols eg. a months holiday in New Zealand for Pat, handmade 

suits fo r  Alan e tc ) ,  there were more constant and less tangible grounds 

fo r  competition between them; i t  took place on the basic level of 
th e ir  work interactions (or perhaps, work relationships). Each competed 

through the way he presented himself to others (including to me): fo r
example, deals which did not reach completion were never presented to 

the detriment of the salesman's image as the following quotation from 

Jim i l lu s tra te s :
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"The good buyers are much more professional and much less 
suspicious of you as a salesman. Like I phoned.a guy up las t  
week. They've got a machine and they won't swap. OK. Fair  
do's. They've got no immediate reason to swap. But they're  
fools i f  they stop looking. The reason they won't swap is 
that they've got this Works Manager who's probably a very busy 
man so he ju s t won't bother. Now when you consider that that  
guy is losing his firm £200 per month roughly because they've 
got such a crap machine which we could save £200 per month on 
- now that pays a few workers. But they won't a/en consider 
seeing you.

In this interview, he had been talking about a d if fe re n t  deal but used 

the opportunity to compare professional and non-professional buyers 

through this i l lu s tra t io n .  In making this 'a s id e ',  Jim tr ie s  to add 

yet another piece of evidence of the 'successful salesman', and so 

continues 's e ll in g ' throughout the interview. I t  is no fa u l t  of his 

i f  buyers are foolish enough to overlook these ofers he makes, offers  

that no sensible person could refuse. I t  is  no re flection  on his 

canvassing a b i l i ty  that he did not obtain an appointment. I t  is the 

buyer's problem and the buyer's fa u l t .

I t  was in referring to this as "constantly selling" that the conceptual 
l ink  emerged: that is ,  where 's e l l in g ' had been characterised in terms
of presenting and negotiating id e n t it ie s ,  these notions were seen to 

underlie th e ir  a c t iv it ie s  in general, presenting and negotiating ident
i t ie s  with colleagues in the o f f ic e ,  during my interviews etc. The 

sales o ff ice  environment served to emphasise "professional achievement" 

through "successful" s e ll in g , promoting the "successful" salesman 

iden tity  and as taken up by the salesmen, this emphasis was further  

strengthened. Each (except Steve) sought to present the iden tity  of 
successful salesman. In order to do so, there had to be some evidence 

of that success, essentia lly , success in s e ll in g , in negotiating 

iden tit ies  and establishing relationships and doing deals with buyers. 
The salesmen had to have achieved some measure of success in selling  

to be in a position to present the iden tity  of successful salesman.
I t  was then possible to sustain this id en tity  fo r  a period of time 

without achieving success through the more important measures. That 
is ,  not a l l  salesmen could earn the highest commission that particu lar  

month and i t  was acceptable to have "bad patches" or to be on a "down 

cycle fo r a while. But this could only be temporary. After too long, 
the successful salesman identity  began to crumble, demanding extensive
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hard work, effort.and achievement to build i t  up again. Sometimes 

when th is happened, the salesmanager would arrange a "b li tz"  on the 

salesman's te r r i to ry ,  as a 'morale booster', building him up a set 
of leads in the space of two days which alone would have taken him 

several weeks.

Th^ descriptive picture is completed, i l lu s tra t in g  the three aspects 

of th e ir  work -  organisational, collective and individual -  which 

together m ilitated  towards achievement. Organisationally, there was 

an emphasis on professional achievement in successful selling created 

through memos and meetings etc, forming the basis of the ascribed 

organisational culture. Collectively and indiv idually  the salesmen 

embraced these notions and sustained an atmosphere which fostered this  

culture and an environment in which success and achievement were 

c ruc ia lly  important fo r  survival. To survive in this environment 
demanded that each salesman projected himself as the succesful salesman.
The prerequisite to presenting legitim ately  this successful id en tity  was 

achieving success in sales. This occurs in the negotiation of acceptable 

id e n t it ie s ,  establishing a relationship with potential buyers. However, 
their buyers were spread across a wide spectrum from fu llt im e  "professional" 

buyers and O&M managers to infrequent buyers such as works, o ff ice  an 

accounts managers. To achieve success across this broad range of buyers, 
a salesman would need to be able to negotiate a correspondingly broad 

range of id e n t it ie s ,  each one depending on the particu lar buyer in 

that s ituation . In e f fe c t ,  that was what each salesman was trying to 

do: to appear the high achiever, in congruence with the organisational
culture and supporting the projection of the successful salesman id e n t ity ,  
success had to be achieved in negotiating a broad range of id en tit ies  

with a variety  of d iffe ren t buyers.

5.3 THE RANGE OF IDENTITIES

The crucial dimension of success becomes the range of iden tit ies  which 

each salesman could present and negotiate. Since no data were collected  

of the specific buyer-seller interactions, there was no way of discovering 

the exact nature of iden tit ies  negotiated in each deal. However, a 

sense of the range of id en tit ies  negotiated manifested i t s e l f  in the 

data in d iffe ren t ways. Primarily, this was through f i r s t ,  an idea of
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a hierarchy of selling which the salesmen held; secondly, accounts 

of the situations they did not l ik e ;  th ird ly ,  accounts of th e ir  most 
preferred deals; and f in a l ly ,  through developing an understanding of 
Steve who for some time had remained the exception in the data.

The salesmen's data contained a strong hierarchical notion of selling  

careers, including an understanding of th e ir  own position. For them, 
the 'real d ir ty  work' of selling was typ if ied  by door-to-door selling  

eg. double glazing and encyclopedias: much "hard g ra ft  and leg work"
for l i t t l e  reward. They saw i t  as a rather negative sales job where 

most of a salesman's time is spent trying to find people who w i l l  not 
shut the door in his face, rather than actually  engaged in se lling .
At the 'ideal'end of the hierarchy was "consultancy type" s e ll in g , where 

the salesman is "expert", consulted for his knowledge and s k i l l ,  ident
ify ing the best solution to a complex problem; fo r  example, selling  

computerised management information systems/packages, which require 

ta ilo r in g  to individual organisational needs. Selling fo r  Repro was 

somewhere between these: more specifica lly , between say, franking .
machine se lling  ("no organisational backup and no professionalism" - 
Trevor) and less reputable copier dealers on the one hand, and on the 

other, fo r  example, major accounts se ll in g , dealing in the context of 
established relationships with fulltim e,professional buyers (or buying 

panel) and negotiating multiple contracts etc. Their organisation, 
t ra in in g , product and professional approach were means by which they 

could locate th e ir  work along this imaginary hierarchy.

They did not l ike  'doorstep' presentations; where a buyer conducts the ir  

meeting in reception, l i t e r a l l y  '̂on the doorstep" even though an appoint
ment has been pre-arranged, in keeping with th e ir  professional approach.
The salesmen seemed put o ff  by this and constrained, giving only a 

shortened presentation. The public nature of reception^seemed not to 

o ffe r  a place conducive to conducting a meeting and was often cited as 

the reason for a bad presentation and poor performance, with which other 

salesmen sympathised. For the buyer however, such behaviour says 

something of his own iden tity  and that which he anticipates of the salesman 

That is ,  he treats him like  a door-to-ck)or salesman who has just walked 

in o ff  the street": an iden tity  which this professional salesman finds
unacceptable (incongruent with his professional id e n t ity ) .  In this
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situation , the salesman's behaviour e ffec tive ly  implies a rejection  

of this iden tity ; that is ,  they tended to shorten the presentation, 

giving b r ie f details  and brochure in exchange for another appointment, 
"when you are not so busy and we can s i t  down and t a l k . . . " .  In e f fec t ,  

this is to negotiate id en tit ies  with the buyer, indicating the mis

placement of in i t i a l  identifications and implying what would be more 

acceptable to him; that of professional salesman who warrants a 

private meeting etc. To continue the presentation as usual in this  

doorstep situation would imply acceptance of this door-to-door iden tity  

and treatment accordingly. In the few cases where the salesmen did 

accept this situation and continue the presentation, they always 

accepted the causes of such treatment; that is ,  e ith e r  they had cold 

canvassed without an appointment or the buyer seemed genuinely too busy 

to see them, in which case he had set a precedent to grant them another; 
appointment and fu l l  meeting in his o f f ic e .  This door-to-door salesman 

id en tity  equates with th e ir  notion of d ir ty  work which they do not 
believe is synonymous with themselves and th e ir  job. As one salesman 

put i t :
" i t 's  not f a i r  rea l ly  to call us salesmen because actually  we
don't s e l l .  We prefer to do business."

The opposite kind of situation to th is emerged as a mixture between th e ir  

' id e a l '  and most preferred selling situations. Ideally ,they saw 

selling as being a consultancy type s ituation; the salesman-consultant 
respected fo r his valuable knowledge (in .contrast to d ir ty  work situations  

where a lack of respect is shown fo r  both the salesman and his knowledge). 
Their most preferred selling situations tended to be that which most 
closely approximated major accounts se lling ; fo r  example, a multiple  

deal with a fu llt im e  buyer. Noted in Chapter 4, the fu llt im e  buyers 

sought professional relationships and from the salesman's point of view, 
this situation is less ambiguous than selling to , say, the o ff ice  manager. 
Through experience, the professional buyer establishes c r i te r ia  fo r the 

assessment of relationships, fo r  accept/reject decisions, has f a i r ly  

clear cut expectations of the salesman and seeks to minimise the time 

spent negotiating iden tit ies  and establishing relationships. (This w ill  
be made more clear in the next chapter, re lating to buyers.) As Jim 

explained:
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"O&M guys are great to deal with. They're no easier to sell 
to in the end but they're much easier to ta lk  to because they 
know what they're doing and they don't tw ist what you're 
saying.. ."

While th e ir  ideal and most preferred selling situations are not 

id en tica l,  in e ffect th e ir  most preferred situations are those which 

offer the closest approximation, currently ava ilab le , to th e ir  ideal. 
Dealing with fu llt im e  buyers is the nearest th e ir  work brings them to 

th e ir  ' id e a l '  where they are consulted for th e ir  knowledge and expertise: 
for these salesmen, this meant large non-major accounts buyers and local 
authorities. When Trevor completed his 5 machine contract, he valued 

i t  a "prestige deal" and Pat's 43 machine local authority contract 
quickly led to his promotion to major accounts salesman.

Steve was so often the 'exception', yet i t  was through exploring and 

explicating his case that some of the major themes became crysta ll ised .
He had taught for 8 years prior to taking on th is ,  his f i r s t ,  selling  

job. Thus he did not share with the others in having an eclectic  

background. Neither did he partic ipate in the competitive banter 

through which they a l l  tr ied  tb present th e ir  "successful salesmen" 

id en tit ie s . Nor did he ever achieve success on any of the scales which 

Repro used for measuring i t .  He was the only salesman who was ever 

openly s e l f -c r i t ic a l  and unlike the others, did not project this critic ism  

on to the buyer or some other external contingency, instead saying 

something along the lines of: I could kick myself now because looking
back, I can see that i f  only I 'd  s a id . . .o r  seen that his problem lay in 

. . .then  we wouldn't have run in to . . .b y  which time i t  was too l a t e . . .

In common with the others was his concern for a professional iden tity  

although his ideas of professionalism and the way in which he achieved 

such an iden tity  were rather d if fe ren t:

"Obviously I'm in selling for what's in i t  for me and although 
I 'd  l ik e  to look at each sale as some sort o f a l t r u is t ic  
mission, there are two sides to every story. But I Tike to 
feel that I'm doing my job professionally w ell. I do believe 
in professionalism.. Perhaps i t ' s  a hangover from teaching but 
in te g r ity ,  c re d ib i l i ty  and image, the reasonable and credible  
person in every area are a l l  summed up by the word professionalism."
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According to Mike "Steve never made i t  as a salesman". He did however 
establish relationships and do some deals. In teresting ly , a l l  his 

buyers knew he was an ex-teacher and one even knew about his OU studies.
In a l l  the other cases, the buyers knew nothing about the personal side 

of the salesman or even i f  they did, i t  was not an important feature  

of th e ir  re lationship, never manifesting i t s e l f  in the accounts. Steve's 

buyers on the other hand, a l l  volunteered this knowledge in th e ir  accounts 

when talking about him and th e ir  relationship as one of the strik ing  

features. I t  appeared that the only way he f e l t  able to achieve a 

professional basis for a relationship was through the presentation and 

negotiation of a personal id en tity . In some ways, i t  was as i f ,  unlike 

the other salesmen, there was nothing in selling copiers which for him 

approximated his professional idea l, hence he f e l t  compelled to develop 

this personal strategy. In e ffe c t ,  this demonstrates a lack of f l e x ib i l i t y  

on his part in that which he presents, confining himself to a narrower 

range of id en tit ies  based on this 'personal to professional' approach, 
and likewise a lim ited number of buyers to whom he could appeal 
successfully on this basis; l i t e r a l l y ,  appealing to be accepted for 

who he was rather than what he was doing, selling copiers. In as much 

/as he could find no approximation for his professional id ea l,  except 
through this s l ig h t ly  bizarre approach which could only be o f lim ited

4
success, he l e f t  the company.

The restrictiveness of the range of iden tit ies  which Steve f e l t  able to
negotiate and were acceptable to him is perhaps best understood by
comparing him with other salesmen. The greatest contrast is probably
Pat. A consistent high achiever, quickly promoted to major accounts
salesman, he explained:

"I just t e l l  them what they want to hear. So l ik e  an O&M guy 
is gonna want to hear everything you can t e l l  him and more besides. 
But your guy down at Williams, a l l  he wanted to know was who else 
did I know in the area, who'd bought o f f  me and what would a 
suitable machine do for him at what price. Simple."

4. After working for Repro for 12 months ("for the c .v ." ) ,  he took a 
job as a medical rep. dealing mainly with doctors. This he f e l t  would 
be a more professional job ("ethical drugs") although for the other 
salesmen, i t  was a dead end in terms of selling careers; involving 
l i t t l e  "sales" s k i l l  but more that of "chatting" to people and collecting  
orders. In this sense, they fe l t  Steve would probably enjoy more success 
in this kind of work.
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While this perhaps sounds a rather Machiavellian and opportunist 

strategy, i t  was essentia lly  what they were doing, to various degrees 

of awareness: that is ,  te l l in g  "them what they want to hear" and in
effect negotiating acceptable id en tit ies  with buyers. That Pat was 

aware of the differences in what his d if fe re n t buyers wanted to hear 

suggests that e f fe c t iv e ly , he was negotiating d if fe re n t iden tit ies  

with and according to each d iffe ren t buyer. In contrast, Steve's 

concern was to feel that he was doing his job "professionally w e ll" ,  
on the basis of an individual rather than 'copier' based notion of 
professionalism. This personal approach to establishing a professional 
relationship was not always acceptable to buyers (themselves, a wide 

range of organisational employees), reducing the range of potential 
deals.

In an informal discussion, Steve actually  accounted for his approach 

as the need to "sell myself as a professional" to which Trevor reacted 

" I t 's  a machine they're  buying, not a bloody salesman". I t  provoked 

quite an intense discussion amongst the four salesmen present, in which 

th e ir  d if fe ren t approaches and ranges o f id en tit ie s  emerged quite 

c learly . Trevor described his view of se lling  by drawing an analogy 

with the sheepdog: beginning quietly and at a distance, almost dis
interested to s ta rt  with but as the sheep (the buyer) gets nearer the 

gate, he gets faster and more intense, blocking o f f  the escape routes 

(the objections) to ensure he goes through the gate (and signs the 

order). Trevor was never such a consistently high achiever as Pat, 
tending to have sporadic successful periods and low periods, although 

by a ll  accounts he established relationships with a reasonable range 

of buyers. His analogy however, suggests that he is not as aware: as 

Pat of the need to adapt behaviour according to his buyers and c learly  

not as f le x ib le  in that which he presents. Alan explained tha t, rather 

than selling yourself, he f e l t  i t  was better seen as a need to put the 

buyer at his ease. He f e l t  that buyers put up a lo t  o f "barriers" in 

the ir  in i t ia l  meetings, an itic ipating that the salesman was there "to 

hurt him" in some way. He explained that for him, the most important 
thing was to get over these barriers and make him feel at ease by 

"creating a friendship, a lbe it a psuedo-friendship". In his awareness 

of his buyers, Alan seems closer to Pat's approach than to Trevor's. 
However, from other contributions from Alan, i t  appeared that he was
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less adaptable than Pat in the range of iden tit ies  which he negotiated. 

For instance, Alan always tr ie d  to use f i r s t  name terms with his buyers 

unless he decided that he was "not that sort of buyer". He preferred 

f i r s t  names he said, as i t  made i t  sound more comfortable and friendly  

than a formal Mr to Mr conversation. Pat disputed th is ,  saying that 
most buyers prefer the Mr to Mr until they feel that the salesman is 

"OK" or acceptable, when they w ill  introduce the f i r s t  names, not the 

salesman. While Alan agreed to a degree, he f e l t  that he could use 

his in tu it io n  to assess that point in the process of selling rather 

than wait as Pat was suggesting, for some e x p lic it  cue from the buyer. 
Here again, i t  seems that Pat was more sensitive to his buyers and the 

need to be f le x ib le  in that which he presented of himself, as well as 

having the a b i l i t y  to be adaptive, gearing his behaviour towards what 
the buyer, as far as he could t e l l ,  wanted rather than pursuing his 

own individual preferences.

Jim was a l i t t e l  more d i f f i c u l t  to understand in this way. He joined 

Repro towards the end of fieldwork, taking over Steve's te r r i to ry  and 

becoming a senior salesman immediately. He was probably the most highly 

trained copier salesman, having worked previously for two other copier 

firms and attended th e ir  train ing programmes. I t  was d i f f i c u l t :  to 

assess how he fared "on the board", in only 3 months. However, from 

trave ll ing  with him and from his accounts, he seemed to share Pat's 

attitude to selling but was certa in ly  not concerned with e ither the 

type of relationship he established or any sense of a relationship at 
a l l .  Indeed, i t  seemed almost as i f  whilst being aware of the need to 

be adaptive he was unwilling to do so. In the case discussed in 

Chapter 4 (see p. 149 ) ,  he fa iled  to maintain the relationship with 

the fu llt im e  buyer which had taken Steve 12 months to build.

Obviously on the basis of studying three deals with each salesman, i t  

is not possible to define individual ranges of id e n t it ie s . For each 

salesman, i t  is possible to develop an understanding of what typ ified  

the relationships which they did establish and a sense of the range 

of iden tit ies  across which they negotiated through the ir  apparent 
f le x ib i l i t y .  In Pat's case, his three deals did cover a whole range 

from doorstep presentation to fu llt im e buyer s ituation. His attitudes,  
accounts and achievements a ll  serve to i l lu s t ra te  him as the most
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adaptive in the range of id en tit ies  across which he could operate.

Steve emerged as the most in f le x ib le  with a very limited range of 

iden tit ies  to negotiate while the remainder fe l l  somewhere between 

these two. These ideas could also be seen "on the board" where Pat 
was the consistently high achiever until promoted, and Steve» the 

consistently low achiever, the others vying for ranking in between.

i

Drawing together these ideas, th e ir  perceived hierarchy of selling  

and th e ir  own re lation to i t ,  the deals which they most preferred 

were those which closest approximated major accounts deals, the ideal 
case was more a consultancy type deal and the least preferred was that 
which had overtones of door-to-door se ll in g , doorstep presentations.
That Steve developed a bizarre selling style in which he appealed to 

the buyer as a professional in his own right through a personal identity  

rather than through the id en tity  of a copier salesman served to 

crys ta ll ise  these ideas. That is ,  there was a sense of a hierarchy 

and of status in th e ir  work which manifested i t s e l f  in the kinds of  

iden tit ies  they could present and negotiate and the relationships they 

established. For Steve, as there was nothing which approximated his 

idea of professional, this led him to develop the personal to professional 
strategy. For the others, this appeared in th e ir  d is like  of doorstep 

presentations where the buyer is casting an id en tity  of them which they 

feel to be beneath them and beneath than warranted by th e ir  perceived 

sense of status and "professional approach" to s e ll in g , in th e ir  

preference for more professional, higher status, "prestige deals" 

with professional buyers for multiple contracts.

Another path by which the concept of status emerged was through the 

way in which they sought out th e ir  potential buyers. They always 

aimed to get as "close to the top" as possible, avoiding anyone called 

"purchasing o fficer"  or "office manager", " l ik e  the plague". This 

kind of buyer was better known as the "paper clips man". They fe l t  

that they should be dealing higher up in the organisation, with someone 

with more authority. This is understandable since the more senior 

person is more l ik e ly  to have the authority to sign the order. Yet, 
the salesmen did acknowledge that generally the more junior buyer's 

recommendations are accepted unquestioned. (The buyerstjremselves also 

made this point.) Typically though, i f  a salesman had to deal with 

someone to whom the task of obtaining information had been delegated,
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they tended not to give as much e ffo rt  or attention to "professional" ' 

detail as they would in the face of a more powerful decision-maker.
A common example was the deliberate choice by a salesman not to chase 

a potential buyer a fte r  th e ir  f i r s t  or second meeting: i f  a deal
seemed highly unlikely with this non-decision maker, i t  was not worth 

the time and i f  this buyer was interested he could always call the 

salesman. Alan gave a clear account of how he did not compile a 

bound quotation document for a more junior buyer although he had 

done so for a more senior buyer without being prompted to do so.

Analysing these patterns in the data served to bring out an important 
tension between this id en tity  of successful salesman and the process 

by which that id en tity  is achieved. That is ,  in order to achieve and 

claim plausibly the id en tity  of successful salesman before one's 

colleagues, relationships must be established with.buyers, through 

being adaptive in presenting and negotiating acceptable identities»
The essential irony l ies  in the understanding that this organisational 
"success", achieving the id en tity  of successful salesman, demands 

success in making relationships, not always congruent with this  

organisational id en tity  o f successful salesman. Put another way, 
in order to achieve the iden tity  of successful salesman before colleagues, 
he must achieve success in establishing relationships with buyers and 

dealing which demands the a b i l i t y  to present and negotiate a broad 

range of id e n t it ie s ,  iro n ic a lly  involving him in situations which are 

incongruent with his id en tity  of successful, professional salesman 

(eg. doorstep presentations, "paperclips man" buyer). Hence tension 

resides in this struggle for an iden tity  within Repro which requires 

him to adapt across a range of sometimes incongruent iden tit ies  in 

i ts  achievement. The less committed the salesman is to these incongruent 
iden tit ies  the more easily  adaptible he can be in that which he presents. 
In this sense, Steve demorstrates commitment to a l l  his id e n tit ies ;  that 
is, he does not distance himself from that which he presents as in a ll  
relationships, including those with colleagues, he claims f i r s t  a 

personal iden tity  before negotiating a professional id en tity . In 

contrast, Pat demonstrates maximum distance from a l l  his iden tit ies  

in as much as he has minimal investment in any o f them. Even his 

organisational id en tity  of successful salesman does not receive his 

commitment. In this way, he can more easily adapt that which he
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negotiates of himself as i t  requires or receives no commitment or 

investment from him

5.4 SUMMARY

The descriptive account of the sales o ff ice  gives a clear idea of what 
i t  meant to be a salesman in this particu lar sales team. A strongly 

competitive environment was ascribed by organisational means and was 

sustained by the salesmen themselves. More obvious features o f this  

were performance charts, commission rates, internal competitions, 
c r i t ic a l  memos as public knowledge etc. Less immediately obvious 

examples included the changing nicknames, the constant sales 'f ro n t '  
in the o ff ic e ,  avoiding social encounters with each other heightening 

the focus of attention on competition in the job i t s e l f  rather than 

outsidevjwork or through one's background. Thus emerged an understanding 

of the culture and environment of the sales o f f ic e ,  both organisationally  

ascribed and co llec tive ly  and ind iv idually  sustained. Through this  

developed the notions of achievement and success and the emphasis on 

the need to present the id en tity  of the successful salesman to the 

other organisational members. Presenting this iden tity  required 

supportive behaviour ie . success in dealing. In turn, this was achieved 

through negotiating acceptable id en tit ies  with buyers as a basis for 

a relationship and context in which to deal. Between these two ideas 

l ies  an essential tension.

The salesmen had a hierarchical sense of selling careers and understanding 

of th e ir  own location within that span from d ir ty  work to professional 
work, doorstep presentations to major accounts type situations. The 

crucial dimension of success becomes the range of identit ies  across 

which they can negotiate and some salesmen were seen to be more limited  

in this sense, p articu larly  Steve. Bound up in th e ir  negotiated 

identit ies  is an understanding of status: each had conceptions of th e ir
own individual status as copier salesmen as well as of the ir  buyer's 

own organisational status. In order to deal in congruent situations, 
doorstep/paperclips man situations were given less attention and e ffo rt  

than most situations. Here l ies  the irony: that in order to achieve
success the salesman must deal which may well involve him in dirtywork 

situations, incongruent with the successful "professional work" iden tity
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which he wishes to claim before others .

Thus emerges a somewhat cyclical idea of th e ir  organsational environment, 
the ir  own behaviour and the nature of the ir  work, where each phase is 

conditional on and the condition for the next. Through developing an
understanding of the minute detail of this cycle and how i t  operated,

i
a picture has been delineated of what i t  meant to be a salesman in 

this sales team; what they had available to them to bring to th e ir  

encounters with buyers; and an idea of the range of id en tit ies  across 

which they tr ie d  to operate and that across which they eventually  

succeeded. Now i t  is necessary to consider the other side, essentia lly  

drawing the same picture from the point of view of the buyers. In 

doing th is ,  the same ground w il l  be covered as with the salesmen, 
only obviously they do not share in any co llective  background. With 

a sim ilar understanding of buyers i t  w il l  then be possible to move 

towards analysing the process by which together they structured th e ir  

relationships on the basis of acceptable id e n t it ie s ,  in turn setting  

contexts in which to deal.
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INTRODUCTION

The la s t  chapter has addressed the salesmen using the selected analytical 
framework for the data. This chapter w ill  present and examine th e ir  

counterparts, the buyers and w ill  attempt to cover as far as possible 

th'e same ground as with the salesmen. The fieldwork design did not 
allow such extensive observations to be made o f buyers. In addition, 
buyers obviously do not have the same collective  backdrop and environment 
as do the salesmen. Thus necessarily this chapter w il l  not have an 

identical structure. None of th e ir  job t i t l e s  referred to buying or 

purchasing thus they bring a variety o f individual perspectives to 

salesmen and to the relationships they establish. As with the salesmen, 
to understand what i t  means to be a buyer w ill  address such questions 

as what id en tit ies  do they s tr ive  for; what is th e ir  idea l; what do 

they present; what is acceptable; and how do they evaluate themselves 

and th e ir  id en t it ie s .

Before introducing these buyers i t  is/ worth recalling  from Chapter 3 

(see p.ll7)that these buyers were chosen for study for the 'boundary' 
area which they represented in many d iffe ren t ways: in terms of
themselves (some fu llt im e  buyers, others complete novices), the product 
(service or production machine, technical but not complex, capital 
equipment but revenue finance) and the process by which they made 

a choice. From a variety of organisational backgrounds (administration, 
personnel, finance, production etc) i t  was thought that such a range 

of buyers would o ffe r  an idea of the d iffe r in g  perspectives and 

p r io r it ie s  generally assumed with such d iffe r in g  organisational 
allegiances. Thus, i f  a pattern could be found which was common to 

a ll these v a r ie t ie s , i t  was f e l t  to be a potentia lly  important discovery 

worth pursuing in more depth and specific cases, both in terms of  

product and kind of buyer.,

A general introduction to these buyers is more complex as for example, 
unlike the salesmen, they share no collective  backdrop. For a l l  

except 2, buying was not the ir  main occupation but rather was part 
of the ir  administrative responsib ilit ies or delegated to them. One 

who had never bought a copier before took 4 days while an experienced 

buyer took e ffec tive ly  18 months to decide. One was replacing a Repro
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machine, 2 were buying copiers for the f i r s t  time. Lessees took 

between 4 days and 16 weeks to complete a deal; renters took between 

3 weeks and 18 months; purchasers took on average around 16 weeks.
And so on. In essence, a vast range of these more trad itiona l  
classificatory  notions were tr ie d  without success.

However, themes began to emerge when looking more closely at what i t  

meant to be a buyer and concerning th e ir  role as buyers in this instance. 
In particu lar, a common link  seemed to be related to the ir  organisattnal
positions. Part of the basis to the analytical concept of id en tity
was developed through the idea that the buyers seemed to id en tify  

themselves and wish others to iden tify  them with th e ir  main occupation.
As this was generally other than buying, i t  was as i f  they preferred
to be identif ied  as accountants, administrators etc rather than buyers.
Notions of status and professionalism were developed in Chapter 4 as 

central to th e ir  iden tit ies  and provided the key to a common pattern 

amongst these various buyers.

By organisational position, the buyers in the study comprised:
-  2 fu llt im e buyers (O&M manager. Chief Administrative Exec.)
-  1 Owner-MD
- 1 Travel Director
- 3 Senior Accountants
-  3 Senior Administrators
- 1 Assistant Company Secretary
- 1 S o lic ito r 's  Junior Partner
- 1 Educational Administrative Assistant
- 1 Office Accounts Manager
- 1 Office Manager/Administrator

Although this seemed at f i r s t  a somewhat a rb itra ry  and tentative way 

of looking at what i t  meant to be a buyer, as the idea was further  

explored d is tinc t patterns emerged amongst groupings of these buyers.

Taking the two fu llt im e buyers f i r s t ,  for them buying was th e ir  main 

occupation. Regularly in contact with salesmen, th e ir  accounts 

suggested that they respected the role of salesmen, th e ir  counterparts, 
as being necessary participants in the exchanges between two organisations 

As the ir  fu lltim e occupation, buying was th e ir  career, the ir  profession. 

As"professionals" themselves, they f e l t  that the basis on which they 

dealt with salesmen reflected an unequivocal sense of professionalism. 
However, in as much as i t  was an almost daily  occurance for them, they
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both suggested that there was something rather routine about th e ir  

task; meeting salesmen was nothing extra-ordinary. They had in s t i t 
utionalised the task to the extent that they had 'standard procedures' 
by which to accomplish th e ir  work more easily . In this sense, assessing
salesmen and th e ir  products was a somewhat routine a c t iv ity  such that
both were firm and clear about what was professionally acceptable 

and what was not.

The next group of buyers seemed commonly linked by the fact that as
part o f th e ir  job descriptions, they were responsible for buying 

copiers. For example, this might be included in a general responsib ility  

for the administrative function or for administration purchases over 

a certain amount of money, according to capital sanction procedure.
This group was comprised of 7 buyers amidst the senior accountant/ 
adni ni s t ra t i  ve/company secretary bracket. They tended to hold professional 
qualifications for th e ir  main tasks and in this way, see themselves 

as professionals in th e ir  main occupation. They were not involved in 

day-to-day purchases but would occasionally have to buy larger pieces 

of equipment. Thus they had previous experience of meeting salesmen 

although this varied both in degree and frequency. These buyers, 
through th e ir  senior positions, tended to have the authority to make 

the f inal decision, although as a small part of th e ir  tota l job function.

A further 4 buyers had had the task passed down to them through th e ir  

organisational hierarchies. Their part was to survey the po ss ib ilit ies  

and report th e ir  findings to th e ir  superiors. However, in reporting 

tne ir  findings, a l l  four essentially made th e ir  own recommendations 

as to which model to acquire. In some ways, this group of buyers 

tended to be more qualified by experience than examinations in th e ir  

work (with the exception of the s o l ic ito r 's  junior partner). They 

tended to hold low to middle range positions in re lation  to th e ir  

organisational hierarchies eg.o ffice manager. Experience of meeting 

salesmen tended to be in relation to smaller o ff ic e  products and 

general items such as adding machines, stationery etc.

The remaining two buyers were both directors of small businesses. One 

was owner-MD of a small family firm of f i t t e r s ,  employing 28 people. 
Describing himself as the "money man" of the business, he mainly saw
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salesmen of machining equipment of which he had extensive practical 

experience. Office equipment salesmen were extra-ordinary to him as 

the business was only just reaching the stage of needing to establish  

a fu llt im e  o ff ic e . The other was travel d irector of a group of f ive  

local travel agencies which was an autonomous subsidiary of a larger  

organisation. He was responsible for the en tire  operations of this  

subsidiary, reporting to the larger parent company through his position 

on th e ir  board. In both these cases, the buyers operated as 'free  

agents', making a l l  buying decisions themselves as they chose. Contact 
with salesmen was e rra t ic  and from the nature of th e ir  organisations, 

contact with copier salesmen was unknown previously and would not occur 
for another 5 years.

In making this b r ie f  introduction to the buyers, i t  must be strongly 

re-emphasised that although they are presented as d is tinc t groups, the 

boundaries bewteen them are vague and often sh if t in g . Such grouping 

is essentially a rather a rb itra ry , non-exclusive c lass if ica t io n . I t  

does however, f a c i l i ta te  a general introduction to the buyers and also 

provides the basis for subsequent account analysis.

Mentioned in Chapter 4, most buyer accounts included an expression of 
some kind of d is like  of salesmen. This ranged from "hate" through 

"dislike" to "don't actively  like" salesmen. "I avoid them lik e  the 

plague" for example, was a common sentiment. Yet these buyers also 

recognised that they could not buyer a copier without seeing a copier 

salesmen. For some i t  transpired that th e ir  d is l ik e  was not directed 

at copier salesmen alone but to the general population of salesmen. 
Others distinguished between types of salesmen who were and were not 
acceptable. Yet in each deal, the buyer explained that he and the 

salesman had at least a reasonable re lationship , some even saying that  

the salesman had been cruc ia lly  important to them in making the ir  

decision. At f i r s t  this seemed to present e ither a curious paradox 

or a serious case of post hoc ra tiona lisation . The la t te r  charge is 

a common one in qualita tive  research and was discussed in detail in 

Chapter 3 (see p.llO). Noted there, while i t  is easy to ta lk  a fter  

the event about one's sentiments, values, attitudes etc concerning a 

particular issue, i t  is more d i f f i c u l t  to disguise them when acting 

them out. Although such 'acting out' data eluded the project, i t  is
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possible to get very close to i t  by corroborating salesman and buyer 
accounts of actual behaviour. Corroboration was rare ly  a problem as 

both accounts tended to be consistent; the only exceptions being 

technical details  such as model numbers etc. In addition, those 

buyers expressing a very strong d is like  o f salesmen did in fa c t, manifest 
this d is l ike  through various strategies which they employed for avoiding 

salesmen or curta iling  th e ir  meetings. Unravelling this curious paradox, 
each group of buyers was examined in turn.

6.1 SENIOR BUYERS

This grouping includes the senior ranking buyers; the accountants, 
administrators and company secretary. In addition, the s o lic ito r 's  

junior partner is also included in this group. Although he had the 

task delegated to him, suggesting a more jun ior buyer, his attitudes  

and approach to the task had more in common with the senior group of 
buyers. This should also emphasise that the boundaries between each 

group are not d e f in it iv e .  From this group, the following examples have 
been chosen for the i l lu s tra tio n s  they o ffe r  of a general d is like  of 
salesmen and the kinds of avoidance strategies operated by such buyers. 
The f i r s t  i l lu s tra t io n  comes from the deal with the country so lic ito rs .

Their e lderly  'wet' copier was too antiquated to give the professional 
f in ish they required so the junior partner was given the task of 
finding what they could best afford to replace i t  with. He had had 

l i t t l e  buying experience. They rare ly  needed new equipment and he 

stressed, the secretaries handled such matters as stationery and type
w riter  repairs with a long standing o ff ic e  equipment supplier. He was 

adamant in his d is like  of salesmen, believing them only to be interested 

in what they can get out of a customer. As he was the link  between 

the users, the deciders and the suppliers of equipment, he had developed 

a strategy for cold canvass approaches; the blanket-no strategy. The 

receptionist was instructed to intercept and terminate a ll  such approaches 

either in reception or on the switchboard. While i t  might occasionally 

be to th e ir  advantage to see a salesman, this way he f e l t  he avoided 

the nuisance of persistent salesmen. Checking with the salesman, i t  

transpired that he had approached the firm a couple of times in the 

previous year as i t  was in an area on which he was concentrating his
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e f fo r t .  The f i r s t  time he had phoned and was p o lite ly  refused. So 

when passing, he though he would call in to see i f  he could make better 

progress. The receptionist turned him away, refusing to take a brochure 

or calling card as they did not keep such things. In the end, the 

junior partner contacted the sales o f f ic e ,  asking for a brochure and 

price l i s t  on the basis of the advice of a friend who already had a 

Repro machine.

Another example is taken from a deal with a senior administrative 

executive of an autonomous branch of a large international service 

organisation. This buyer was quick to emphasise that they were a 

highly professional organisation, demanding the same standards from 

the ir  suppliers as they give to th e ir  own c lie n ts . He explained that 
while he did not re a l ly  l ik e  salesmen, they were unavoidable and in 

the base of something l ik e  "micro-processors" were "very essential".
He had been responsible for equipment purchases for the past 6 years 

and rued that while there were times when he wished he could ignore 

salesmen, the policy of suppliers did not allow th is . He f e l t  he 

kept abreast of what was available through reading the trade press, 
gaining an overall assessment and then occasionally meeting those he 

thought might be po ten tia lly  useful at some la te r  date. I f  one of those 

'po tentia ls ' phoned, he would agree to an appointment and then meet 
the salesman in reception. (This constitutes a doorstep presentation 

to the salesmen.) This way he explained, he actually  met the firm 's  

representative, had the basis for making a quick assessment and got an 

up to date brochure and calling card. Thus when the salesman phoned 

back he would be able to decide whether or not to see him again. This 

he f e l t  was a very e f f ic ie n t  system for handling salesmen; for l i t t l e  

time expenditure and e f fo r t ,  he could ensure that he only dealt with 

those who did seem suitable. He had noticed how encounters tended 

to be much more b r ie f  in reception than in his o f f ic e ,  adding that i t  

is much easier to walk away from a salesman in reception than i t  is 

trying to get the persistent salesman out of his o ff ic e . The salesman 

corroborated his account. He had been forced to do a 'doorstep' 
presentation on th e ir  f i r s t  meeting and personally thought that he had 

not done very well. However, on calling back a few days la te r  he 

was granted another appointment and this time they met in the buyer's 

office  end had a more successful meeting.
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This i l lu s tra t io n  reveals a strategy by which the buyer e ffec tive ly  

reduced involvement to a minimum but at the same time had chance to 

assess which of the various salesmen he saw seemed to be the more 

acceptable. Already noted, the salesmen saw 'doorstep' presentations 

as being akin to door-to-door type s e ll in g , beneath th e ir  dignity  

or rather beneath th e ir  own conceptions of themselves. However, from 

his behaviour the buyer was implying that for him, the busy professional, 
such people as copier salesmen - or o ff ice  products salesmen in general - 
were akin to door-to-door salesmen and treated them thus. Only when 

granted a second meeting did they necessitate a private meeting in 

his o f f ic e . His behaviour and account of his behaviour shows a strategy 

which c learly  reflects  his general d is l ike  of copier salesmen and enables 

him to reduce his contact time to a minimum at l i t t l e  cost to himself.

The following quotation is a good example of a hierarchy of buying. A 

very senior c iv i l  servant, he presented himself throughout the interview  

as a highly busy, experienced professional in his job and well respected 

by his colleagues. He mentions Mr E. who is introduced as "the 

purchasing o f f ic e r ,  you know - the paperclips and staples of purchasing", 
and Mr T. introduced as "my colleague in personnel -  does quite a few 

reports for the authority".

" ..as  you 'll appreciate I could spend one th ird  of my day listening  
to salesmen trying to sell me things which quite frankly . I 'v e  
no intention of buying...so Mr E. tends to see them. The chap 
at the lower level I mentioned who does the day to day purchasing. 
Now i f  i t ' s  a policy decision then obviously I would be involved 
but even then I tend to re ly  on his judgement ...and with this  
new building going up, we were innundated with calls  from the 
trade. I syphoned them o f f  to Mr T. Well we must have had about 
a dozen offers I should think. He and I would get together now 
and then and ta lk  about i t ,  you know, the offers we'd had. And
quite honestly, I was a ll  for staying with our original
suppliers because we've always bought from them and I rather l ik e
to think I have a good relationship with them or perhaps we might 
have a special significance for them a fte r  a l l  these years."

I t  transpired tha t, for a ll  this narrator was the buyer, he only met
two salesmen in this deal. Mr T. met about 12. Apparently the salesman,
Trevor, established a very good relationship with Mr T. which was how 

he got through to meet the buyer.  ̂ In this hierarchy o f buying, the

1. This is based on the accounts of the buyer and Trevor. Although I 
asked permission to meet Mr T. , the buyer refused on the grounds that 
there was l i t t l e  more for Mr T to add to what I had already been told.
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narrator figured at the top, Mr E. at the bottom and Mr T. somewhere 

in between. For this "major policy decision", the work was too senior 

to be l e f t  to Mr E. so Mr T. did i t .  Using Mr T. as a ' f i l t e r '  the 

buyer reduced his involvement to the absolute minimum, meeting only one 

representative from the original supplier and one Which Mr T assessed 

as being the most l ik e ly  potential competitor. The buyer was clearly  

not happy with the resu lt. He preferred the original supplier and 

had i t  not been for the fact that they did not have the range of machines 

which he needed, he would probably have met with only them. He 

explained this loyalty  to his suppliers saying, "I rather l ik e  to think 

I have a good relationship". Such was the strength of this relationship,  
he changed his original intention to buy (and for which the authority  

had given budget approval) to a decision to rent for one year only.
(This in fact changed the financial basis on which Mr T had assessed 

the various tenders, including Repro whose one year rental rates to 

LAs at that time were rather expensive by comparison with outright 
purchase and leasing ra te s .)  This decision was made on the strength 

of the orig inal supplier's claims that they were introducing a new range 

of equipment during the coming year. So he intended to go back to this  

'special re lationship' at the end of the years ren ta l.  Accounting for 

th is ,  he emphasised that although i t  had taken 18 months for him to 

reach his decision, he had in fact been very busy sorting out 'bigger' 
buying problems for th e ir  new building such as a computer system and 

a printing department. In order to f u l f i l  . his professional accountability  

to the Chief O fficer 's  Management Committee however, i t  had been 

necessary for Mr T. to collect a l l  the information. Perhaps testimony 

to the power of a good relationship, this buyer had not even seen and 

did not know the price of these new machines which the suppliers' salesman 

was promising as they were s t i l l  on the production l in e  at that stage.
He was merely relying on the salesman's word that they were in existence 

and that they would be suitable. He tr ied  to ju s t i fy  his behaviour by 

saying that he thought a rental would be most suitable for a deal with 

a new firm as i t  would keep them 'on th e ir  toes '. However, this conflicted  

with information which he gave at the s ta rt  of the interview about how 

d i f f i c u l t  i t  had been to obtain capital sanction for the equipment 
purchases. given the current financial situation of local authorities  

but that he had pushed to get i t  because i t  was more f in an cia lly  sound 

in the long term.
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Unlike the previous i l lu s t r a t io n ,  this buyer accounted for a sense 

of hierarchy to the 'd ir ty  work' of buying. Mr E "the chap at the 

lower level" who had seemingly been with the authority for 20 years, 
did the day to day purchasing. "My colleague", Mr T. who did the major 

part of the job, surveying o ffe rs , seemed to do the work which was too 

senior for Mr E. but that the buyer himself did not l ik e  doing. But
i

having narrowed the range to two, the buyer became involved. He was 

clearly  reluctant to embark on a new potentia lly  long term relationship  

with a salesman from a new supplier. For a l l  that i t  seemed Repro 

would get the sale , given that the final competitor could not supply 

the right machinery, there was s t i l l  a process of negotiation with the 

buyer, involving 4 meetings over 6 weeks, during which the buyer decided 

on a 12 months rental contract.

This f ina l i l lu s tra t io n  offers a d iffe ren t slant to this notion of a 

hierarchy o f buying. Taken from the deal with the assistant company 

secretary, in the Head Office of a national building society, he had 

begun by excusing his involvement thus:

"I l ia ised  with our establishment o f f ic e r ,  Mr 0 who has respons
i b i l i t y  for o ff ice  equipment and general items. But this was 
spec if ica lly  mine as a result of my lin e  management responsib ilit ies  
for the secretarial function rather than any functional requirement. 
But had i t  been anywhere else in the building, Mr 0 would have 
done i t  but this was for the th ird  floor (executives, directors 
and th e ir  secretaries) here and we have rather special needs for 
things l ik e  long runs for reports, agendas and minutes for d is t r 
ibution to the directors and so on so i t  was important that we 
got the right machine. Normally I wouldn't be involved at a l l . .
 I must admit that as a general rule I avoid salesmen. I don't
l ik e  them and I certa in ly  wouldn't normally be bothered with 
equipment salesmen. In fa c t ,  the only ones I do see are finance 
and insurance salesmen, by appointment of course."

Again there is the notion of the dirtywork o f buying, usually done by
Mr 0. and being something which this buyer would not normally be
"bothered" with. What makes his involvement tolerable is that he can
ju s t i fy  i t  on the grounds that i t  was rather a special case requiring
his special a b i l i t ie s  and position. In this way, he can explain and 

excuse himself by saying that i t  was a one-off deal. The directors' 
secretaries needed a rather special machine and his line  management 
responsibilities meant that infact the board requested that he take on
the task. Had i t  not been so special, Mr 0 would have done i t ,  as indeed
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he was the buyer for the other three copiers which they had on the 

premises (d iffe ren t supplier).

In this deal, the buyer was involved throughout and could ju s t i fy  his 

senior participation even though obviously he was reluctant to meet 
copier salesmen. The previous i l lu s tra t io n  showed a senior buyer who 

colild ju s t i fy  his involvement in this a c t iv ity  only at the end of the 

deal. That is ,  arriving at the final stages of the selection procedure, 
presenting himself as the busy professional decision-maker with such 

senior rank and authority that he had been protected from the salesmen 

until then. Appearing on the scene simply to make a decision was 

ju s t i f ia b le  and consistent with this buyer's seniority  and individual 
status conception developed through his id en tity ;  whereas in the la t te r  

example, the buyer found i t  possible to ju s t i fy  his involvement throughout 
the deal in a way which was consistent with his senior position and 

his id en tity .

These il lu s tra tio n s  share several important ideas. F irs t each buyer 
comes across through his account as being a busy,competent, senior- 
ranking professional; that is ,  a sense of his id en tity  within his 

organisation, commonly b u i l t  around notions of professionalism and 

seniority . Second, c learly  none of these buyers liked meeting copier 

salesmen, although in some cases this did not generalise to a ll  salesmen; 
ra ther, some were more acceptable than others, eg. finance and insurance 

salesmen. Thirdly, each accounts for a strategy by which to avoid 

salesmen, except in the las t  i l lu s tra t io n .  In this case, he gave a more 

elaborate ju s t i f ic a t io n  for his involvement, again, b u ilt  around 

notions of status and seniority . However, in d irec tly  his strategy 

included attending exhibitions f i r s t  before making direct contact with 

suppliers. Fourthly, there is a sense of a hierarchy to buying, 
somehow akin to the salesmen's hierarchy of s e ll in g . Taking other 

instances in the data, this hierarchy seemed to be evaluated across 

a number of c r i te r ia ,  creating a dimension which can be thought of as:

DIRTY WORK PROFESSIONAL WORK

small large
inexpensive expensive
simple technology complex technology
(or nontechnical)

Buyers' hierarchy of buying 
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A copier is not a technically complex machine. Unlike for example, 
a computerised management information system, i t  takes l i t t l e  or no 

technical knowledge to use or understand i t .  Also for these buyers, 
the implication seemed to be that l i t t l e  technical expertise was required 

to sell i t .  Hence to meet and deal with a copier salesman was to a 

depree a form of dirtywork for these buyers; a task in which they had 

to do something which was for them beneath th e ir  own conceptions of 
the ir  senior rank and professionalism.

In a sense, the fu l l  accounts almost read as i f  each buyer was asking 

not to be thought of as a copier buyer because th is  was only a one-off 
or a major decision requiring th e ir  professional attention. This 

provided the key to the 'curious paradox'; that is ,  the buyers paradox 

of on the one hand apparently d is lik ing  copier salesmen yet on the 

other hand,accounting for at least a reasonable relationship with a 

copier salesman. These buyers appear to seek to iden tify  and be 

iden tif ied  through th e ir  main occupations; they seek to sustain some 

kind of professional id en tity  within th e ir  organisations. However, in 

some way meeting and dealing with copier salesmen essentially  outside 

th e ir  organisation is at variance with th e ir  professional id en t it ie s .
On the one hand, th e ir  notions of themselves gives rise the perception 

of a discrepancy between themselves and copier salesmen: a discrepancy 

not so pronounced in the case of say, computer salesmen. On the other 

hand, each established a relationship of some sorti: with a copier salesman 

in order to complete a deal. The crucial point is that in establishing  

that relationship, the buyer's iden tity  of senior professional is 

potentia lly  although perhaps only p a r t ia l ly  at r is k . In as much as 

the salesmen sought to succeeed in deals in order to sustain the id en tity  

of successful salesman, these buyers too are seeking to "succeed" in 

deals in order to sustain the ir  iden tit ies  as senior professionals of 
some seniority in th e ir  own organisations. For example, i f  the buyer 
makes a choice of an unreliable or unsuitable machine or the backup 

service is poor, his decision and its  result w il l  not be consistent 
with his identity  as competent professional for instance. I f  he is 

seen to have dealt with a disreputable firm or perhaps to have been 

'conned' by a 'fas t talking salesman', he e ffe c t iv e ly  looses support 
for his claim to the identity  of senior professional. Thus on the one 

hand these buyers d is l ike  copier salesmen for what they imply in terms
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of th e ir  occupation; some sort of dirtywork, incongruent with th e ir

iden tit ies  within th e ir  organisation. On the other hand, they need to
establish acceptable relationships with copier salesmen in order to 

deal and to do so in a way which minimises the risks to th e ir  iden tit ies  

as busy competent professionals in th e ir  main occupation. This analysis 

is probably more readily  apparent when these senior buyers are seen
in re la tion to other groups of buyers.

5.2 JUNIOR BUYERS

This group incorporates the buyers in the lower organisational positions; 
the o ff ic e  accounts manager, the educational administrator, the o ff ice  

manager. In a ll  three cases ( and also the s o l ic i to r 's  junior partner) 
they had been delegated the task of collecting information, meeting 

salesmen etc, prior to making recommendations e ither through formal 
reports or informal n o tif ica tio n . Indeed, th e ir  approach to the task 

was rather d iffe ren t to that of the senior group of buyers. While they 

s t i l l  reported that they did not re lish  the task o f meeting salesmen, 
they were neither so adamant in th e ir  d is l ik e  of salesmen, nor did they 

recount elaborate strategies by which to avoid salesmen. Rather, i t  

was part of th e ir  job requirements hence they were prepared to meet 
salesmen. As one of them put i t :

" I t 's  a b i t  l ik e  going to the dentist re a l ly .  You put i t  o f f  for 
a b i t  because you don't l ik e  dentists and they can hurt you but 
i f  you leave i t  too long i t  goes against you because in the end 
you have to suffer the bigger pain of having the tooth out whereas 
i f  you'd gone e a r l ie r  you might have avoided i t .  Does that make 
sense? I t ' s  not a very good way of putting i t  perhaps but i f  you 
leave i t  too long and keep putting the salesman o f f ,  in the end 
you can come a real cropper because you have to decide in a hurry 
and that way i t ' s  easy to get landed with the wrong machine for 
maybe 5 years or more "

In this sense, they s t i l l  have something at stake in th e ir  negotiation 

with salesmen: that is ,  they s t i l l  have id en tit ie s  within th e ir  own
organisations for which they may gain or lose support through th e ir  

negotiations with salesmen. However, this potential r isk to the ir  

iden tit ies  is perceived s lig h tly  d if fe re n t ly ;  in as much as they did 

not imply any discrepancy or incongruity between themselves and salesmen.
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and they recongnised that e ffec t ive ly  they were doing th e ir  superior's 

'd irtyw ork '. Although each was supposed simply to pass on acquisition 

information to th e ir  superiors, each through th e ir  recommendations
effec tive ly  made-.the purchase choice. This was generally through ta c it

2agreement with th e ir  superior and each echoed the statement of the 

office  accounts manager who said of his superior decision-maker:

"He usually goes on my recommendations. He's not rea lly  
interested in questioning them because he just wants the job 
done and out of the way and I usually know what IIm ta lk ing  
about and we've never had any problems y e t ,  touch wood I"

Thus in meeting salesmen, they are e ffe c t iv e ly  doing th e ir  superior's 

'd irtyw ork '. They know that he is not interested in the purchase, 
does not wish to be involved and to that end w il l  accept th e ir  recomm
endations unquestioned. Thus, for th e ir  superiors i t  is 'dirtywork' 
although for them, i t  is merely a task delegated to them. In this sense, 
these buyers did not perceive any incongruity or variance between 

themselves and copier salesmen. Indeed, the emphasis tended to be more 

on the personable rather than professional in the iden tit ies  negotiated 

between them. The o ff ic e  accounts manager described Alan:

"He was a nice bloke re a l ly .  He just seemed l ik e  a young man with 
a job to do- rather l ik e  us a ll  re a l ly  except I wouldn't want his 
job and I don't suppose heb fancy mine."

The o ff ice  manager (see Chapt.4 pl43) c learly  indicated that i t  did 

matter to him what the salesman was l ik e .  However, his assessment was 

based more on personablez than professional grounds, describing Steve 

in terms such as "open", "trustworthy", "nice bloke" etc.

Together, these two factors were reflected in the identit ies  which they 

negotiated. In this way, they did not need or even attempt to o ffe r  

elaborate ju s t if ica tio n s  for the ir  involvement in buying, meeting 

salesmen nor were there perceived discrepancies in iden tit ies  to be

2. A similar case from the exploratory fieldwork i l lu s tra te d  a buyer 
who was supposed to report to a committee the general substance of 
findings in a non-evaluative manner. He acknowledged that he always 
'put an angle' on the report, according to the choice he wanted them to 
make, and rarely fa i le d .
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overcome through negotiation. This is not to say that they had nothing 

at stake in meeting salesmen. Each s t i l l  s too^to  gain or lose support 
for his id en tity  within his organisation. Rather, the nature of that 
risk was more diffused as responsib ility  for the actual decision was 

blurred. Making recommendations to superiors, even though i t  may be 

e ffec tive ly  the actual decision, helps to evade some of the weight 
of responsib ility  and risks which that implies. In this sense, there 

was less tension surrounding th e ir  meetings with salesmen which reflected  

in the id en tit ies  they negotiated.

6.3 FULLTIME BUYERS

In contrast to both the previous groups of buyers, for the fu llt im e  buyers, 
buying was th e ir  career and they f e l t  no need to o ffe r  any ju s t i f ic a t io n  

whatsoever for th e ir  involvement. I t  was th e ir  profession and indeed, 
they both suggested ways in which 'buying' should be given greater 

professional respectab ility . As they met salesmen regularly , both seemed 

to have developed an almost routine approach, in s titu tion a lis in g  

parts of the job to make i t  easier. Both f e l t  they had been in th e ir  

careers long enough to know which firms were l ik e ly  to be suitable and 

by the same token which firms' salesmen were likey  to be acceptable.
One recounted an anecdote from his early buying career where he had met 
with a salesman from Repro, knowing that they were "usually a pretty  

good firm to deal with" but having not met this particular salesman 

before. At th e ir  f i r s t  meeting, the salesman:

" ..s ta rted  playing the clever boy, you know? The sort of fa s t-  
talking,empty pattering salesman. I can find them any day of the 
week, they're two a penny and tha t 's  not what I was expecting 
either. In fa c t ,  I was rea l ly  furious a fte r  a l l  our contact with 
them that he should come in and give me a l l  that sp ie l. So I 
threw him out. I refused to have anything to do with him. And 
you can check that out with him too i f  you want because he's now 
the Area Manager for Repro and in fact we get on quite well these 
days. Even have a laugh about i t .  But oh, he'd got a lo t  to learn 
in those days."

There was a long quotation in Chapter 4 (see ppj48-^from the other fu lltim e  

buyer, talking about 'cowboys' with whom he refused to deal. But even 

where these two buyers believe that th e ir  background knowledge ensures
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that they do not give appointments to known 'cowboys' occasionally one 

w ill  s lip  through the net. Such though is the routine nature of the ir  

task that they w ill  not hesitate to throw them out i f  they do not 
present and negotiate acceptable id e n tit ie s . As one of them said:

"You can only take so much on figures - i f  you're good at them 
you can make them say anything - so at the end of the day i t  a ll  
comes down to gut feeling and once you're ta lking about subjective, 
in tu it iv e  feelings the personalities are bound to count."

While these two buyers suggest that they present a professional id en tity ,  
i t  is rather d iffe ren t to the professional id en tity  of the senior group 

of buyers. That is ,  for the fu llt im e buyers th e ir  professional iden tity  

is based on th e ir  main occupation as buyers. Th^ see salesmen as the 

counterparts to th e ir  work and as such do not perceive there to be any 

discrepancies or incongruencies between them and salesmen; rather they 

expect and accept professional salesmen. The senior buyers however, 
based th e ir  notions of professional id en tit ies  on the basis of th e ir  

main occupations which are other than buying. In meeting salesmen, 
they anticipate and expect that the salesmen are not professional in 

the same sense as themselves and thus antic ipate some kind of discrepancy 

or incongruity between them. Thus they seek to deal with the salesman 

who minimises that sense of discrepancy, which leads to a very d iffe ren t  

negotiation of id e n t it ie s . The senior buyers begin with the premise 

that there is some incongruity between them and copier salesmen and 

they are at lengths to ju s t i fy  themselves and th e ir  involvement and 

final decision as being acceptable in terms of th e ir  organisational 
iden tit ies  as busy competent senior-professionals. The fu llt im e  

buyers do not antic ipate this discrepancy but rather expect that th e ir  

salesmen should reciprocate an unequivocal sense of professionalism as 

they do themselves. Any salesman who does meet th is  standard is unaccept
able.
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6 . 4  DIRECTORS

The two directors seemed to act as 'free  agents' in the decisions they 

made and the ir  choices of what was acceptable. This is not tô say 

that both are exceptional to the others; ra ther, again th e ir  id e n t i
fication  both in and through th e ir  main occupations was reflected in the 

id en tit ies  which they brought to th e ir  meetings with salesmen. As 

business proprietors, these id en tit ies  were d if fe re n t  to those of other 

groups of buyers. The owner-MD expressed attitudes and accounted for 

his behaviour is a way which to a degree corresponded with the senior 

buyers. He did not l ik e  salesmen and generally refused appointments 

i f  they called. Unlike the senior buyers, he was accountable within 

his organisation to the other two directors alone, his two brothers.
He explained that previously they had contracted th e ir  o ff ice  work out 
loca lly  but that th e ir  new premises also included o ff ic e  accommodation. 
This had been spotted by a number of salesmen so for the f i r s t  time, 
he was being approached by o ff ic e  equipment suppliers. For the most 
part, he had decided to leave equipment choices to the new secretary 

although for the copier, he became involved as i t  was to be leased 

rather than bought and he wanted to be certain o f the item to which he 

would be committed for the coming 5 years. Between them they chose the 

Repro machine as Pat was:

" . . . th e  only salesman who managed to be around when I wanted him
without pestering me to death to make a decision yesterday."

The travel director appeared to be exceptional in his approach to the 

task and in the iden tit ies  which he negotiated with salesmen. He 

explained that he hated salesmen and to that end ensured that even the ir  

minimal advertising was handled by an agency. In this copier deal, 
he seemed to take the part of order placer rather than buyer. To do 

th is ,  he had to prepare the background f i r s t  by asking his parent 
company for th e ir  advice. They had recently bought a new Repro machine 

and s t i l l  had some current brochures. With this information, he contacted 

Repro and had a demonstration the same day. Within 4 days he had signed 

the o rd e r . . The deal stood out from the others and in many ways seemed 

almost an exception. Gradually i t  began to emerge that e ffec t ive ly  this
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buyer had done what the fu llt im e buyers tr ied  to do; achieve a position 

where the two sides become order taker/placer without the prdiminary 

prerequisite of negotiating iden tit ies  and establishing a relationship. 
The fu llt im e  buyers achieved this by maintaining good relationships and 

keeping in contact with the salesmen even where no deal was transacted 

and none anticipated for some time. This buyer did i t  by relying  

vicariously on a pre-established relationship between his parent 

organisation and Repro. The two roles o f order taker/p lacer are 

essentially  the f inal stages of buyer-salesman negotiations. Having 

negotiated acceptable iden tit ies  and established a relationship in 

which to deal, the culmination is when the buyer becomes order placer 

and the salesman, order taker. The fu llt im e  buyers i l lu s tra te d  how 

they tr ie d  to maintain a set of relationships even when no deal had been 

transacted such that when the need arose, they could contact the salesman 

and place an order. Characteristic of the remaining buyers, each had 

to establish an acceptable relationship each time a purchase had to be 

made, in order to reach this stage of order taker/p lacer.

In this i l lu s tra t io n  of the travel d irec tor, the id en tit ies  which they 

negotiated were quickly established as being that of order placer/taker. 
Even during th e ir  f i r s t  phone conversation, the salesman Alan, said 

that he detected something "odd" about his "keeness" to have a demon
stration and t r ia l  of a particular model immediately. This deal, 
acknowledged by the salesmen as being very rare, showed an unusual 
buyer strategy for avoiding salesmen, keeping contact to a minimum; 
relying on a relationship established between parent company and supplier 

representatives.

6.5 THE RANGE OF IDENTITIES

This buyer achieved the closest approximation to the buyer's ' id e a l '  in 

any of the deals studied. The common remark amongst a l l  except the 

junior buyers, was how pleasant and simple buying a copier would be i f  

i t  was not necessary to go through a salesman. One of the fu llt im e  

buyers said:
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" . . .  regrettably I tend to go on personalities rather than machines.
I say regrettably but I think i t ' s  the only way - i t ' s  ju st regrettable
in that the machine cannot ta lk  for i t s e l f  Idea lly  salespeople
shouldn't be se lling  - rather than people who trust you come to
you to buy. And they do to a small extent. I s t i l l  trus t ( ____)
on the big machines because I have a good rapport with them and 
th e ir  s ta f f ."

One of the senior buyers explained:

" I t ' s  ju st so d i f f i c u l t  to be objective about i t  a l l  p a rt icu la r ly  
i f  you don't have that chemical thing or h i t  i t  o f f  with someone. 
Then you s ta r t  being subjective and you can't help i t .  I mean 
i t  would be so much easier i f  you just saw the machine and there 
were no salesmen. I t ' s  just a shame that the machines can't 
simply sell themselves."

Statements l ik e  these recurr frequently throughout the data and imply 

two central themes. Id e a l ly ,  there would be no sales-man, rather the 

machines would simply be accompanied by an order taker who did nothing 

towards ac tive ly  se lling  the machine. By implication, negotiating 

id en tit ies  and establishing relationships would be unnecessary: the
Salesman" would only be there to take the order once the buyer had 

made an 'ob jective ' assessment of the machine alone. The other central 
theme is in the converse of th is : that is ,  essentia lly  in voicing
th e ir  ideals , these buyers are also acknowledging the actual importance 

of the salesman in th e ir  decision making process. Expressing the ideal 
as where there is no salesman, implies that buying copiers woud be a 

much more acceptable a c t iv ity  i f  there were no salesman involved. That 
is ,  what they do not l ik e  about the actual process of buying a copier 

hinges around the presence of a sales-man. By implication, the task 

would no longer have the character of dirtywork i f  the salesman was 

simply an order taker; i f  the active selling aspect was removed.

Taking/placing orders occurs during the f inal phases of th e ir  relationships  

In this sense, the buyer's ideal rests in situations where negotiating 

id en tit ies  and establishing relationships can be avoided. To this  

end, the fu llt im e  buyers maintained sets of relationships which could 

be called upon at any time in order to deal. That is ,  even where no 

deal had been transacted they maintained certain relationships such 

that when necessary to deal, the preliminary stages of negotiating
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iden tit ies  were pre-empted, as for example, in the case of the O&M 

manager and Steve. For most buyers however, any equipment purchase 

entailed establishing new relationships with salesmen; the dirtywork 

of buying. In the travel d irector's  case, he was able to re ly  on the 

parent company relationship.

I t  is important that this idea should not be confused with the buyer's 

trad itiona l myth that "a good machine w ill sell i t s e l f " .  Indeed, 

recognising th e ir  ideal helped to dispell this myth. Several senior 

buyers in particu lar, stressed that a good machine sells i t s e l f  and 

that they ignored what the salesman said to ensure that they reached 

an "objective" decision, based en tire ly  on the qualities of the machine 

In each case, this conflicted with something else which they reported. 
For example, the following quotation is a typical i l lu s tra t io n  taken 

from a senior buyer's account:

"I must say that I t ry  to ignore 90% of what the salesman says.
I look at the product and I t ry  to compare i t  with other products 
that I 'v e  been shown. I t ry  to remain aloof from what he's saying

"You know you can meet a person and i t  just doesn't w e ll . . th e re 's  
no sort o f rapport between you at a l l .  Well, quite frankly  

i t ' s  very d i f f i c u l t  then to deal with the salesman on a sort of  
objective basis. You tend to be subjective, you know, you don't 
l ik e  the look of this chap..."

These:/, quotations are from a single interview with a senior buyer and 

at face value seem incompatible. However, teasing out the analytical 
tangles, a pattern emerges. I t  would be inconsistent with th e ir  senior 

professional iden tit ies  to acknowledge that a salesman, whom they iden tify  

as incongruent with themselves, had a direct influence on th e ir  decision. 
However, when talking in general terms, not specific to any deal or any 

salesman, i t  is much easier to imply subjective, in tu it iv e  and for them, 
essentially  non-professional notions because i t  does not re fle c t  upon 

themselves. When spoken in general terms, this is not discordant with 

th e ir  own senior professional id en tit ie s .

This led to unravelling f in a l ly  the curious paradox. On the one hand, 
buyers do not want to establish relationships with copier salesmen as 

i t  contains some pejorative implication for the ir  professional id e n t it ie s .  
Id ea lly , there would only be an order-taker present rather than a sales-man
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Yet on the other hand, in the actual situation they must establish such 

relationships in order to choose and in order to deal. Thus they 

acknowledge d irec tly  or in d irec tly  the importance of the salesman 

and his influence on th e ir  choices. Attributing this importance to 

the salesman is in some cases uncomfortable and tends to be couched in 

general rather than specific terms; i t s e l f ,  evidence of the importance 

of negotiating acceptable id en tit ie s .

Thus i t  was then that for a l l  these buyers were reluctant to establish  

relationships with salesmen, statements from the data include the 

following :

"The rep. is cruc ia lly  important. He has to be because you've got 
to base your evaluation of the company on the rep. He's your 
only point of contact. I mean I 'v e  had reps in here that make me 
feel antagonistic. Something in th e ir  manner or th e ir  behaviour 
or what they say simply puts my back up. And I refuse to buy from 
them and that puts me o f f  the company too. I mean I can t e l l  you 
of a few companies that I won't deal with because of that. Like 
in this las t deal, the other rep tr ied  to put me o f f  (Repro) by 
showing me a press cutting which speculated that they might not 
get therelicence renewed or something. Now I thought that was 
re a l ly  underhand and i t  has put me o f f  completely having anything 
to do with them ever again. I was a b i t  concerned certa in ly  but 
Steve allayed my fears so we went ahead. Personality is very 
important for me. I dealv/with a person not an anonymous company."

"There must be a reasonable approach. You've got to be able to 
re la te  to that person and trust him. You don't actually  have to 
l ik e  him although naturally  than helps. Liking is not synonymous 
with trusting or re la ting . You may not l ik e  someone but also not 
dis like  him. So maybe you feel f a i r ly  neutral about the personal 
side of that character. But the rep and the firm are one and the 
same- they have to be because they can't exist without each other 
- united. So i t  means that i t ' s  not the deep personal side of the 
man that you're a fte r  but you've got to have a rapport. You want 
a rapport between your problem and your firm and his solution and 
his firm."

"I mean you don't actually have to l ik e  the salesman to buy his 
products but obviously i t  makes i t  that much easier i f  you do and 
he's the only point of contact you have. Unfortunately, you have 
to see a salesman because you must have some contact, a name to 
get on to and a person there in front of you. But of course that 
way you do get the odd occasion where the salesman puts over a 
rea lly  bad impression and you think, i f  this is what he's l ik e ,  
what's the firm like?"
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"The rep from ( ..........) seemed a b it  untogether re a l ly .  In fact
the whole organisation did. I mean i t  took them about 6 weeks 
to send the rep twice and give us a quote on a reconditioned 
machine. But Alan made a good impression. He seemed to know
what he was talking about i t ' s  funny re a l ly  because I 'd
read the o ff ice  equipment survey and I d idn 't actually  remember 
noticing Repro. I t  was only a fte r  Alan called that I went back 
and looked them up. But i t  wasn't much help re a l ly  because the 
machine we had was a new small model and wasn't i t  in the survey. 
But Alan seemed reasonable enough and so Repro themselves can't 
be too bad. And so far that's  proved correct. I t ' s  a l l  been 
as smooth as Alan suggested i t  would."

These comments are from various d iffe rent types of buyers and suggest 
that they a ll  see the salesman as some kind of yardstick to his 

employer-organisation; that is ,  in the id en tit ies  presented and 

negotiated by the salesmen, the buyer is afforded some indication of 
the kind of organisation with which his organisation may be dealing.
Even where the buyer perhaps has some pre-existant image of that 
supplier organisation, the salesman can confirm or disconfirm th is  

image in that which he negotiates with the buyer. For example, the 

f i r s t  i l lu s tra t io n  of the senior buyer who f e l t  that the salesman's 
behaviour was "underhand" and not what he would have expected from 

that sort o f f irm , shows how the salesman did not succeed in negot
iating an iden tity  consistent with the buyer's preconceived image 

of that organisation. S im ila rly , the fu llt im e  buyer's anecdotal 
account of the dismissed salesman who la te r  became Area Manager 
i l lu s tra te s  a case where the salesman negotiated an id en tity  which 

was inconsistent with and detrimental to the supplier organisation's  

image as perceived by the buyer, based on previous experience. Thus 

the encounter was immediately terminated and no deal done.

Together these ideas establish a clear sense of the ambiguity surrounding 

the in i t ia l  buyer-salesman meeting. Buyers on the one hand not 
wishing to become involved in buying a copier or establishing a r e la t 
ionship with a copier salesman, yet on the other hand, needing to do 

so in order to complete the purchase task, to gain an idea of the 

supplier organisation and to establish a context in which to deal. 

Clearly, as this section implies, buyers tend to be more r ig id  in 

th e ir  approach and iden tit ies  negotiated, in as much as they prefer
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with and be identif ied  through th e ir  main occupations, generally  

other than buying. Thus tension surrounding th e ir  f i r s t  meeting 

and even in i t ' s  anticipation is heightened, throwing the emphasis 

to the salesmen to be adaptive in that which they present and 

negotiate.

6.6 SUMMARY

The buyers in this study represented a wide varie ty  of organisations 

and themselves, were drawn from a broad range o f organisational 
positions. Their motives for buying a copier were vastly d if fe ren t  

(from buying a 'production' machine by the O&M manager to buying 

a previously 'unknown' product by the owner-MD) as were also th e ir  

a ttitudes , approaches and accounts. However, through the analysis 

common themes to these 15 individuals were drawn out. Each buyer 
seemed to have some notion of his id en tity  based on his main 

occupation, which for most o f these buyers was something other than 

buying. On this basis, rough groupings were made where buyers of 
sim ilar organisational position seemed to share common features. For 
the fu llt im e  buyers, buying was th e ir  main occupation, th e ir  career 

and th e ir  profession. That which they brought to th e ir  meetings 

with salesmen and what they negotiated was very d iffe ren t to say, the 

group referred to as junior buyers. This la t t e r  group to whom the 

task of buying had been delegated in part were more concerned with the 

'personable' than 'professional' in th e ir  relationships with salesmen.

The accounts revealed a 'curious paradox' where on the one hand, 
buyers often expressed strong d is l ike  of salesmen yet on the other 

hand, recounted at least a reasonable relationship with the salesman. 
Through the analysis i t  emerged th a t ,  p art icu la r ly  for senior buyers, 
they seemed to perceive a discrepancy between th e ir  own professional 
id en tit ies  and those of salesmen. Meeting copier salesmen was for 

them almost rather beneath th e ir  professional d ign ity , suggesting 

tension at least i n i t i a l l y  surrounding th e ir  encounters with salesmen. 
Some went to lengths to ju s t i fy  th e ir  involvement. Others recounted 

strategies by which they sought to reduce th e ir  involvement with
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salesmen to a minimum. A lternatively  some explained a hierarchy of 
buying in which they figured at the top, being involved in the f inal  

stages or for special policy decisions. However, that the salesman 

is unavoidable and that the machine is inanimate, inevitab ly buyers 

had at some stage to meet salesmen.
I

From th is  emerges the basic c r i te r ia  for assessing what was and what 

was not acceptable in terms of salesmen: th e ir  implications for the
buyer's id en tity  within his organisation. In this way, once established, 
fu l lt im e  buyers were keen to maintain good relationship even where 

no deal had been transacted. An established 'good' relationship  

implies that in i t i a l  stages of negotiating acceptable id en tit ies  have 

been completed and need not be repeated unless a new salesman should 

take over. This was the buyers' nearest approximation to th e ir  ideal:
that is ,  a situation where the salesman is no longer a sales-man but
rather an order-taker. In conclusion, the buyers in this study 

seemed rather in f le x ib le  in or at least unprepared to adapt that 
which they presented and negotiated with salesmen. The onus was
more on the salesmen to be accommodating in that which they negotiated.

Chapter 4 outlined the selected analytical framework by which to best 
understand the data. Chapter 5 i l lu s tra te d  through the data, these 

patterns in the case of salesmen. This chapter has served to deliver  

a s im ilar understanding only from the point of the buyers. However, 
before moving on the next stage, the process of building re la t io n 
ships, a short conceptual summary is needed. Throughout the project 
there has been a constant emphasis on the need to keep buyers and 

salesmen together, to see buying and selling as two sides of the same 

coin, the in ter-acting  threads of jo in t  action. In order to afford  

th e ir  detailed introduction however, they were separated during the 

last two chapters. I t  is important to have a clear understanding of 
them together in order to follow the analysis through the process of 
jo in t  action by which they build th e ir  relationships. Thus the next 
chapter serves to re-unite them and in so doing, also provides the 

opportunity to summarise and define concepts which so far have only 

been defined by implication through th e ir  analytical value. In essence, 

this provides the foundation upon which the rest of the analysis is 

based.
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INTRODUCTION

This short summary chapter is intended to complement rather than 

halt the flow of the analysis presentation. From the in i t i a l  c r i t ic a l  
reading of the marketing research l i te ra tu re  through fieldwork to 

lanalysis^ the struggle has been to gain some understanding of the 

mutuality of buying and s e ll in g , rather than taking the stance of 
either buyer and buying or se lle r  and se lling . Yet the last two 

chapters contradict this e f fo r t ,  serving to introduce buyers and 

salesmen as two separate groups of people, recreating that disunion 

of the actors. Even though the format o f those chapters attempted 

to handle and present buyers and salesmen in sim ilar vein, i t  cannot 
be avoided that they emerge divorced. From a purely practical point 
of view, inevitably some concepts w il l  be more c learly  i l lu s tra te d  

and understood from say, buyer accounts ,and others more c learly  seen 

from salesman accounts. From the point of more theoretical method
ological considerations, there are also other constraints which serve 

to further this imbalance. Thus, while there appear to be common 

conceptual links between both groups, such as id en tity , relationships, 
status and professionalism, the character o f that commonality is 

d i f f i c u l t  to grasp from two separate chapters. This conceptual 
summary is created in order to remedy these d isparities: to c la r i fy
the concepts developed so fa r and to bring buyer and salesman together 

again to establish a clear understanding of what i t  is between them 

that they have as the basis on which to build a relationship in order 

to deal. The process of structuring a relationship w ill  be the subject 
of the subsequent chapter. Before identify ing and defining key 

conceptual themes, a few methodological issues are discussed b r ie f ly  

which is e ffec tive ly  to highlight the foundations and boundaries to 

this and the following chapter.^

The data in this project are primarily contained in retrospective  

accounts, supplemented where and when ever possible with extensive 

fieldnotes and observations. Noted in Chapter 3, this is a rather

K  The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a more comprehensive and 
detailed analysis of these issues.
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special kind of data with its  own special fortes and problems. On 

a purely practical lev e l,  the accounts related to actions which 

spanned 4 days to e ffec tive ly  4 months. Inevitably then some of the 

f in er  deta il w i l l  in some cases be lost to time. This is not to inva l
idate or b e l i t t le  the value of such accounts; on the contrary, they 

S|till remain acceptable, authentic reports of phenomena. Rather, li 

this serves to draw attention to three important methodological points. 
F irs t ,  the research is based on what the actors themselves saw as 

important and relevant phenomena in and through th e ir  explications 

and ju s t if ic a t io n s  of the performance of this social act. I t  is not, 
for example, based on what one observer took note of at each point of 
contact in a relationship. Thus i t  does not purport to describe every 

tw ist and turn in a relationship, noticed and given significance by 

a th ird  party. I t  is based on the accounts of the two participants  

in each case, in th e ir  terms and in th e ir  own in f le c t io n . Secondly, 
in giving th e ir  accounts, each actor did ss as an indiv idual, hence 

one issue which seems routinely accounted for by one actor might 
appear as an extra-ordinary issue in another actor's account and yet 
be completely absent from anothers account and so on. In some accounts, 
the actors gave a sense of the step-by-step nature of the actions 

whereas others did not report in this way: some lumping issues
together in a to rren tia l flood, others peppering th e ir  accounts with 

l i t t l e  d e ta ils .  This leads to the th ird  and perhaps most crucial 
methodological point which is that of account analysis.

The main theoretical issues of account analysis were discussed ea r l ie r  

in Chapter 3 where the point was made c learly  that such retrospective 

accounts, while being authentic reports of phenomena, need not be taken 

merely at face value. Rather, in analysing such accounts, i t  is 

crucial that i t  is done with a c r i t ic a l  eye: essentia lly , making a
c r i t ic a l  reading of the accounts (Harre & Secord '72 ). The basis for 

that c r i t ic a l  reading was considerably fa c i l i ta te d  by the fact that I 
was in the unique position of possessing both sets of accounts; both 

sides of the same story. Thus what might otherwise appear convoluted 

and senseless, scattered through 30 separate accounts can be brought 
together, unravelled and made sense of in this analysis of 15 pairs 

of accounts: in e ffe c t ,  in this c r i t ic a l  reading of 15 related pairs 

of accounts. Importantly, in making my analysis I also bring to bear
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my extensive fa m il ia r i ty  with the fieldwork in its  en tire ty  and not 
simply with the specific pieces of data being quoted in this thesis 

(Lofland '71, Johnson '75 ). As has been made clear before, the data 

are essentially 'best read' in the way in which they are being 

presented here,although i t  is recognised that another researcher with 

a d iffe ren t perspective might make a d iffe ren t reading of the accounts.

Although these three points have been fundamental to the methodological 
underpinnings throughout the entire research and analysis, they are 

particu la r ly  pertinent here for the sharp focus they bring to that 
which is to follow in this and the subsequent chapter. Redrawing 

attention to these points asserts an e x p lic i t  idea of the analytical 
perspective which is essential i f  the outcomes of the analysis are 

to carry any weight or significance and also provides a clear basis 

on which to build the remaining aims of this chapter; to summarise, 
define and develop key conceptual themes and bring buyer and salesman 

together.

7.1 KEY CONCEPTUAL THEMES

In Chapter 4 the selected analytical framework for the data was 

described from the ea rl ie s t  ideas through to its  more complete and 

systematic development. At the end of that chapter, the framework 

described the pattern that a l l  deals took place in the context of a 

relationship between buyer and salesman and that the basis on which 

that relationship is b u il t  is in the presentation and negotiation of 
acceptable id en tit ie s . Without the presentation and negotiation of 
acceptable iden tit ies  there is no basis for a relationship. Without 
a relationship between buyer and salesman there is no context in which 

to deal.

At that stage, e x p lic it  defin it ion  of concepts was purposefully 

avoided; an accurate reflection of what happened in the analysis 

process. While structure, order and patterns were discovered in the 

data, and categories and conceptualisations gradually developed 

throughout the analysis, i t  was important to build up a picture of 
the way each concept worted before setting l im its  to its  range of 
meaning. From the analytic descriptions in the intervening two chapters
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of buyer and salesman, buying and selling from both points of view, 

there is a much clearer idea of the data and also of the relevance 

and relatedness of the conceptualisations. Essentially then, i t  is 

now possible to bring the concepts together in summary fashion and 

in so doing, c la r i fy  and define what is meant by each.

Identity
Key to the analysis is the concept of id e n t ity ,  the successful salesman 

id en tity , the professional buyer id en tity . Many examples have been 

given in the previous chapters o f the pattern i t  describes yet in 

some ways, through th e ir  va rie ty , these seem to confuse rather than 

c la r i fy  what is meant by ' id e n t i ty ' .  Exploring the implications of 
such examples however, provided the basis for a d e fin it io n .

In talking o f id en tit ies  examples of the process of id en tif ica t io n  

have also been encompassed. For instance, buyers were noted to 

attempt to id en tify  and be iden tif ied  with th e ir  main occupation, 
generally other than buying. In this sense, an id en tity  is the out
come of the process of id e n t if ic a t io n , both for s e lf  and others: that
is ,  one is claiming an id en tity  for s e lf  and asking to be id en tif ied  

by others in a particu lar way and s im ila r ly , through the process of  

id e n t if ic a t io n , reaching an id en tity  of o ther(s ). Making this d is t 
inction emphasises several important points: f i r s t  that i t  is a two-
way process, requiring reciprocation of others; second, that the 

audience has an important influence on the id en tity  claimed; and 

th ird ,  that an id en tity  is not a stable, f ix e ^  tangible matter but 
rather constantly changing and being adapted and modified: according 

to the s ituation. Together this serves to highlight the situatedness 

of the concept of id en tity ;  that iden tit ies  are particu lar to 

situations and contexts and are presented according to the s e lf  image 

to be claimed in that s ituation.

For the most part, the research concerned work-oriented id e n t it ie s .
The audiences were work related. My introduction to the salesmen and 

the ir  buyers (and my continuing presence in th e ir  environment) was 

based on th e ir  work. The relationshps established between them were 

work-oriented. The pattern described by the concept of id en tity  was
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quite apparently work-oriented. In the ir  work, people immediately 

have some identity  i f  only on the basis of th e ir  job t i t l e s  and the 

stereotypical ideas conjured up by that t i t l e . f o r  them and others. 
Through the performance of th e ir  work, through what they do in th e ir  

work, people develop and build up iden tit ies  and come to be iden tif ied  

in particu lar ways. Such id en tit ies  do not persist forever unchanged, 
rather they are daily  modified and adapted according to situations  

and events.

Here then the concept of iden tity  is firm ly rooted in and through a 

person's work. But this is not to deny the existence of other ident
i t ie s  such as fa ther, husband, golf club champion, in te l le c tu a l ,  
amateur gardener, etc. All these and others were glimpsed from time 

to time. Rather, these other id e n t it ie s , primarily beyond the scope 

of the project, were only important as they emerged in the work context. 
For the most part, these other id en tit ies  were claimed in d if fe ren t  

contexts with d iffe ren t audiences. This should not be thought of as 

a m u lt ip l ic i ty  of separate id en tit ies  which comprise a person; rather, 
in as much as an iden tity  is the outcome of a process of id e n t if ic a t io n ,  
there may be overlap of the contents of d if fe ren t id e n t it ie s . That is ,  
there are common elements to a person's d iffe ren t id e n t it ie s ,  a sense 

of continuity and in this way of s e lf ,  which organises id en tit ies
or aspects of s e lf  made public in a s ituation. Thus, in this project,

'  2
i t  is work identit ies  which are salient and of primary importance.

The data revealed three important dimensions to an id en tity ;  the 

cognitive, the affective  and the emotive. That is ,  in developing an 

id e n t ity ,  that process takes place along these three dimensions.

Perhaps the cognitive and a ffective  dimensions are self-explanatory  

from the many examples given of presenting and negotiating id e n tit ie s ;  

for example, cognition and affection in terms of choosing aspects of 
s e lf  to present and the negotiative process through which id en tit ies  

are embellished and modified. The emotive dimension can best be seen 

from a contrast of Pat and Steve. For Steve, the emotive dimension 

of the identit ies  he presented and negotiated was v i ta l ly  important,

2. Where reference is made subsequently to id e n t it ie s ,  i t  refers 
to these identit ies  in the work-oriented s ituation.
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i l lu s tra te d  by the strong emotional commitment to his id en tit ies  

which he demonstrated. For example, he f e l t  compelled to continue 

claiming id en tit ies  even though they were not always acceptable to 

others, such as his bizarre Personal-to-professionaV se l1ing style  

or his individual identity  in the sales o f f ic e . In contrast, Pat 
i l lu s tra te s  an almost tota l absence of emotional commitment to that 
which he presented and negotiated e ither with other salesmen or 

buyers. In a sense, i t  was as i f  Pat could switch the emotional 
dimension on or o f f  at w ill  whereas for Steve, he had to feel committed 

to his id en tit ies  in order to be able to present and negotiate them 

with others.

Pulling these ideas together to formulate a de fin it ion  o f id e n t ity ,  
c learly  i t  must include something of the two-way nature o f the process, 
the situatedness of the concept and the three dimensions along which 

id en tit ies  are created. Thus the defin it ion  of id en tity  in this  

project can be thought of as how a person thinks o f ,  feels and values 

him/herself and wishes others to think o f ,  feel and value him/her as 

being,both in and through the performance of his/her work. This 

la t te r  phrase is important as i t  takes the defin it ion  out of the 

imagination and firm ly establishes i t  in a c t iv i ty :  i t  must be acted
out and negotiated with other people.

From the data, two d iffe rent work-oriented situations can be d is tin 
guished; in one's employing organisation and with oné's counterpart 
in deals, e ither buyer or salesman. In this sense, correspondingly 

d iffe ren t work iden tit ies  can be found. For example, part of the 

successful salesman identity  in the o ff ic e  might re fer to points 

 ̂ "on the board". With a potential buyer, this aspect of a salesman's 

work identity  was never presented as i t  would be meaningless to the 

buyer who knows nothing of the salesman's organisational background 

and work context. S im ilarly , an idea o f these two d iffe ren t kinds of 
work iden tit ies  emerged from buyer accounts; that the iden tity  

negotiated with the salesman contained only a few elements of that 
which was established in the organisational context. From the ir  

anecdotal accounts, a channel of influence between these two situations  

emerges. For example, each buyer had at least one'horror story" to 

t e l l ,  of a deal where he had made a "wrong" choice of machine. One
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buyer rented 5 machines which he la te r  discovered to be unsuitable 

for his users needs and bore the brunt of complaints for 2 years 

until the contract expired. I t  made his l i f e  " h e ll" ,  an "abysmal 
decision" etc. One of the fu llt im e buyers recounted how, much e a r l ie r  

in his career, he had contracted for good machines but his mistake 

was in the finance and administration of the deal, taking each machine 

on a single contract with a d iffe ren t starting date. In retrospect 
he could see how the salesman's persuasiveness had appeared to touch on 

his goal, to consolidate dealings with a single supplier without 
straining his budget. He was reprimanded by his superiors when his 

departmental budget was discovered to show this expensive error.
As he said:

"I got taken to the cleaners. I t ' s  as simple as tha t. I t  was 
my mistake and I paid for i t .  Mind you, you learn quickly l ik e  
that. I t ' s  never happened again, I can t e l l  you. I 'v e  got a 
job to look a f te r ."

In this way, i t  emerges that the id en tit ies  negotiated with salesman 

or buyer have a vicarious effect on those presented in one's organi
sational context; that is ,  they may or may not provide support for 

the id en tit ies  claimed within one's organisation. For example, a 
poor purchase choice reflects  badly on the buyer's id en tity  of say, 
competent professional within his organisation. S im ila r ly , to fa i l  
to deal denies support for the successful salesman id e n t ity .  These 

can be thought of more spec if ica lly  as organisational id e n t it ie s ;  that 
is ,  work iden tit ies  ta ilored to a particu lar organisational setting  

which implies a stronger sense of continuity and greater investment 
than in more general work id en tit ie s . Thus, each stands to gain or 

lose support for his organisational iden tity  through meeting his 

counterpart, buyer or salesman. These are s t r ic t ly  only two aspects 

of the same notion of id en t if ic a t io n , both in and through one's work. 
Understanding though that both buyers and salesmen have something to 

gain or lose from the ir  meetings provided a crucial key for the analysis 

The concept of identity  accounted c learly  for strong patterns contained 

in thë data. However, in examining the two variations of work 

iden tit ies  and noting the line  of influence between them, other 

concepts are implicated: particu larly  professionalism and status.
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So fa r ,  such notions have been alluded to in d iffe ren t ways as elements 

of the actors' iden tit ies  but have not been c learly  defined. Having 

established what is meant by id e n t ity ,  i t  is now appropriate to 

examine what is meant by these two notions and how they re la te  to 

the concept of id en tity .

Status & Professionalism
Although both these notions featured strongly in the data, th e ir  in te r 

pretation and the pattern they described was more d i f f i c u l t  to assess.
I t  seemed as i f  whatever exactly was meant by these notions, there 

was a common sense of each which was shared by a l l  the participants.
The d i f f ic u l ty  lay in the explication of that common-sense. For 
example, although most actors seemed to make clear what is and what 
is not professional in th e ir  accounts, developing an understanding 

of that which was common, shared by a l l  the actors was more elusive. 
Clearly i t  was something more than simply professional qualifications  

or membership, in the trad it io na l sense of the notion of professionalism 

Adding to the complexity, i t  seemed as i f  the notion of status was 

inextricably bound up with that of professionalism. F in a lly , through 

a reading of EC Hughes ( '58  & '71 ), the strands began to come together. 
Studying se lf  and the workplace, Hughes concluded that the concept of 
"profession":

" . . . i s  not so much a descriptive term as one of value and 
prestige ."

Hughes ( '71 )

This is essentially the way in which the actors used the term 

'professional'. The 'professional' salesman or the 'professional' 
buyer/administrator/accountant does not indicate the adherence to a 

particular professional code of ethics in the trad itional sense, but 
rather lends value and prestige to the bare blunt job t i t l e s  and more 

broadly to the person's iden tity  claims. In addition, the path which 

led Hughes to this conclusion lent valuable insight into the task here.
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He began with the observation that:

"A man's work is one of the things by which he is judged and is 
certa in ly  one of the most s ign ificant things by which he judges 
himself."

Hughes ( '58 )

Undoubtedly there is a pervasive tendency in society to answer the
3

question "who is he?" with an explanation of what he does. Noting 

such judgemental behaviour, Hughes added that such is the social value 

of ambition that i t  leads people to t ry  to improve th e ir  "name-tag": 
a combination of price tag and calling card. This idea has been 

i l lu s tra te d  by both buyers and salesmen. For example, a f te r  3 months 

the salesmen became "senior salesmen". Although this was organisat
iona lly  ascribed, they too took steps to improve th e ir  name-tag.
As one salesman put i t :

" i t 's  not f a i r  re a l ly  to call us salesmen because actually  we 
don't s e l l .  We prefer to do business."

The buyers case has been i l lu s tra te d  already. Through th e ir  attempts 

to iden tify  and be id en tif ied  with th e ir  main occupation rather than 

the task of buying, a common response was something l i k e : -  . . .w e l l ,
I re a l ly  don't think I'm going to be much help to you because I'm not 
a buyer. I 'm  "

As Hughes concluded:

"People who practice an occupation attempt to revise the conception 
which th e ir  various publics have of the occupation and the people 
in i t .  In so doing, they attempt to revise th e ir  own conception
of themselves and of th e ir  work..........I t  is probable that the people
in the occupation w il l  have th e ir  chronic f ig h t for status, for 
personal dignity with this group of consumers of th e ir  services"

Hughes ( '71 )

3. Within the project alone I was variously c lassified  by the p art ic 
ipants as "student", "student doing PhD thesis", "market researcher", 
"University researcher". These are given in ascending order and hold 
sign ificant implications for the way in which I was subsequently 
received and treated.
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Hughes' observations were based on a variety of d iffe rent works and 

workplaces from refuse collecting through to lawyers and medics.
However, the pattern which he describes is essentially  the same as 

that which is contained in the accounts. When buyer and salesman 

met, th e ir  in i t ia l  judgements were based on the nature of the others' 
work rather than on the nature of the other. In the actors " fight  

f6 r  status", the tendency was to t ry  to 'professionalise' in the sense 

increasing value and prestige, th e ir  work, both in th e ir  own conception 

and in the conception of others.

In the la s t  three chapters, notions of status and professionalism have 

been noted as integral to the actors' iden tit ies  such that at times, 
they have been perhaps confusingly referred to as status images or 

professional id e n tit ie s . Taking the concept o f profession as one 

of value and prestige goes some way to a llev ia tin g  th is  confusion: 
that is ,  in as much as 'profession' is a term of value and prestige, 
i t  is also an implier or implication of status. Notions of social 
status are inextricably bound up with social position, such that at 
times the terms are used interchangeably. As with profession, social 
status is also a term of value and prestige and essentia lly , social 
esteem. For example, some social positions are held in higher social 
esteem and awarded greater value, prestige and status than others.
As Hughes subtly implies, people attempt to revise conceptions and 

have to f ig h t for status because such notions are not theirs to possess 

and present. Rather, they are awarded by others. I t  is for others 

to confer this sense of prestige and social status through the ident
if ica tio ns  they make of a person in that social position.

This is in part where the e a r l ie r  confusion of status images and 

professional id en tit ies  arose. In presenting and negotiating id e n t it ie s ,  
each la id  claim to some sense of status and professionalism in the 

sense of value and prestige. However, i t  remains for that claim 

to be legitimated through the identifications made by others and the 

social esteem and prestige conferred through those id en tif ica t io n s .
This perhaps can be better seen through the example of a doorstep 

presentation. By making an appointment, the salesmen claimed a certain  

sense of prestige and status to th e ir  id e n t it ie s , part of th e ir  

'professional' approach. To be met and dealt with on the doorstep 

conflicts with and fa i ls  to legitimate th e ir  claim, as i t  casts them
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as less professional, door-to-door salesmen. Equally, a buyer in 

this situation is laying claim to some sense of prestige and esteem, 
as being too busy and too senior to take time and space to deal with 

this t r iv ia l  matter. By not accepting this meeting in reception, the 

salesman is in part not conferring such esteem to the buyer and is 

attempting, through getting another appointment, to reinforce his own 

claims. By granting another appointment, the buyer is in part le g i t 
imating and awarding something of the salesman's claims. When they 

meet again, each w ill  have modified his claims s lig h t ly  to a level 
which is more l ik e ly  to be legitmated and conferred by the other.

Thus, in the pure abstract sense, such notions are common elements, 
in tr in s ic  to the iden tit ies  of both buyer and salesman: that is ,  on
the basis of social position, each also held some understanding of 
social status and professionalism in the sense of value and prestige, 
which was incorporated into the id en tit ies  which they claimed. The 

differences occur in the re la t iv e  values of such terms and in the 

degree to which the claims of each are legitimated through conferrence 

by the other. In this sense, that which the salesman believed 

legitimated his claim to being professional did not necessarily 

correspond with that which the buyer believed to be a legitimate claim 

to awards of status and professionalism. And so on. As w ill  be i l l u 
strated la te r ,  such discrepancies in th e ir  re la t iv e  evaluations of 
these notions often served to heighten the tensions and ambiguities 

surrounding th e ir  f i r s t  meeting.

Relationship
In Chapter 4, the idea of relationship took naive formation early on 

in the analysis process as being a sense of something between them, 
l i t t l e  more than the Weberian notion of the likelihood of two people 

interacting. As the analytical motif was developed i t  gradually became 

refined as being the negotiation of acceptable id en tit ies  as the basis 

for a relationship which in turn provided a context in which to deal. 
This is to take 're lationship' in i ts  root sense: the negotiation
of acceptable iden tit ies  as the basis on which they re la te  to each 

other. As the i l lu s tra tio n s  in that chapter showed, the bases to such 

relationships varied; the examples being one which was constructed
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on a fr ien d ly , jov ia l basis and another which seemed to be constructed 

on what might be called mutual professional indifference. However, 

to find a basis for a relationship through the negotiation of 
identit ies  is only the s tart  of the matter. I t  then remains to 

structure a relationship from that basis, defining its  boundaries 

and dimensions, possibly broadening the basis on which they re la te  

in the process.

The building analogy is a particu larly  useful way to picture the 

process, although i t  must be stressed i t  is only an analogy. F irs t ,  
the foundations have to be la id :  the negotiation of acceptable
id en tit ies . Then the walls must gradually be b u ilt  up: the process
of the negotiation of the relationship through th e ir  interactions. 
Finally the roof is put on: the culmination of th e ir  relationship
in which they both complete th e ir  aims. However, as with the building, 
the height to which you can build is in part determined by the resources 

available and the depth of the foundations. S im ilarly  with the 

relationship, building may be suspended while the foundations are 

checked out; that is ,  a relationship which begins to fa l te r  may 

require some re-negotiation of id e n t it ie s . The foundations may not 
have been allowed to set s u ff ic ie n t ly  before building began. So too 

in the re lationship, uncertainty about the foundations may hamper 
rapid progress in constructing the relationship. On apparently 

strong foundations, incompatible brickwork produces stresses and 

strains and weaknesses. In a relationship in which id en tit ies  have 

been negotiated and accepted by each, one actor may cause stresses 

to appear by introducing incompatible resources to th e ir  interactions. 
The roof cannot be b u ilt  until a l l  the walls are ready and completed. 
Sim ilarly for one actor to draw the relationship to completion before 

the other is ready may cause the whole structure to collapse. And 

so on. Importantly, in these one-to-one relationships the process 

by which each relationship is constructed is a jo in t  one: the re la tion 
ship is of jo in t  creation. Each actor has something both personal 
and material to gain (or lose) from the relationship. This is not to 

say that the construction process is e n tire ly  balanced: rather, i t

is a negotiative process in which there is a sense of see-sawing 

from one side to the other as they together build a relationship.
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F in a lly ,  where the buidling analogy becomes redundant is where the 

builders use bricks and mortar, concrete and cement to construct 

th e ir  structures. There is nothing so obvious and tangible to human 

relationships. Rather, the ir  construction is somewhat precariously 

developed out of perceptions and interpretations which as w il l  be 

1̂ lustrated la te r ,  can sometimes lead to th e ir  downfall.

A crucial point in the analysis is that the in s titu t io n  of a re la tio n 
ship is a condition of buying and s e l l in g : that is ,  out of re la t io n 
ships, buying and selling grow.. Without a re lationship , there is 

no context in which to buy and s e l l .  I t  is the relationship which 

is established f i r s t  through the negotiation of iden tit ies  which 

then provides the actors with a context in which to deal. As the 

case of Steve and the fu llt im e buyer i l lu s tra te s ,th is  does not mean 

that a good relationship necessarily leads straight to a deal. In 

th e ir  case, the relationship was maintained for 12 months before a 

deal was transacted. However, i t  is important to be clear that i t  

is the relationship out of which buying and selling develop as opposed 

to the approach which suggests that relationships grow put o f buying 

and s e ll in g . This point w il l  be i l lu s tra te d  more c learly  and in a 

variety  of ways in the next chapter, which is concerned with building 

a re lationship. I t  is important here for the emphasis which i t  places 

on the concept o f relationship: the basis on and means by which they
re la te  to each other.

Negotiation
The term 'negotiation' has been used in the sense of iden tity  negot
ia tion and also in reference to building relationships, as being a 

negotiative process. Although c learly  related to bargaining and 

bartering, negotiation in this sense is rather more subtle than 

haggling over prices in a market. Instead, i t  takes more the form 

of presenting and debating who each claims to be and the parts each 

w il l  take in the subsequent relationship. I t  has been c learly  

i l lu s tra te d  that each can choose what he presents of himself in any 

particular s ituation . Through what he says, how he says i t  and what 
he does, the actor gives his audience many means by which to make some 

id en tif ica tio n  of him. In making th e ir  responses, each member of the
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audience does something similar for himself and in so doing reflects  

the id en tif ic a t io n  which he has made of the in i t ia to r .  This re flection  

may not be that which the in i t ia to r  intended i t  to be and so he may 

perhaps choose to repeat and reinforce his original id e n t ity ,  or to 

rearrange that which he presents of himself or to accept and reinforce  

that which the other has imputed to him. In so doing, he also offers  

something of the id en tif ica tion  he has made to the other. And so the 

process goes on. In this way, they are said to negotiate id en tit ie s :  

through th e ir  interactions, each attempts to establish an identity  of 
himself and to make some id en tif ica tion  of the other, reaching some 

level of agreement where that which is negotiated is acceptable to 

both.

S im ila rly , i t  is a negotiative process by which they together build 

a re lationship: through th e ir  interactions, gradually they build upon
the basis on which they re la te ,  negotiating the construction of th e ir  

re lationship. Where the building analogy became redundant e a r l ie r  

was when considering the builder's bricks and mortar. In negotiating 

id en tit ie s  and building relationships, the construction materials are 
perceptions and interpretations based on th e ir  interactions. People 

can be selective in that which they perceive and 'm isinterpretation' 
and 'misunderstanding' are common expressions in our vocabulary. 
Importantly though, in the process of negotiation i t  is easy to 

make an in terpretation which is d iffe rent to that which was intended 

rather than simply to misunderstand. Thus i t  is that in the re la t iv e  

understandings of status and professionalism, discrepancies between 

individual interpretations arise which must be negotiated i f  the actors 

are ever to achieve any kind of mutual agreement and acceptability .
By negotiation then, i t  implies the sense of a negotiative process: 
a rather tenta tive  i f  not tenuous process of gradually building up 

some level of mutual agreement and acceptability  of the identifications  

and interpretations made by each actor, through th e ir  interactions.
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7 . 2  BUYER AND SALESMAN -  RE-UNITED

In bringing buyer and salesman together, there is a curious contrast 
of how on the one hand, they seem to have so much in common yet on 

the other hand, seem to be poles apart. Indeed, paradoxically i t  

seems that i t  is often that which is common to each which provides 

the sources of th e ir  differences. This paradox w ill  be explored as 

th is section draws out in particular three themes which are common 

to both buyers and salesmen.

F irs t ,  as has been made clear in the proceeding chapters, each actor 

had evolved some sense of iden tity  through his main occupation.

Salesmen saw themselves as being more professional than say, copier- 
dealer's salesmen but in a s l ig h t ly  less prestigious occupation than 
say, the major accounts salesmen. In so doing, each attempted to 

achieve the organisational iden tity  of successful salesman, with the 

exception of Steve. Rather than identifying himself as copier sales
man, successful and professional, he preferred to remain s lig h t ly  

removed, id e n tif ied  more as 'professional ex-teacher'. The buyers 

id en tif ied  themselves in a variety  of d iffe ren t ways. The fu llt im e  

buyers saw themselves as professional buyers. The senior group of 
buyers tended to iden tify  themselves as professional organisational 
members, busy and competent in positions of some status and authority  

as senior administrators/accountants/company secretary. The s o lic ito r 's  

junior partner was the bridge between this group and the group of 
junior buyers. Although his involvement in buying was characteristic  

of more junior buyers, his actions, approach and attitudes had more 

in common with the senior group of buyers. He identif ied  himself as 

the professional s o l ic ito r .  The junior buyers tended to be less force
ful in th e ir  attempts to be identif ied  in a particu lar way. Although 

the task of buying a copier had to;be accommodated into th e ir  normal, 
daily  routines, unlike the senior buyers they did not give the 

impression that this would be to the detriment of the many other tasks 

they had to accomplish. Rather, they tended to identify  themselves 

as low to middle range exmployees  ̂ who attempted to do the ir  work 

competently. The two directors were noted to iden tify  themselves 

rather as free agents who both had the power of control over th e ir  

companies.

4. An interesting d istinction , junior buyers and also to an extent the 
salesmen, tended to identify  themselves as employees whereas senior 
buyers did not. _ 226 -



Secondly, each actor formulated some id en tif ica tio n  of the task of 

buying/selling a copier. In the previous two chapters, this was 

represented as a dimension of d ir ty  to professional work, giving a 

sense of hierarchy to such tasks. They are drawn together here:

dpor-to-door consultancy
low status high status
'papercli ps '

DIRTYWORK---------------------------------------------------------------------- PROFESSIONAL WORK

low status high status
small cheap large, expensive
non-technical technically complex

Although diagrammatically the two sides of the dimension appear 
compatible this is not en tire ly  the case. Indeed, this is a point 
where paradoxically that which seems to be common to each gives rise  

to some of th e ir  differences. The salesmen pictured selling copiers 

for Repro as being around the middle-to-professional end of th e ir  

dimension. Not a l l  buyers however, shared this view. Generally, 
buyers id en tif ied  the task of buying a copier (and by implication, 
selling a copier) as fa l l in g  more towards the dirtywork end of the 

dimension. This was especially the case for the senior and director  

groups of buyers. Junior buyers, whilst not conceiving of this as 

dirtywork, recognised that i t  had something of the character of d ir ty  

work for th e ir  superiors: that th e ir  superiors were not rea lly
interested, did not want to be involved and rare ly  questioned th e ir  

recommendations. The two fu llt im e  buyers id en tif ie d  a l l  buying tasks 

as professional work, in as much as they sought to deal only with those
5

they considered to be professional salesmen. Thus while a l l  the 

actors shared in making some iden tif ica tion  of selling or buying a

5. Both worked for service companies whose 'product' depended largely  
on reprographic technology and o ff ice  products, thus the scale on which 
they dealt in such products was generally much larger than the small 
company's one-off deal. For example, the mailing organisation used in 
the region of 8 m illion envelopes per year which represents a reasonable 
sized contract by comparison with the country so lic ito rs  o ff ice  or the 
family firm of f i t t e r s  with 28 employees. Although in the cases 
studied here these buyers only dealt for one machine, each explained 
that this was merely because they had multiple contracts s t i l l  running 
with other suppliers.
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copier, th e ir  re la t ive  interpretations contain some considerable 

variation. E ffec tive ly , this serves to heighten the tension and 

ambiguity surrounding th é ir  f i r s t  meeting. So when they meet for 

the f i r s t  time they may already have discrepant views about what they 

are involved in and the sort of person they are about to encounter. 
Jhat is ,  the buyer who iden tif ies  buying a copier as a re la t iv e ly  

low-status task also sees selling a copier as something sim ilar.  
Likewise the salesman who id en tif ies  selling a copier as more pro
fessional work also implies a sim ilar view o f buying a copier. In 

this way, th e ir  identifications of what they themselves and th e ir  

counterparts are doing may be considerably at variance before they 

even begin to ta lk .

This leads to the th ird  common theme: a ll  the actors formulated

some id en tif ic a t io n  of the other. As the de fin it io n  o f id en tity  

implies, such identifications are not fixed throughout but are const
antly being modified, adapted and negotiated during th é ir  meetings. 
Before they meet, each has some vague conception of the other, although 

this is perhaps more often on the basis of stereotypical ideas of the 
other. When making an appointment, the salesman introduced himself 
as "senior salesman for Repro", sometimes mentioning that they were 

a national firm etc. In locating th e ir  ' t a r g e t ' ,  they usually tr ied  

to get the buyer's job t i t l e .  From this cold canvass, each side had 

the basis of an in i t ia l  identity  of the other. In the course of  

th e ir  se lling  careers, each salesman encountered potential buyers 

from a wide range of organisational backgrounds and on the basis of 
these experiences had some idea of each potential buyer's id en tity .  
Indeed, they frequently dealt with each other in such stereotypes, 
swapping tales of yet another accountant who was only interested in 

price or c iv i l  servant, taking a fine-tooth comb to the minutiae 

"for the committee's report" or of an o ff ice  manager or purchasing 

o ff ic e r  , nicknamed the "paperclips man" etc.

For buyers, th e ir  very broad stereotypical copier salesman was the 

fas t-ta lk ing  conman, only a fte r  the money and the commission. There 

were more refined variations along this theme however. For example, 
there was the "high-pressured, business school approach" which was 

the stereotype generally reserved for salesmen from 3 national suppliers
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in p articu la r . There was also the "empty patterer": the salesman

who patters on in technical jargon, which says and means nothing to 

the buyer. The more a buyer was involved in buying or the greater 

his past experience of dealing with salesmen, the more refined set 
of typ if ica tio ns  he would have for making his in i t ia l  id en tif ica tion s .  
Fpr example, the fu llt im e  buyers both f e l t  that they knew th e ir
markets s u f f ic ie n t ly  well to consider only suppliers with good
reputations. I f  the salesman subsequently fa iled  to re fle c t  th e ir  

sense of professionalism, he was entertained no further. In this  

sense, i t  was rather as i f  they had a broad range of salesman 

stereotypes, of which only one kind was acceptable.

Returning again to the e a r l ie r  paradox, while both sides used 

stereotypes to help them iden tify  the other, in some ways i t  served
to set them apart. That is ,  they are used in re lation to one's own
id en tity  and serve to heighten the tensions and ambiguities surrounding 

th e ir  f i r s t  meeting: essentia lly , widening the invis ib le  gap between
them. For example, the person who wishes to be identif ied  as senior 

respected professional administrator and whose in i t ia l  id en tif ica tion  

of a copier salesman is that of 'fa s t  talking conman', doing a 

re la t iv e ly  low status task w ill  have some sense of there being 

discrepancies between them and e ffec tive ly  no basis on which to 

re la te . For the salesman however, his in i t ia l  identifications are 

perhaps o f a buyer who is a f a i r ly  senior administrator which to him 

is perfectly  acceptable. As a professional salesman this is the kind 

of buyer with whom he feels he should be dealing: congruent with his
own organisational id en tity  and his iden tif ica tion  of his occupation. 
For this salesman, he perceives greater discrepancies in iden tit ies  

when dealing with an o ff ice  manager. When he meets this senior 

administrator, th e ir  anticipated ideas of each other, based largely  

on stereotypical information, can be seen to further the perceived 

discrepancies between them.

The following quotations help to i l lu s tra te  some of these ideas from 

the data. In addition, they also serve to bring out c learly how these 

in i t ia l  id en tif ica tions  are made, in re lation to the actor's organis
ational id e n t ity .  The f i r s t  is from Alan, referring to an o ff ice  

administration manager:
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"I d idn't even bother to give him a quote, i mean I told him 
what the figures were and he wrote them down but that was i t .
I f  he wanted i t  in writing i t  was up to him to ask. I t  always 
seems a b i t  long-winded rea lly  but i t  depends what sort of buyer 
they are. I certa in ly  wouldn't bother for that sort of buyer 
though - i t ' s  never worth i t .  But some are - l ike  I had this  
one recently -  you remember, that snotty chief personnel guy who 
wouldn't ta lk  to you - well he was pretty senior and you just  
knew he was going to want a proper quotation. So I had to come
back here and get Maggie to type i t  a ll  up and stick i t  in a
binder -  you know, a ll  smart and professional looking. He was
just that sort of buyer and that sort of company. I don't see
i t  makes much difference rea lly  -  you always win some and lose 
some anyway."

This sort of a ttitude  was not uncommon. For example, when dealing 

with o ff ice  manager/paperclips buyers, salesmen would often not 
follow up calls believing i t  not worth th e ir  time as the buyer might 
take ages over a decision and for one small machine, th e ir  efforts  

might be wasted for nothing. Perceiving some sense of discrepancies 

between th e ir  id en tit ies  also suggested that there was l i t t l e  to be 

gained for these salesmen in terms of th e ir  organisational id en tit ies  

from dealing with this sort of buyer. For example, in comparison 

with Pat's 43 machine local authority deal negotiated with the Chief 
O fficer 's  Management Committee, a one machine contract with an o ff ic e  

manager carries no prestige. I t  would add l i t t l e  to the "on the 

board" rating and contribute l i t t l e  in the way of material for the 

office  banter or in presenting the successful salesman id en tity .

The next i l lu s tra t io n  is from a senior administrator:

"I remember actually  I wasn't very impressed when Mr (Trevor) 
f i r s t  arrived. I remember thinking that somehow this wasn't the 
person I was expecting. I t  sounds a b it  t r i v ia l  re a l ly  but i t  
was things l ik e  his suit - he d idn 't look p articu larly  at home 
in i t  and he helped himself to a chair pretty quickly and then 
disappeared into his b r ie f  case. Anyway, I was a b it  suprised 
re a l ly  because you imagine these chaps are a l l  very smart, very 
slick  and they're usually quite pushy. Perhaps that was the 
best thing though - I mean Mr (Trevor) wasn't very pushy re a l ly  
at a l l .  Once we got talking and so on we got on OK. He seemed 
pretty bright, straightforward and honest -  i f  anything a rather 
ordinary sort of chap."
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This quotation is rather in teresting. While the buyer was anticipating  

his stereotypical copier salesman, he was not sure that he was going 

to l ik e  meeting him. However, when Trevor arrived , he c learly  did 

not conform to this stereotype but the buyer was then even less 

certain about him than had he been stereotypical. Eventually, they 

found that they had a basis on which to re la te ,  through the process 

of negotiating acceptable id e n t it ie s . I t  is c lear though that the 

buyer both expected and perceived considerable discrepancies In his 

in i t ia l  identif ications in re la tion to his organisational id en tity .
As another senior buyer explained, while the salesman is trying to 

assess the buyer, the buyer is doing the same:

" . . . t ry in g  to get an impression of this man. What's he like?  
Do I want to deal with him?"

Effectively, in asking the question 'do I want to deal with him?' 
the buyer is asking i t  re la t iv e  to his organisational iden tity : that
is ,  what are the implications for me and my organisational iden tity  

i f  I deal with this person.

In concluding this section, i t  must be pointed out that no quotations 

have been selected as i l lu s tra tio n s  of such discrepant perceptions 

from the accounts o f junior buyers primarily because th e ir  accounts 

did not reveal any sense of discrepancy or variance in the ir  iden tit ies  

and those of salesmen. That is ,  in re la tion  to th e ir  own organisational 
id en t it ie s , they did not seem to perceive any notion of divergence 

or discrepancy. Part of the paradox is that in this process of 
identifying the other and doing so in re lation  to one's own organis
ational id en tity , i t  is the group with whom the salesmen prefer to 

deal who perceive the greatest divergence between th e ir  in i t ia l  
id en tif ica tions. This sense of discrepancy inevitab ly  creates a 

certain degree of tension and ambiguity around th e ir  f i r s t  meeting. 
Furthermore, iro n ic a lly  i t  is the group of buyers who do not share 

in this sense of variance or discrepancy in th e ir  in i t ia l  id e n t i f ic 
ations with whom the salesmen prefer not to deal, as they perceive 

a degree of incongruence with the identity  of junior buyer.
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7 , 3  SUMMARY

While buyers and salesmen appear to have much in common, paradoxically 

this tends to set them further apart. Three main themes shared by 

both are that each has some notion of his own organisational id en tity ,  
each formulates some id en tif ica tio n  of the task and each id en tif ies  

the other, often i n i t i a l l y  on the basis of stereotypical ideas. 
Iro n ic a l ly ,  these general ideas common to both buyers and salesmen also 

comprise the sources of ambiguities as they come together. Each stands 

to gain or lose through th e ir  meeting in terms of support for his own 

organisational id en tity ;  something in which he has a varying degree 

of long term investment. That th e ir  sterotypical ideas and re la tive  

interpretations are at variance, there is a potential source of 
tension between them from the outset of th e ir  relationship. Having 

defined the important analytical concepts of id en tity , status and 

professionalism, relationship and negotiation, and drawn them together 

through uniting buyer and salesman, i t  can be seen that as they meet 
for the f i r s t  time, there are already a number of ambiguities under
lying th is In i t ia l  contact. From this point, there is the basis on 

which the next chapter can address in fin er  d e ta i l ,  the process of 
building a relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter brought buyer and salesman together on a concep
tual le v e l ,  drawing on common themes between them as outlined in the 

two proceeding chapters. In this chapter, buyer and salesman remain 

together as the conditions of building an acceptable relationship are 

explored. Thus i t  w i ll  be necessary to a lternate between description 

and analysis, from both buyer and salesman points of view. While 

balance between both sides and on both levels w il l  inevitably be 

d i f f i c u l t  to maintain at times, the aim of the whole chapter is to 

attach equal weight to each overall.

This chapter w ill  trace the process by which each buyer and salesman 

together constructed th e ir  relationship , in turn providing the 

context in which to deal. The structure is taken d irec tly  from the 

accounts, using the salesmen's terms for each phase of the process. 
Although th e ir  terms are established through organisational training  

and are also common to many sales manuals, they are particu larly  

useful here for two reasons: one is that they are data based, often
taken up by the buyers too; and second is that each term can be 

re -in terpreted , such that i t  considerably fa c i l i ta te s  our understanding 

of the process. The terms for the various phases are, in progression, 
cold canvass, f i r s t  face-to-face/presentation, demonstration, ( t r i a l ) ,  

close and order signing. The boundaries between these phases are 

often blurred and in d is tin ct. However, they remain a useful guide 

by which to attend the process of jo in t  action between buyer and 

salesman in d e ta il .  The f i r s t  point o f contact, the in i t ia t io n  of 
that process, is the cold call/canvass.
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8.1 THE COLD CALL/CANVASS

To 'cold c a l l '  or 'cold canvass' are widely used terms, generally taken 

to mean to s o l ic i t  orders from someone (or some organisation). In terest
ingly , Chambers 20th Century dictionary defines the verb 'to  canvass' as 

meaning to toss or turn about. Canvassing to the salesmen means large 

chunks of time and e f fo r t  spent approaching potential buyers 'co ld ',  
4/5ths of which they anticipate to be wasted e f fo r t .  For buyers, being 

canvassed means a minor time-wasting i r r i t a t io n  which they tended to 

re ject or ignore. Like tossing or turning about, for both i t  seems 

to represent rather aggravating exerc ise ,s lightly  i r r i t a t in g ,  wasting 

time and energy to l i t t l e  positive e ffec t. However, each(bar three^ )of 
the relationships in the data was in it ia te d  by an e ffec tiv e ly  'cold' 
canvass. Such e f fo r t  then is not en tire ly  f ru i t le s s .

Theoretically what makes a canvass 'cold' is that neither side has any 

knowledge of the other or of the potential value of the other: a shot
in the dark. This is not always the case. Buyers sometimes know of 
a company and its  products, by word of mouth, previous experience, trade 

magazines and exhibitions^etc. S im ilarly , salesmen may know something 

of the company they are approaching from such sources. The salesmen also 

actively  sought out every other possible lead or contact which might 
appear to o ffe r  a greater chance of an appointment than a ' re a l '  shot in 

the dark: for example, spotting new buildings, o ff ice  developments,
using information from previous canvasses and although less common, 
even spotting competitor's cars turning on to an industrial estate or 

in the v is i to r 's  carpark. Even where the salesman did have a possible 

lead to follow, i t  was s t i l l  referred to as a 'cold canvass'. Although 

they perhaps knew something of the organisation, they were s t i l l  'cold' 
as fa r as the specific buyer was concerned, having l i t t l e  or no in fo r
mation regarding the person whom they were trying to engage.

Of the deals in the data, two organisations had new premises spotted 

by the salesman; a f te r  one local authority deal, Trevor used i t  as a 

lever in his approach to others; Pat heard of the potential school deal 
through the golf club; Steve met the o ff ice  manager by accident on

1. In two cases, the buyers contacted the salesman and in the th ird ,  
the buyer's current lease with Repro was shortly to expire and the sales
man no tif ied  by internal computer memo to make contact.
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his second day at Repro; the assistant company secretary was a lead 

picked up at national exhibition; the two fu llt im e  buyers e ffec t ive ly  

had relationships previously established with Repro. So only 4 deals 

in the data could s t r ic t ly  be considered the outcome of a 'shot in
the dark' and sheer coincidence.

i

Normally, the salesmen canvassed by phone as part of th e ir  professional
image; the phone being a more professional and businesslike means
by which to contact a potential buyer than wandering in to th e ir
premises "o ff the s treet" . (The exception was a ' b l i t z ' . )  Most buyers
expressed a preference for being canvassed by phone rather than in
person as the la t te r  are more d i f f i c u l t  to deal with. One buyer
explained how, since his o ff ice  was obviously adjacent to reception,
the occasional persistent salesman would s i t  in reception until he
emerged even though told that the buyer was not free or w ill in g  to
see him. Another buyer explained the dilemma as being between leaving
the salesman alone, in which case he would 'in terrogate ' the recept- r 

2
ionist , or appearing in person to t ry  to get r id  of this salesman, 
which for him seemed to concede to the salesman's demands.

The standard figures quoted by Repro management as indicators of 
"effective and successful selling" were that each salesman's output 
per week should be:

60 cold calls  
12 presentations 
4 demonstrations 
3 closes 
1 SALE

On this basis, achieving the 15 deals studied in this project, around 

900 cold calls were probably made. Although historical data were 

surveyed in the project, i t  was d i f f i c u l t  to make an accurate 

assessment of these figures. Variations such as b l itze s , poor (or 

sometimes deliberately inaccurate) record keeping, personnel changes,

2. This was not always the problem which this buyer suggested. On 
one occasion, trave ll ing  with Alan, he made a cold call 'o f f  the s treet' 
to a firm which he knew had just moved in to an o ff ice  block but for 
which he could not find a phone number. He received very short 
s h r if t  from the receptionist and fa iled  to get anywhere.
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absences, multiple contracts,etc.meant that the figures fluctuated 

throughout the year. The cold canvasses of the previous 2 months 

may not yet have materialised in a deal at that stage but might well 
prove successful in say 3 weeks time. These figures were also based 

on a somewhat a rb itra ry  and rarely achieved target of one sale a week. 
Monthly quota was approximately 2̂  machines (given the d ifferent  

points weightings) and the salesman might achieve this a l l  in one 

week - and so on. From the records which the salesmen maintained 

for management scrutiny, i t  would appear that over time the ratio of 
60 cold calls  to one deal was a reasonable average.

Keeping up with canvassing was a time-consuming task and one which 

the salesmen generally hated. Of th e ir  expected 60 calls  per week, 
i t  was anticipated that they would never actually meet 4/5ths of the 

people they actually  spoke to . Their ideal day plan, la id  out by 

Repro management, alternated 4 appointments per day with 3 periods 

of canvassing. This ideal was impossible for a l l  but the c ity  centre 

salesman; the remainder had appointments up to about 150 miles away 

which meant that for them, canvassing might be an entire morning or 

afternoon of s it t in g  at a desk phoning mainly unknown people in unknown 

organisations. I t  also meant spotting potential organisations to 

call while trave ll in g  and then searching for the phone number, scouring 

and checking records of previous c a lls ,  getting an historical breakdown 

of the te r r i to ry  from time to time from Birmingham, going through 

directories , recording and cross referencing information even when 

i t  came to nothing, primarily for future reference. The buyer who 

says he is not interested as he has an-X on lease for another 9 months 

might be a more interested candidate in 7 months time. His name, 
job t i t l e ,  organisation, current machine, method of finance and date 

for future contact a l l  need to be f i le d  for future reference. Perhaps 

worst of a ll  though, canvassing involved being rejected 4 times out 
of every 5 c a lls .  Yet, without tackling this drudgery on a regular 

basis, the salesmen knew that the ir  jobs would become more d i f f ic u l t :  

once the stock of f i r s t  face-to-face meetings is allowed to dry up, 
i t  requires extreme e ffo rt  to replace i t  and of course, diminishes 

earnings.
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Trevor explained the s itua tion , referring to a particular buyer who 

had just signed an order:

"He's got to pay for a l l  the people where I go in and they bugger 
me about and don't buy a machine. They've a l l  got to be accounted 
fo r ,  even the one's who won't see you. And i t ' s  frightening - 
unbelievable how quickly they can drop away. You'Ye=only got him 
and him and you know he's never going to buy one anyway. So 
you've got to get back on the phone again because you can't 
afford to le t  that happen. Honestly, they just disappear over
night sometimes."

From the salesman's point of view then, canvassing was an essential 
task in the endeavour to succeed but i t  was also one which was strongly 

disliked. With the exception of Steve, they resented particu la r ly  

any intrusion on th e ir  time which they f e l t  was not taking them closer 

to getting an order. They preferred to concentrate th e ir  e ffo rts  on 

potential deals which they sensed were nearing completion. So although 

they recognised that canvassing had to be done at regular, frequent 
in terva ls , in order to maintain that stock of potential buyers, i t  

was a task on which they were reluctant to concentrate th e ir  efforts  

(th is  w i l l  be mentioned again la te r ) .

For the buyers, canvassing had a s lig h t ly  d if fe ren t meaning. Examples 

have already been given of how some buyers avoided such unsolicited  

contacts with salesmen; the blanket-no, the hierarchical f i l t e r  

systems. Some buyers reported that they rarely  received cold c a lls .
For example, the schools administrative assistant explained that for 

schools buying in that area, most approaches were made d irec tly  to the 

local education authority and copier purchases were generally handled,
3

at least i n i t i a l l y  through them. The owner-MD explained that before 

they acquired a new building,he had never been canvassed by an o ff ic e  

equipment salesman, which he attributed to th e ir  out-of-the-way s ite  

and premises which looked l ik e  a warehouse from outside. Other buyers, 
in la rger, more prominent s ites , gave a lternative  views. The O&M 

manager f e l t  he received an unsolicited contact o f some sort almost

3. He normally worked for the education authority (in an area of S.Wales) 
but had been seconded temporarily to the school during a period of 
major reorganisation and amalgamation with another in the area. Thus, 
they had been directed to manage th e ir  own copier purchase amongst 
other things.
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every day; mailshot, phone call or unrequested v is i t .  These contacts 

though re fe r  to a wide range of products and companies from general 

office  suppliers through to more specia list p rin ters , computer 
software and hardware suppleirs etc. S im ila rly , the Chief Administr
ative Executive and three senior administrators related that they 

received unsolicited contacts quite regularly from a range of suppliers 

but that for the most part ignored such approaches. Most senior 

accountants on the other hand tended to receive canvasses more related  

to the accounting function and information systems.

Assessing cold calls  to buyers was d i f f i c u l t  as none was spec if ica lly  

t i t l e d  organisational buyer or purchasing o f f ic e r .  I t  was impossible 

to discover the number of approaches made to th e ir  organisations but 
which never reached them s p e c if ic a lly . For example, the canvass may 

not even go beyond the switchboard, the salesman may speak to the 

"wrong" person who agrees to pass on information but never does. There 

is also the question of timing. Some buyers explained that for most 
canvasses they barely even registered the approach unless they happened 

to be interested or had reason to register the c a l l .  On the other hand, 
although not referring to any buyer in the project^the salesmen agreed 

that there was a particu lar kind of buyer who w i l l  give an appointment 
to anyone who asks, on the pretext of "keeping up with the market".
They also stressed that these buyers were the sort who never bought; 
ra ther, they merely gave numerous appointments with never an intention  

of buying. For the most part, the buyers in the project did not 
respond to these approaches except where for some reason, they had 

a particu lar in terest; perhaps already looking at products in th e ir  

f ie ld  or about to consider that kind of product, anticipating a future 

( ie  6 months) need or wanting to know more of Repro etc. In general 
though, approaches to these buyers did not progress to an appointment.

Together, th is  suggests a rather scrappy picture o f canvassing; Salesmen 

skirmishing around trying to get an appointment, following up leads, 
hunches, hints and contacts etc. Buyers on the other hand are generally 

trying to avoid skirmishes with salesmen, not granting an appointment, 

giving out no relevant information, the blanket-no, etc. In this sense, 
each side tended to have a somewhat routine approach and a ttitude  to 

this phase, in addition, presenting a rather standardised id en tity .
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Listening to the salesmen canvass, each had developed his own indiv

idual routines for making an in i t ia l  c a l l .  For example, Trevor 

tended to be abrupt in s ty le , a ' ta k e - i t -o r -1 e a v e - i t ' approach which 

he argued sorted out less interested buyers from the s ta r t .  Alan 

had a more chatty approach, appearing to t ry  to help the buyer in 

business matters. All the salesmen asked to speak to the MD or 

someone near the top of the organisation, never the purchasing o ff ic e r .  
Only where they were following a lead, a situation of greater than 

usual po ten tia l, were they more adaptive, breaking with routine.

Buyers too seemed to have a standard approach to canvasses, although 

more d i f f i c u l t  to assess. Some used well-defined strategies for  

avoiding canvasses, others excusing themselves as "busy professionals", 
too important to be involved in something l ik e  copier purchasing.For 

most buyers, canvasses are asking them to become involved in something 

they prefer to avoid. When describing this phase, several buyers 

made reference to th e ir  ' id e a l ' ;  where they approach suppliers and 

never meet a salesman. Essentially, they preferred to feel that they 

were doing things in th e ir  own way, th e ir  own time and of th e ir  own 

free w i l l  whereas responding to an unsolicited call denies that sense 

of v o li t io n . However, the ' id e a l '  assumes buyers would have fu l l  
prior knowledge o f supliers and th e ir  products; rare ly  the case in 

the large, highly competitive and re la t iv e ly  undifferentiated copier 

market. S im ilarly  though, canvassing conflicted with the salesmen's 

' id e a l ' ;  where buyers consult them for th e ir  knowledge and expertise.^  

As professional salesmen, they preferred to be out solving problems 

(f ix in g  deals) rather than wasting time on a mainly fru it less  exercise.

Importantly though, th e ir  ideals are not en tire ly  compatible; the 

buyers' ideal holds the salesman as passive order-taker whereas the 

salesmen's ideal casts them as professional experts, consulted for 

the ir  s k i l l  and advice. The travel director (see Chapter 4 ,p, 146 ) 
offered the nearest approximation to the buyer's ideal. Jim, dealing 

with a senior accountant, approximated the salesman's ideal in as

4. Indeed, there was considerable resentment and jealousy in the 
o ffice  i f  a copier salesman had to handle a major accounts c a l l ,  asking 
for a sales v is i t ,  for instance. The major accounts salesman rarely  
had to canvass as his buyers generally called him when necessary.
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much as he had been notified by computer reminder to v is i t  this  

current used which meant that he had plenty of background information 

and could take the angle of concerned in terest, the professional 

checking out his clients with th e ir  future needs at heart. In this 

kind o f s itu a tio n , assuming that the machine has been acceptable 

buyers are usually more open and receptive to this 'businesslike' 
approach. This is not to suggest that a deal is a foregone conclusion 

in such a s ituation; on the contrary, there was only one case of 
this in the data out of 9 buyers who met with representatives of 
previous suppliers. Rather, the background to such an approach is 

s u ff ic ie n t to take the edge o f f  the idea of skirmishing, close to 

both th e ir  ideals in this sense.

This mainly descriptive picture sets the scene to th e ir  f i r s t  meeting, 
face-to -face . The salesman has perhaps made 5 calls  in obtaining this  

one appointment and anticipates that only 1 in 4 of these w il l  progress 

further to demonstration phase. The buyer may have fended o f f  a 

number o f ca lls  and although granting this one an appointment, remains 

fa r  from committed to the idea of buying a machine from this person. 
Against th is  background then, there is an idea of the in i t ia l  tensions 

and ambiguities surrounding the ir  f i r s t  meeting and perhaps the 

s lig h t ly  disadvantaged position of the salesman in making these 

unsolicited approaches.
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8 , 2  THE FIRST FACE-TO-FACE/PRESENTATION

Their f i r s t  meeting, face-to-face, is when the salesmen attempt 

to "do the presentation". In terestingly , they sometimes referred to 

th is as "doing my sp ie l" , (a derivative of the German word, spiel en, 
tp play) meaning a g l ib ,  persuasive l ine  of ta lk .  In some senses, 

this is an accurate description of the presentation; using brochures, 
charts and a stock of key wards and phrases, the salesmen were trying  

to make a persuasive appeal to the buyer about the organisation, the 

product and the service backup, "doing the presentation".

A na ly tica lly , the term "presentation" takes on a d iffe ren t meaning.
I t  is the meeting at which there is a presentation of id e n t it ie s ,  the 

in i t i a l  negotiation of iden tit ies  which, where acceptable, provides 

the basis of a relationship. Noted in Chapter 4, even though personal 
and impersonal information is reciprocated at this meeting, i t  does 

not seem to take on any significance or meaning until they have 

established a basis on which to re la te . That basis is developed 

through the negotiation of acceptable id en tit ies  which e ffe c tive ly  

takes place through th e ir  interactions during this phase. In the 

previous chapter, i t  was noted that paradoxically, the s im ila r it ie s  

between buyer and salesman were often the sources of th e ir  differences, 
giving r ise  to a sense of tension and ambiguity surrounding th e ir  

f i r s t  meeting. Adding to this the backcloth of cold calls and casual 
skirmishes, th e ir  f i r s t  meeting tended to be characterised by strains  

and uncertainties which had to be overcome i f  they were to find any 

basis on which to build a relationship.

Looking closely at the accounts of the f i r s t  meeting, one very strik ing  

difference stood out between buyers and salesmen. The buyers recalled  

this phase of the relationship in considerable detail with apparent 
ease and without prompting. The salesmen, with the exception of Steve, 
invariably glossed over the f i r s t  phases of cold call and presentation 

and even with prompting, often found d i f f ic u l ty  in re lating this  

meeting. Instead, they tended to concentrate th e ir  accounts on 

dems and closes, particu la rly  with reference to the s k i l l  with which 

they had 'handled objections' and 'closed hard' on the buyer. Steve 

was the only salesman who, of his own v o li t io n , would begin his account
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from the point where i t  crossed his mind to contact this particu lar  

organisation and detail the problems he had tracking down the 'r ig h t '  
person.  ̂ Buyers on the other hand, tended to recall th e ir  la te r  

meetings with less detail.than the salesmen. Analysing this difference  

more closely, there was another marked distinction between them.
Î n recounting this phase of the relationship, buyers not only had 

clearer recollections but also tended to re late  more of the salesman 

and f i r s t  impressions rather than any technical d e ta i l .  The salesmen 

on the other hand, even when prompted, tended to o ffe r only a stereo

typical idea of th is  buyer, preferring to concentrate on technical 
d e ta ils , FAB and those selling points around which they had b u ilt  

th e ir  presentations.

The following passage from Alan, referring to a senior buyer, i l l u s t 
rates a (prompted) piece of accounting for this stage:

"I rang back and he kept using the usual s tu f f  about I'm too 
busy and I'm too busy. Well, a f te r  a few weeks in the end I 
got in to see him. And when î got in to see him he was a b it  
"off" you know and he er said e r . . .W e l l ,  I sat down and did me 
presentation and i t  a l l  became rather embarassing and d i f f i c u l t  
to do the job because there were (current suppliers) men waiting 
outside while I was inside. So i t  was cut very short. I t  rea lly  
wasn't a very good f i r s t  call and um the only thing that I put 
over to him was that our machine would do A3 without having to 
run through each sheet separately and that i t  was cheaper than
the (current machine). And yes, that was another advantage,
because we can o ffe r  rental. (Current supplier) can o ffe r  on 
that but we can pass them because we're cheaper. Not by very 
much but we could o ffer  a multi-copy A3 and a faster machine -  
i t ' s  about 50% faster and um overall i t  was a better deal. But 
even so, on this f i r s t  call i t  d idn 't seem to impress him very 
much. The reaction I cane out with was very much one that i t  was 
a waste of time and I just d idn 't think i t  was going to work."

The style of this account is very typical of the salesmen reporting 

this phase of the relationship. I t  seemed more d i f f i c u l t  to remember 
this meeting than dems and closes and was generally more l i t te re d  with 

hesitation. Contrast this with the buyer's account of the same phase:

5. Other differences were that Steve's interviews took a minimum of 
Ihour whereas other salesmen resented intrusion on th e ir  time and would 
try  to condense th e ir  interviews to |hour. Steve also tended to take 
longer to make a sale because his f i r s t  appointment was often with 
someone l ik e  the o ff ice  manageress from whom he would usually try  to 
get an introduction to the 'r ig h t '  person, the buyer.
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"As I remember Mr (Alan) was here when (current supplier) came 
in , in a final attempt to f ix  the machine. But that was th e ir  
fa u lt  for not making an appointment -  they had to wait outside.
I t  wasn't for very long though because I keep to a t ig h t schedule 
and a l l  I rea l ly  want to know is enough about them and th e ir  
company, what they're selling and so on to know i f  i t ' s  worth 
pursuing. I don't want to waste my time or the irs . But (Alan) 
was a lr ig h t .  He's a young man and obviously got a long way to 
go but he seemed OK. I think having the competitor here waiting 
in the wings didn't help him. He certa in ly  seemed more confident 
when we next met. At that stage he was a b it  re p e tit iv e  and 
looked rather crestfa llen when I told him to go -  I mean i f  they 
s ta rt  going over the same ground again, i t ' s  time to f in ish .
They obviously haven't got any more to say tha t's  new and worth 
hearing. So I think he was only here for about 5 or perhaps 10 
minutes that time but that's  plenty long enough though to get an 
impression. And he l e f t  his brochure and an idea of the p r ic e . . ."

These accounts d i f fe r  not only in style but also in content. Alan's 

account is much more technical than the buyer's. The buyer did not 
mention A3, reduction or rental until the next phase, when the 

machine was demonstrated. Alan on the other hand, mentioned nothing 

about the buyer at this phase other than that he was a b i t  "o ff" .  
This is not to say that Alan did not register anything o f the buyer: 
rather, what was memorable and important to Alan in accounting for  

this phase were details other than those related to the buyer. For 
example, another contrast is an unprompted passage taken from an 

interview with Steve, concerning a deal with a senior accountant:

" I t  was one of those situations where on a personal le v e l ,  i f  
I 'd  not have got the business, I think I 'd  have kicked myself 
for months because I 'v e  done a lo t  of calls in (the area) and
on a lo t  of calls I 'v e  had to go past the ( ____) factory and
I 'd  so often looked at i t  and thought ' I bet that's  major accounts' 
so i f  I 'd  sold to them I wouldn't have got the points. So i t  
would have been so much wasted time.........
I t  was rather odd. A bolt from the blue made me phone them and 
as i t  was they were in the market. I think the whole business 
is very much like  that. I f  i t  hadn't been me that phoned and 
one of the other copier firms had phoned them instead, well most 
of the copier firms have got pretty good products and reasonably 
priced - they'd have got the business. I t  just happened that i t  
was me. Having said that, the f i r s t  call that I did, I came out 
thinking i t  was the best f i r s t  call that I 'd  ever done in terms 
of presenting what I had to present and selling the idea of a 
machine they'd not heard of before. But I think Mr (buyer) had 
a lo t  to do with that. He's rather an odd sort of man for an 
accountant; you imagine him more as maybe a country doctor or
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"..something a l i t t l e  more rustic than an accountant. He's very 
much a sort o f er pipe, slippers and cardigan type. You see my 
in i t i a l  contact was with the o ff ice  manageress by the nature of 
the product but she'd got him along for this f i r s t  meeting and 
introduced me to him. Personally, I find that most accountants 
are rather short and a l i t t l e  b it  "that's  i t "  towards any body 
in sales and he wasn't. He was far more rustic and easygoing, 
generally pleasant character. He happened to be a very nice chap 
actually  which was very useful for me because I found him very 
easy to get on with on other levels than just copiers. Although 
most o f the conversation was about copiers, at the same time, 
i f  you walked in and s a id ," Is n 't  i t  a beautiful day today?", 
you d idn 't feel i t  was a false introduction to what you were 
going to say next. I t  was quite a natural comment to make. But 
as a man. I 'd  see him very much at home tending his roses rather 
than reading the FT. And that rea lly  did help because you always 
have th is  picture of accountants as being a b it  unattractive but 
he wasn't l ik e  that at a l l .  I think that put me at my ease too 
and i t  helped the situation along "

Again, very d if fe re n t  in content and style of account, Steve has not 
mentioned technical details  at a l l  in this passage, although he did 

so in considerable detail la te r  on when referring to the dem.
Instead, here he is more concerned with the impressions he gained of  

the buyer. In keeping with his 'personal to professional' approach, 
he sought out an impression of the buyer on a personal level prior  

to dealing la te r  on a professional leve l.

Through each of these accounts a sense of each person's iden tit ies  

comes across. In giving his account, Alan presented the identity  

of professional copier salesman, struggling against the odds (competitor 

outside), demonstrating his sales s k i l ls .  The buyer gives an idea 

of his id en tity  as being that of the busy, senior administrator who 

has l i t t l e  time to waste on re la t iv e ly  t r iv ia l  (low-status) matters. 
Steve hardly gives an identity  of a copier salesman at a l l :  rather
more that o f a nice easygoing chap who gets on with people on d iffe ren t  

leve ls , and occasionally on the level of transacting a deal for a copier.

The salesmen were aware, i f  only through tra in in g , of the importance 

of f i r s t  impressions and were a ll  well versed in the technical language 

of "targeting" and "qualifying" the buyer etc. In addition, part of  

th e ir  tra in ing included exercises in assessing the ir  customers on the 

basis of a number of typ ificatory  schemes which would give them an 

idea of how to piece together an appropriate presentation. Even so, 
observing f i r s t  meetings, each salesman tended to have a f a i r ly
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standard approach. For example, once seated Trevor tended to stare 

straight at the buyer and say something along the lines o f : -  w e ll.
I'm glad we're able to meet today but I must admit, i t  wouldn't be 

honest of me to pretend otherwise, I am a salesman and I'm here 

because.... Alan on the other hand, was more fa m ilia r , for example 

"do call me Alan" and referring to something "Rachel" the receptionist 
had said and reminding the buyer of th e ir  phone conversation (cold 

c a ll )  etc. Jim was more formal. Each had a routine approach, 
employing a standard structure and format to f i r s t  meetings with 

perhaps the exception of Pat. That is ,  Pat's standard approach was 

designed to encourage the buyer to ta lk  i n i t i a l l y  while he listened  

a tten tive ly .

I t  was contributions from Alan and Trevor which helped to account 
for the differences between buyer and salesman at this phase. Alan 

explained:

" I think when you go into someone for the f i r s t  time, immediately 
you get a personal barrier set up which you have to break. So 
when you walk in and face this barrier -  because he doesn't 
know who you are and he doesn't know your product and maybe he's 
never heard of your company but he believes you're there to hurt 
him because you want to make him part with him money for something 
which he's not sure i f  he wants or needs. So a l l  these things 
are barriers and i f  you can' t . . . .W e ll,  i t ' s  d i f f i c u l t  to get 
over a l l  those barriers unless you can make him feel at ease 
and to make him feel at ease you have to create a friendship, 
a lb e it  a psuedo-friendship and you end up with as many d iffe ren t  
kinds of friends as you have buyers because they're a l l  d if fe re n t ."

This passage is almost as interesting for what i t  doesnot say as for 

what i t  says. Alan avoided explaining what happens when you "face" 

these barriers and also what i t  is l ik e  " i f  you can't . . . "  get over 

those barrier^ . I t  also puts the emphasis very much on the buyer 
and by im plication, the s k i l l  fulness of the salesman who succeeds in 

creating a "psuedo-friendship" with this 'negative'person. This is 

a crucial key to the salesmen's way of thinking: directing everything
externally such that either by implication or explication, in terna lly  

the picture is of an almost superhuman s k i l l fu l  and successful salesman. 
For example, buyers often volunteered anecdotes about situations in 

which they regretted dealing. The only sim ilar tales volunteered by
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salesmen were e ither stories of ex tra -o rd inari ly  problematic deals 

or of s tereotypica lly  stubborn, blind or insincere buyers. With 

particu lar reference to f i r s t  meetings, the salesmen were reluctant 
to elaborate about those that did not progress to dems, generally 

dismissing them by quoting standard figures; that only 25% of f i r s t  

meetings progress to the next phase.

Trevor's contribution a l i t t l e  la te r  f in a l ly  added the key:

" . . . i n  the f i r s t  stage of the sale, he's probably not that 
important to you because you've got other people nearer to 
order-signing and they're the most important people in your 
l i f e  at that time. I mean the people on f i r s t  calls  -  you 
s t i l l  don't know i f  they're going to buy or not. Once he's 
got to that stage where he's actually  -  you gotta get in there, 
in the closing situation and he's r igh t at the top of your l i s t  
and then as soon as he's signed the order he's peaked and he 
starts to drop o f f  and someone else becomes the most important 
to you " (6)

Essentia lly , th is was th e ir  way of viewing f i r s t  calls  in re la tion  

to dems and closes. As they frequently pointed out, the more time 

spend with a buyer, the more important i t  becomes to get a return 

on that investment in the form of a deal. Furthermore, this idea 

was im p lic it ly  and ind irec tly  fostered by Repro management. "Consi
stent planned a c tiv ity "  was a key phrase amongst management and held 

up as the "secret" of sales success. To th is  end, the "ideal day 

plan" issued to each salesman was:
9am Appointment -  suitable for closing 

Canvass 
Appointment 
Canvass 

1 pm Lunch
2pm Appointment -  suitable for dem 

Canvass 
Appointment 

5pm Canvass/administration

6. At some stage in th e ir  tra in in g , they were introduced to the S - l i fe  
cycle curve (j T ) which they related to sales: steady but slow increase 
in importance to begin with, going through a phase of rapid progression 
to a peak a fte r  which there is a drop (s ignify ing possible hitches 
during in s ta lla t io n )  beyond which the curve ta i ls  o f f  and ends.
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The idea behind this arrangement of the ideal day was that there are 

particu lar times of the day which are psychologically better than 

others for specific  types of meeting. A close should be attempted at 
9am when both are starting a working day, rather than a fte r  lunch 

or at the end of the day. In some senses, this ideal day plan is 

irre levant as i t  was impossible for a ll  but the c ity  centre salesman 

to maintain such a regime. However, i t  other senses i t  is very 

important: for i t  draws attention to the weight of importance
attached to dems and closing situations over and above other types 

of meetings. In arranging the ir  day, each salesman was e ffec t ive ly  

being to ld  to ,  and to a certain degree actually  did, p r io r i t is e  

these particu lar appointments, which have a higher and more immediate 

probability of yield ing success than presentation appointments. This 

subtle emphasis on p r io r i t is in g  dems and closes pervaded much of the ir  

thinking and action with the consequence that less importance was 

attached to in i t ia l  meetings. To this end, f i r s t  meetings were almost 
the standard preliminary round which had to be gone through in order 

to get on to the more important dems and closes. 11 out of 12 f i r s t  

meetings were l ik e ly  not to y ie ld  a deal, 3 out of 4 would not even 

progress to a dem. In this sense, details o f this phase were only 

important in terms of the performance they prompted the salesman to 

give. Such meetings were approached more as a formality than as a 

potential new relationship, thus presenting a routine id en tity  rather 

than negotiating adaptively with the buyer.

In some respects, i t  is a similar case for buyers. They too had a 

somewhat routine approach to this phase although based on rather 

diffe rent c r i te r ia  to those of the salesmen. That is ,  at this phase 

the important deta ils  for buyers are those which re la te  to the salesman, 
his negotiated id en tity .  I t  is not simply that they fa i l  to notice 

more technical d e ta ils ;  rather that the technical side becomes 

important and memorable la te r ,  once they have established a basis 

on which to re la te . Here the technical deta ils  are only important 
in terms of the way in which the salesman uses them in presenting 

and negotiating his iden tity .
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The following buyer quotations help to i l lu s t ra te  th is:

A senior accountant:

"I mean I 'v e  had reps in here that make me feel antagonistic. 
Something in th e ir  manner or th e ir  behaviour or what they say 
simply puts my back up. And I refuse to buy from them and 

1 that puts me o f f  the company too."

The O&M manager:
"There are a lo t  of cowboys around who simply want to get an 
in s ta lla t io n  and aren 't worried about what happens la te r .  You 
can t e l l  those by the rep. Don't ask me how but you get that  
gut fee ling . You know his promises are empty."

The senior buyer who always conducted f i r s t  meetings in reception, 

discussed in the previous chapter, i l lu s tra tes  an established 

routine approach to this phase: for minimum contact time, they
i n i t i a l l y  negotiate id e n tit ie s .

A main theme emerging from the previous chapter was that the apparent 
s im ila r it ie s  between buyer and salesman, particu larly  as each acted 

with respect to his organisational id e n tity , were the sources of  

tensions and ambiguities at this phase. Many examples were given 
which i l lu s tra te d  a sense of the tensions between them at this f i r s t  

meeting; antic ipating and perceiving discrepancies in id e n t it ie s ,  
each wished to deal with a counterpart whose negotiated iden tity  

minimised these potential incongruencies.^ Iro n ic a lly ,  i t  is at 
this phase where the salesmen tend to be least adaptive in that 
which they present and negotiate. I t  is also the phase at which i t  

is most important for the buyer that the salesman be f le x ib le  in his 

presentation, negotiating an iden tity  least discrepant with the 

buyer's own conception. In essence, the salesmen preferred to concentrate 

on dems and closes; the buyers preferred to avoid meeting copier

7. This idea should not be confused with perceived s im ila r ity /d is 
s im ila r ity .  In terms of theories of perceived s im ila r ity ,  many of 
the buyers and salesmen were markedly dissimilar to each other. However, 
discussing id en tit ie s  one is referring to conceptualisations of people: 
the way a person takes small pieces of information which can be in te r 
preted to build up a means of id en tif ica tion  of another and also of  
s e lf  where such identifications are often modified and adapted in 
the l ig h t of other information or acts etc. People can chose what 
they present and negotiate of themselves as well as choosing what they 
receive of others presentations and the way they are interpreted.
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salesmen. For each there was an element of r isk to his organisational 

iden tity  through devoting large amounts of time and e f fo r t  to this  

phase; that is ,  casual skirmishes with salesmen do not support the 

iden tity  of senior professional neither do endless f i r s t  meetings 

confirm the successful salesman id en tity . However, each must be 

ijnvolved in this phase to some degree in order to do th e ir  work.

From th e ir  meeting, each seeks of the other some acceptable basis on 

which to re la te ;  that is ,  through negotiating id e n t it ie s ,  each 

seeks to reduce the tension and ambiguity surrounding th e ir  meeting 

and establish some basis for a relationship. Iro n ic a l ly ,  for the 

salesmen such was the routine nature of these meetings, some way o f f  

being a potential deal, supportive of the successful salesman id en tity ,  
that they tended to be at th e ir  least f le x ib le ,  presenting somewhat 
routine and standard id e n tit ie s . Buyers on the other hand, looked 

more to this meeting as the basis for selection for future meetings: 
that is ,  wishing to minimise salesman contact while seeking the 

salesman who negotiates an id en tity , least discrepant with th e ir  own 

conception. Thus the f i r s t  meeting is c learly  b u ilt  around the 

presentation and negotiation of id e n t it ie s ,  although given th e ir  

routine approaches again, iro n ica lly  th e ir  commonalities may yet 
serve to further rather than lessen the uncertainties surrounding 

such meetings. Where acceptable id en tit ies  are negotiated between 

them, there is the sense of minimising the tension at this f i r s t  

meeting, as they together agree im p lic it ly  on a basis on which they 

can re la te .
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8 . 3  THE DEMONSTRATION

This meeting, better known by the salesmen as the dem., was the one 

at which the salesmen demonstrated the machine(s) to the buyer.

The a lternative  meaning for the analysis is the meeting at which 

there is the demonstration of the relationship. That is ,  having 

negotiated acceptable identit ies  and found a potential basis on 

which to re la te ,  i t  is at this subsequent meeting where they demon
strate th e ir  consistency both in and to that basis: in a sense,
denonstrating that they do have a basis on which to re la te ,  in terms 

of showing consistency to the id en tit ies  negotiated in th e ir  f i r s t  

meeting(s). At this demonstration phase, the process of negotiating 

iden tit ies  has not ceased. Rather, each is checking to ensure that 
the other is acting consistently with the id e n t it ie s  negotiated up 

to this point. Any inconsistency may well enta il further negotiations 

but at this phase in the process of building a re la tionsh ip , they 

are both looking for demonstrated evidence that whatever has been 

negotiated has been correctly received and interpreted and in doing 

so, strengthening th e ir  relationship.

I t  may have taken more than one meeting to reach th is  phase. Even i f  

a presentation was given at th e ir  f i r s t  meeting, i t  may have been 

necessary to have a follow-up meeting, to decide which machine to 

demonstrate. (Sometimes this was conducted by phone.) I t  was normal 
practice for the salesman to take a dem machine to the buyer although 

there were exceptions. I f  the buyer was interested in a number of  

machines, he was generally invited to the demonstration showroom 

in the o ff ic e . A lternatively , c ity  centre buyers might be invited  

to the showroom where i t  was physically and lo g is t ic a l ly  easier than 

taking the machine to the buyer. Either way, i t  meant preparation 

before hand (J-lhour) for the salesman. The dem machine had to be 

cleaned and thoroughly checked over the ensure the highest quality  

copies and least chance of blockages etc. On s ite  dems also entailed  

dismantling and packing the machine, moving and then setting i t  up 

again and obviously increased the chances of technical hitches in 

the process.
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From the salesman's point of view, a showroom dem was easier for  

several reasons. The whole 'family ' of machines was there, including 

the facsimile machine, providing a more impressive environment in 

which the salesman could move from one machine to the next, demonstr
ating each in re la tion to the others (usually about 6 machines).

I t  was also an environment which the salesmen could control and 

influence in order to create the 'best' image' with the potential 
buyer; for example, arranging before hand for someone to interupt 
the dem in order to use the fax machine or by having a long run set 
up and working on the copier/collator machine. The showroom also 

made i t  more d i f f i c u l t  for the buyer to do any d irect comparisons 

with his current machine. Usually the buyer was not a frequent user 
of his copier and in the dem showroom i t  was possible to be overwhelmed 

with a l l  the s im ilar machinery, forgetting the qu a lit ies  of one's own 

in the meantime. A dem on s ite  on the other hand, means that the 

salesman can only demonstrate one machine and must be confident th a t ,  
should anything have become damaged in t ra n s i t ,  that he can repair  

the problem himself. In that s ituation , not only is i t  easier for  

the buyer to make direct comparisons with his current machine, ag
regular copier user may also be present.

Through th is demonstration phase of the re la tionship , some of the 

original tensions and ambiguities are overcome; they are now meeting 

with an idea of the other's id e n tity , knowing something of the other 

in re la tion  to th e ir  own id e n t it ie s , giving a sense of the basis on 

which they can re la te . However, even at this stage, there are many 

uncertainties. They might have gained to ta l ly  the wrong impression 

of the other; one might have deliberately presented an iden tity  

which, although acceptable, cannot be sustained. Thus, each needs 

to be able to 'tes t out' his identifications of the other in some way, 
looking for the other to demonstrate consistency in his negotiations.
I t  is important not to imagine that negotiating id en tit ies  is a simple

8. During fieldwork, I was not allowed to observe s ite  dems as i t  
was f e l t  that I would put the salesman o f f  and "get in the way", 
l i t e r a l l y .  However, I did observe 3 showroom dems given by 3 d iffe ren t  
salesmen. From th e ir  accounts, i t  would seem that only rarely  were 
users ever present at dems.
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once-and-for-all process: i t  continues throughout th e ir  relationship
almost as a kind of baseline by which to appreciate the other.

For example, the salesmen were taught to "qualify" the buyer at 
d iffe ren t points in the sales process. At this phase, i t  would mean 

asking questions designed to check whether he rea l ly  was impressed 

with the machine on demonstration or simply making po lite  noises.
I f  his answers suggested a hint of doubt the salesmen were taught 
to re-run the s c r ip t ,  paying close attention to locate the source 

of that doubt, eliminate i t  and continue, this time looking to see 

i f  his answers were any more certain. However, as related in the 

accounts, the process of qualifying was not that simple. As Trevor 

remarked, re ferring to a dem with a senior buyer, which did not become 

a successful deal :

"You suddenly begin to feel the whole thing slipping out o f your 
hands for no obvious reason at a l l .  And unless you find out 
what that reason is fast and can ^  something about i t ,  you're 
blown out."

This process o f qualifying is in many ways simply a small part of the 

dem phase of checking for consistency in id en tity  negotiations. The 

case which Trevor was describing il lu s tra te s  a point of inconsistency 
in th e ir  relationship which meant that id en tit ies  must be re-negotiated 

or th e ir  relationship terminated. The buyer had been a senior 

personnel manager who was d i f f ic u l t  to get hold of because he seemed 

genuinely very busy. Trevor knew the deal was to be hurried through 

because in re-organisation they had created an urgent need for an 

additional copier. Trevor could not explain why he f e l t  he did not 
progress beyond the dem phase: until then he had been confident that
he would get the sale. The f i r s t  sign for Trevor however, came through 

the buyer seeming to hesitate s l ig h t ly .  Rather than being to ta l ly  

brisk and abrupt as he had been until then, there was a suggestion 

of fa lte r in g . For Trevor, this was a sign that things were "slipping 

away", yet he had no idea why. He f e l t  he had consistently and 

successfully qualified  the buyer throughout and did not know the 

reason for this sudden hesitation: in essence, not knowing why this
buyer was no longer demonstrating consistency with his negotiated 

id en tity . Their relationship had been established on a brisk and
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professional basis and until this point, each had seemingly been 

acting within that framework. Without interviewing the buyer, i t  

was not possible to make a clearer analysis. Perhaps Trevor had 

digressed from th e ir  agreed basis on which to re la te . The point here 

though is that the inconsistency was allowed to persist such that the 

relationship disintegrated; they no longer had a jo in t ly  agreed 

basis on which to re la te  to each other.

From Trevor's accounts and those of his buyers, such inconsistency 

at the dem phase was not uncommon: what one cannot discover from

retrospective accounts is the in it ia t io n  of inconsistencies and by 

whom. I t  would appear that Trevor's style of se lling  began with 

mild d isinterest in the presentation phase and graduated to almost 
agressive enthusiasm towards the close phase, suggesting a period 

of inconsistency around the dem phase. However,this can only be put 
together speculatively from various d iffe ren t pieces of data. The 

following four i l lu s tra tio n s  from the accounts o ffe r  a more firm  

picture of what is meant by such inconsistencies. In addition, they 

serve to emphasise the very tentative  and precarious nature of 
relationships, from both points of view. The f i r s t  is of Trevor and 

the assistant company secretary.

In this case, at face value, each actor emerges from his own account 
as forthrigh t and competent and portrays the other as weak and indec
is ive . Each account also suggests that the relationship almost 
collapsed at the dem phase as a result of the other's weakness and 

indecision. Reading the accounts more closely, i t  emerges that the 

basis to the ir  relationship was what might be called mutual professional 
indifference. The buyer made clear that as a competent professional, 
he wanted to complete this re la t iv e ly  minor task quickly and 

with least fuss. I t  seemed that Trevor accepted and reflected this  

through his actions, remaining s lig h tly  aloof and not attempting to 

pressure the buyer. From the buyers account however, i t  emerges that 
he did not feel certain of his relationship with Trevor and in e ffe c t ,  
t r ie d  to test him in a number of ways, the f i r s t  of which was to ask 

a variety  of 'unusual' questions. In response to this, Trevor started  

to apply pressure, going through the dem routine again and qualifying  

the buyer on each point, handling a ll  objections that the buyer could 

throw in. The buyer then asked something of Trevor which he knew
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Trevor would not have the power to answer: i t  was related to a

particular legal aspect of the contract and an a lternative  clause.
The buyer explained this as "digging my heels in". Trevor saw i t  

as "weak and watery". In this case, neither was being consistent 
with th e ir  orig inal negotiated id en tit ie s ;  neither was acting on 

the basis of mutual professional indifference. From the accounts, 
i t  seemed that this confrontation served to h a lt ,  a lb e it  .b r ie f ly ,  
the growth of th e ir  re lationship, emphasising the tentativeness of 

id en tit ies  where not maintained consistently. Trevor phoned his 

boss immediately (from a call box outside) and Mike gave him the 

authority to add a clause to the contract, although not as libera l  
as the one which the buyer had requested. On returning to the buyer, 
l i t e r a l l y  10 minutes la te r ,  both were in a position to re-negotiate  

id e n t it ie s ;  the buyer having 'tested out' Trevor and Trevor having the 

authority to do something which in e f fe c t ,  would 'tes t out' the buyer. 
Their accounts suggest that from this they were then able to progress 

to a point where th e ir  relationship was s u ff ic ie n t ly  strong in order 

to deal. In a way, the confrontation as i t  was presented in the 

accounts, was an essential part of building th e ir  re lationship; without 
i t  they would probably never have reached a completed deal as the 

buyer was not certain of th e ir  relationship. Instead, to have confronted 

such that re-negotiation was essential, they were able to work from 

a position which fa c i l i ta te d  the structuring of a more acceptable 

relationship which was su ff ic ien t to do a deal (in  the end, without 
the extra clause in the contract).

In the above example, the absence of any demonstration of consistency 

to th e ir  negotiated identit ies  came from both sides and e ffe c t iv e ly ,  
each confronted the other. The second i l lu s tra t io n , however, shows 

the very d iffe ren t position where such inconsistency is from one side 

only. This quotation is from a senior accountant:

"Like in this last deal, the other rep tr ie d  to put me o f f  (Repro) 
by showing me a press cutting which speculated that they might 
not get th e ir  licence renewed or something. Now I thought that 
was rea lly  underhand and i t  has put me o f f  completely having 
anything to do with them ever again."
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As he la te r  acknowledged, he appreciated that this other salesman 

might have been trying to help him but i t  was the 'underhand' way in 

which he did i t ,  implying that Steve was deceitful and dishonest and 

by implication that the buyer was being 'conned' that caused him to 

end th e ir  relationship. From the buyer's account, his relationship  

with this salesman was on a straightforward, highly professional 

basis. But to then do something so 'underhand' was b latantly  

inconsistent with the iden tit ies  negotiated as to bring about an 

irrevocable breakdown in the ir  relationship. In e f fe c t ,  introducing 

the material as he did, the other salesman was no longer acting on 

the basis on which they had im p lic it ly  agreed to re la te . The buyer 
had continued on this basis, hence this demonstration of inconsistency 

was one-sided, negating any opportunity for re-negotiation of 
id e n t it ie s , unlike the previous example where there was a more evenly 

balanced demonstration of inconsistencies from which to in i t ia te  

re-negotiation.

The next two il lu s tra tio n s  o ffe r  a s lig h t ly  d iffe ren t angle on what 
is meant by this demonstration of the relationship. In the f i r s t  

case, Pat misquoted a rental figure which was quite unusual for him 

and then had to account for the error to the buyer. In his account 
the buyer explained:

"I knew Pat wouldn't pull a fast one on us because he's too much 
l ik e  a neighbour - I might see him again and I certa in ly  know 
some of his other customers. So i t  wouldn't re a l ly  be in his 
interests to have lied  to me."

Going further into the case, i t  transpired that the buyer had reached 

the dem phase with a salesman from Repro's dealer competitor, when 

Pat cold canvassed. He agreed to see Pat and very quickly they 

established a sound basis on which to re la te . I t  seemed that what 
cemented the ir  relationship was the discovery of a few mutual acquain
tances in the lo c a lity  and that they both originated from around there. 
By the end of their second meeting at which Pat demonstrated the machine, 
the buyer was ready toterninate his relationship with the dealer - 
competitor and proceed to deal with Pat. This i l lu s tra t io n  is made 

p articu lar^  interesting by the fact that Pat quoted a s lig h t ly  higher
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rental rate than the other salesman, which the buyer accepted even 

though th e ir  machines have identical mechanisms (only the outside 

l ive ry  and name plates are d if fe re n t) .  The buyer s t i l l  had the 

competitor's promotional l i te ra tu re  to hand when interviewed and 

was quick to call on i t  to demonstrate the faults of that machine.
He did also mention that the other salesman was a "b it of a smoothie 

from the Midlands". C learly, whether i t  was on the basis of the 

machine or the salesman's negotiated id en tity , the buyer found his 

relationship with Pat very acceptable and was prepared to deal in 

that context. With respect to his organisational id e n t ity ,  this  

buyer preferred to deal with Pat, implying that while his relationship  

with the dealer was acceptable, by comparison with his relationship  

with Pat he was not certain enough or s u ff ic ie n tly  comfortable in i t  

to continue. E ffe c tiv e ly , Pat negotiated id en tit ies  and minimised 

in i t ia l  discrepancies more acceptably such that together they had a 

sound basis on which construct a very strong re lationship. In that 
context, Pat's misquotation of a rental figure was overlooked; as 

the buyer said "everyone makes mistakes".

This case i l lu s tra te s  something of the very precarious nature of 
relationships; p art icu la r ly  from the salesman's point of view.
Although he may feel that they have established a good re lationship, 
acceptable to the buyer, i t  can easily become not quite good enough: 
either through the lack of demonstrated consistency with the negotiated 

identit ies  or through competition with other salesmen. The i l l u s t r 
ation before th is ,  of a senior accountant, shows something of this  

precariousness from the buyer's point of view. Having reached the 

dem phase with a salesman, he agreed to an appointment with Steve, 

with the original intention of merely obtaining comparative figures 

and to see a d iffe ren t type of machine. As he reached the dem phase 

with Steve, so the other salesman, whose relationship he had f e l t  

quite sure o f ,  fa iled  to act consistently with the basis on which 

together they had agreed to re la te . So although the buyer had found 

th e ir  relationship acceptable, he could no longer continue in this  

way because of the inconsistencies demonstrated by the salesman.
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The f inal i l lu s tra t io n  is that of Alan and the o ff ice  accounts manager. 
By coincidence, Alan canvassed while the buyer was waiting for a 

quotation from another supplier and was granted an appointment. Their 

relationship seemed to be established quickly and easily such that 
by the time the competitor's quote arrived, the buyer had had a dem 

fpm  Alan. That i t  had taken the competitor so long to quote 

merely confirmed the buyer's iden tif ica tion  of the ir  salesman as 

"untogether" and the sense that they had no basis on which to re la te .  
However, Alan had misquoted the machine price, giving the price of 
a single machine on a 10-machine plus contract as opposed to the 

single price. This for the buyer, was not only understandable but 
also acceptable and consistent with th e ir  negotiated id e n t it ie s :  'as
people with jobs to do'. His explanation of the error was that he 

had contributed to i t  in a way by askingAlan the prices of machines 

as he was leaving (that is ,  unable to check with his l is ts )  and 

forgetting to get i t  confirmed before the demonstration. In a sense, 
as 'people with jobs to do', there are l ik e ly  to be occasional mistakes 

and contributory mistakes.

In this i l lu s t r a t io n ,  there is an idea of the f i r s t  salesman making 

l i t t l e  attempt to develop any jo in t  basis on which to build a re la t io n 
ship and an example of an error which is not construed by e ither side 

as inconsistent with th e ir  negotiated id e n t it ie s . The competitor's 

salesman did nothing to follow-up his original presentation and since 

the buyer did not feel that they had an acceptable basis between them 

on which to re la té ,  he did not attempt to 'chase' the salesman. Instead, 
the buyer allowed the ir  in i t ia l  attempts to establish a relationship  

simply to peter out and f e l t  the onus was on the salesman to make the 

running. His relationship with Alan was rather d if fe ren t:  they
negotiated id en tit ies  quickly and acceptably in the presentation and 

a fte r  one follow-up meeting, reached the dem phase. At the dem, each 

acted consistently with the ir  agreed basis and although Alan was 

discovered to have misquoted, the buyer seemed to find i t  an 

acceptable mistake to make and fe l t  he himself was partly to blame 

for i t .
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These d if fe re n t examples i l lu s tra te  several points not only about dems 

but also about relationships. In particu lar, they show very c learly  

the ten ta tive  nature of relationships and negotiating id e n t it ie s .  
Furthermore, such precariousness stems from both sides of the re la t 
ionship and re flects  on both sides. I t  is very much a process of 
jo in t  action by which relationships are b u i l t ;  together they negotiate 

acceptable id en tit ies  which provides a basis, im p lic it ly  agreed by 

both, on which to re la te . Demonstrating the relationship in terms 

of consistency in and to th e ir  negotiated id en tit ies  is also importantly 

a jo in t  action. Where one side demonstrates inconsistency the other 

is l e f t  in a precarious position in the ir  relationship as, rather 

than strengthening th e ir  relationship, this serves to weaken i t ,  

leaving the other in doubt with no jo in t ly  agreed basis on which to 

re la te . The examples also serve to raise another source of this  

tentativeness; where a buyer makes comparisons with other relationships  

which he has. This idea is rather more complex and requires some 

considerable teasing out; partly because i t  raises issues of money 

and machinery and partly  because i t  is a qiestion which can loom at 
any point from this the dem phase through to the close and order-signing 

phases.

F irs t ,  in demonstrating consistency to negotiated id e n t it ie s ,  each 

side is building strength into th e ir  relationship. That is ,  i f  a 

salesman demonstrates through his interaction that he consistently  

acts with respect to the jo in t ly  established basis to th e ir  relationship  

the more able the buyer is to a ttr ibu te  or associate qualities  such 

as t ru s t ,  c re d ib i l i ty  and honesty to that salesman. In so doing, 
he also imputes something similar to th e ir  relationship. From buyer 
accounts, i t  emerges as particu larly  important for each buyer to be 

able to describe the salesman in these terms. The case was also 

very sim ilar for the salesmen. They too needed to be able to a ttr ibu te  

or associate such qualities to th e ir  buyers in order to feel whether 
or not they could afford to invest more time with this particu lar  

buyer. This idea of t ru s t ,  c red ib i l i ty  etc is not necessarily a l l -  

embracing: that is ,  neither is saying that the other was trustworthy
in a broad everyday sense. (This point w il l  be raised again in the 

close phase.) Rather, in terms of th e ir  re lationship, neither had 

any basis for mis-trusting  the other, where acceptable id en tit ies  had 

been negotiated and subsequently demonstrated consistently. Depending
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on the relationship and that which took place between them, this lack 

of basis for mistrust could a lternative ly  and more positive ly  be 

used as a basis for tru s t. For example, in Steve's deal with the 

office  administration manager, he attended to the most minute details  

and made several v is its  to the buyer, discussing various p o ss ib ili t ies  

if or a lte rna tive  financing arrangements and during the s l ig h t ly  

la te r  t r i a l  phase, delivered items personally etc (see Chapter 4 - 

PP.140-2 for a fu l l  discussion.) For the buyer, he had very firm  

grounds on which to trust Steve because he had'kept his word" through
out:

"He was very good to us. Most useful and helpful ac tua lly . He 
brought us one or two things out personally when we'd run out 
during the t r ia l  - at short notice too. And he even lent us his 
own s tu f f  once. Now I rea lly  appreciate these l i t t l e  things.
I t  helps you feel whether or not you can believe this man."

Likewise from Alan, talking about the o ff ice  accounts manager:

"I just knew he wasn't going to mess me around because he was 
a good bloke - straightup - and he told me exactly what his 
position was."

Alan could not explain why he could say that appart from suggesting 

that i t  was a 'sixth sense' of se lling .

Essentially, to be able to trust the other indicates something of the 

strength of the relationship. That strength and that basis for trust  

are b u ilt  up through th e ir  negotiated id e n t it ie s .  The other major 

part of the demonstration is of course that they are also demonstrating 

the machine. The accounts suggest that i t  is as they begin to 

build up this strength in the ir  re lationship, so too do they begin 

to attach significance to the impersonal deta ils  of money and machinery 

This is not to say that such details have not been discussed before.
On the contrary, 'these are central to th e ir  interactions throughout 
since they are ultimately the reasons which brought them together. 
However, although such information has passed between them many times 

before i t  is only as the relationship begins to be strengthened through 

such demonstrations of consistency that i t  takes on significance.
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This point would have been more d i f f ic u l t  to divine from the accounts 

had i t  not been for the assistant company secretary and one of the 

senior administrators. The company secretary had already been 

demonstrated the machine at National Exhibition, along with two others 

only months before he had a dem from Trevor. In teresting ly ,  
although he claimed to have "objectively" selected three.- possible 

suppliers from the exhibition, on his return he immediately discounted 

one supplier becuase th e ir  local dealer agent was one with which th e ir  

organisation would not deal. After meeting Trevor and the other
supplier's salesman, he e ffec tive ly  found no basis on which to re late
to the la t t e r ,  describing him as "too s lick and pushy". However, 
even though he had already had a thorough demonstration of a l l  Repro 

machines and discovered that which would most suit his needs, his 

relationship with Trevor followed the same pattern as the others: 
presentation to dem etc. The senior administrator was in a sim ilar  

position, already possessing a Repro machine where the current contract 
was due to expire. Again, his relationship with Jim followed the dame 

pattern of presentation through to dem. In his case, the new model 
was s l ig h t ly  d iffe ren t to his current one and undoubtedly details  of  

prices etc had changed. For the company secretary however, nothing
at a l l  had changed since the dem at exhibition and the financial
details  were minimal as they always acquired copiers by outright 
purchase. So although he had seen and liked the machine and knew i t ' s  

current price, he s t i l l  needed to reach this sense of strengthening 

the relationship thhough the dem (and as discussed above, through 

subsequent confrontation) before that information was sign ificant  

or relevant for him.

Again then, i t  must be remembered that for both buyers and salesmen, 
to a degree, th e ir  organisational identit ies  were at stake in th e ir  

meetings. Senior professionals wanted to be seen making competent 
professional purchase decisions for minimal involvement in dirtywork.
As successful professionals the salesmen wanted to be seen succeeding 

in professional deals. For the assistant comppny secretary, as with 

other buyers, he needed that basis for tru s t;  that is ,  that strength 

to th e ir  relationship discovered through its  demonstration, in order 

to be able to make a competent professional decision. In a way, i t  

was almost as i f  money and machinery type information became significant  

once the buyer f e l t  he could deal with this salesman; that is ,  once
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the relationship had been strengthened through i t ' s  demonstration.

I t  is clear from the accounts that this demonstration of the re la t io n 
ship is very closely bound up with the demonstration of the machine.
As the salesman demonstrates the machine, the buyer can discover 

whether or not the salesman's previous claims have been exaggerated.
I*s i t  50% faster? Good quality  copies? Easy to load? In making 

such assessments, the buyer uses this to in fer something of the 

accuracy of the other claims made by the salesman which he cannot 
uncover in this way; for example, the salesman's claimed id en tity  

and organisational support. The salesmen are also doing something 

sim ilar. From the buyers interaction during the dem, the salesman 

can make discoveries of the accuracy of some of the buyer's claims 

which he can use to in fer  s im ilar ly  to other buyer claims. For example, 
i f  the buyer has been distanced and disinterested so far and now 

attends knowledgeably to minute machine d e ta ils ,  the salesman may 

perhaps question some of that which he had come to accept o f this  
buyer's id en tity  and on which in part th e ir  relationship is based.

Recalling some points made e a r l ie r ,  i t  is at th is phase that money 

and machinery take on significance and meaning: where the salesmen
become more a tten tive  to detail and are prepared to give more energy 

and e f fo r t ;  where each is looking to the other to demonstrate the 

relationship and strengthen th e ir  relationship by acting consistently  

in th e ir  negotiated id e n tit ie s . I t  is essentially  putting these three 

points together which reveals the solution to questions of acceptability  

and non-acceptability or relationships, more or less acceptability  

and the part played by money and machinery in a l l  th is .

At the same time as they are strengthening the relationship, so too 

do questions of money and machinery take on significance for both.
The salesmen are keen not to lose a potential sale at this phase and 

are well versed in the techniques of handling objections. As the 

buyer asks questions and expresses doubts, genuine or not, the salesman 

attempts to "handle" these, re-presenting them to the buyer as non

problematic, non-issues. The salesmen had, through tra in ing , extensive 

l is ts  of how to recognise particular kinds of objections and what to 

do with them, how best to reinterpret and represent them.
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Their accounts spoke c learly  in an almost self-congratulatory way 

of how they handled a ll  the objections the buyer threw up, overcoming 

this problem and that problem. However, at this phase each is also 

seeking the demonstration of the relationship, consistency in and 

with th e ir  negotiated id en t it ie s . And perhaps this is where the crux 

l ie s :  handling objections in this rather r ig id  mechanical way is not
always consistent behaviour in terms of the ir  relationship. I t  is 

clear from both buyer and salesman accounts that there was a tendency 

amongst salesmen to try  to put pressure on the buyer at this and la te r  

phases: to be pushy which is e ffec t ive ly  to force rather than negotiate 

an id e n tity . As the Chief Administrative Executive explained:

" I t  gets a b i t  l ik e  a boxing match - they try  and box you into 
a corner with a l l  th e ir  words and fast ta lk ing . What they 
forget though is that you can just s lip  through the ropes - 
you don't have to play th e ir  game."

Several i l lu s tra t io n s  from the data have already been given. In 

Trevor's case with the assistant company secretary, the inconsistencies 

at this phase were from both sides; the buyer knew that he was not 
certain and Trevor knew that he was trying to pressurise the buyer.
Here they could and did confront each other and renegotiate id e n t it ie s .  
In the case of Pat and the senior accountant, "objections" were 

handled rather d if fe re n t ly :  e ffec tive ly  incorporating them into the
relationship as a means of demonstrating and adding strength to th e ir  

relationship. Although Pat's machine was identical apart from external 
features to the competitor's and his price s lig h tly  higher (approx.
£3 per month) the buyer preferred to deal in the context o f his 

relationship with Pat. The buyer's account did not mention price 

differences until spec if ica lly  asked. For him, i t  was not important 
as he c learly  had a much stronger and more acceptable relationship with 

Pat.

A contrasting i l lu s tra t io n  was given much e a r l ie r  in Chapter 4: that
of the senior administrator of the local authority. He c learly  

preferred to deal in the context of his relationship with his previous 

suppliers. However, that supplier could not supply him with suitable  

machines (small-medium range). According to the buyer, this salesman 

freely admitted that they currently had nothing in that range but 
that they were launching such a range of machines in the coming year.
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(Most salesmen, through training and eagerness not to lose a sale 

at this phase especially a multiple contract, w i l l  attempt to change 

the buyer's assessment of the kinds of machines he does need such 

that th e ir  own range w ill  be su itab le .)  This e ffec tive ly  strengthened 

the ir  relationship such that the buyer changed from outright purchase 

to 1 year rental with Trevor, with the intention of dealing in the 

context of his most preferrable relationship (with the other salesman) 
a year la te r .  This buyer had no idea of the price and models to 

be launched, i f  they appeared at a l l  in that time. Given the financial 
uncertainty of local authorit ies, he might not even be able to guarantee 

the a v a i la b i l i ty  of such generous funds a year la te r .  At that time 

though, he had to deal with someone, hence he dealt in the context 
of his then most preferrable relationship, with Trevor but only 

committing himself for 1 year.

Although these two cases stand in strong contrast to each other, they 

both o ffe r  clear testimonies to the power of a good relationship. In 

addition, i t  would be easy to say from these two that a good re la tio n 
ship might appear to take precedence over considerations of money 

and machinery, p art icu larly  since there is no apparent i l lu s tra t io n  

in the data of a contrary case, where considerations of money and 

machinery appear to take precedence over a good relationship. Clearly  

though, i t  is much more complex and uncertain. As emphasised through
out, building such relationships is a very tentative and precarious 

process. On the other hand, as each acts with respect to his organi
sational id e n t ity ,  he is looking for indicators of a sense of certainty  

in order to deal. In this way them, i f  potential uncertainties can 

be incorporated into the relationship and handled such that they 

strengthen the relationship, there is a continuing sense of jo in t  

action, building up the relationship, progressing towards the last  

phase. I f  potential uncertainties are not carefu lly  managed 

and are mis-handled such that they weaken the relationship, there is 

no sense of continuing jo in t  action. I t  may be possible to re-negot- 
iate iden tit ies  but the a lternative is to break o f f  the relationship.

The phrase "potential uncertainties" is taken to mean any possible 

note of ambiguity or tension concerning id e n t it ie s , money,machinery 

etc. I t  must be remembered that for buyers th e ir  contact with this  

salesman is the only basis they have for making inferences about
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his employer, the supplier organisation which also extends to the 

product, i t ' s  r e l ia b i l i t y  and service backup. This was discussed 

thoroughly in Chapter 6 (see p.209 ) .  In terms of th e ir  own 

organisational id e n t it ie s , they did not want to make a poor choice 

of machine or discover the service to be in e f f ic ie n t .  In this sense, 
the salesman is acting as the ambassador. For the salesmen, in 

terms of th e ir  organisational id e n t it ie s , they did not want to lose 

this potential deal, now quite close to completion. Naturally ,  
to achieve this they take recourse in th e ir  s k i l ls  training which 

includes getting commitment and concessions from the buyer, qualifying  

him (and in the next phase, closing 'hard' on him), particu larly  

when facing potential uncertainties. Essentially , when handled 

inconsistently, this can heighten such tension and uncertainty at 
a time when each is looking for demonstration o f the relationship,  
strengthening i t  through minimising ambiguity. In this way, potential 
uncertainties of machine and money can be seen as the test of a good 

relationship. Where these are handled to add strength to the r e la t 
ionship, as in Pat's case, a good relationship may appear to count 
for more than considerations of money and machinery. Where they are 

not handled consistently with the relationship, the relationship  
i t s e l f  may be terminated, no longer being acceptable to both.

A f inal point is that a l l  buyers knew that a thorough search of the 

copier market would reveal a 'more appropriate' deal in terms of money 

and machinery. Given the vast selection of models, a thorough 

examination would render the best quality  machine at the most reason
able price and with appropriate servicing etc. However, none wanted 

to be so heavily involved in this 'dirtywork', preferring to minimise 

th e ir  contact with copier salesmen. Even the junior buyers recognised 

that the time such a search would take was more than th e ir  superiors 

required them to spend. As made clear e a r l ie r ,  the buyers' buying 

c r i te r ia  in the trad itional sense were s t r ic t ly  f le x ib le  and negotiable. 
That is ,the  c r i te r ia  by which a particu lar model and price were 

adjudged acceptable were somewhat imperspicuous. In addition, the 

actual consideration of money and machinery took place within the 

context of a re la tionsh ip (s ): a rather delicate and tentative
a f fa i r  which grew out of tensions and ambiguities and may even end that 
way. In the context of that re la tionhip , where i t  has been strengthened 

through demonstration, i t  provides a very d iffe rent framework.against
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which to hang considerations of money and machinery to a relationship  

which has not been strengthened positively through demonstration.
Thus i t  is not a case of money and machinery being overlooked, 
ignored or simply not counting for anything. Rather, i t  is a case 

of incorporating and handling such potential uncertainties (along 

with many others) into a relationship such that they contribute 

strength to the relationship; in a sense negotiating rather opaque 

buying and selling c r i te r ia  to bring about a positive contribution  

to th e ir  relationship. This idea is relevant to both this dem phase 

and also the close phase, the subject of the next section.
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8 . 4  THE CLOSE/CLOSING SITUATION

The close or closing situation is the final phase of the relationship  

where the salesmen attempt to close the sale and i f  possible, emerge 

with a signed order form. A nalytica lly , the t i t l e  has another 

meaning for this phase, taking the word 'close' to mean closeness or 

proximity. The relationship has been structured through the present
ation phase, maintaining consistency in and to that basis, demonstra
ting and strengthening the relationship through the demonstration 

phase, such that they are now at a point in th e ir  relationships where 

they are 'c lo s e '.

According to the salesmen's figures, approximately 3 out of 4 dems 

should reach the closing situation and of those 3, 1 should progress 

to a sale. These are the outcomes of the original 60 cold calls  and 

12 presentations. In addition, as quota was approximately 2| machines 

per month, each salesman aimed to achieve at least one successful close 

each week. Not suprisingly, the salesmen tr ie d  very hard to make sure 

that each close was a successful close. In looking more closely at 
the ratios however, the apparently high number of closes to dems,
3 to 4, seemed rather ' a r t i f i c i a l l y '  boosted by ' t r i a l s ' .  A t r ia l  
can be a l in k  period between the dem and the close phases, overlapping 

both. I t  is included here rather than at the end of the dem phase 

because i t  helps to i l lu s t ra te  some of the problems of closes..

A t r i a l  is where, a fte r  the dem, the salesman leaves a machine with 

the buyer (often the dem machine) free of charge for about 3 days
Q

(although sometimes up to a week) or so in order to ' t r y '  i t  out.
In another sense, this is also the t r ia l  of the relationship by both 

sides. The buyer, in testing out the machine performance and r e l ia b i l i t y ,  
is also testing out the salesman's claims, through which the relationship  

is in part constructed. The salesman a fte r  this period also has some 

test to the buyer's e a r l ie r  claims through which the relationship  

has partly  been strengthened. Ideally  then, where a strong relationship

9. I t  was a foot-in-the-door technique, intended to obtain a behav
ioural commitment from the buyer, thus increasing the likelihood of 
obtaining a greater commitment la te r ,  that is ,  to sign the order.
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had been b u ilt  and there was a level of trust on both sides, the 

salesman would leave a machine on t r ia l  and then return la te r ,  to 

close f in a l ly  the sale.

However, anecdotal accounts from both buyers and salesmen suggest 
that t r ia ls  were often much less than id ea l. Remembering the Chief 

Administrative Executive's boxing analogy in the face of the pushy 

salesman, an a lternative  to slipping through the ropes was to agree 

to a t r ia l  and then subsequently s lip  through the ropes excusing the 

machine as inappropriate. Characteristic of this situation is no 

sense of jo in t  action; the salesman forcing the 'pushy' id e n t ity ,  
believing i t  to be succeeding and e ffec tive ly  making i t  d i f f i c u l t  

for the buyer to demonstrate otherwise. From the buyer's point of 
view, i t  was a way of getting r id  of the persistent salesman, giving 

them a tangible reason when he returns for saying no. Only 7 deals 

in the data were linked by a t r ia l  between dem and close phase. The 

historical salesmen's data revealed that overall a l i t t l e  less than 

half the number o f t r ia ls  progressed to successful deals. The figures 

varied quite widely according to each salesman and also showed something 

of the arb itra ry  nature of such c lassifications: that is ,  a l l  t r ia ls
were followed up with what technically counts as a close, although 

some salesmen did not seem to count a l l  these as closes. Trying to 

explore this further was not encouraged, primarily as for the salesmen, 
they are sensitive figures in terms of the managements assessment of 
th e ir 'S k i l ls  p ro f i le " .

The following buyer quotations help to capture some of these ideas:

"I'm not frightened of saying no to them now but that's  only 
something I 'v e  learnt through experience because they seem to 
do th e ir  best to make i t  so te r r ib ly  d i f f i c u l t  for you to say 
no and before you know i t ,  you've a machine for 3 days and he's 
come back with the order form written out just waiting for a 
signature. Now i t  was that sort of thing which landed me in
trouble over the very f i r s t  copier deal I d id  "

(see Chapt.7 p .218 )

"Some of these salesmen seem to think that ju st because you've 
had a machine on t r ia l  they've got you - hung, drawn and quartered. 
And they even have the nerve to walk back in with the order form 
a ll made out -  as i f  that's  going to make me sign i t .  Well, 
they've got another think coming. A t r ia l  is a t r i a l .  I t  means..

( . . .conted)
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" . . . I 'm  very interested in the machine, quite committed i f  
you l ik e  but I want a b it  of room to think i t  over in . I t ' s  
probably going to be the one I ' l l  buy in the end but not i f  I 
have an order form slapped down in front of me."

"I mean (competitor) were re a lly  pushy. They just kept on trying  
long a fte r  I 'd  said no. He seemed to have decided that because 
I 'd  had a dem he'd got me there, to the point where he could 
shove a pen in my hand and away we go. I told him I wanted 
nothing more to do with him and his firm and that I d idn 't l ik e  
the way he operated. But no, he ju st kept on as i f  he was deaf 
or something. They're the worst sort of salesmen and I think  
tha t 's  what gets salesmen a bad name re a l ly ."

As the last quotation draws out, i t  is not just closes a f te r  a t r ia l  
which can be problematic but a f te r  a dem too. The implication from 

salesmen's anecdotes (usually given in conversation in the car) was 

that sometimes a t r ia l  could be a way o f keeping a relationship going 

which might otherwise be lo s t. That is ,  where there was uncertainty 

during the dem, to leave a machine on t r ia l  meant the guarantee of 
an appointment at which a close could be attempted when returning to 

collect the machine. This was part of the technique of gaining 

concessions from the buyer; based on the idea that to build up a 

number o f small concessions should enable the salesman to s l ip  the 

last big concession (to sign) in more easily . There c learly  was 

something to th e ir  thinking which suggested that once a machine was 

on t r ia l  the buyer was automatically more committed and i t  would be 

much harder for him to get r id  of i t .  The only d irect quotation
concerning this was from Trevor:

10. One senior administratorVR# battling  with a national copier supplier 
when I interviewed him. They operated a system whereby the buyer took 
on a years rental agreement with a cancellation clause at anytime in 
the f i r s t  3 months and from there, the buyer was bound to the remaining 
9 months. He cancelled a fte r  1 month because the machine had broken 
down several times. The suppliers refused to acknowledge his cancell
ation. He removed the machine to the foyer, asking them to collect i t .  
Nothing happened. This was now 3 months la te r ,  the machine was s t i l l  
in the foyer and the suppliers were threatening to sue for default 
of contract -  the ba tt le  was s t i l l  going on.
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"You'd think once you've got a machine in on t r ia l  you're 
guaranteed the sale. I mean i t ' s  supposed to be l ik e  that so 
long as you qualify  your prospect r ig h t. But i t ' s  not l ik e  
that at a l l .  I mean I had one h a iry -fa iry  t r ia l  where they 
hammered the machine to death and then said 'no thankyou'. 
They must have known they had an extra load of copying coming 
up. But we've got good machines. There's nothing wrong with 
them and they don't often break down on t r ia l  and yet they 
s t i l l  come out with a l l  the usual excuses - I even had one 
who said he didn't l ik e  the colour!"

Some closing situations then seem to evolve more out of the salesman's 

persistence than out of jo in t  -action. In this sense the salesmen's 

figures could be said to be a r t i f i c ia l l y  boosted. This is not to say 

though that some sales are made simply through the salesman beating 

the buyer into submission: the i l lu s t ra t io n  in the f i r s t  buyer
quotation shows that this is c learly  not the case. In his f i r s t  

ever copier deal, he contracted to 5 machines over 2 years which 

proved unre liab le , inappropriate and poorly serviced. Yet the buyer 
referred to the salesman as "the best salesman" he had ever come 

across, before or since. His account suggests that àt the time, he 

f e l t  that hé did have a good relationship with this salesman; e ffec tive ly  

a relationship b u il t  out of a sense of jo in t  action, strengthened 

such that the buyer trusted the salesman. I t  was only la te r  that he 

found his trust to be misplaced.

Here l ies  the very heart of the issue. Trust is essentially a long 

term b e l ie f  in something or someone. I t  is something which both sides 

build up over time in the process of building the ir  relationship.
I t  begins from a sense of c re d ib i l i ty  through the presentation and 

negotiation of acceptable id e n t it ie s .  Where these are sustained 

through demonstration, gradually a sense of trust develops; that is ,  
trust in id en tit ies  and also in the relationship^ I t  is important 
particu larly  for buyers to be able to trus t the salesman and th e ir  

relationship, in order to deal because th e ir  organisational id en t ity ,  
something much longer term and more precious, stands potentia lly  and 

p a r t ia l ly  threatened by the outcome o f the deal they make. Clearly  

there is substantially more to th e ir  relationship and to the actual 

deal i t s e l f  than trust alone but i t  is a crucial part of the relationship, 
In the deal described above, the buyer believed he could trust the 

salesman; he presented a credible,acceptable identity  and there was
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the sense of a relationship established between them which the buyer 

f e l t  was worth trusting. Only with hindsight could he realise that 
his trust was misplaced.

So i t  was possible for the salesmen to follow a t r ia l  with a close 

even in a situation where they are pressurising the buyer and s t i l l  

aichieve the deal. The key would seem to be the continuing sense of 

jo in t  action. The above quotations i l lu s t ra te  situations which appear 
to be very one-sided a f fa irs ;  the salesman forcing an id en tity ,  
forcing a t r ia l  and trying to force a close. There is no sense of 
jo in t  action. The success seems to l i e  in being able to evoke this  

sense of jo in t  action, even though the salesman is e ffec t ive ly  

forcing the relationship. In this way, the f i r s t  buyer explained 

that he f e l t  he could trust the salesman, that they did have a r e la t 
ionship between them established through jo in t  action in which he 

f e l t  trusting enough to deal.

In terms of building a re lationship, the close phase is as fra g ile  

and precarious as any other. The tentative  nature of the relationship  

persists in some degree and ggain, as with the demonstration, the 
potential uncertainties raised in this close must be incorporated 

and handled very de licate ly . That is ,  consistency in and to the 

relationship must s t i l l  be sustained and demonstrated in the way in 

which the close is handled. This included l i t e r a l l y  everything from 

the actual timing of the close through performance to final order 

placing/taking. The above quotations reveal how a mistimed close 

can jeopardise the relationship in this final phase. For example, 
i f  in building th e ir  re lationship, actions have taken place at a 

steady pace.; the salesman who attempts to close too quickly is no 

longer acting consistently. This in i t s e l f  presented considerable 

problems for the salesmen. They concentrated hard on deals which 

had reached this phase. They were keen to get the order,in terms of 
the ir  own organisational id en t it ie s . They were also eager to get the 

order as quickly as possible because i t  gave them more time to devote 

to other potential deals and also because they knew that even at this  

stage things can go wrong and they preferred to take least risk by 

minimising the time taken to close the sale. I f  given too much time 

the buyer might deal with someone else: the example o f Pat and the

senior accountant showed something of this where he began building
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a relationship with the buyer a fte r  he had had a dem from another 

salesman. So the balance of timing this f ina l phase was most 
delicate . This problem was made greater i f  the buyer was not the 

order signer, or at least the decision maker. Thus for a junior  

buyer, the salesmen in th e ir  terms, e ffec tive ly  cannot "close" on 

him because any decision he makes may s t i l l  be over-ruled a f te r  the 

salesman has l e f t .  They s t i l l  attempt a "close", try in g , to commit 
him to th e ir  machine, but an important part of the close phase has 

to be l e f t  until a . la te r  appointment; that is ,  the trans ition  from 

salesman to order-taker.

The ideal close from the salesman's point of view was one which he 

entered as salesman and emerged as order-taker, complete with signed 

order form. To this end, they often f i l le d  out as much of the order 

form as possible before the meeting. Such a transition  was not always 

easy to accomplish though, and in 9 of the deals studied (4 with 

junior buyers) the salesman had to return a f te r  the close in order to 

collect a signed order form. Again, there had to be a sense of 
jo in t  action; for the salesman to become order taker, the buyer too 
must be ready to become order-placer. For the buyer to make this  

tran s it io n , he has to feel that together they have b u il t  an acceptable 

re lationship, consistently demonstrated and maintained throughout the 

dem and close phase.

The two fu llt im e  buyers and the travel director offered an understanding 

of something of this transition . The deal with the travel director  

(discussed in Chapter 4, p. 146) i l lu s tra te d  an unusual case where 

he e ffec tive ly  re lied  on a relationship, in d irec tly  established between 

his parent company and Repro, or more d irec tly  between the parent 
company buyer and Alan. The deal took only 4 days from s ta rt to fin ish  

and began by the buyer contacting Alan. Throughout, Alan reciprocated 

the id en tity  of order taker rather than salesman as he sensed quickly 

from the s ta rt  tha t, rather than presenting a buyer id e n t ity ,  the 

buyer was presenting the identity  of order-placer. As the case showed, 
i t  is the buyer who can e ffective ly  re ly  on prior relationships, not 
the salesman. That is ,  the salesman cannot take this for granted but 
instead, must take his cues from the buyer. In this case, the buyer 
indicated c learly  from the outset that his reason for dealing and
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and dealing confidently with Alan was based on the parent company 

relationship.

The two fu llt im e  buyers i l lu s tra te d  this idea from a rather d iffe ren t  

angle. Both stressed that in th e ir  work i t  was essential to have a 
number of existing salesman relationships in order to buy professionally  

Ejven where no deal was conducted, i t  was s t i l l  important to maintain 

such relationships. That way, when a deal was necessary they had 

simply to contact the salesman such that they could place an order.
The deal between the O&M manager and Jim/Steve was a clear i l lu s tra t io n .  
He and Steve maintained a relationship for 12 months and when he 

f in a l ly  came to buy, Jim took the order as Steve had then l e f t  Repro. 
There is the idea that a relationship can be b u ilt  up to a certain  

pitch, a f te r  which i t  requires only routine maintenance; maintenance 

in the sense of keeping the rapport going, making the occasional 
phone call or v is i t  when passing. Once the relationship has been 

b u ilt  to that le v e l ,  the transition is re la t iv e ly  simply and can take 

place at any time. E ffectively  what this deal showed was that Jim 

was mistaken in taking the prior relationship for granted. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, a relationship of this kind, once firm ly  

established, can be transferred to subsequent salesmen taking on the 

t e r r i to ry ,  provided that the transference is done 'professionally '.
The new salesman has the chance to step into the old ones shoes but 
he has to be sensitive enough to feel his way into the relationship  

established by his predecessor. As the buyer explained, he was happy 

enough to give Jim this chance, but f e l t  that Jim had merely taken 

the order rather than made an attempt e ither to embrace the existing  

relationship or establish a new one. In this sense, Jim had re lied  

on the existing relationship, taking i t  for granted without checking 

with the buyer. C learly, in future this buyer would not allow Jim 

to do so. From the buyer's point of view, Jim's lack of sen s it iv ity  

meant that the existing relationship had crumbled to nothing; Jim 

would s ta rt  from "scratch" i f  any more business was to be done between 

them.

The other fu llt im e  buyer offered a similar perspective, explaining 

that over time, he had learnt what to expect from the various possible 

suppliers. He had a number of existing relationships in which business 

was done only sporadically. For him, the new salesman who took over
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an existing relationship 'professionally' were the ones who seemed 

to know enough about him to continue the relationship without 
obviously 'knowing too much': again, implying that the salesman
must not take the relationship for granted. Importantly he added:

"There's never any trouble when we don't actually  do any business."
i

This is a crucial point. In terms of Repro salesmen's organisational 
id e n t it ie s , the only salesman who couldcontinue relationships on 

this basis legitim ately  was the major accounts salesman. For the 

remainder except Steve, such relationships did nothing in terms of 
th e ir  organisational id en tit ie s . That is ,  i f  you have such a good 

relationship with a buyer, then i t  should be possible to close on 

him otherwise there must be something amiss with the salesman's closing 

technique.

The fu llt im e  buyers came closest to the buyer's ideal. Rather than 

having to go through the process of structuring relationships with 

salesmen each time a deal had to be done, they had a number of 
relationships in which they need only place orders. For the salesmen, 
such relationships were almost something of a luxury, even though 

as Steve and the O&M manager showed, i t  only required perhaps one 

phone call per month to maintain, once successfully established. As 

Jim pointed out though, i t  can be a pointless exercise as in Steve's 

case because he could not guarantee s t i l l  being in the job when the 

buyer f in a l ly  did deal, and i t  was only for one machine.

The following extract from a discussion of relationships with current 
users shows something of the way the salesmen viewed th e ir  buyer 
relationshi ps:

Alan "I mean people that have bought machines and they're small
businesses, they're no more use to you in terms of more business
than any other business with any other type of machine. The
only use is i f  you can get on to another firm through them that
they know of as a business contact. Otherwise, there's absolutely 
no point going back to a user. You just can't afford to - don't
you find that Jim?"

Jim "There's two reasons for going back to a user. One because
you're going to get more machines - l ik e  i f  you've sold one
because potentia lly  you're going to get a lo t more so you keep 
going back and being nice to them knowing a ll  th is .  And the 
other reason is i f  the ir  meter reading, specially i f  they're on
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" ..re n ta l rises above a certain level and there again you can 
update them. And that's  the only two reasons for going back. 
Otherwise they don't want to see you. They're not bothered, 
are they? They've got a service number so unless you're going 
to lose the machine then you go back to save i t  and apart from 
that there are no other good reasons. Besides i f  you could be 
making £50 somewhere else in that time then " (11)

Alan "..Yes, i t ' s  a very expensive call because i t ' s  usually non- 
I productive and I mean l ik e ,  what you're ta lking about Jim, I 

would call those f i r s t  calls re a lly  except perhaps when you're 
saving a machine because you re a l ly  end up starting from scratch 
or at least I do."

These comments are quite revealing. They perhaps give a clue to why 

Jim fa iled  to maintain the existing relationship with the O&M manager: 
Jim did not conceive of i t  as an existing relationship which could 

be maintained, thus making no e ffo rt  to establish a base on which 

to re la te  to the buyer. Alan's comments also reveal something of 
this lack of continuity, where returning to a current user meant 
starting from scratch. In th e ir  view, relationships ended the moment 
the machine was insta lled  which was also the moment they could claim 

th e ir  commission. They f e l t  that to return to a current user could 

even be detrimental to the way in which he thought about the current 
machine and the future replacement: that is ,  should there be something
which is not quite acceptable about the machine from the buyer's 

point of view then to see the salesman who sold i t  in the f i r s t  place, 
might make matters worse. Their comments perhaps sound somewhat 
m ater ia lis t ic  and mercenary but in th e ir  view, i t  was the only means 

of survival in th e ir  organisational culture and environment. Points 

were not awarded "on the board" for good relationships, merely for 

deals done and copiers disposed of. The successful salesman suceeded 

on the basis of copiers sold not good relationships established.

Thus there is a sense of the conflicting conditions under which the 

salesmen operated. Although part of th e ir  tra in ing included learning 

to manage situations and interactions so that the buyer was e ffec tive ly

11. Losing or saving a machine was rarely discussed by the salesmen 
and the only mention of i t  by buyers was the senior administrator who 
was being threatened with legal action for default on contract. From 
the salesmen's point of view i t  was a particu la r ly  sensitive issue 
because i f  a machine should be lo s t ,  i t  meant they may well fo r fe i t  
the commission.
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ta lk ing himself into buying, i t  is not quite the same as jo in t  action. 

Rather than a sense of mutuality to such a s ituation , i t  is more that 
of manipulation. Clearly though, there is a very fine dividing lin e  

between that which is mutual and that which is subtly manipulated. 
Technically i t  is possible for a salesman to be manipulative in such 

a delicate  way that for the buyer, there i_s a sense of jo in t  action, 
an acceptable relationship worthy o f trusting , but creating such a 

situation demands tremendous social s k i l l .  Undoubtedly, there are 

sales made in this way. Probably the closest approximation to this  

in the data was that of the assistant educational administrator:
From his account, he f e l t  that he had an excellent relationship with 

Pat and indèed commented that he couldn't "speak too highly of Pat". 
Pat's account on the other hand, suggested that i t  was a "classic  

textbook" case: gentle management and persuasion from the salesman,
following each step by the book, the buyer not questioning anything 

and almost b lind ly  taking the lead from the salesman and the order 

signed. Yet again though, from the buyer's account he c learly  f e l t  

that there was a re lationship, a sense of jo in t  action.

This kind of situation shows some idea, of what was referred to as 

the emotional dimension of th e ir  id e n t it ie s . For the salesman, there 
is no emotional commitment to the iden tity  he is claiming and negotr 
ia ting with this buyer. For the buyer however, there is an emotional 
dimension to that which he claims. I t  is the kind of sale which Steve 

could never make as for him, he f e l t  committed to each of the 

id en tit ies  he negotiated and relationsh%# he established. In such 

a case, the salesman is only committed to that which w ill  ensure that 
the buyer chooses his machine and signs his order form, rather than 

any emotional commitment to his claimed id en tity . This is in part 
something which the buyers found d i f f i c u l t  e ither to assess or accept. 
Any buyer who had a reasonable experience of buying equipment w il l  
undoubtedly have come across such situations and w il l  also have come 

to realise that i t  is possible to be 'taken in ' by a salesman; that 
is ,  to sense that what takes place is jo in t  action and that there is 

an idea of emotional commitment from both sides only to realise la te r  

that i t  was more a case of subtly managed in teraction. I t  would seem 

from the buyers' accounts that they f e l t  that any salesman who was 

committed in this sense could not at the same time sell them an 

them an unreliable or inappropriate machine. Such action would be
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incompatible with the ir  claimed id en tit ie s . For buyers though, the 

d i f f ic u l ty  was in making an accurate assessment of whether there 

' re a l ly  was' this kind of commitment from the salesman or i f  the 

salesman was simply making things seem that way. I t  was important 
for buyers to be able to come to some decision about this because i f  

i t  was the la t te r  case, then the chances were that they were being 

sold the 'wrong' machine or that the let-down would come a fte r  the 

machine was insta lled  and the service engineers never appeared etc.
In that s itu a tio n , the buyer then has the problem of accounting for 

this 'poor decision' which c learly  does not go anywhere towards 

supporting his organisational iden tity  and in fact may even neccessitate 

some kind of pejorative modifications to that id en tity .

As th e ir  relationships approach the point in the close phase where 

they are about to make the trans ition  from buyer and salesman to order- 
placer and order-taker, these sorts of doubts and questions come to 

the fore; particu la r ly  where the buyer is not certain of the relationship  

or where uncertainties of the close have not been incorporated and 

handled such that they strengthen the relationship. Most buyers 
accounts showed that to reach the close phase implied that they were 

fa i r ly  committed to that machine and that re lationship, except cases 

where closes were forced a fte r  t r i a ls .  Put another way, yhere buyers 

f e l t  that they had constructed a relationship with a salesman through 

jo in t  action, as they reached the close phase, they f e l t  that they 

were reasonably committed to signing the salesman's orderform. I t  

w ill  be recalled that particu larly  for senior buyers, they did not 
wish to be seen spending too much time meeting salesmen and deliberating  

over a re la t iv e ly  t r i v i a l ,  lowstatus decision. Thus there was a kind 

of balance to be struck between th e ir  investment up to that stage 

and the strength acheived in th e ir  re lationship, in terms of th e ir  

organisational id e n t it ie s . This was in e ffect something which the 

fu llt im e buyers avoided by maintaining a number of relationships. For 
them, where a relationship had been established and b u il t  on grounds 

acceptable to them, an almost in tu it iv e ly  professional basis, and 

where that relationship had been maintained by both sides even though 

no deal had been transacted, then they simply had to select the r e la t 
ionship in which they preferred to deal at that time. I f  a relationship
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was worth maintaining and had been jo in t ly  maintained then i t  was 

worthy of tru s t in order to deal. There was no sense of them 

balancing time invested against strength of relationship: any r e la t 
ionship which they had both maintained over time was c learly  a 

very strong relationship. As the O&M manager said though:

"The whole thing is two-way you know. Rapport comes from two 
people not one. But you must had a reasonable rapport. Steve 
I could re la te  to for a l l  he was a weak and indecisive salesman 
Whatever i t  is ,  he'd got i t  despite his f a u l ts . . . "
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8 . 5  SUMMARY

This chapter has traced the process by which buyers and salesmen 

together constructed th e ir  relationships, through the pattern of 
phases described in the accounts. I t  followed cold canvass to f i r s t  

face-to-face presentation, demonstration, t r ia l  to close/order signing 

Through each phase the conditions of success and some of the problems 

were discussed, alternating from description to analysis, from buyer 
and salesman points of view of both themselves and th e ir  counterparts 

in that process. I t  emerges as a very tentative and precarious 

process by which together they build a relationship, providing the 

context in which to deal. There is nothing tangible or palpable to 

that process as i t  is created and constructed out of interpretations  

and perceptions, c learly  individual understandings. Hence this  

chapter has sought to trace the more general and common notions 

of the process of building relationships between buyer and salesman.

Throughout there was a strong sense of irony underlying these r e la t 
ionships. For example, the salesmen were least f le x ib le  and a ttentive  
in th e ir  presentations and negotiations at the early phase o f  the 

relationships, the time when i t  is most important to buyers that the 

salesman appears to minimise any discrepancies between them. The 

close, the phase where the buyers seek consistency from the salesman, 
is that through which the salesmen are most attentive and f le x ib le  

in that which they negotiate. While both hold routine approaches 

to buying/selling, th e ir  routines were established on d if fe ren t  

c r i te r ia .  There were many more examples of s im ila r it ies  which 

iro n ica lly  served to set them further apart.

From the cold ca ll phase, there emerged a strong sense of skirmishing; 
salesmen trying to engage buyers in casual skirmishes, buyers trying  

avoid such encounters with copier salesmen. Even at th e ir  f i r s t  

meeting, a degree of tension and ambiguity persisted which had to 

be overcome i f  they were to establish a relationship; that is ,  

through negotiating acceptable id e n t it ie s , such uncertainties may 

be reduced as they together create and im p lic it ly  agree a basis on 

which to re la te .
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This is e ffec tive ly  confirmed through the next phase as each demon
strates consistency in and to the ir  negotiated id e n t it ie s . In this  

sense, demonstrating the machine provides the forum in which to 

demonstrate the relationship. Such demonstrated consistency 

e ffec tive ly  begins to strengthen th e ir  relationship; gradually 

building up a sense of tru s t .  However, even here the negotiation 

of id en tit ies  does not cease; i t  is in essence the baseline of th e ir  

interactions and through which they gradually come to trust the 

other. For example, i t  may be necessary through confrontation to 

re-negotiate id e n t it ie s ,  to establish firm ly the agreed basis on 

which to re la te . A t r i a l ,  in the sense of trying the re lationship,  
often followed a dem. This was not a guarantee of a sale; merely 

that the salesman might gain a chance to attempt a close. I t . '  
was primarily a foot-in-the-door technique which often s ign ified  a 
fa lte r in g  relationship rather than a strengthening s ituation.

The close was the f inal phase by which each side has negotiated 

acceptable id e n tit ie s  and come to develop a certain degree o f trust  

in the other. This sense of trust was essential for them to transact 
a deal; that is ,  there had to be a sense of 'long term' b e l ie f ,  
as opposed to blind fa i th ,  in that which they created between them.
In this way, th is  phase reflected 'closeness' or proximity. Again, 
consistency in that which was presented and negotiated was crucial 
in order that they might continue th e ir  re lationship. That.is, 
potential uncertainties at this phase had to be'handled'in a manner 
consistent with the basis on which they had im p lic it ly  agreed to 

re la te . Without such careful handling, the delicate  constrcution 

between them could become damaged. For example should the salesman 

mistime the trans it ion  to order taker/placer the relationship might 
be threatened and th e ir  negotiated identit ies  called into question. 
Becoming order taker/p lacer was the fina l phase of a relationship  

and characterised the buyer's ideal, where there is no salesman, 
actively se lling . However, even where the buyer was quite knowledgeable 

of copiers (prio r to dealing)for example,' th'e company secretary s t i l l  

progressed through these phases. The only exceptions were the two 

fu lltim e buyers who preferred to maintain a number of relationships, 
dealing quickly and easily in each as required. For the remaining 

buyers, each purchase required the establishment of relatiorships with 

salesmen.
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The greatest irony of a l l  perhaps was that none wished to establish 
relationships with the other, although each had to in the performance 

of his work and in support of an organisational id en tity . Thus 

while neither buyers nor salesmen wished to spend time in contacting 

and i n i t i a l l y  negotiating id e n t it ie s ,  each had to do so to an extent 
in order to do th e ir  work and also to support th e ir  organisational 
id en tit ies  as professionals etc. In so doing, there was however, a 

certain r isk  and potential cost to th e ir  organisational id e n t it ie s ,  
being seen to be involved in this 'd irtywork '. In e f fe c t ,  this is 

something of the tension and ambiguity which had to be overcome 

through th e ir  negotiations of id en tit ies  and establishment of 
relationships.
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INTRODUCTION

As i t ' s  t i t l e  implies, this chapter is something of an 'a s id e ',  not 
e n tire ly  necessitated by the research although i t  is p articu larly  

satisfying as i t  completes the research cycle. Through the project 
and thesis, a set of related ideas have evolved and developed: 
essentia lly , that buying and selling is seen in terms of relationships, 
based on interaction and id e n tit ie s . These ideas were found to be 

sympathetic to the social science trad ition  which seeks to study 

social relationships through in teraction. The aim of this chapter 

is to examine the l i te ra tu re  of this particular area. In turn, this  

excursion into theory strengthens the d ifferent perspective, developed 

through the research, with which we return to the s tart  of the project, 
to see the place "for the f i r s t  tim e".. In some senses then, this  

chapter explores and establishes the theoretical backdrop against 
which the research ideas can be located.

The l i te ra tu re  of social relationships, id en tit ies  and interactions  

is l o c a t e d  within the trad it io n  loosely referred to as interactionism.
A variety  of research approaches and analyses are encompassed by the 

in terac tion is t t ra d it io n ,  although there is a common foundation of 
basic assumptions of human behaviour and model of man. The breadth 

and depth of this trad ition  however, makes for a complex task when 

trying to gain an orientation to the area through its  l i te ra tu re .
Thus Apendix V acts as companion to this chapter, including the more 

general in terac tion is t l i te ra tu re ,  i ts  rhetoric and assumptions which 

are the theoretical context for theories of social relationships. ^

This chapter concentrates on the in teraction ist l i te ra tu re  re lating  

to social relationships, developing an overall framework of major 

concepts from the area.

1. Basic in terac tion is t assumptions are im p lic it ly  accepted here 
rather than belaboured e x p lic i t ly  as they are largely sympathetic 
with those outlined in Chapter 3, section 2.
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There is a second section to this chapter which considers a particular  

research issue implicated through this research project, .concerning 

the relationship between micro and macro sociological approaches to 

research and analysis. This issue is pertinent to the thesis and 

in terac tion is t l i te ra tu re  as well as the l i te ra tu re  o f industrial 
marketing research. The discussion seeks to i l lu s t r a te  the nature 

of that relationship , in which micro level studies provide the 

c r i t ic a l  foundation of empirical work from which macro analyses can 

be b u ilt  up. In this way, i t  can be seen how this thesis contributes 

towards the development of micro level analysis and understanding 

from which more macro issues of structure and organisation can be 

considered.
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9 .1  SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS: ID E N T IT IE S  AND INTERACTIONS

An interesting characteristic  of the in terac tion is t t rad it io n  is that  

although i t  appears to encompass a variety of d iffe ren t theoretical 
directions or lines of in terpreta tion , the areas tend to be d is t in 
guished more on the basis of th e ir  progenitors rather than theoretical 
points of divergence. For example, in appreciating the dramaturgical 
approach, one would inevitably be drawn to reading at some stage 

something of the work o f Goffman. When Adler & Adler ('go) attempted 

to trace h is to r ic a l ly  the branches of interactionism, they f e l t  

compelled to use a family tree as an appropriate means of represent
ation rather than through theoretical d istinctions. Thus each area 

is usually iden tif ied  with and fam iliarised through the work of i ts  

well-known exemplars, making the task of developing a general appre
ciation of interactionism more d i f f i c u l t  and complex. (See App. V)

The l i te ra tu re  of social relationships is drawn from and established 

across a variety  o f in terac tion is t sources. For example, much of the 
work on negotiating iden tit ies  and s e lf  theory has been informed by 

the Iowa School a f te r  Kuhn although on the other hand, the work on 

negotiations and interaction is more readily  id en tif ia b le  as being 
of the Chicago Schools of Symbolic Interaction and Sociology a f te r  

Blumer and Hughes. For this reason, authors such as McCall & Simmons ( '7 8 )  

advocate the development of a more broadly based, general approach, 
drawing on a variety  of sources. Although c learly  this requires 

considerable dexterity  in both assimilating and integrating the concepts 

and theories, the breadth of approach and f le x ib i l i t y  which i t  affords 

is of positive advantage here in a general examination. Hence th e ir  

work provides a valuable source in the following discussion.

From the l i te ra tu re  of social relationships, i t  is most apparent that 
the conceptualisations made in this thesis were not those of an 

in terac tion is t:  essentia lly , there is a s ty le ,  rhetoric and complexity
tovorks of the in teraction is t trad it io n  which is not characteristic  
here. This contrast is seen clearly  in the development of certain  

basic concepts. For example, the concept of s e lf  was b r ie f ly  developed
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in Chapters 4 & 7, where i t  provided, a lb e i t  s im p lis t ic a l ly , a basis 

of continuity or sense of tameness' of an indiv idual. In in te ra c t
ionism, the concept o f s e lf  is assigned both a more complex concept
ualisation and more crucial central ro le .  For example, starting  

with James' notion of the social aspect of s e lf :

"Properly speaking, a man has as many social selves as there
are individuals who carry an image of him in th e ir  mind........
he has as many d iffe rent social selves as there are d is tinc t  
groups about whose opinion he cares."

James in Stone &Farberman ( '70 )

This became the basis for Mead's characterisation of the 'me' widely 

taken up by in te rac tio n is ts ; where the 'me' is the more controlled, 
socia lly  conscious aspect of s e lf .  This contrasts with the ' I ' ,  the 

other aspect o f s e lf  distinguished by Mead, which is the more 

impulsive, non-deterministic aspect, sometimes known as the "thinker". 
Thus there can be said to be a separate 'me' for each of the in d iv i 
dual's roles and social groups whereas the ' I '  has a more permanent 
position in the s e lf .  In interactionism, the ' I '  and the 'me' 
essentia lly  are aspects of the s e lf  which provide the sense of 
'connectedness' between the many sides of an ind iv idual, rather than 

representing in any sense d istinct en t it ie s .

From this more complex conceptualisation of the s e lf  i t  becomes 

possible to consider human notions such as to ta lk  to oneself, to 

observe, monitor, evaluate, plan and ju s t i fy  one's own behaviour and 

importantly though s i le n t ly ,  to rehearse and change one's behaviour.
In essence, the diverse complex nature of the many roles of the 'me' 
provide the very important internal audience to the ' I ' ,  the performer, 
the active agent of the personality. Thus the existence of s e lf  

means that:

" . . . r a th e r  than simply responding to external s tim u li, the 
individuals behavioural response to the outside world is 
mediated by an in terpretive process. Action occurs only a fter  
the individual has made indications to himself about his 
situation by noting objects in his f ie ld  and evaluating them 
in terms of th e ir  relationship to his intended action."

H a l l  ( ' 7 2  -  p38)
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In attaching meaning and defining objects and s ituations, the s e lf  is 

also part of this in terpretive  process: that is ,  that man can become
object unto himself means th a t, l ike  other social objects, his meaning 

or iden tity  in any social situation must also be established. Again, 
as with other social objects, this meaning or iden tity  (aspect of 
social s e lf )  emerges through the process of social in teraction.

Put s l ig h t ly  d if fe re n t ly :

"Thus in a very real sense, I am what I take myself to be, 
but what I take myself to be Is strongly influenced by what 
I take to be the attitudes and behaviours of others towards 
me as I engage in the daily round of ta lk ing , competing or 
whatever."

Mangham ('79  -p84)

Essentially , the individual responds to and internalises aspects of 
defin itions o f him/herself by others, where some people are more 

sign ificant than others:

"Society is interaction. Interaction involves s e n s it iv ity  
to others but to some others more than other others."

Hughes ('71 -p v i i )

And so the complex process of iden tif ica tion  begins to unfold, 
revealing not only the need to attach meanings and iden tify  others in 

a particu lar social situation but also to id en tify  oneself or more 

precisely, that portion of se lf  to emerge in that s ituation. In so 

doing, the quotation from Mangham reminds us of the social nature of 
such identifications and the compromises involved: compromises between
s e lf  and that aspect of s e lf  to emerge in that s ituation , (the id en tity )  

Some social groups or situations recur with such regularity  that 
there is usually l i t t l e  doubt as to the various meanings or implications 

they hold for ones plans of action. However, in the case of new or 

unfamiliar social situations, role taking and making identifications  

of s e lf  and others becomes much more crucial in order to know how 

to behave and act in that group. Part of the process of socialisation  

is such that by listening to interactions and observing behaviour, 
one comes to know how to behave and what is expected of one, the
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•appropriate roles and scripts. In the rhetoric of interactionism, 
this is seen as in order to construct a role for oneself according 

to ones plans of action.

Ambiguity in these in i t ia l  stages of role taking and making id e n t i f i 
cations is a llev iated through the use of typ if ica tions  as a means of 
identifying others: that is ,  some pre-conceived notion of what is
'ty p ic a l '  of such people, usually on the basis of the social position 

which they occupy. By knowing what a person does, one is afforded 

some b r ie f  lead time for coping with him/her, i f  only oh the basis 

of knowing the 'generalised implications' people in such social 
positions have for ones plans of action. There are eccentrics, 
deviants and indeed those who deliberately select to do that which is 

unexpected or unacceptable in a particular s ituation . However, there 

are those who add l i t t l e  to the roles which they learn and indeed 

are said to be highly conventional. As Goff man points out, a social 
position is:

" . . .n o t  a material thing to be possessed and then displayed; 
i t  is a pattern of appropriate conduct, coherent, embellished 
and well articu la ted . Performed with ease or clumsiness, 
awareness or not, guile or good fa i th ,  i t  is none the less 
something that must be realised."

Goffman ('69 -  p81)

That such'patterns of appropriate conduct'may be embellished highlights  

the fact that typifications are only rough and ready approximate and 

often fau lty  guidelines to in i t ia l  id en tif ica tion s . As the demands 

and expectations of a social position are f i l te r e d  through an indiv
idual's se lf  conception, so the "patterns of appropriate conduct" 

become modified or embellished to a greater or lesser extent. Thus 

identifications based on the "generalised implications" people in such 

social positions hold are always at best, vague and imprecise, and 

the ir  use limited to providing an in i t ia l  orientation towards a new 

encounter. The modified, embellished or merely adopted patterns of 
appropriate conduct, as f i l te re d  through s e lf  conceptions, provide 

more specific means of making identifications of the individual.
This is in essence what McCall & Simmons ( '7 8 )  re fer to as role  

id en t it ie s , which they define as:
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" . . . t h e  character and the role that an individual devises for 
himself as an occupant of a particular social position. More 
in tu i t iv e ly ,  such a role identity  is his imaginative view of 
himself, as he likes to think of himself being and acting as 
an occupant of that position."

McCall & Simmons ( '7 8  -p65)

This is essentia lly  the basis of th e ir  ro le - id en t ity  model. I t  is 

a more broad and generalised conceptualisation than that of this  

thesis, where d istinction was made simply between two kinds of  

id en t it ie s , work and organisational. McCall & Simmons present th e ir  

model on a conceptual foundation drawn from interactionism. Role 

identity  is distinguished clearly  from social id en tity  and personal 
identity : the concepts of ro le , role performance and in teractive
role in iheir work are e x p l ic i t ly  contrasted against the concepts of 
role and role performance, for example, a fte r  Merton. They propose 

that most roles and role expectations are of only vague, broad 

outline such that performance of that role always requires a degree 

of improvisation or embellishment: where they define in teractive
role or role performance as:

" . .a  plausible line  of action characteristic  and expressive 
of the particu lar personality that happens to occupy the given 
position and represents that person's mode of coming to grips 
with the general expectations held towards someone in his 
position."

McCall & Simmons ( '78  - p65)

The role id en tity  then, is a somewhat imaginative view of oneself, 
tending to be an idealised mix of concrete detail and fantasised 

embellishment, a blend of the conventional and the idiosyncratic  

which is constantly being modified and adapted as people, events, 
behaviours, contexts, environments etc come and go. McCall & Simmons 

delineate role id en tit ies  as being primary sources for plans of 
action, influencing the way in which covert ideas, plans and intentions 

are translated into overt action. Thus they do not remain en tire ly  

in the realms of the imagination. McCall & Simmons argue that the 

specific contents of such imaginative views of s e l f  serves as important 
c r ite r ia  for the assessment of performance: that is ,  role identit ies
provide the means by which to judge role performances.
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" . . . th e y  (ro le  id en tit ies )  give the very meaning to our daily  
routine for they largely determine our interpretations of the 
situations, events and other people we encounter. By providing 
us with plans of action and systems of c las s if ic a t io n , our 
role iden tit ies  go far to determining the objects o f our 
environment, th e ir  iden tity  and meaning."

McCall & Simmons ( ’ 78-p67)

Role id en tit ies  thus provide the 'frame' (Goffman '74) by which we 

in terpret situations and actions: where 'frame' relates to the
cues, keys and rules by which an individual makes sense of his/her 

social world.

The importance of a clear conceptualisation of "self" can be seen 

as one begins to consider the many roles iden tit ies  of an individual.
I t  is at this point where there are several divergent theoretical 
stances to be found in the l i te ra tu re .  The main division can be 

thought o f ,  in sim plistic  terms, as being between whether the ' s e l f  

underlies the more temporary situational 'masks' or id en tit ies  of 
whether i t  is the configuration of sets of related id en tit ies  which 

comprise an individual's  s e lf  structure. For example, Brittan ( '73 )  

argues that the idea of an individual's  many id en tit ies  implies a 

conceptualisation of s e lf  in the manner of a coat peg on which many 

d iffe ren t coats or iden tit ies  may be hung. This he argues, constitutes 

a discontinuous and fragmented notion of s e lf ,  divergent with a basic 

in terac tion is t approach. McCall & Simmons on the other hand, argue 

that an individual's  various role iden tit ies  can be thought of as 

clustered into sets of related id e n t it ie s , mutually influencing one 

another, compatible or conflic ting , and loosely patterned into a 

f le x ib le  hierarchy of prominence. This is the essence of a person's 

s e lf  structure. They argue that those more prominent role iden tit ies  

are the ones which an individual prefers to claim and chooses to 

legitim ate or perhaps has a greater degree of investment in ,  at a 

particular t im e/s ituation. The hierarchy may adapt and become 

modified as events, situations, people etc in an indiv idual's  l i f e  

change. The core though, or essence of se lf  structure is that which 

provides the continuity or sense of 'sameness' between an individual's  

various d iffe ren t id en tit ies .
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Clearly these arguments are closely related to conceptualisations of 

s e lf  and id e n tity . Although quite simply conceptualised in the thesis, 
the manner in which the notions of s e lf  and id en tity  were related  

suggests that indeed i t  is possible to conceive of an individual's  

sets of related id e n t it ie s , work, organisational and other, without 
denying the existence of some core concept of s e l f .  In this sense, 
the work of McCall & Simmons is p articu larly  relevant and useful as 

a guide to this area of theory.

The role id en tity  model of McCall & Simmons ( '7 8 )  is b u ilt  around 

two kinds of social processes; the expressive processes of presenting 

and altercasting; and the cognitive processes o f improvising and 

imputing roles for s e lf  and to a l te r .  Through expressive processes, 
one presents a particular s e lf  or claims a role id en tity  which is 

also to cast a l te r  in a specific role id en tity :  that is ,  for example,
to claim the role id en tity  of helpless casts a l te r  as helper. However, 
to claim a role iden tity  is not always enough. I t  also requires 

that others allow one to claim that id en tity  and indeed, o ffe r  or 

imply support for  or acceptance of that claim. Nor is i t  su ff ic ien t  

to claim no id en tity  at a l l :

" . .o th e r  people demand that one claim some id en tity . I f  he 
does not, they are unsure how to act towards him. The result 
is that i f  he does not claim some social id e n t ity ,  other people 
w il l  force one upon him - perhaps, one disadvantageous to him, 
for example, at the extreme, the id en tity  of mental retardate  
or catatonic schizophrenic. Our bodies get in the way of 
other people and they have to iden tify  us before they can 
know what to do to get past us."

McCall & Simmons ('78 -p70)

They go on to add:

"Yet i f  one does claim iden tit ies  in this way interpersonal!./ 
the legitim ation of them is no longer easy. He has not only 
to persuade himself that his views of himself are true enough 
but he also has to act in such ways that the identités he has 
claimed before other people are not disconfirmed in th e ir  eyes 
for otherwise, he is right back where he started - with no 
id en tity  but in need of one."

McCall & Simmons ('78 -p71)
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Thus the claimed role iden tity  must be legitimated through 

performance: through the in teractive role improvised by the indiv
idual. Legitimation is achieved when conduct is consistent with and 

f u l f i l l i n g  of the specific contents of ones role id en tit ies  and is 

supported through the expressive implications of others. Without 
such support, i t  may be necessary to modify ones claims and adapt 
the improvised role accordingly. Secord & Backman ( '7 4 )  suggest 

that the processes of claiming and legitimating id e n t it ie s ,  trans
la ting the imaginative view of se lf  through performance and in te r 
pretation back to imagination, are constant as the mechanisms of 
legitimation are never en tire ly  satisfactory: that is ,  small portions
of role id en tit ies  always remain unaired or unlegitimated before 

others, creating 'discrepancies' which must be resolved, between one's 

imaginative view of s e lf ,  role performance and support. This is 

particu la r ly  relevant, since support is found in the "expressive 

implications" of others: suggesting a large potential variation  

between what was implied and what was attended/interpreted/perceived, 
given the selective nature of these three processes. Indeed, these 

may o ffe r  the source of potential 'discrepancies' or a lte rn a t iv e ly ,  
the source o f th e ir  "evasion" or at least minimisation.

Legitimating a claimed role id en tity  through the improvisation of a 

role for s e lf  is also to impute a role to a l te r .  Improvising the 

role for example, of teacher imputes the role of pupil to a l te r .
From a s lig h t ly  d iffe ren t perspective, Goffman ( '6 9 )  draws together 

these processes of claiming and improvising, altercasting and imputing 

role id en tit ies  and roles:

"...when an individual projects a defin it ion  of the situation  
and thereby makes an e x p lic it  claim to be a person of a part
icu lar kind, he automatically exerts a moral demand upon 
others, obliging them to value and trea t him in a manner that 
persons o f  his kind have a right to expect. He also im p lic it ly  
forgoes a l l  claims to be things he does not appear to be and 
hence forgoes the treatment that would be appropriate for 
such individuals. The others find then, that the individual 
has informed them as to what is and as to what they ought to 
to see as ' i s ' . "

Goffman ( ' 6 9  -  p 2 4 )
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In essence, this is the basis of a negotiative process: whereby each

modifies and adapts his/her claims and actions before others, reaching 

some degree of compromise. The nature and degree of compromise w ill  
vary according to various aspects of th e ir  in teraction , for example, 
th e ir  significance for each other, the length and duration of in te r 
action, the need and desire for social rewards of in teraction. For 
example, where an individual seeks certain gra tif ica tions  from social 
in teraction , so he/she may be prepared to compromise more: that is ,
such social rewards may figure in the indiv idual's  plans of action 

such that he/she may even be prepared to achieve them at some cost. 
A ltern ative ly , one party may be more powerful in the interaction than 

the other; the la t te r  perhaps needing the former in the achievement 
of some personal goals or simply one party being more socially  sk illed  

and adept than the Other. Berger & Luckman ( '6 6 )  sum i t  up in the ir  

oft-quoted phrase:

"He who has the bigger stick  has the better chance of imposing 
his defin it ion  of re a l i ty ."

Berger & Luckman ('66  -pl27)

Clearly though,there is nothing so palpable to social interaction as 

the discussion might imply. I t  is b u il t  o f intangibles; slippery 

interpretations and elusive constructions. The immense dynamism of 
the in teractive  process ensures that nothing stands s t i l l  or remains 

fixed over time. Negotiation and compromise instead, characterise 

in teraction , implying modification andadaptatbn through changing 

situations and events. So far though, the discussion, although perhaps 

less subtle than the daily practice i t  describes, has served to 

introduce the conceptual basis on which an understanding of social 
relationships can be assimilated. The general framework of concepts 

outlined is sim ilar to that developed in the thesis , although clearly  

the conceptual detail to such a framework, by comparison with that 
generated through the research is much greater and more considered.
In summary, from a s lig h tly  d iffe ren t perspective, Mangham ('79)

draws together many of these basic ideas, locating them in a recognisably
human manner:
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"Thus l ik e  dogs, the actors in the early stages of in teraction,  
may c irc le  each other warily seeking to s n i f f  out the l ik e ly  
relationship and course of action l ik e ly  to be the most 
rewarding. Interaction is always a tentative  process, a 
process whereby each individual is evaluating and testing the 
conception he has of the role and plans of other individuals. 
Depending upon this interpretation and evaluation, the social 
actor may or may not commit himself to a particu lar l ine  of 
action and since commitment almost always involves some risks 
the a b i l i t y  to see situations from the standpoint of others
becomes a very crucial a b i l i ty  indeed Not suprisingly
therefore, each social actor pays a great deal of attention  
to details  in what are anticipated to be problematic encounters."

Mangham ('79  -p50)

Social Relationships

The discussion so fa r has only considered the basic concepts, the 

underlying principles to this area of in terac tion is t l i te ra tu re .  In 

essence, i t  has stopped one step short of action or rather in ter-action  

between the parties. As Mangham reminds us though, the absence of 
verbal action does not prevent them from sniff ing  each other out, 
using a l l  available non-verbal information. Goffman ( '6 9 )  emphasises 

though that even these expressions "given off"  can be carefu lly  

controlled and managed, constructing and contriving to create an 

impression that w i l l  lead to the appropriate treatment. Combined with 

equally carefu lly  controlled "expressions given", the verbal symbols, 
a particular ' s e l f  is presented, claiming an id en tity  before others 

on which they have l i t t l e  grounds for denial. However, inconsistency 

between the two types of expressions gives others the potential 
opportunity to unmask the actor who is e ither unsure of the identity  

he is claiming or perhaps claiming an iden tity  to which he is not 
entit led .

Many social situations or social groups are fa m il ia r ,  regular occurences 

with a sense of taken-for-granted p re d ic ta b il i ty .  Defining such 

situations is unproblematic as they have a routine and well versed 

structure. One knows already what to expect and id e n t it ie s ,  roles 

and lines of action f i t  with l i t t l e  or no problem. Risks, commitment 
and personal investment do not represent major obstacles in managing 

such situations. Less fam iliar cases or groups do pose greater
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problems: there is no ready made structure of expectations or taken-
for-granted p re d ic tab il ity . Defining the s ituation , claiming, 
legitim ating and obtaining support for an id en tity  and identifying  

others become much less certain a f fa irs .  In these more problematic 

situations, negotiated compromise defin itions and id en tit ies  assist 
each actor in coming to grips with the situation'. This is not overt 
bargaining or haggling over prices, but more the subtle tactics of 
rhetoric and persuasion, debating who each person is .

Each move (or expression) is presented as a change or refusal to 

change the presentation of s e lf  or a ltercasting. I f  the change is 

in a manner acceptable to the other, he/she w il l  indicate his/her 

concurrence or concession by changing his/her expressive behaviour 

(or perhaps implying a request for further changes along this line  

from the other actor). I f  the move is not acceptable, i t  is l ik e ly  

to be met with further and emphatic persistence in his/her l in e  of 
presentation of s e lf  and a ltercasting. Amongst adept performers, 
this kind of negotiation of id en tit ies  becomes a highly sk illed  

display, an artform in i t s e l f ,  as each tr ie s  to make an emphatic 

claim to particu lar iden tit ies  for s e lf  and a l t e r ,  rejecting or 

avoiding that which is being imputed by a l te r 's  claims. For the most 
part though, the mismatch between claimed and imputed iden tit ies  

between two parties is not so great as to be problematic. Most rare ly  

do such discrepancies lead to head on collisions or battles for as 

Goffman ( '69 ) points out, there is an e ffo r t  made by both sides to 

achieve a "working consensus":

"I do not mean that there w i l l  be the kind of consensus that 
arises when each individual present candidly expresses what 
he re a l ly  feels and honestly agrees with the expressed feelings 
of others present. This kind of harmony is an optimistic ideal 
and in any case not necessary for the smooth working of society. 
Rather, each participant is expected to suppress his immediate 
h ea rtfe lt  feelings, conveying a view of the situation which 
he feels the others w ill  be able to find at least temporarily 
acceptable. The maintenance of this surface of agreement, this  
veneer o f consensus is fa c i l i ta te d  by each participant concealing 
his own wants behind statements which assert values to which 
everyone present feels obliged to give lipserv ice ."

Goffman ( ' 6 9  - p p 2 0 - l )
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McCall & Simmons ( '78 ) have a s lig h tly  d i f fe re n t ,  perhaps less cynical 

way of putting i t :

"All that is needed is a su ff ic ien t lack of disagreement 
about one another for each to proceed in some degree with 
his own plans of action."

' McCall & Simmons ( '78  -pl23)

In routine situations, establishing a 'working agreement' is 

generally non-problematic. Less fam iliar  situations though give rise  

to uncertainty of the actors about which id en tit ies  w i l l  be involved, 
ambiguity of meanings and definitions of s e lf  and a lte r  etc. A 

working agreement s ignifies in essence, th e ir  in i t i a l  negotiations: 
that is ,  they reach a compromise defin it ion  in which the id en tit ies  

of both actors are at least p a r t ia l ly  recognised in that s itua tion ,  
such that they can continue th e ir  in teraction. I t  is a working 

agreement:

" . . .o n  which the parties can stand while they continue to 
bargain, negotiating the specifics of th e ir  in teractive  roles. 
A working agreement can be said to exist when the cognitive 
processes (improvisation and imputation o f roles for s e lf  and 
to a l te r )  of one person, with respect to social id e n t it ie s ,  
are not in gross conflic t  with the expressive processes 
(presentation of s e lf  and altercasting) o f another person."

McCall & Simmons ( '78  - p i39)

From this working agreement there is a basis on which to proceed in 

in teraction; that is ,  each has begun to claim an iden tity  and made 

some kind of approximate, at least p a r t ia l ly  acceptable id en tif ica tion  

of the other, and thus beginning to come to know how to act towards 

each other. As th e ir  interaction continues, so gradually may the ir  

identif ica tions  of each other become more refined, as more emphatic 

and consistent claims to particular id en tit ies  are made and accepted. 
Importantly, this working agreement is only a loose a f fa i r  and may 

be called into question at any time: lack of expressive consistency
of an actor with the identity  he/she wishes to claim may necessitate 

the re-negotiation of the working agreement. The negotiation of 
id en tit ies  is essentially never en tire ly  settled although once a 
working agreement is established, i t  gradually fades into the background
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providing the context in which the main task of the encounter can be 

undertaken. From there i t  can be quickly recalled in the event of 
co n fl ic t  between expressive implications and i n i t i a l l y  claimed 

id e n t it ie s :  that is ,  i f  the actor says or does something "out of
character" (Goffman '69) or inconsistent with claimed id en t it ie s .
Ip this case, the agreement would have to be re-negotiated before the 

main task could be pursued once more. C learly , frequent re-negotiation  

of the working agreement shifts  the focus of the encounter from main 

task to id en tity  negotiations, which may lead to frustration and 

incom patib ility . However, as Goffman ( '6 9 )  points out, such acting 

"out of character" may be a useful and deliberate ploy, in the know
ledge that i t  frustrates the main task and means continual renegotiation 

of the working agreement.

Given then that the working agreement can be called into question at 
any time, i t  does constitute the basis on and from which the actors 

may proceed to negotiate the specific shape and content of th e ir  

subsequent interactions: in e ffe c t ,  th e ir  " in teractive  roles" (McCall
& Simmons '78 ). This negotiation process is conducted through the 

'expressive implications' as each actor discharges hints by his actions 

of what he is w ill in g  to do or be as long as the other person w ill  
accept certain detailed contents of his presentation of s e lf  or 

altercasting. The indications conveyed by the other party are most 
l ik e ly  to be at variance. Through narrowing the degree of this  

potential mismatch, they e ffec tive ly  negotiate a compromise of th e ir  

in teractive  roles in th e ir  jo in t  action.

Emphasis on the phrase ' jo in t  action' is important in the rhetoric  

of interactionism, impressing that the action is created between them 

in pursuit of th e ir  goals. The role id en tity  model exists only in 

terms of jo in t  action, as a single actor has no audience other than 

s e l f ,  before which to claim an id en tity . The following quotation from 

Weick ( '69 )  helps to put the idea of jo in t  action into perspective:
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"Interlocked behaviours are the basic elements that constitute  
any organization. They consist of receptive, reciprocal 
contingent behaviours that develop and are maintained between 
two or more actors. Each actor uses and is used by the other 
person for the accomplishment of a c t iv it ie s  which neither 
alone could accomplish."

Weick ( ' 6 9 - P . 9 1 )

Thus he makes the point that not only is jo in t  action an essential, 
basic element of organisations but that each actor may stand to gain 

some g ra t i f ic a t io n  from such jo in t  action: extrinsic  gratif ica tions
such as money, information, material goods, favour etc or in tr in s ic  

g ra t if ic a t io n  such as experience, satis faction , pleasure etc. Thus 

i f  an actor implies expressively through his performance that he 

allows (or w i l l  allow) the other to act in a manner consistent with 

his role id e n t it ie s ,  the other is g ra t if ied  by being able to sustain 

his self-conception. Additionally though, achieving gratif ica tions  

may figure in the individual's  plans of action such that he/she may 

even be prepared to achieve them at some cost.

This serves as a reminder of the continual process of legitimating 

role id en tit ie s  and seeking among the expressive implications of 
others for support for those id e n t it ie s ,  the negotiation of in teractive  

roles. As McCall & Simmons conclude:

" Id e n t ity ,  l ik e  freedom, must be won and rewon. Each identity  
must continually be legitimated. Legitimating ones s e lf  
structure is l ik e  dusting a huge house. I f  he starts by 
dusting the parlour? by the time he gets to the upstairs 
guestroom, the parlour is already badly in need of dusting 
again. Woman's work is never done nor is that of maintaining 
the s e l f ."

McCall & Simmons ('78  -pl63)

Indeed, the social processes described so far are the essence of 
constructing relationships; that is ,  they o ffe r  the means by which 

relationships can be b u il t .  Iden tity  must s t i l l  be won and rewon.
One s t i l l  requires audiences to support one's roles and legitimate  

one's claims to particular id e n tit ie s . One s t i l l  requires certain  

gra tif ica tions  from encounters and so on. "Relationship" is variously
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defined in the l i te ra tu re .  Here i t  is taken as that which involves 

each participant as a personal entity  such that each recognises the 

other as a d is tinc tive  individual of whom he/she has some prior 

knowledge (and assuming interaction between the two parties ). In 

addition, only dyadic or two-party relationships are considered here. 

Simmel ( '50 ) noted that dyadic relationships are somewhat d iffe ren t  

to group relationships. In a dyadic relationship neither of the 

two parties can hide what he has done behind a group nor hold the 

group responsible for what he has not done. There is not the 'fro n t '  
of the group or team to hide his fa i lu re  (Goffman '69) or use as a 

distraction .

Some relationships have the quality  of being assigned: we are said
to choose our friends but not our relatives or work fellows. Whether 
chosen or assigned, relationships often arouse a sense of commitment, 
attachment or dependency, however temporary i t  may be. For example, 
i f  one is dependent on a particu lar relationship for certain g r a t i f 
ications (including role support, which can be thought of as a kind 

of reward from a re la tionsh ip ), one is interested in increasing or 

at least maintaining the dependability of that source of reward. 
Commitment to a relationship is s l ig h t ly  d iffe ren t although i t  may 

include an element o f dependability on certain g ra t if ic a t io n s . The 

nature of commitment may range from overt contractual to covert moral 
obligation. Although personal relationships such as marriage are not 
s t r ic t ly  the subject of consideration here, they are a kind of social 
relationship and i l lu s t r a te  c learly  something of the nature of attachment 
to a relationship: people become attached to others such that they
become b u il t  in to the specific contents of one's role id e n tit ie s .
The question of investment of scarce l i f e  resources such as time, 
money and l i f e  chances in establishing a particu lar relationship w ill  
influence whether or not one continues to maintain that relationship.

Most relationships contain a flavour of a ll  these elements, to d iffering  

degrees and each influences the others in the formation and cementation 

of relationships. Such is the emergent nature of interaction that 
although a person may seek out a particular other as a source of role 

support, the course of that relationship may be very d ifferent to 

that intended by both parties. A lternative ly , relationships may fa i l
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to be established at a l l ,  despite the intent of e ither of the p a r t i 

cipants, for reasons of 'incom patib ility ' or whatever. During the 

"sniffing out" stages of a potential relationship, there is a tendency 

to claim "safe" id e n t it ie s ;  those involving l i t t l e  r is k ,  l ik e ly  to 

be acceptable to the other and which by experience, one knows one 

can quite easily claim and validate . Subsequent, cautious mutual 

exploration and conversation may lead to cues favouring a potential 
relationship or revealing the misguidance of such ' f i r s t  impressions'. 
Once again though, i t  must be strongly emphasised that such cues and 

decisions, readings and assessments are a ll  part of the delicate ,  
in terpretive  human condition; subtle and in tu it iv e  rather than 

mechanical and regulated as the discussion might imply. Interpretation  

and in tu it io n  act as each partic ipant's  guide to future in teraction,  
exploration and relationship.

Simmel ( '5 0 )  warns however, that such further explorations can lead 

to a stra in  toward ' t o t a l i t y ' .  That is ,  the"persona" (in i t ' s  Latin 

sense of 'mask') presented and received by each is only a "persona" 

and not the "whole truth" about the parties involved. This "persona", 
which the other recognises and receives, gradually tends to take on 

a l i f e  in the context o f this evolving relationship. The person may 

feel uncomfortable, not legitimating other important id en tit ies  simply 

because they were not introduced in the in i t ia l  encounter. There is 

also the fear of discovery; that the other w i l l  discover additional 
and possibly incompatible id en tit ies  which constitute an undisclosed 

part o f one's s e lf  structure. In this way, there is a tendency during
the career of a re lationship, i f  i t  is to endure, to introduce at
least te n ta t iv e ly ,  more and more of one's s e lf  structure into the 

relationship. I f  the relationship is viewed only as a temporary
a f f a i r ,  brought about for the solution of a specific short term
problem or to provide temporary or short term g ra t if ic a t io n s , then 

clearly  the strain toward ' t o t a l i t y '  is not so great. Other consider
ations such as the significance of the other, the nature of rewards, 
situation and task also influence the degree to which one wishes or 

needs to introduce and legitimate other id en tit ies .
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Since few relationships are to ta l ly  engulfing, the individual has an 

existence outside any given relationship; an existence where he/she 

might present and legitimate d iffe ren t and perhaps incompatible 

id e n t it ie s .  Thus in a given relationship, the individual is said 

tjO be 'passing' in the dramaturgical sense of acting a part. He/she 

must take care not to act unwittingly 'out of character', not to aay 

or do anything which might reveal these other hidden id e n t it ie s .
Noted already, acting 'out of character' throws the relationship  

back to the beginning, renegotiating the "working agreement" and may 

even lead to the breakdown and attenuation of the relationship. 

A lternatively  in such a case, i t  is possible for the individual to 

disparage or r id icu le  that which was out of character, maintaining 

the set of id en tit ies  which the other has come to recognise, or perhaps 

attempting to defend that which was out of character, e ither in some 

abstract sense or in specific ways by introducing these other aspects 

of him/herself.

This is not to say that a l l  relationships are based on strategic  

du p lic ity  and blatant deceptionj&lthough i t  is a d is t in c t ive ly  human 

characteristic  to keep secrets). Complete knowledge is an id e a l is t ic ,  
unattainable and perhaps uninviting notion: i t  is never possible to
know everything about someone else. Relationships, l ik e  other aspects 

of social order, are part of the negotiative, in terpretive  process 

by which individuals come to know th e ir  worlds. Hence relationships  

may form, grow and become attenuated on misguided, misinterpreted 

or misleading implications of others. The balance of commitment, 
attachment and investment may easily become unbalanced; the achie
vement of certain gratifications from a relationship may no longer be 

possible; circumstances, situations and role iden tity  hierarchies 

change as do plans and intentions. I t  is possible for relationships 

to withstand the l i f e  long changes in each actor's se lf  structure, 
although the nature of the relationship patterns the metamorphosis 

of the partic ipants' s e lf  structures.
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Summarising th is section, the career of a relationship is inextricably  

bound up with the basic social processes of s e lf  presentation, 

altercasting, improvising and imputing roles for s e lf  and to a l te r .
Role id en tit ies  must be legitimated through performance as each 

actor searches among the expressive implications of others for support 
foV* the id en tity  he/she is claiming. At the heart of this l ies  the 

person's se lf  structure, the repertoire of roles and the hierarchy 

of role id en tit ies  which influence the interpretations he/she makes, 
gratif ica tions  sought etc and indeed, the career o f the potential 

relationship. The rhetoric of interactionism refers to taking the 

role of another and constructing a role for s e lf  as being crucial 
a b i l i t ie s  in constructing relationships. Social sk ills , impression 

management, the anticipation of a lte r 's  moves and the 'power' to 

define the situation are a l l  aspects of the constructed relationship.

In concluding th is  section, i t  can be seen that the thesis contains 

ideas particu la r ly  sympathetic to this tra d it io n ; in terms of both 

more general conceptual frameworks as well as in f in er  d e ta i l .  For 
example, McCall & Simmons ( '7 8 )  re fer to a "working agreement" which 

is essentia lly  that which was described in the thesis as an agreed, 
or acceptable basis on which to re la te  to each other. Notions such 

as the need to claim an id en tity , the need for consistency in and 

through role performance, renegotiating the working agreement, ; 
gra tif ica tions  achieved through relationships etc are a l l  in teraction is t  

themes which can be found, although perhaps s lig h t ly  d if fe re n t ly  

formulated, in the thesis. Essentially though, the analysis in this  

thesis was generated from the data, rather than from the l i te ra tu re  

or predetermined hypotheses. Hence, although there is a degree of  

parallel with the l i te ra tu re  of social relationships, i t  is neither 

total overlap nor identical in content. The analysis in the thesis 

was not that of an in teraction is t and indeed, in places is divergent 
with an in terac tion is t analysis of social relationships. However, 
the underlying sympathies are quite apparent: the basic social
processes and phenomena are described and in terre la ted . Thus the 

thesis can o ffe r  an additional empirical i l lu s tra t io n  of notions of 
social relationships and th e ir  construction in a trad it io n  described 

by authors such as McCall & Simmons. Perhaps more importantly though.
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this chapter demonstrates that to describe social relationships from 

an in terac tion is t perspective is also to describe the marketing 

relationships between buyer and salesman, studied through this  

research. In conclusion, marketing situations can be characterised 

in terms of relationships which are esentia lly  no d iffe ren t to 

other social re latinships.
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9 . 2  MICRO/MACRO RESEARCH CONTEXTS

The fina l paragraph of the preceeding section began to raise an 

important research issue re la ting to ideas in this thesis, of 
buying and selling as social relationships, and more broad concerns 

of marketing in terms of social structure and social order. A major 

potential c rit ic ism  of this thesis is that i t  focussed on the micro
context; the research is at the micro-level of analysis, excluding 

more macro issues such as social organisation and social structure.
This c rit ic ism  is often levelled at the interactonist t rad it io n .
Its  f ine  attention to the minutiae of daily  action firmly roots i t  

at the micro-level and indeed, is one of the great strengths of the 

t rad it io n . I t  is sometimes argued though that such close attention  

to deta il at th is level of analysis is to ignore the existence of  

more macro concepts, such as social in s t itu t io n s , bureaucracy, power 
structures, social class etc. generally associated with analyses of 
social organisation. Maines ( '77 )  notes a number of such c r i t ic s  

and in answer, cites a variety  of in terac tion is t works which have 

generated insight into these macro-issues. His main theme is that 
interactionism does not ignore or deny the existence of such phenomena, 
neither does i t  deliberately pursue them thhough research; rather,  
that in terac tion is t concerns of social action and social context do 

not ex ist devoid or independent of social structure and social organ
isation and that such notions are often t ig h t ly  woven into a micro
level analysis. That is ,  where in re a l i ty  such micro notions do not 
exist independent of, social structure, so too in the ir  analysis 

social structure is at least implied.

Essentia lly , the same case may be argued here in this thesis. The r e l 
ationship between micro and macro research issues, between the micro
level context here and more macro concerns of social organisation in 

marketing, is one in which the micro research context provides the 

absolute foundation of empirical work from which more macro analyses 

can be generated. That is ,  through a thorough understanding o f the 

minute detail at the micro le v e l,  i t  is possible to move gradually 

to a more macro understanding . For example, in the thesis the 

concepts of social relationship, iden tity  and negotiation have assumed
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a central part. In terms of macro research, social relationship  

and negotiation o ffe r  two important concepts by which to consider 

marketing through social structure and social organisation. That 
is ,  from the conceptualisation here of buying and selling as social 
relationships, i t  is possible to consider marketing, marketing 

structures and organisation in terms of social relationship. 
A lternative ly , the concept of negotiation does have an established 

counterpart at the macro leve l: negotiated order theory (NOT). I t
endeavours to re late  the concept of negotiation from micro to macro 

level analyses, producing a set of in terrelated ideas in which social 
order is seen as negotiated order. Based on work in hospitals,
Strauss ( '7 8 )  also demonstrates a variety of other contexts in which 

the NOT framework is used as a macro analysis and interpretation for 

work which otherwise is focussed on the micro context. NOT is not 
without i ts  c r it ic s  on theoretica l, conceptual and methodological 
grounds (Benson & Day '76, Day & Day '77) and indeed, is described 

by one of i ts  best known pioneers as being in i ts  infancy (Strauss '78 ) 
However, i t  does serve to i l lu s t ra te  something of the relationship  

between micro and macro research approaches and the potential 
conceptual in terre la tionsh ips.

Indeed, in a recent discussion, Knorr-Cetina ( '8 1 )  emphasises the false  

dichotomy posed in many micro/macro sociological debates and offers  

three potential means by which to integrate micro and macro approaches. 
One is by considering the macro as aggregations of many micro episodes, 
an assimilation of micro events. A second means is by taking macro 

structures in terms of unintended consequences of micro events, in 

some senses almost as by-products. The th ird  is to see the macro in 

terms of representations or selected summaries of micro events. As 

Knorr-Cetina demonstrates, there are arguments both for and against 
each theoretical stance and none offers an en tire ly  acceptable 

position. However, the undeniable and inextricable link between 

macro and micro approaches remains exposed, as she concludes:

" . . i t  is through micro-social approaches that we w ill  learn 
most about the macro order, for i t  is these approaches which 
through th e ir  unashamed empiricism afford us a glimpse of the 
re a l i ty  about which we speak."

K n o r r - C e t i n a  (81 - p l O )
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In this sense, focus upon the micro context in this research can be 

seen not to be at the expense of more macro order but perhaps to its  

enhancement. That is ,  concentrating on the micro context andde/eloping 

an empirical understanding of such micro social processes, the basic 

issues in generating knowledge of  macro order are raised. Indeed, the 

thesis makes several contributions in terms of  future research, 
should one Wish to pursue these ideas in the macro context (see 

Chapt. 10 for a discussion). In contrast, current marketing research 

generally does not provide this l ink  to macro/micro approaches. That 
is ,  where the research is partial or a single aspect approach conducted 

under laboratory conditions etc severe l imitat ions are placed on the 

range of  meaning of i ts  results. Essentially, the tendency is for 

such resultant theories to have only specific application to a partial  
and/or unrealist ic  situation which is c learly  no basis from which to 

"glimpse" the macro order: there is no understanding of the micro
context and:hence no basis from which to consider macro issues. Indeed, 
such questions of micro and macro order receive l i t t l e  attention in 

current marketing research; perhaps one reason why the empirical 
knowledge produced in marketing research is rarely put to subsequent 
use in terms of both theoretical and practical considerations. An 

important contribution of  the thesis may well be towards highlighting 
these neglected issues and the ir  crucial implications for marketing 

research and theory. In this sense, this chapter, although ent it led  

an 'excursion', is perhaps an essential: that is ,  by completing the
link which takes us back to the beginning of the project,  in possession 

of a d i f fe rent  perspective, i t  also necessitates a c r i t ic a l  examination 

of the implications of this a lternat ive way of seeing.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis has endeavoured to convey the underlying sense of  flow 

and progression to ideas which was the fundamental key to the 

research project. In completing that progression, this chapter 

provides the f inal l ink  in the research cycle by which, in E l io t 's  

words, we now arrive where we started and can know the place "for  

the f i r s t  time": that is ,  from the perspective which was developed
through the research process, a d i f fe rent  view can be made, 
effect ive ly  to see that starting point through d i f ferent  eyes.

The research project gained i ts  early direction from a c r i t ic a l  
stance adopted tovards marketing research and i ts  methodology.
From this developed a fieldstudy which sought to generate an under
standing of  industrial buying and sell ing as i t  is daily  practised.  
Through the research process, thevork in this thesis has clearly  

established both an empirical and theoretical basis to those early  

guiding crit icisms. The micro context o f  this research project 
gives the solid foundation of  empirical work and the theoretical  
explorations contribute to strengthening and broadening the basis . 
of a 're-construction' of  marketing. Together, in addressing and 

answering current marketing research questions through the work in 

this thesis, inevi tably many more are raised. The major part of  

this chapter w i l l  be devoted to such issues and w i l l  also consider 

the contributions to industrial marketing research knowledge made 

by this thesis. F i rs t ,  a b r ie f  summary of  the work is given.
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10.1 SUMMARY

Throughout the research project,  there was an underlying sense of 

flow to the ideas, to the work and to i ts  development which the 

thesis has endeavoured to convey. The f i r s t  three chapters tr ied  

'tOceStablish' this sense of continuity as they traced the development 
of the original project t i t l e ,  relating to sales aid leasing and 

industrial marketing, to that which became the central research 

thrust,  examining industrial buying and sell ing in the micro context. 
Early explorations of both the l i te ra tu re  and the practice of  

industrial marketing and sales aid leasing served to re-d irect the 

focus of  research attention.  The marketing l i te ra tu re  revealed a 

fragmented area of p ro l i f ic  research which fa i led to yield any sense 

of a "whole" or basis from which to gain insight into industrial 
marketing. Nowhere did one seem to meet a ' re a l '  buyer or salesman, 
or develop an understanding of industrial buying and sell ing.  
Exploratory fieldwork i l lus tra ted  the l imited value of a questionnaire 

approach to senior personnel and also the need to respect the context 
of  industrial buying and sel l ing .  At this stage, i t  became clear 

that my questions about leasing (sales aid) were posed, devoid of  

the context in which i t  normally occurs and has relevance. The use 

of sales aid leasing is undoubtedly rooted in buyer-seller interactions 

in general terms. However, while i t  impacts at a variety of  organi
sational levels , the byyer-salesman interaction is the underlying 

fundamental level of use and at which sales aid leasing gains relevance 

and meaning.

Together these ideas led to a micro study of salesmen and buyers in 

the context of industrial buying and se l l ing ,  contributing an 

empirical understanding of the social a c t iv i ty  called industrial 
buying and sell ing (industrial marketing). Such an empirical approach 

stands in stark contrast to the more tradit ional dominant style of 
research in this area; mainly partia l studies aimed at sc ient i f ic  

explanation or prescriptive modelling of ^  aspect of buying or. 
sel l ing.  The f ie ld  study approach ensured that the research was 

f irmly grounded in the daily practice of industrial buying and sell ing  

and also raised a number of interesting and challenging qustions of
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methodology in marketing research. Indeed, this served to emphasise 

attention to fine methodological d e ta i l ,  both theoretical and 

pra c t ic a l .

I t  was then for Chapters 4-8 to map out the research findings.
Chapter 4 documented the path which led to the ident i f icat ion of 
common themes and patterns in the data and provided the skeleton 

of the analysis, the analytical motif .  All deals studied in the 

fieldwork took place in the context of an acceptable relat ionship.
The relat ionship was seen in terms of jo in t  action as something 

b u i l t  between them, based on the negotiation of acceptable ident it ies  

Analytical ideas were presented as far  as possible through i l l u s t r 
ations from the data. Even so, this chapter could only give l imited  

introduction to buyers and salesmen and the ir  deals. Chapters 5 and 

6 concentrated exclusively on salesmen and buyers respectively. This 

way, a much more clear understanding of  'what i t  is l i k e '  to be a 

buyer or salesman could be given. However, this arrangement was to 

contradict a central theme of  the project; that buyer and salesman 

should be understood together. In addition, while each chapter 

presented i ts  characters in similar  vein, inevitably some concepts 

emerged more c lear ly  related through, for example, buyer accounts 

than salesman accounts. Hence, Chapter 7 was created in order to 

redress the balance and bring buyer and salesman together. I t  also 

afforded an excellent opportunity to establish conceptual c la r i t y ,  
since by this stage, there was a clear idea of how each concept 
'worked'.

The f inal chapter of  the analysis. Chapter 8, followed the process 

by which relationships were b u i l t  between buyer and salesman in 

order to deal. From cold c a l l ,  through presentation, demonstration, 
t r i a l ,  close to order-signing, i t  was seen how constructing re la t ion
ships is a par t icu lar ly  tentat ive  and f rag i le  human a f f a i r .  Although 

sometimes finding the ir  early roots in casual skirmishes, these 

relationships were a prerequisite to deals and dealing. As this  

chapter sought to emphasise, there is nothing so defin ite  or tangible 

to such relationships; rather, they are precarious constructions, 
bu i l t  out of intangibles and interpretations.  In this sense, each 

has a unique construction and l i f e  span. Indeed, including the
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examples of  terminated relationships,the data i l lus tra ted  a wide 

variety of buyer-salesman situations and broad range of deals, 
yet in each case, the general pattern of relationships was clearly  

and strongly interwoven.

|A1though called an 'excursus'. Chapter 9 provided the essential 
l ink to complete the research cycle. The analytical ideas were 

found to contain much which was sympathetic with an established 

t rad i t ion  of  analysis in social science which studies social re la t ion
ships and interactions. Exploring that area of  l i te ra tu re  not only 

made the f inal l ink  in this project but also la id  the ground for a 

new research cycle; that i s ,  one which builds upon the perspective 

developed here, through further empirical research of  marketing 

a c t iv i t ie s .  Indeed, through the work in this thesis a number of 
research questions are answered but inevitably,many more are raised. 
These conclusions and contributions of  this thesis are the subject 
of  the next section.
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1 0 . 2  CONCLUSIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Drawing out the major conclusions of this thesis also serves to 

1 highlight a number of important contributions which i t  makes to 

research and knowledge of industrial buying and sell ing. The work 

in this thesis covers a substantial area of ground and this variety  

is reflected in the conclusions i t  presents. Hence, for s implic ity ,  
this section is loosely structured around the three main areas of 
the research: methodology, theory and practice of industrial buying
and se l l ing .

One set of  conclusions relates to the cr it ique of  marketing research, 
i ts  methodology and basic assumptions. Essentially, this thesis has 

gone some way towards reinstating in marketing the fundamental 
notion of  inquiry which characterises academic thought. The c r i t ic a l  
evaluation of  marketing research l i t e r a tu r e ,  highlighting the glaring 

discrepancies and great divide between academic representations and 

the practice of marketing, provided much of the early impetus and 

direct ion. I t  set the basis for search and enquiry as to why 

marketing research possesses part icular characteristics and why i t  

does not closely re f le c t  the practice for which i t  claims to account. 
More importantly though,it prompted the search for alternatives and 

for a project which could provide an understanding of the daily  

practice of  buying and sell ing. In this sense, the project has 

achieved i ts  aim. I t  not only presents an empirically based under
standing of  industrial buying and sell ing but also documents in 

d e ta i l ,  the path by which i t  was achieved and clear explorations of  

the theoretical underpinnings to such ideas.

To define marketing as a social a c t iv i ty  and form of social behaviour 

in essence opened up the f ie ld .  As an " a c t iv i ty " ,  there was no room 

for a passive reactor. Thus root assumptions had to be tackled in 

the search for a research perspective which was based on re a l is t ic  

assumptions about man and human behaviour. This in i t s e l f ,  is a 

part icular ly  important contribution to marketing research. Even in
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dyadic work, for example Bonoma et al ( ' 7 7 ) ,  where basic assumptions 

have been questioned, the case for an a lternat ive methodological 
approach and methods and analysis consistent with that a lternative  

has not been articulated in any substantive form nor demonstrated 

through empirical work. Indeed, as Chapters 2 and 3, section 1 
^showed, the tendency is to ' import' aspects of  such alternatives  

within the framework of the t rad i t io n a l ly  held positive philosophy 

and natural s c ie n t i f ic  approach. For example, when arguing the 

case for an ethnomethodological type, theory-in-use approach,
Wilson & Ghingold ( '80 )  s t i l l  make the case for a single objective 

form of knowledge.

Thus in going back to basic assumptions and recognising that a ll  
research approaches, natural sc ien t i f ic  or otherwise, are interpretive  

exercises, this thesis has opened up a new forum in marketing research, 
based on a d i f fe rent  epistemological and ontological stance. Through 

maintaining consistency with these di f ferent  root assumptions, data 

collection methods and analyses, the thesis demonstrates empirically 

the value and tremendous potential to be gained both academically 

and pract ica l ly  from such a "re-construction" of  marketing. I t  

is possible to develop an understanding of the practice of marketing, 
a sense of  'what i t  is l i k e '  academically which reflects in a ' rea l '  
way the practice of buying and sell ing. In so doing, this thesis 

has seriously questioned the notions of a science of marketing. I t  

was noted and strongly argued that the academic study and the practice 

of marketing w i l l  remain divorced while researchers continue their  

attempts to construct a science of  marketing. Given i ts  basic 

assumptions, such an approach shapes i ts  subject matter rather than 

being informed by the basic subject material.  The case has been 

argued and demonstrated thhough this thesis that not only is i t  

possible to bring marketing fu l ly  into the realms of general social 
science principles but that i t  is essential i f  marketing is to be 

understood and accepted academically in terms of i ts  daily  practice,  
a social a c t iv i ty .  The research perspective here has enabled the 

development of  marketing-based research rather than borrowed-concept 
testing. I t  is based on practit ioners and th e ir  practices in ' rea l -  

l i f e '  settings: the solid empirical foundation. Importantly, i t
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contributes the essence of understanding, the balance between 

description and analysis to which Lofland ( '71)  gives the name, 
the "middle force" or "that reasonable substitute for face-to-face  

knowing".

A related conclusion is that context has been sadly neglected in 

previous pursuits for a science of marketing. This notion of 
context has dual levels in the thesis. There is context in terms 

of industrial buying and sell ing: where the a c t iv i ty  called "buying"
for one person is seen as "sell ing " for another and that research 

should attend such contextual matters in order to understand the 

mutuality of buying and sel l ing .  The other level in which context 
has been important is that of  the research context: the changing
context of events and process of development through which this 

project has evolved from sales aid leasing through to the analysis 

of  social relationships between buyer and salesman. On both these 

leve ls ,  i t  has been demonstrated how people, events, objects, 
things and behaviour, a l l  have settings or contexts in which they 

are meaningful and gain relevance. To understand behaviour or 

events, one must know the setting in which they occur. This contr i
bution is part icular ly  important when seen in relat ion to the marketing 

l i t e r a tu r e  where context is overshadowed by re i f ic a t ion :  when the
research subject is isolated for study, over and above a l l  else in 

that sett ing,  and where the research act is 'ob ject i f ied '  over and 

above a l l  else in reporting the research process. This offers a 

clear caution to future researchers to pay great heed to the context 
in which the behaviour they are studying occurs when making their  

interpretations and the context which the ir  research procedure 

provides.

That the project did not e x p l ic i t ly  set out to test hypotheses or 

ident ify  cause and effect  relationships means that there are no 

predictive or normative models through which to discuss the conclusions 

of this thesis. Instead, there is micro level detail which recreates 

for the reader a vivid understanding of industrial buying and sel l ing ,  

both in and through the fieldwork. This is presented through analysis 

which ident i f ies  marketing to be essentially b u i l t  around social 
relationships, based on, constructed and maintained through the
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negotiation of acceptable id en t i t ies .  This is the heart of  the 

thesis and basic framework of the theory discovered through the 

research. I t  is essential to recognise that this approach, developed 

in working through the data, is then found to to l ink  up with a 

tradit ion of  analysis in social sicence. This crucial step is to 

^demonstrate that the quest for "seemingly relevant" concepts from 

all  over social science in pursuit of a science of marketing is 

simply the invention of  marketing scientists. In so doing, the 

thesis raises the a lternat ive possib i l i ty  that marketing is merely 

another kind of  human conduct which can be considered from one and 

presumably other perspectives from the social science t rad i t ion .
Through the approach developed in this thesis, we conclude that the 

relationship jo in t ly  created between buyer and salesman is the context 
and prerequisite to the deal. This is the essence of  the mutuality 

of buying and sell ing. Without the inst i tu t ion  of a re la t ionship , 
there was no context in which a deal could take place.

This led to some important discoveries re la t ing to the t radit ional  
nuts and bolts of marketing; money and machinery. All transactions 

of money and machinery took place in the context of  a jo in t ly  establ
ished and maintained relationship. Although these materials were 

the basis to the in i t ia t io n  of  contact and th e i r  subsequent in te r 
actions, they did not assume relevance or meaning unti l  an acceptable 

relationship was established. In a sense, i t  was rather as i f  product 
and payment retained some abstract quality until  buyer and salesman 

had developed an agreed basis on which to re la te .  Through the 

development of  the ir  relationship, i t  was then that product and 

payment could become s ign i f icant ,  taking on meaning for them both.

This conclusion is of prime importance for a number of  reasons. I t  

suggests that an aspect of  the marketing s i tuat ion,  money and machinery, 
which in the past has been taken for granted to have central impact 

and relevance may look s l ight ly  d i f ferent  when seen in context. In 

essence, i t  is to suggest that the mechanisms of  marketing, product 
and payment, are given relevance through social behaviour: that is ,
the establishment of a social relationship between buyer and sales
man creates a framework within which product and payment reside.
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In terms of viewing the marketing s ituat ion, rather than the emphasis 

being on researching marketing mechanisms, i t  is on the study of the 

social behaviour through which such mechanisms are given meaning.

Through this important re-direct ion of attention, i t  may be possible 

!to generate greater understanding of marketing and marketing situations  

in as much as the marketing implements are no longer in the foreground 

but rather framed against the contextual background in which they 

are normally found. In this sense then, i t  is not, for example, 
"situational factors" in the way delineated by Lutz & Kakaar ( '77)  

as the "total stimulus situation": i t  is to take the setting as a
"whole" context in its  ho l is t ic  sence, rather than in terms of a 

sum of id en t i f iab le  components or part icular aspects. Thus the 

relationship is the context in,which deals are transacted; repre
senting a sense of  the 'whole' of the ir  jo in t  action, within which 

product and payment, sales aid leasing and a l l  other "component 
parts" gain th e ir  meaning. In terms of previous marketing research, 
this is to emphasise that there is no single objective meaning or 

part icular compliment of at tributes which comprise a specific  

product or price for either buyer or salesman. The meaning of  

these is discovered in terms of  daily practices and contexts, 
which is here found to be the relationship between buyer and salesman. 
In addition, unlike previous researches of buyer-salesman re la t ion
ships, this thesis makes the important point that i t  is the re la t ion
ships which come f i r s t ;  that is ,  i t  is in the inst i tut ion of  

relationships that buying and sell ing occurs, as opposed to the 

approach which suggests that out of  buying and sel l ing ,  relationships 

occur (eg. Woodside & Taylor '78).  This serves to re-emphasise 

that marketing mechanisms such as product and payment no longer 

dominate the foreground and to ensure that the outcomes of research 

are more closely a l l ie d  to the practice. I t  also has implications 

for the practices of  marketing, sales training and buying strategies 

which w i l l  be discussed below. Final ly ,  i t  is to offer  an analysis 

in academic terms which puts buying and sell ing in perspective.
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The notion of relationships between buyer and salesman is not new 

to marketing. Rather, i t  is in the formulation of social re la t ion
ships and conceptualisation within the research perspective here that 
i t  gains its  novelty. As the empirical evidence indicates, industrial  
buying and sell ing in this research emerges to be about relationships: 

' th e i r  establishment, construction and maintenance. From Chapter 9 

(theoretical excursus) i t  can be seen that these basic relationships 

between buyer and salesman are l i k e  any other kind of social r e la t 

ionships, bu i l t  through human construction and based on precarious 

and f rag i le  human interpretations and meanings. Thus the re la t ion
ship is of jo in t  creation and represents the jo in t  action of buyer 

and salesman. Unlike the implications of  previous marketing research, 
i t  is not a specific state which can be renewed over and over again 

through, for example, the following of  series of specific rules or 

predetermined behaviours. Rather, i t  is unique to the two parties 

and constructed through th e ir  negotiations, hence i t  has no single 

'object ive' def in i t ion .  The notion of  relationship here has a 

m u lt ip l ic i ty  which is not present in current marketing research.

The concept of  identity  and the idea of  negotiating ident i t ies  which 

were central to the data analysis are new to marketing research. In 

addition, the ir  formulation, l ik e  that of relationship, within the 

research perspective developed here, is part icu lar ly  important, in 

that i t  enables one to ta lk  of both buyers and salesmen as being 

com prised of di f ferent  id e n t i t ie s ,  which are negotiated with others.
In contrast, a more tradit ional perspective could only define 

identity,,  in compatible terms, as a more r ig id ,  conscious, single 

and d ist inct  a f f a i r .  For example, Spiro & Perreault ('79) conducted 

a study of influence strategy use by industrial salesmen. There 

they ident i f ied  one influence type which they called "Impression 

Management": the creation of false or deceptive impressions in
order to create a favourable customer response. Thus although the 

term is clearly taken from Goffman ( '69)  they did not use i t  in the 

sense which Goffman worked the term. Goffman does not ta lk  of  

false or deceptive impressions, assuming a single,objective,"true"  

re a l i t y .  Rather, he discusses the arts of impression management in 

terms of  misrepresentation and contrivance of  performance where he
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goes on to i l lu s t r a te  that in the analysis of performances, re a l i ty  

and contrivance is a meaningless dichotomy although of ideological 
appeal in terms of everyday l i f e .  In contrast, Spiro & Perreault 
imply that there is some single objective impression which a sales
man attempts to manage through falsehood and deceit. Likewise, 
within the ir  research frame, i t  would be incompatible to ta lk  of  

id e n t i t ies : rather,  there would have to be some single, objective
identity  (or perhaps, se l f )  which either  buyer or salesman may 

attempt to manage deceptively. Thus not only does this thesis 

contribute the concept of identity to the marketing l i t e ra tu re ,  
perhaps more importantly i t  also offers a new conceptualisation: a 

new way of thinking about and frame within which to develop concepts.

In this sense, the conceptualisation of relationship here is part ic 
ular ly  important as i t  does not attempt to define rigourously an 

ideal or single kind of relationship which leads to sales success etc.  
Instead, i t  offers a dynamic theory which suggests that consistency 

in that which is negotiated and accepted between them is the means 

by which to strengthen and maintain relationships. Thus, i t  

concludes that relationships vary with time and situation rather : 
than being of some single ideal type of successful relationship.
For example, although Strachan ( '74)  was not seeking the ideal type 

of relationship, his study demonstrated some of the drawbacks in 

trying to define clearly  relationships of part icular types; friendly  
and respectful,  respectful,  distant,  unfriendly etc. The work here 

suggests that such categorisation is neither necessary nor helpful.
The relationship rests upon the basis on which they essentially  

im p l ic i t ly  agree to re la te ,  be i t  fr iendly ,  respectful,  mutual 
professional indifference or whatever. I t  is the basis which they 

create and im pl ic i t ly  agree and support through consistency in 

the ir  negotiations which is crucial in terms 6 f  the maintenance 

of relationships and the progression towards transactions.

This theory also offers a new frame around which concepts such as 

source c re d ib i l i ty  and t rust ,  common to marketing research, can be 

redefined and relocated. In recent years, there has been considerable 

debate concerning the concept of c red ib i l i ty  (see Chapter 2, section 3)
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Whereas c re d ib i l i t y  was t rad i t io na l ly  held as being of crucial 
importance for salesmen and to their  buyers, more recently authors 

working with att r ibut ion theory suggest that too much emphasis 

on c re d ib i l i t y  and expertise may work against the sale, representing 

external causation l i k e ly  to dissuade buyers. However, this la t te r  

idea is based only on l imited empirical evidence and subject to 

much controversy. The theory in this thesis though offers a d i f f 
erent interpretat ion: rather than c re d ib i l i ty  and expertise
specif ica l ly  working for or against sales, i t  can be seen here that 
such notions derive th e ir  meaning in the context of the relationship.  
For example, a relationship which is based on the negotiation of  

ident i t ies  as credible experts would require the continuation and 

consistency in negotiations of c re d ib i l i ty  and expertise. Some 

relationships in the data were not established on such bases and 

in those cases, concepts relevant to these a lternative bases were 

more important than c r e d ib i l i ty  and expertise.

The concept of ' t ru s t '  framed within the relationship transpired to 

be an important term in a l l  relationships. Demonstrations of 
consistency led to a level of trust within the context of the ir  

relationship: that is ,  i t  was not a case of blind fa i th  or unerring
trust in any broad sense, rather a level of trust  could be bu i l t  up 
between them in the context of the ir  relationship through consistency 

in that which was presented and negotiated. Thus i t  was demonstrated 

that inconsistency could weaken the ir  relationship and reduce the 

level of t ru s t ,  sometimes as far  as terminating the relationship or 

losing an agreed basis on which to re la te .  Importantly, a case is 

not being made for a ll  relationships to be trusting ones in any 

general sense; rather,  through the maintenance of the relationship,  
a level of trust could be developed,sufficient to deal.

These were the main concepts located through the data in the analysis. 
There are many other similar pre-existant concepts in the l i te ra ture  

which did not emerge as important themes in the data eg. buyer-salesman 

s im i la r i ty ,  perceived s im i la r i ty  etc. Thus i t  is not possible to 

comment on these in terms of this thesis. However, through these 

ideas of t ru s t ,  c r e d ib i l i ty  and expertise, i t  is possible to see how
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they may be relocated and potentia lly  redefined in terms of this 

approach. For example, one might conject that s im ilar i ty  or 

perceived s im i la r i ty  contribute to the bases of negotiated ident i t ies :  

that they agree to relate on the basis of s im i lar i ty  between them.
And so on. Primarily though, these ideas would have to be pursued in 

the l ight of further detailed explorations of this approach, where 

i t  may or may not be discovered to be the case.

An interesting conclusion to be drawn from this work is that of the 

fundamental underlying ironies of buying and sell ing. The many 

paradoxical situations found in the analysis, the various points 

at which the commonalities between buyer and salesman served to 

set them apart,  emphasised this theme of irony. For example, 
neither wanted to make relationships with the other although both 

knew that i t  had to be done in order to transact a deal: the sales
men devoted the ir  efforts and attention, primarily to the la t t e r  

phases of a deal whereas for buyers  ̂ this conscientiousness and 

consistency was most important in the early stages; vice versa, 
buyers concentrated the ir  efforts to consistency more in the early  

stages whereas for salesmen, apparent inconsistencies in la t t e r  phases 

implied less chance of a deal; although both share the ideas of 
status and professionalism, the ir  re la t ive  interpretations of 
themselves and others were at variance and served to set them apart.  
And so on. These underlying ironies reveal an almost tragi-comic 

picture of industrial buying and sell ing.

The concept of social irony has attracted many social scientists in 

different ways. Merton ( '57)  for example, captures the essence of 
social irony in his notion of manifest and latent functions of 
organisations. In this work, irony resides in the idea that neither 

buyer nor salesman want to construct relationships: they prefer
to give and take orders, yet buying and sell ing does not take place 

without such relationships. Similar ly ,  both enter these relationships 

outside their  organisations in order to appear more competent within 

their  organisations. I ron ica l ly ,  this potentia lly  status lowering 

act iv i ty  in one setting eventually may work to raise or maintain 

status in another setting. I t  is a very interesting and attract ive
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way of understanding the essence of industrial buyer-salesman 

relationships and offers another concept to the marketing l i te ra tu re .
In this sense, i t  also offers an additional basis on which to unite 

marketing with traditions in the social sciences, as well as high
lighting an interesting and unexplored area for future research 

in marketing.

In a rather lesser way, the work in this thesis contributes to two 

other areas of l i te ra tu re .  Clearly to the l i te ra tu re  of social 
relationships, the research here offers a di f ferent  example, from 

a commercial setting: there is evidence that the marketing situation
between buyer and salesman contains patterns similar to those of 
other kinds of social relationships. The second area of l i te ra tu re  

is that of the "macro-micro"sociological debate, discussed in 

Chapter 9. There, i t  was argued that the micro-macro dichotomy 

created between di f ferent  social research approaches is not necess
a r i l y  an appropriate division. Indeed, through the work of  Knorr- 
Cetina ( ' 8 1 ) ,  the case was made that i t  is through the "unashamed 

empiricism" of micro-social approaches that the essence of macro
order begins to emerge. In this sense, this thesis contributes 

a solid foundation of  empirical work in the micro-context through 

which there is the basis of developing an understanding of macro
issues. The framework of analysis, through social relationships,  
offers a potential means by which to consider the more macro issues 

of social structure and social organisation in these terms. Indeed, 
the wealth of descriptive material in this thesis, whatever perspective 

is taken on the micro-macro divide, offers the basis from which macro 

and micro issues can be integrated: through the conceptualisation
of marketing as social relationships.

So fa r ,  only the major, more academically oriented conclusions and 

contributions of this thesis have been drawn out. There is another 

side though to this work which relates to the practice of industrial  
marketing, buying and sell ing. There are a number of  implications 

for practit ioners and the theory has relevance for them: through
its  empirical foundation in their  work and through its  parsimony 

and economy in analysis. In particular ,  i t  raises issues of sales 

management and training as well as approach to .industrial buying. In
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terms of sales management, the work offers a number of insights 

into sales incentives, commission systems, motivational techniques 

and the overall culture and sales office environment. The study 

suggests that some of the t rad i t io na l ly  accepted methods of motiv

ating salespeople through incentives and commission may iron ica l ly  

create forces upon them in the ir  work which appear to operate 

against the achievement of success. The need to reach quota and' 
make up one's income through commission can work against the establ
ishment and maintenance of relationships through which sales are 

made. Indeed, this system was seen to provoke a rather mercenary 

and almost Machiaevel1ian approach to selling for some which de
focussed attention from the early phases of relationships, re-focus
sing i t  on the stages around order-signing. There is a whole area 

of l i te ra tu re  relating to sales management and commission/motivation 

techniques and to which the ideas in this thesis, although perhaps 
only tenta t ive ly  offered as i t  was an intensive study of one sales 

o f f ic e ,  contribute considerable and exciting research potential.

The sales o f f ice  culture was a part icular ly  interesting feature in 

the fieldwork, especially i ts  creation and sustenance through the 

actions of members. For sales management, i t  offers a number of  

ways of thinking about the relationship between such an environment 
and the salesmen and the ir  sell ing a c t iv i t ie s ;  a relationship which 

has not received attention in the l i te ra tu re .  For example, on the 

basis of this work i t  is possible to identify  aspects of such a 
culture for instance, the internal memo board and nicknames, which 

operated to reinforce some of the pressures upon the salesmen which 

on occasions: had the effect of almost paralysing their  sales 

a c t iv i t ie s .  This kind of force or pressure relates to the perhaps 

most important practical implication of this work, training people 

in how to s e l l .  Given the way in which these salesmen were trained 

to sell and make sales approaches, the sales off ice  environment was 

essentially congruent with that means. However, the way in which 

they actually achieved sales success was s l ight ly  di f ferent  and the 

sales off ice environment did not provide the consistent supportive 

atmosphere.
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Their sales training was based mainly on aggressive American sales 

techniques. Through role-play exercises, they were taught to put 
the prospect at ease through 'honesty' (ie. explicating that they 

were salesmen), positive statements ( ie .  that they could help the 

prospect etc) and through asking questions. Based on the S - l i f e  

cycle curve, the remainder of thessales process was bu i l t  up: the
presentation, an explanation of their  products in terms, positive  

to the buyer, picking out relevant features, advantages, benefits 

etc; the demonstration, and so on. Essentially, these were taught 
as a kind of  cumulative buildup to the climax of order-signing, 
af ter  which e f fo r t  and energy quickly passed away. As the research 

observations and analyses reveal though, this is perhaps to mis-direct 
and misguide the valuable resources of sales energies and motivation: 
that is ,  i t  is to miss out the most important elements of negotiating 

ident i t ies  and maintaining consistency in and through the ir  in te r 
actions in the construction of a strong relationship between them.
As trave l l ing  with the salesmen revealed, the time and e f fo r t  devoted 

to putting the buyer at ease was minimal, generally given over to 

a b r ie f  discussion of the copier currently in use which quickly led 

to a discussion of copiers he might l ike  to buy. Indeed, the research 

points to a greater degree of  social sk i l ls  training through which 

the salesmen could develop the ir  a b i l i t ie s  at establishing and 

maintaining the bases on which they re late to prospects; that basis 

of two-way rapport established through the negotiation of acceptable 

id e n t i t ie s .

The implications for buyers are necessarily more vague given that 
they comprise such a diverse range of occupations and organisational 
positions. The two ful lt ime buyers were adamant that buying should 

be given greater professional recognition in terms of training and 

the development of buying techniques and associations. Rather l ike  

se l l ing ,  they stressed that buyers should be s imilar ly  trained.
Clearly though from the remainder of cases, few organisations had 

a structure which accommodated such a buyer, tending to have a 
lower status purchasing o f f icer  with l imited responsib il i t ies. Thus 

to these other actual buyers, the finance and administration personnel 
e tc . ,  i t  is d i f f i c u l t  to offer  precise implications as buying was
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only a small part of their  work. Clearly, a level of training  

would be of potential value to them in their  work, as i t  would 

assist in the de-stigmatisation of the buying act: that is ,
"professionalising" (Hughes '71) the act and status of purchasing 

through formal training would contribute greatly towards removing 

the discrepant status preconceptions held by many of these buyers.
Such training might also enhance the level of awareness of what is 

taking place between buyer and salesman during the career of a 

relationship, which might remove some of the ambiguity and suspicion 

held by buyers, enabling them to see more c learly  the basic materials 

of the potential transaction. Clearly though, these can only be 

hypothetical conjectures which should be pursued through further  

empirical work.

Indeed, these implications of  the work lead to the ultimate conclusion 

of almost a l l  research: that in pursuing this set of  research ideas
many more research avenues are opened up, leaving many research 

stones yet to be turned. Inevitably from this concluding position,  
a backward glance over the project reveals a viéw with the benefit  

of hindsight: a by-product of a l l  researches and invaluable legacy
for future researchers. In terms of methodology, the work offers 

a new and di f ferent  approach and perspective to marketing research 
to be pursued in subsequent researches. Building on the research 

findings here, the methodological perspective may be developed in 

other instances of industrial buyer-salesman relationships and 

gradually to more macro issues of marketing, buying and sell ing:  

indeed, to the whole spectrum of marketing issues. In terms of 
marketing research and theory, the thesis offers a new and di fferent  

conceptual framework by which to reconsider past and future research. 
To recognise marketing as a social ac t iv i ty  and form of social 
behaviour which for some is buying and for others se l l ing ,  concept
ualising buying and sell ing as relationships and developing concepts 

such as negotiating ident it ies and social irony are fundamental 
themes of this thesis, and of the theory generated. Their implica

tions for future research are many and varied as they e f fect ive ly  

lead to a 'reconstruction' of marketing research. Pursuit of this 

reconstruction demands that these ideas are taken up and studied 

empirically, building many more micro-context analyses.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis began by raising some fundamental questions of much 

which has been trad i t io na l ly  held and ta c i t ly  accepted in marketing 

research. I t  can be a dangerous i f  not risky stance to take in the 

face of the history of an area of research, yet essential i f  new 

ground is to be broken. While the work in this thesis cannot claim 

to have solved a l l  the problems and smoothed all  the ru f f le s ,  i t  does 

suggest ways forward from these c r i t ic a l  issues, to a new frame by 

which to understand industrial buying and sell ing and in essence, 
marketing. Empirical research as i t ' s  bedrock, this thesis also 

ensures that at la s t ,  there are ' rea l '  buyers and salesmen in the 

l i te ra tu re  of the area.
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APPENDIX I EXPLORATORY FIELDWORK 

INTRODUCTION

At the s tar t  of  the project, there was l i t t l e  to be found in the 

available l i te ra tu re  which specif ica l ly  related to sales aid leasing,  

as opposed to financial or operating leasing. Sales aid leasing at 
this stage was loosely defined as leasing f a c i l i t i e s  offered by an 

equipment salesman as part of  a sales package in inter-organisational 
buying/sell ing situations: l i t e r a l l y ,  a means by which to aid the
financing of  a potential sale. The lack of l i te ra tu re  and my own 

lack of knowledge of the area meant that to gain an orientation to 

the subject, i t  was necessary to explore i t ' s  practice. Thus, during 

the period Dec '78 - July '79, some exploratory fieldwork was conducted. 
'Exploratory' is emphasised as that was the primary nature of the 

exercise: not so much ' interviewing' in i ts  usual sense but rather
simply talking to experienced practit ioners, 'men-in-the-know', 
discovering what they f e l t  was important and relevant in the practices 

of sales aid leasing and industrial marketing, buying and sel l ing.

The aim of this exploratory fieldwork was to accumulate an understanding 

of sales aid leasing and industrial marketing from the practical  
point of view of the three main parties involved: lessors, suppliers
and lessees. Although i t  was already established that the project 
was not going to be a f inancial analysis of this financial tool,  
clearly matters of finance cannot be avoided ent ire ly ,  whatever the 

perspective of study. However, this mainly qual itat ive exploration 

led primarily to the building of a subjective picture of sales aid 

leasing and industrial marketing. (From now on,' leasing' refers to 

sales aid leasing unless otherwise specified. ) A quantitative exercise,  
a questionnaire survey, was undertaken (April '79) to discover more 

of lessees and as a means of gaining access to such people in order 

to discuss the subject with them.
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This exploratory fieldwork is summarised in this appendix, divided 

into 5 sections which are thus arranged:

SECTION I LESSORS

1.1 Main sales aid lessors
1.2 Method of operation
1.3 Sell ing leasing to suppliers
1.4 Perceived advantages to lessees
1.5 In-house 1 essor

SECTION 2 LEASING - US & UK

SECTION 3

3.1
3.2
3.3

SUPPLIERS

General background 
Relationship with lessors 
Using leasing as a sales aid

SECTION 4

4.1
4.2

LESSEES

Questionnaire and responses 
Follow-up interviews

SECTION 5 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
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SECTION 1 LESSORS

Advice from Prof. Tomkins at the start  of the project ident i f ied  

4 main lessors who largely undertook sales aid leasing. Meetings 

were arranged with a senior member of each of these lessor organis
ations. For reasons of conf ident ia l i ty ,  they w i l l  remain anonymous. 
Prof. Tomkins had a contact in one lessor firm who proved to be a 
major source of information, advice and assistance. Since this time 

though, i t  would seem that the concentration of business among these 

main 4 lessors has begun to decrease. The larger merchant and clearing 

banks, which were mainly oriented to larger f inancial leasing appear 
to have become much more involved in smaller sales aid type leasing.
An interview was conducted with a senior member of one of the major 

clearing banks which is reported in Section 2 of this appendix.

1.1 Main Sales Aid Lessors

Each of the four lessors ident i f ied were subsidiaries of other organi
sations which has to a degree influenced their  leasing operations.
One was mainly created to provide in-house finance and support for 

the sales of products within the parent group. This distinguished 

i ts motives and methods from those of the others, who were mainly 

bank subsidiaries or finance houses. Thus i t  wi l l  be discussed 

separately in section 1.5 of this appendix.

From discussion with the remaining 3 lessors, i t  seemed that the 

mid-late '60's was the period around which leasing began in the UK. 
Although the early days of leasing tended to be characterised by 

f a i r l y  r ig id  arrangements, currently lessors seem to be more f lex ib le  

in the f a c i l i t i e s  which they o f fe r .  All three now mainly rely on 

persuading suppliers' salesmen to carry the ir  documents.^

1. This contrasts with e ar l ie r  practices in which lessors negotiated 
exclusive, 'same-name with recourse' deals with suppliers; which meant 
the establishment of a jo in t  leasing company between lessor and supplier, 
exclusive use of  these fa c i l i t i e s  and l i a b i l i t y  in default passing to 
the supplier.
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Common to a l l  three lessors was the ir  involvement in off ice  equipment 
leasing, reputedly the most stable market of a l l  with a high growth 

rate. Administration is central to any business, be i t  large or small, 
profit-making or non-profit-making. In addition,  they a l l  f e l t  that 
this type of equipment was part icular ly  suited to leasing as the 

manufacturers are continually updating th e ir  products which means 

that ownership is not always desiràble and also that i t  has a history 

of payment by instalments. One lessor tended to focus more on 

f le e t  car leasing than the others although generally, they a ll  
covered a range of products eg. machine tools, agricultural equipment, 
computers, vending machines etc.

1.2 Method of Operation

Each lessor has i ts  own salesforce of  "account executives" scattered 

around the ir  local provincial off ices. I t  is th e i r  job to persuade 

suppliers either at a national or local level to use lease finance 

to f a c i l i t a t e  the ir  sales. As deals are no longer exclusive, i t  is 

possible that the suppliers' salesmen may carry the forms of a number 
of d i f ferent  lessors, using the ir  own discretion when choosing which 
f a c i l i t i e s  to offer  a customer. This l ink is crucial to lessors and 

one described i t  as "depending ent ire ly  on the service to the supplier".  
That is ,  depending on the quality of the service they offer  to suppliers,  
they are l ik e ly  to acquire business accordingly. The leasing rates 

at this time tended to remain f a i r l y  competitive, with minimal difference 

between them, leaving other aspects of service as the basis for 

competition. To this end, each mentioned the following 7 points as 

being part icular ly  important:

- local branch network,
- computerised branches, d irect ly  linked to HO providing 

very fast information and calculations, meaning fast response to 

supplier requests,
- emphasis on the branch as a local ,  on-the-spot advisory 

service, helping with any problems which require f inancial expertise,
- local ly  based account executives to l ia is e  with suppliers'
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sales teams, running seminars, talks etc to educate and motivate 

them to use the ir  f a c i l i t i e s ,
-  accessib i l i ty  of account executives and the ir  accouts, 

building up a good relationship and solving special problems,
-  emphasis on a professional and confidential service,  

v i t a l l y  important for the salesmen as any leak of a pending deal 
enables a competitor's salesman to present a serious threat to the 

potential deal,
-  a provision of salesman incentive schemes eg £X of business 

may be rewarded with a £5-10 vouchers for a local department store
or wine merchants, in the case of a direct debit.  These are important 
both to get the leasing business and also to ensure that i t  is made 

more secure, through direct debit. Also some lessors of fer  an annual 
prize, for example a holiday for two in the Carribean, for the salesman 

bringing in the most leasing business over the 12 month period.

One lessor described i t  as a "marketing approach you are sell ing to 

suppliers". Thus, part of the ir  service included employing ex-off ice  

equipment salesmen rather than "financial whizz-kids". This they 
f e l t  meant that the ir  salesmen would be better able to relate  to 

suppliers' salesmen, having similar experiences and backgrounds 

although with addition training in leasing.

1.3 Sell ing Leasing to Suppliers

The following l i s t  is compiled from the three lessor ' interviews'  
and represents what they see as the ir  main sell ing points:

- to educate and motivate suppliers' salesmen to sell more
by using sales aid leasing, through teaching them the basic principles 

of leasing and equipping them for that job with le a f le ts ,  brochures, 
rate cards, leasing documentation etc,

- to give quick accept/reject decisions on the credit rating 

of potential lessees, wasting l i t t l e  of  the salesman's time and 

providing accurate information, advantageous to the supplier.
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- providing prompt and guaranteed payment to the supplier

on receipt of a completed leasing contract, thus saving the suppliers'  

time and money spent chasing slow payers and defaulters and also 

ensuring that the salesman's commission is paid quickly,
- providing local support, backing up salesmen in any 

problems concerning a lease arrangement,
- a computer system which wi l l  remind suppliers 6 months 

before an existing contract expires, f a c i l i ta t in g  a straight rebuy/ 

replacement sale,
-  offering f a c i l i t i e s  to up-grade a lease, ie .  early termination 

of one lease and the continuation into a new lease on an upgraded 

machine,

- the a b i l i t y  to "lock-in" on customers in that a leased 

machine is more secure than a rented machine: the contract is usually
for 5 years rather than 6 months-3 years, allowing the supplier more 

time to develop good customer relations before the lease expires,
- the a b i l i t y  to control second hand markets where necessary 

by buying back the machine at minimal cost at the end of a lease,
- the avoidance of discounts as rates are fixed per £'000,  

allowing the salesman to quote on " fu llprice" only rather than having 

to negotiate various levels of  discount, a system which is open to 

abuse,
- offering the opportunity to sell more: instalments allow 

the customer to pay for the machine as i t  is used and also instalments 

may be authorised from revenue accounts by middle management avoiding 

time spent trying to get capital sanction from higher managment,
- giving them a better deal to sell to the ir  customers.

Clearly, leasing offers a lucrat ive business to lessors and there 

are many issues such as tax advantages, residual values and fixed 

rates which contribute to the delicate weave of f inancial threads.
For an analysis of these one is referred to Clark ( '78)  and Tomkins 

et al ( '79)  where they are discussed in the context of financial and 

operating leasing. Over and above the sell ing points outlined here, 
clearly  the most important advantages to the supplier using sales aid 

leasing is that i t  provides a means of instalment payment for its  

customers which does not require the supplier to provide large scale
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finance, as i t  would need to i f  offering renting f a c i l i t i e s .  I t  

also offers an instalment debt system which can appear more attract ive  

than renting over a longer period of time. In terestingly though, 
few of the lessors actively advertised their  f a c i l i t i e s  to suppliers.
The general feeling seemed to be that most suppliers who represented 

any sizeable business was already using leasing f a c i l i t i e s  as the 

"market is leade-mad at the moment", to quote one lessor. Another 

interesting point is that lessors rather understated anything 

relat ing to tax advantages, with respect to themselves, suppliers or 

lessees. This is part icular ly  important in terms of  suppliers'  
salesmen. There is a complicated structure of tax allowances relat ing  

to equipment purchasing and an organisation's tax position. Essentially  

though, lessors did not attempt to educate suppliers' salesmen in any 

of these financial matters: rather, i t  was f e l t  that the less they
knew, the easier i t  would be to use sales aid leasing. That is ,  a 

potential sale could be considerably complicated i f  a salesman 

endeavoured to give financial advice to the customer. Thus, although 

lessors claim to educate suppliers' salesmen, i t  was primarily in the 

use of leasing documents and procedures for clearing a potential  
lessee rather than in terms of understanding leasing or financial  
implications. Often salesmen were told to avoid financial discussions, 
referr ing a customer to his own accountant i f  necessary and indeed, 
treat ing leasing merely as an alternative means to instalment debt, 
other than rental or hire purchase. To this end, salesmen were simply 

taught to quote lease-rental rates which could be compared with rental 
rates.

1.4 Perceived Advantages to Lessees

Among their  sell ing points to suppliers, lessors cited a number of 
advantages relat ing to lessees which they argued, enabled suppliers 

salesmen to sell more using leasing f a c i l i t i e s .  These included:

- speed and simplicity:  having searched for the ' r igh t '
supplier, lessees do not have to spend further time looking for a 
lessor as the suppliers' salesman has the documents ready to hand,
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speed in authorising payment ensures immediate enactment 

of the del ivery process,
- lease payments may be authorised from revenue accounts 

without having to spend time requesting capital sanction,
- possible advantages over a 5 year period through easing 

cash flow, not tying up working capita l ,  the a b i l i t y  to isolate the 

cost of equipment on a monthly/3 monthly basis e tc . ,
-  minimal contact with lessor except when requested by the

1essee,
- o f f  balance sheet finance, ie .  not affecting the balance 

sheet gearing.

A number of  other advantages to lessees have been hypothesised. For 
example, protection against innovation is sometimes thought to be an 

advantage of  leasing as the customer does not own the equipment, hence 

does not have the problem of disposing of an item which has been 

rapidly made obsolete by the manufacturer's technical advances. Others 

include allowing for the benefit  of use without the risks of ownership 

and also allowing for tax advantages, otherwise not available to the 
f irm.

I t  is not part of this thesis to test the v a l id i ty  of these claims 

for leasing, many of which have been challenged in the financial  
l i te ra tu re .  Some lessors however, f e l t  that many of these 'advantages' 
were irrelevant or spurious to the lessee and as sell ing points for 

themselves or suppliers. An interesting note of tax allowances, in 

the case of f inancial leasing i t  has been held that leasing rates 

re f lec t  the tax allowances taken up by the lessors as owners of the 

equipment. However, one of the lessors had for a time been in a non
tax paying position and unable to claim any tax allowances on the ir  

acquisitions, although they maintained their  rates in l ine with other 

lessors. This suggests that in the case of small sales aid leases, 
tax allowances may not be reflected in the form of reduced rentals 

and are not an important consideration in the potential lessees 

decision to lease. Overall though, at this stage their  rates were 

close to each others and there was l i t t l e  f luctuation.
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1 . 5  I n - H o u s e  L e s s o r

This, the fourth lessor interviewed, was created to finance and 

support sales of parent company goods. Thus although in many ways 

a similar  operation to that described above, i t  has additional 
advantages in that a l l  profi ts remain within the same group and 

that they are not re l ia n t  on the salesman's discretion alone as the ir  

primary source of  business. In addition, for lessees they c i te  the 

great advantage that they are dealing with the same company for 

equipment and finance, offering a direct l ine  of recourse action 

in the event of equipment fa i lu re .  They also emphasised the f l e x i b i l i t y  

of th e ir  arrangements which, from the point of view of the project, 
made i t  d i f f i c u l t  to isolate pure sales aid leasing from the many 

other financing arrangements which they operated through the ir  

various t ie rs  of  d istr ibution networks, "approved operators" and 

"operators".
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SECTION 2 LEASING -  US & UK

The general leasing l i te ra tu re  suggested that i t  f i r s t  developed on 

a large scale in America during the early '50's and was introduced 

into the UK in the late '50 's /ear ly  '60 's. Sales aid leasing (vendor 

programs) is used widely in the US. The implications of this was 

that i f  the development of UK leasing continues to parallel US 

programs, valuable insights might be drawn from an examination of 
US vendor programs. Furthermore, the vast bulk of the industrial  
marketing l i te r a tu r e  is US in origin and exploration of the differences 

between US and UK leasing/marketing ac t iv i t ies  seemed an interesting  

topic. To this end, interviews were conducted in London with three 

key figures: an American banker, ex-US Leasing Inc. employee; a
Bri tish banker, heading a project to develop UK leasing on US lines;  

an independent UK lessor with both US and UK experience.

The major differences between UK and US leasing seemed to be summed 

up by the American banker. When he said:

"Vendor leasing is a service and a marketing business, not
a financial one The bank mentality focusses a great deal
of attention on credit control and conservatism rather than 
the notion of marketing and service."

Thus, he argued, even big American banks could not compete with vendor 
program operators in terms of the ir  f l e x i b i l i t y  of service and a b i l i t y  

to take risks. With respect to UK leasing, i t  is essentially dominated 

by bank lessors. All three interviewees cr i t ic ised  such lessors for 

being t ra d i t io n a l ly  conservative and risk averse and that they have 

primarily become involved in leasing as an extension of the ir  HP 

business and means of greater prof i t  from finance rather than selling  

a new concept of financing and marketing the ir  services.

To i l lu s t r a te ,  the independent lessor interviewed actively seeks low 

volume, high cost, non-standard lease situations which a bank would 

normally avoid. Their major risk is in structuring the lease and 

assessing the residual value of equipment (at the end of the primary 

period of an operating lease), the l ikelihood and value of leasing
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the equipment in its secondary period and so on. This demands a 
high level of s k i l l  and expertise and a large degree of risk taking 

which bank lessors wil not normally take on. In contrast,  the UK 

bank lessor explained that they preferred to run jo in t  ventures with 

suppliers where they supply the management expertise and lease finance 

for r e la t iv e ly  small to medium sized deals. In the ir  endeavour to 

adopt a more US-style approach to leasing, they were beginning to 

seek larger contracts, for example, covering the entire European 

operations of  a particular supplier. However, the nature of the ir  

att i tude to r isk can be seen through the fact that this was to be 

a formal arrangement in which the ultimate risk rests with the 

suppliers.

In contrast,  vendor programs are rarely exclusive arrangements and 

take a d i f fe rent  form. I f  negotiated at national leve l ,  and say the 

supplier has 6 main regions, the lessor w i l l  then assign a salesman 

to each region. The lessor's salesman may even work with the supplier 

and his salesforce for up to 2-3 months to get to know the personnel, 
th e ir  product, problems, method of operation and a general ' f e e l '  
for th e ir  business. This is not cheap. The primary task of the 

leasing company salesman is to build up good, strong relations with 

the suppliers' salesmen such that when they are in a sales situation,  
i t  never crossed their  mind to use any other leasing f a c i l i t i e s  but 
this part icular  one. For th is ,  leasing salesmen are paid very highly 

such that promotion to sales management is reputed to entail  a 60% 

reduction in income. Lessors run seminars for suppliers' salesmen 

using the most sophisticated techniques. A large sum is spent on 

entertaining such as golfing weekends for the suppliers' salesteam 

and so on. The key to successful vendor programs was described by 

the ex-US Leasing Inc employee as the closeness of the relationship 

between vendor and lessor on both a business and personal leve l ,  such 

that the vendor does not even consider other lessors le t  alone use 

them.

This kind of aggressive marketing is not found to such an extent in 

the UK and comparisons between US and UK leasing were described as 

comparing apples and oranges: both f r u i t  but worlds apart in flavour.
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Many possible reasons could be hypothesised for this difference  

although this was not s t r i c t ly  the purpose of this exploratory 

fieldwork. In addition, ethos seemed to signify an important 
difference; Americans have been described as the "world's greatest 

promoters" and with respect to the US independent lessors, i t  was 

said by one interviewee that "they're not rea l ly  into lending money 

but more into equipment futures". Thus i t  seems that there are 

almost as many different kinds of lease in the US as there are 

varieties of leasing situation because lessors are entrepreneurial, 
highly competitive and in business to sell a service. In contrast,
UK lessors are seem more in terms of providing f a c i l i t i e s  in which 

they seek to avoid the more r isk ie r  projects. Indeed, as the UK 

banker saw i t ,  the UK leasing market "tends to be more tradit ional  
because no-one has had to fight yet in the leasing business". Whether 
or not this is the case, leasing does seem to be a s l igh t ly  di f fe rent  

concept each side of the Atlantic : one side, a f inancial f a c i l i t y
and sales aid, on the other side, a competitive service in an
aggressive marketing business.

An interesting contrast was provided by discussions of the future 

of leasing with each interviewee. Referring to UK leasing, each 

expressed doubt and uncertainty about its  future, part icular ly  i f  

there should be a major change in the system of tax allowances and 

accounting for leasing. When referring to US leasing however, i t  

was f e l t  that i t  was an established business which would survive 

until  superceded by an even more competitive service which offered 

even greater convenience and ease of acquisition. Again, in these 

comments there is a difference of ethos: UK lessors are seem to be
more attracted to leasing for what i t  can o f fe r  them over and above
their  other financing business, whereas US lessors are seen to be 

more actively and genuinely seeking new ways of  promoting and 

stimulating their  business in the face of f ierce competition.
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SECTION 3 SUPPLIERS

3.1 General Background

Approaching suppliers who use sales aid leasing in this exploratory 

fieldwork was a l i t t l e  more d i f f i c u l t ;  part icu lar ly  identifying  

those who make substantial use of such f a c i l i t i e s  and also gaining 

their  co-operation at a stage when the ir  involvement was primarily  

philanthropic. One of  the major lessors offered to approach users 

of the ir  f a c i l i t i e s  on my behalf. Given lessor concern with 

conf ident ia l i ty ,  I was not informed which organisations and how many 

were approached: rather, I was given information of those who agreed
to see me. Thus I met with two off ice equipment suppliers and one
machine tools supplier at senior management leve l .  The following 

is a l i s t  of  the various reasons culled from these interviews which 

they gave for of fer ing leasing f a c i l i t i e s .  They are not presented 

in any order of  importance.

1. " I t ' s  the dictate of the market"
Leasing was variously described as being the "trendy thing to do at 
the moment" and " they ' l l  lease anything". All three suppliers f e l t  
that many of  th e ir  customers would lease the ir  equipment even i f  the 

suppliers did not o f fe r  leasing fa c i l i t i e s  because most customers 

were already aware of leasing and i t  fa c i l i ta te d  the acquisition of 
equipment for minimal capital outlay. In addition, they a l l  suggested 

that many of the ir  lessees were small businesses, struggling at a 
time of higher interest rates and re la t ive ly  high in f la t ion  and that 
leasing offered a simple instalment debt means by which to acquire 

equipment.

2. Faci l i ta tes  the Sale
I t  is not always 'easier '  to sell leasing, as i t  often rather depends 

on the buyer's motives. I t ' s  advantages are that i t  can be prepared 

at point of sale, provides a monthly basis of figures which makes 

comparison with renta l ,  HP and monthly running costs more stra ight
forward and that in respect to these figures and outright purchase, 
leasing can appear an attract ive  proposal. A point which they all
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made was that in terms of the ir  salesmen and customers, i t  was not 

so much a case of examining leasing vis-a-vis each alternative but 
more a question of  looking at a rental f igure, a lease rental figure 

and outright purchase to see which was more appropriate at that time.

3. Reduced Capital Drain

All suppliers explained that from the ir  point of view, leasing was 

more advantageous than renting, as the la t t e r  requires a considerable 

capital base on the suppliers' part. Although rentals were designed 

to cover the cost of the ir  capita l ,  none f e l t  that the ir  capital  
base would be strong enough to rent a ll  the ir  equipment. Given 

that some customers w i l l  always prefer to rent rather than lease, 
leasing provides a useful a lternative for other customers which does 

not strain the ir  capital resources. As lessors pay fu l ly  for a machine 

as soon as the lease-sale is made, i t  fa c i l i ta te s  security of the 

in s ta l la t io n ,  administration and budgeting cash flows for suppliers.

4. Security of  the Insta l la t ion
Equipment is more secure when installed on lease rather than a short 
term rental contract. The 5 year period of the lease contains 

penalty clauses for early termination such that most equipment remains 

with the lessee for the fu l l  period. Rented equipment can usually 

be cancelled in 6 months which means that the suppliers must re
condition the machine before re-renting i t ,  usually at a lower rate 

and that th e ir  salesmen's workload becomes increased, trying to re
place the reconditioned machine and also satisfy the customer who 

cancelled the rental.  In addition, each supplier seemed to operate 

a complicated system of salesman's commission, the implication of 
which seemed to be that commission could be reclaimed i f  a rented 

machine was cancelled a f ter  6-12 months. This was d i f f i c u l t  to 

ascertain more fu l ly  as each was hesitant and unwilling to provide 

more information on this delicate matter of pay/commission rates.

5. Ease of  Administration
From the suppliers' point of view, a lease is more simple to admini
strate than a rental contract. Prompt and guaranteed payment by the 

lessor reduces the time and money they might otherwise have spent
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chasing companies slow to pay. In addition, i t  means that the 

salesman's commission is claimed and paid more quickly than waiting 

for the f i r s t  rental receipt on insta l la t ion from the customer.

6. Sales Aid
Although none could provide conclusive evidence, they a l l  f e l t  

in tu i t iv e ly  that leasing enabled them to conduct more business than 

they would otherwise without i t .  That is ,  that i t  could be included 

as an integral part of the ir  sales package, at point of sale, was 

an additional feature of the service they of fer  to customers. Thus 

they a l l  f e l t  that leasing fa c i l i t i e s  enhanced the business conducted, 
reaching customers who otherwise might have dismissed the ir  sales 

approach or not fu l ly  considered the entire product offer ing. Clearly 

though, assessments of this nature are predominantly based on the 

in tu it ion of interviewees, as each explained that  any comparative 

figures across the last  decade would re f lec t  a wide variety of  market 
and organisational changes as well as leasing influences.

3.2 Relationship with Lessors

All three suppliers had same-name deals with a major lessor although 

they did not use them exclusively. The primary motivation behind 

a same-name arrangement was that from a customer's point of view, 
i t  was sometimes seen as more desirable apparently to standardise 

deals using the same supplier and leasing company. On the whole 

though, the salesmen carried at least two d i f ferent  1essor's documents 

and used the ir  discretion as to which to o f fe r .  All interviewees 

were reluctant to offer  much information on the subject of lessors.
The general impression gained was that the lessor used rather depended 

on the supplier-1essor relationship at that time as well as the ir  

leasing rates and salesman incentives. At the time of interviewing,  
one supplier was directing the majority of its  business through an 

independent lessor although another supplier reported a breach of 
confidence by the same lessor which had led them to try  an a l ternat ive.  
I t  rather seemed to depend upon the lo ca l i ty  and the local relationship 

as to which lessor was ' in '  at any one time. The level of service 

from a lessor and kind of relationship seemed to vary considerably.
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In one case, the supplier had at national level established a good 

relationship with an independent lessor which was subsequently 

backed up fu l ly  in terms of service at local level .  Thus at that 
stage the ir  salesmen were being encouraged to use this lessor by 

having to obtain departmental approval in order to use any other 

lessor.

3.3 Using Leasing as a Sales Aid

Convenience and ease of  transaction are seen to be the key sell ing  

points of sales aid leasing. Convenience factors include: immediacy
of lease deal; spreading payments making i t  more easily accounted 

fo r ,  releasing capital which might otherwise be t ied up; and the 

re la t iv e ly  short-term (5 years) nature of the acquisition,  
automatically guaranteeing a reassessment of product technology and 

s u i ta b i l i t y .  Ease of  transaction factors include: agreement at
point of sale; simplic ity  of administration; monthly copier allowance 

easily budgeted; and may be considered as 'running costs'.

All were reluctant to comment on tax advantages and the possib i l i ty  

of capital sanction avoidance, arguing that the ir  salesmen were 

trained to deal with the "financial decision maker" such that this 

was not the ir  problem. Although each suppliers' sales force was 

divided d i f fe re n t ly ,  by lo c a l i ty ,  product and type of customer, each 

f e l t  that lessees were mainly small to medium sized organisations 

in which the salesman dealt at senior management/director level .
At such a leve l ,  they argued, i t  was unnecessary for the salesmen 

to "sell" the financial advantages of leasing as their  counterpart 
may well be more f inancia l ly  trained than themselves. The alternat ive  

approach was to offer  a simple explanation and refer the customer to 

his own accountant i f  in doubt.

In terms of actually using leasing as a sales aid, i t  seemed to rest 
with the salesman's discretion and the interviewees could only offer  

partial explanations. In one case, a supplier argued that a part icular  

group of salesmen tended to use leasing only: offering i t  to the
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potential buyer as his only 'choice'.  This was asserted on the 

grounds that to give such small-business buyers a choice of a l t e r 
natives tied up too much time while he/she made a decision than such 

a small deal warranted. Another explained that one kind of customer 
tended to be f inancia l ly  re la t iv e ly  unaware and also constrained by 

l imited resources such that 1 ease-rentals fa c i l i ta te d  the ir  acquisition 

of equipment over 5 years, which was further ahead than they usually 

planned; thus they were not concerned about how they would stand 

vis-a-vis  the equipment at the end of that period. The third f e l t  

that his salesmen were trained to assess the potential customer's 

f inancial situation and equipment financing history, on the basis 

of which he would adapt his presentation. Essentially, i t  is a very 

sketchy picture bu i l t  on broad generalisations. However, the 

interviewees were senior management rather than current salesmen and 

i t  seemed that the ir  views on using leasing were by implication 

re la t ive ly  unspecific.

In conclusion, i t  would seem that although each uses leasing s l ight ly  

di f fe rent ly  as a means to aid the ir  sales, there was general agreement 
that small to medium sized organisations are the most l i k e ly  sales 

aid lessees. In general, the salesmen do not have detailed depth 

of knowledge and training in sales aid leasing as i t  is primarily  

seen as a means to f a c i l i t a t e  the sale through convenience and ease 

of acquisition. Such detailed knowledge seemed to imply possible 

complications and d i f f i c u l t ie s  which they preferred to avoid.
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SECTION 4 LESSEES

Both suppliers and lessors f e l t  that i t  would be a breach of 

confident ia l i ty  to introduce me to the ir  lessees. Thus a question
naire was designed both to gather information from potential lessees 

and to gain access to possible users of sales aid leasing. In some 

senses then, the questionnaire was something of a token gesture. In 

order to simplify the survey from the respondent's point of view, 

leasing was posed in a very general way in the questionnaire rather 

than defining the dif ferent  varieties of lease arrangement. Hence, 
much of the information gathered related to leasing in general rather 

than sales aid leasing. On the basis of suppliers' comments, the 

questionnaires were sent to Finance Directors with an emphasis towards 

approximately small to medium sized organisations (between 50-250 

employees). In this way, the 35 organisations selected (from a local 
telephone directory) were not at a ll  randomly chosen. In terest ingly ,  
only one completed form was returned from a 'small' organisation and 

none from 'medium' sized organisations, although 7 of this group 

returned the ir  questionnaires, explaining that they did not lease. 
Although clearly designed from a position of l imited awareness, an 

attempt was made to base the questionnaire on insights gained from 

discussions with lessors and suppliers and from the l i te ra tu re  of 
industrial marketing and questionnaire methods and techniques. The 

results are given below in summary form.
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4.1 Questionnaire Response Results

CATEGORY Çircul- 
ated

Rejiied Compl- 
eted

Lease Don't
Lease

Parent 
Co Polic>

In te r 
viewed

Councils 4 2 2 2
Charity 1 1 - - 1 - -
Quango 1 - - - - - -

Nationalised Indy 1 1 1 1 - - 1
Manufacturi ng 15 7 5 4 1 2 4
Construction 1 1 - - - 1 -

Di stribution 4 2 1 1 1 - 1
Service 8 5 1 1 4 1

TOTAL 35 19 10 9 7 3 7

Circulated: 35
Response: 19
Non-response: 16

Completed: 10 Uncompleted: 9

Of the completed forms :

No. of employees:-
less than 100 1
100-250 0
251+ 9

Length of Establishment 
less than 5 years 0
5-10 years 1
10+ years 9

Q1. Considered leasing in the last 5 years: 10

Q2. For which items of equipment? Q3. No. of quotes obtained

op.  p l a n t  & mach inery  

o f f i c e  e q u ip ,  i n c l .  c( 

CO. v e h i c l e s  

vend ing machines 

o th e r

1 2 3 4 5 5+
5 3 1 1

10 1 1 4 1 3
9 2 2 2 3
4 1 2 1
0
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Q4. Alternative source(s) of finance considered:

Outright purchase 10

Loans 4
HP 2
Other 0

Q5. Source of suggestion to lease:

In to ta l ,  approximately 90% in terna l ly  generated 

Non-response 2

Q6. Decision taken:

Before selecting potential suppliers 5
During supplier evaluation 0
After selecting potential suppliers 3
Non-response 2

Q7. Authority to approve lease decision:

Finance Director/Group Chief Accountant 7
Other - Committees 3

QB. Proportion of suppliers offering leasing f a c i l i t i e s :
(Q9. Proportion of suppliers offering products on lease only:)

less than more than
10% 10-25% 26-50% 50%

op. plant & machinery 2(1)
o f f i c e  equipment i n c l .  computers 1(5) 1 3
CO. v e h i c l e s  2(4) 2
vend ing  machines 3(2)
o t h e r

non-respone 5(5)
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QIO. Used l e a s i n g  in  t h e  l a s t  5 y e a r s :  10

op. plant & machinery 4
off ice  equipment inc l .  computers 9
CO. vehicles 8

vending machines 4
other 0

Q11. Reasons for not leasing: Non-response 10

Q12. Most respondents did not fu l ly  complete the Thurstone Matrix.  
I t  l is ted  10 statements concerning leasing which respondents were 

asked to rank, recording the significance of each statement against 
each of the others. Most respondents did take the opportunity to 

comment on the advantages of  leasing at the end of this question. 
The most signif icant reasons seemed to be:

- frees working capital for other uses
- does not affect  normal l ines of  credit
-  is an alternative form of finance
- taxation reasons

In many ways, the questionnaire results are self-explanatory and not 
worth detailed commentary, par t icu lar ly  since in retrospect i t  

appears a naively conceived exercise, based on the assumption that 
leasing is crucial and 'v is ib le '  for a ll  firms. The main implication 

seemed to be that respondents f e l t  that lease f a c i l i t i e s  offered by 

the salesman had l i t t l e  impact on the ir  organisations: that is ,
that leasing is a matter internal to the organisation, forming part 
of some standard procedure of financing decisions taken at senior 

management level rather than prompted by external agency. Their 

tendency to obtain 2 or more lessor quotations would suggest that 
they are concerned with the cost of the financing decision rather 

than the convenience or ease of transaction. Office equipment, 
including computers, and company vehicles seemed the most frequently
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leased items of equipment. Overall , the implication of this 

questionnaire seemed to be that none of the respondents used sales 

aid leasing, rather leasing was a decision independent of  purchase 

or purchase decision.

4.2 Follow-up Interviews

Where permission was indicated on the questionnaire, a follow-up 

interview was conducted; 7 in to ta l ,  one of which was conducted 

with a non-lessee service company. Questionnaire responses were 

c la r i f ie d  and additional questions asked, followed by a discussion 

of leasing and purchasing. All stressed that suppliers' leasing 

f a c i l i t i e s  were incidental and irrelevant as they f e l t  that they 

could secure better rates themselves elsewhere, by d irect ly  approaching 

lessors, using the ir  own merchant bank or regular lessor or by going 

through a broker. One explained that he used the "shopping basket" 

f a c i l i t y ,  whereby at the end of a month he tota l led up the months 

capital expenditure on equipment and selected those to be 'sold to'  
or 'leased from' the lessor with which they had a long established 

relationship.

Interviews confirmed the idea that sales aid and financial leasing 

are handled d i f fe rent ly  in organisations: f inancial leasing forms
part of the overall financial portfolio considered at senior manag
ement level on i ts  f inancial merits alone: sales aid leasing, i f
used at a l l ,  may impact lower down in the organisation such that 
i ts  incidence remains unknown at senior management levels. Most 
interviewees stressed that the ir  internal accounting controls 

prohibited such an occurence. I t  must be emphasised that since these 

organisations a l l  had more than 250 employees, the ir  comments 

undoubtedly re f lec t  the financial expertise and resources of larger  

organisations.^

2. In terest ingly , one interviewee explained that his group ensured 
that such lower level leasing could not oocur as they had imposed strong 
penalties etc in such cases. Several months la ter  during fieldwork, I 
interviewed an off ice admin, manager from within this group who had 
not only just  taken on a sales aid lease, but had previously done so 
with other items of equipment in the ir  department.
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Other implications from these interviews included the notion that  

the non-economic benefits of leasing, such as protection against 
technical obsolescence, use without ownership etc, were considered 

to be ir re levant  in both the decision and practice of leasing and 

often untrue. All the organisations had direct lessor relationships 

which they f e l t  was more advantageous in terms of obtaining good 

rates and service. All interviewees considered their  buying depart

ments as the "orderplacing department", "administrative in the process" 

and "they do the donkey work": essentially implying that purchase
and finance decisions lay at more senior management levels such that - 
buying departments simply conduct the administrative inputs and 

outputs of senior decisions.

The non-lessee (small) service company believed that leasing was not 

a viable proposition for them: ownership was important in order to
build up an asset base and the lack of security of the ir  business 

only enabled them to u t i l i s e  short-term (3 month) debt finance. They 

also mistrusted anything which used a 'middle man', suggesting that  

his "rake-off" could be avoided by "parsimonious accounting".

In conclusion, this exploratory fieldwork with potential lessees 

suggested that sales aid leasing had l i t t l e  impact on their main 

operations. Indeed, two interviewees maintained that the ir  suppliers 

did not o f fe r  leasing f a c i l i t i e s .  The main implication of the 

questionnaire was that i t  was a difficult method by which to gain 

data which might be seen as p o l i t i c a l ly  sensitive and that addressing 

i t  to Finance Directors was not perhaps the most appropriate target  

as most explained that the ir  active involvement was in large deals 

only, such as computerising the administrative process etc. Even so, 
in follow-up interviews, they maintained that even in the ir  more 

passive capacities, leases with supplier-1essors could not and would 

not be authorised either by themselves or others.
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SECTION 5 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Again, i t  must be stressed that this was exploratory fieldwork,  
designed to gain an orientation to the practical use of sales aid 

leasing in industrial marketing. Thus, any conclusions are essentially  

only tentative implications and guidelines for potential work.

In contrast with US vendor programs, leasing in the UK seems not 
to be actively sold as a service in aggressive marketing but more 

offered up as fa c i l i t i e s  available. F le x ib i l i t y ,  c rea t iv i ty  and 

aggressive competition characterise US vendor programs whereas UK 

sales aid leasing tends ot be more formal, tradit ional and risk  

averse. From th is ,  one might in fer  that there could be differences 

between the ways US and UK suppliers use leasing. One of the suppliers 

interviewed was part of a US multinational and did report a more ' 
aggressive approach to using leasing and indeed a more competitive 

and intense approach to training and managing the ir  sales force to 

sell more.

A number of discrepancies emerged during the fieldwork. For example, 
some lessors believed the financial implications to be "irre levant  

or spurious"; suppl iers did not encourage their  salesmen to "sell"  

leasing in terms of f inancial implications; whereas lessees 
indicated that they assess leasing on its f inancial merits alone.
Capital sanction avoidance is another example: lessors perceived
this to be advantageous to salesman and customer; suppliers were 

aware of the possib il i ty  but considered i t  irre levant in terms of 
actual sell ing; lessees indicated that internal accounting systems 

prohibited its occurance.

Another discrepancy to emerge related to lessee size. Suppliers 

indicated that the majority of the ir  leasing business is conducted 

in small to medium (up to 250 employees) sized organisations. Of 
the lessees who completed the questionaire, only one had less than 

250 employees. The 7 who returned uncompleted forms indicated that 
they were too small to be of assistance and /or only minimally
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involved in leasing. Together with supplier comments however, this 

could be taken to suggest that rather than seeing a lease in terms 

of sales aid leasing, i t  is seen more in terms of 1 ease-rentals or 

possibly even simply as a 5 year rental period. This could also 

suggest why senior finance personnel maintained that sales aid 

leasing was irrelevant to the ir  organisations: that is ,  that i t
appears as monthly rentals only. Furthermore, as supplier comments 

implied, sales aid leasing was part of a range of product offerings 

which are signif icant at the point of sale. Thus together with the 

other exploratory fieldwork, i t  suggested that studying sales aid 

leasing in isolation from the sale/purchase would not reveal any 

understanding of its  implications for the marketing of industrial  
goods. In this sense, approaching Finance Directors or s imilar ,  
part icular ly  in large orgarisations was probably not the best point 
at which to gain sales aid leasing information.

Finally , the major themes to emerge relating to sales aid leasing 

cited by participants are service, convenience, ease, simplic ity  

and sell ing. The salesman acts as f a c i l i t a t o r  between lessor and 

lessee, choosing whether or not to sell leasing and whose leasing 

to s e l l ,  capitalising on the immediacy of the s ituation. In this  

sense, i t  not only draws attention to the marketing rather than 

f inancial implications but also indicates the pivotal part played 

at the level of buyer-salesman interaction. That is ,  i t  is the 

person with whom the salesman deals in these re la t iv e ly  small trans
actions who is in a key position in terms of sales aid leasing rather 
than the Finance Director. And i t  is the salesman who chooses that  

which he wi l l  present in terms of product offering rather than simply 

sales aid leasing, in that part icular situation and time. Thus, this 

exploratory fieldwork i l lus tra ted  the strong need to re-think some 

of the conceptualisations of the project, both in terms of overall 
theoretical framework and basic practical design.
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APPENDIX I I  PRELIMINARY FIELDWORK

Repro, one of the off ice eqjipment suppliers who took part in the 

exploratory fieldwork, eventually became the research s i te .  The 

details  of how this came about are given in Chapter 3 Section 3 

(see p. 117 ). Working with this original sales team, (July '79)
I began to test out research ideas and formulate the research design. 

F i rs t ,  i t  was important to get to know something of the salesmen 

and then test the fe a s ib i l i t y  of interviewing buyer and salesman 

separately. During this period, the sales manager was frequently 

out of the off ice and I found d i f f i c u l ty  in actually becoming 

"accepted" in the of f ice .  For example, the salesmen always asked 

me to wait in reception rather than enter the o f f ice  when I arrived 

and i t  was mainly the salesman, Martin, to whom the salesmanager had 

introduced me, who was of any assistance. The other 4 salesmen were 

unwilling to take part and were reluctant to ta lk  to me thus a l l  that 
was obtained was rather sketchy information from occasional informal 
conversations.

Martin introduced me to 4 of his buyers, although in some cases the 

deals had been conducted 3 or 4 months previously. Thus neither 

Martin nor his buyers had part icularly  clear recollections. In some 

ways, these buyer interviews were more l ike  a continuation of lessee- 
type interviews described in Appendix I ,  rather than approximating 

any test of the interview schedule. On the basis of information 

gathered so far  from the l i te ra ture  and exploratory fieldwork, i t  was 

f e l t  important that such interviews should be semi-structured to allow 

participants to identify what they saw as relevant and important.
In addition, i t  also attempted to ask similar questions of each, 
taking both buyer and salesman as similar in terms of being company 

representatives. An outline of the general framework of the schedule 

and checklist of possible questions asked is given in Table 1.

All manner of  technical details emerged from this period, for example, 
how to approach and introduce me to the buyers etc. Eventually,
Martin and I decided that the most agreeable solution was for him to
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phone a buyer, mention me and my work and gain permission for me to 

call him and arrange an appointment. I would then contact the buyer, 

introduce myself and f ix  a suitable time to meet. Then I would 

interview Martin before meeting the buyer. I t  was then l e f t  for 

me to make my own way to the buyer's organisation and conduct our 

meeting alone. ( In Birmingham, where 3 buyer interviews were conducted, 
i t  was discovered that the whole process was unnecessarily complicated 

and offputt ing for the buyer when the salesman i n i t i a l l y  accompanied 

me on my v i s i t ,  so this was avoided in B r is to l . )

The question of using a tape recorder was l e f t  for me to ask on arrival  
as Martin f e l t  uncomfortable mentioning i t  to his buyers and he f e l t  

that i t  was l ik e ly  to put some of them o f f  the idea of part ic ipating.
I t  was some time before I mastered the art  of asking this question 

un-self-consciously and comfortably, in a manner which was easily 

acceptable to buyers. Consequently, a number of these early buyer 

interviews were not taped but recorded through notes. In addition, 
there were also t r i v i a l i t i e s  such as remembering spare batteries  

and an extra tape which I learnt the hard way. Any notes taken were 
written up fu l ly  as soon as possible and where taped, compared with 

the recordings to assess the degree of correspondence. This was a 

part icu lar ly  useful exercise as indeed was simply l istening to the 

tapes, paying special attention to timing and phrasing of questions 

etc. I t  suggested that I needed to attune my ears more carefully to 

l istening to exactly what was said in both buyer and salesman interviews. 
In Martin's case, he was quite happy to be taped and he gave me some 

useful practice in this respect.

As explained in Chapter 3 Section 3 (see p. 122 ) there was then a 
3month break during which the off ice was reorganised and a new sales 

team recruited. Although I had been aware that there was a d i f f i c u l t  

atmosphere to the original salesteam, I had not been sensitive 

enough to understand hints which Martin had given me. These only 

came to the surface with hindsight. However, i t  did provide me the 

opportunity to think again and learn from my mistakes such that when 

the new team established themselves, so too did I with some better  

sk i l ls  than before. The change of sales manager was part icular ly  

advantageous as he was more sympathetic to my ideas.
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Although substantively, the re-designed project seemed l i t t l e  

different to the previous one, many of the crucial details had 

changed. This time I spent much more time and ef fort  becoming 

accepted into the o f f ice .  Rather than waiting in reception, I was 

allowed to use the salesmen's side door. I was usually 'loaned 

temporarily' a desk. Rather than having my coffees brought to me,
I could join the others around the coffee machine for a chat. I f  

the phone rang on 'my' desk, I was even sometimes asked to take 

messages etc. I regularly attended sales meetings and the sales 

manager, Mike, always made sure there was an extra copy of leaf le ts  

for me and I was asked to contribute in the same way as the salesmen 

to the ir  discussions. I was invited to the Christmas party etc and 

made my own contribution to the "booze k i t ty " .  I often went for 

lunch with whichever salesman was in the off ice and s imilar ly  for  

the occasional drink a f ter  work. And so on. This time I f e l t  much 

better equipped to conduct a f ieldstudy in i ts  fu l l  sense.

Another important change which took place was in my approach to buyers. 
Previously I:had composed a b r ie f  outline and introduction of myself 
for both when phoning for an appointment and also when actually  

meeting the buyer. Originally I had explained that I was doing 

research at Bath University into buying and sell ing and that Repro 

had agreed to approach some of their  customers on my behalf, emphasising 

that they had no access to any of the data and that i t  would a l l  be 

in the s tr ic test  confidence etc. The references to buyer and buying 

were part icularly crucia l,  partly because they did not always see 

themselves as buyers and partly because i t  gave a rather specific  

delineation of the information which I might want from them. Later 

my involvement in the sales off ice led me to real ise that the salesmen 

used a multitude of names for them, customers, c l ients ,  buyers, 
prospects for example, the common denominator of which seemed to be 

that they were a ll  involved in the act of buying. Thus my introduction 

became s l ight ly  modified. After explaining that I was doing research 

at Bath University and thanking them for giving me some of the ir  time,

I then br ie f ly  outlined the nature of the research as being to do 

with the processes by which organisations deal with each other. This
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was often interspersed with general conversation, the process by 

which people gain an orientation to each other. Sometimes i t  would 

be a long journey from reception to the buyer's off ice  - for example,
5 floors up in the l i f t  and long walks through corridors. So while 

I had an idea of points which should be made and points to avoid, 
i t  was rarely possible to follow an ideal format of any kind.
Generally though, more detailed comments were l e f t  unti l  we were 

seated in his off ice.

Of Repro's involvement, I explained that they were helping me by 

contacting some of the ir  recent clients but that with respect to 

customer conf ident ia l i ty ,  I never knew who was being approached until  
they had agreed to take part. Likewise, Repro respected my confident
i a l i t y  to the people with whom I talked and that they had no knowledge 

of any information I might col lect  as i t  was an independent University 

based and funded study. This was the general gist of my introduction 

although clearly i t  varied from situation to s ituat ion, depending 

on the comments of each person. In addition, i t  was not always 

possible to avoid the word 'buyer' as some took i t  as a direct  

implication of references to deals and customers. However, generally 

this worked smoothly and as we began to move towards the interview 

schedule, I would raise the question of tape recording. Rather than 

the somewhat direct approach which I had o r ig ina l ly  used, I employed 

a s l igh t ly  more subtle means by which to ask them: along the lines
of ,  I have brought my tape recorder with me and i f  you wouldn't 
mind. I 'd  appreciate i t  i f  I could record our conversation.. . .Generally  

this met with approval although there were a few exceptions and 

researcher disasters. The s o l ic i to r 's  junior partner and schools 

administrative assistant both refused to be taped, in which cases I 
did not pursue the matter. In the case of one senior administrator, 
he replied that he thought i t  would hardly be worthwhile since I was 

only going to be 10 minutes, wasn't I? To this I replied that I 
had thought for even 10 minutes i t  would be a valuable record. So 

he agreed and the interview ran for about 35 minutes eventually.  

Researcher disasters included things l ike  a tape screwing up, batteries 

running down (and no nearby socket to use mains power) and on one 

occasion, a recorder which I had borrowed and seemed to be working 

fa i led  to record at a l l .  On the whole though, while setting up the
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recorder, conversation could gradually be brought round to the start  

of the interview semi-structure, beginning with general information 

about themselves.

There were many other details about interviewing which I learnt by 

experience through the early days of doing fieldwork. For example, 

judging the pace of an interview was an important one. I discovered 

that looking at my watch could be a disruptive non-verbal gesture, 
so I always turned my watch face to the inside of my wrist so that 
s i t t ing  with cupped hands, I could see i t  at a glance. There were 

other things which textbooks cannot real ly  explain such as how and 

when to catch someone's eye or smile or sympathise without appearing 

false or unnatural. These minutiae of interviewing are important 
lessons for the novice interviewer, although eventually and fortunately  

they fade in importance such that they become almost second nature 

to the interviewer, lurking somewhere in the semi-conscious rather 

than being deliberate and sometimes noticeable matters.

Perhaps the most crucial change brought about by the preliminary 

fieldwork was that the interview semi-structure and checklist of  

questions was not suitable. Essentially, I found i t  d i f f i c u l t  to 

l isten careful ly  to the interviewee, formulate the next question and 

keep half  an eye on the checklist of questions to see what had been 

and was yet to be covered. As tape transcripts showed, this was . 
at the expense of  the quality of the interview. To maintain a 
semblance of  direction and f a c i l i t a te  comparison, clearly  some 

interview outline was necessary but the checklist was dispensed 

with in favour of  general pointers for myself. (See Table 2) This 

worked much better  as i t  meant that I could devote my time to l istening  

to the interviewee and had more opportunity to take in what he said,  
what he was implying and wheee his comments seemed to be leading, thus 

formulating questions as appropriate at that time in that interview.  
Before I had been led to too much by the checklist; that is ,  i f  an 

interview seemed to be heading towards a part icular topic I found 

i f  d i f f i c u l t  to formulate my next question according to that interview,  
given the particular  question typed out in front of me, on the checklist 
This was just  as important with the salesmen as with the ir  buyers and 

perhaps even more so, given that I had a fr iendly  informal relationship
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with them. Thus to appear with a checklist for interview time 

seemed wholly a r t i f i c i a l  and inappropriate. Indeed, salesman 

interviews often ended up as general discussions where one or 

more would join in with what we were talking about, as i t  was an 

open plan off ice with l i t t l e  privacy. This was just  as useful and 

revealing data as the interviews themselves as the ir  d i f ferent  comments 

on the same topics led to interesting debates and helped highlight  

some of the various approaches to sell ing which they pursued 

individually.

In a l l ,  this preliminary fieldwork was an invaluable time spent 
becoming accepted in the research s i te ,  building up good relat ions,  

learning about f ieldwork, observing, l is tening,  note-taking and 

interviewing and gradually developing s k i l ls  and confidence as a 

f ie ld  researcher. Although the fieldwork seemed to take a very 

long time, in terms of that which was learnt in a very broad sense, 
i t  was not long at a l l .  A rough timetable of the f ie ld  study is 

given in Table 3, outlining the main turning points and relevant 
details of the fieldwork. The next appendix. Appendix I I I ,  describes 

the outline of  some proposed additional f ieldwork, the data collection 
and why, in essence, i t  fa i led .
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TABLE 1 ORIGINAL CHECKLIST OF POSSIBLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

BUYING - THE BUYER 

Organisational Background

- description of organisation, what i t  is ,  how i t  is organised
- who is he, background, experience, organisational role
- what is his role in purchasing - for this m/c and/or others
- what else is he involved in , knowledge of Org. finance, etc.
-  past experience of buying, of buying copiers etc
- past experience of leasing, financing purchases

Description of purchase - from in i t ia t io n  to present
-  how did i t  begin
- who was involved
- why was i t  being bought - replacement, improvement, new m/c
- what is previous m/c.,  how financed, was he involved in buying
- how clear was need, who in i t ia ted  i t
-  was i t  ever defined, by whom, any specific problems, c r i te r ia
- what happened next or is i t  standard procedure
- who was involved at each stage/decision in process
- what order did i t  happen in
- info, sources, where from , what sort of in fo . ,  which preferred
- evoked set,  how decided on potential suppliers, salesmen to see
-  what was he looking for
- salesmen, how many, how many calls each, for how long
- what stage in the process when Repro involved
-  what did he want from hirn, get from him, and te l l  him
-  how did he see the salesman as individual,  Repro rep.
- in comparison with others
- how did he judge the product, Repro, the salesmen, presentations
- general att itude to d i f ferent  salesmen/suppliers
- how often did he see each salesman 
* what aims at each stage
-  how did interaction develop, discussion process
- when was finance discussed - price, method of  finance
- who raised the question, how was i t  presented to him - choice
- had he considered method of finance before
- who decided the matter - what was his role
- did Repro help /interfere - how
- what happened next
- evaluation process - how - what influences
- what c r i t e r i a ,  set by whom, who does evaluation
- any internal influences to consider - users, time, etc
-  was finance decided separately from supplier evaluation 

and selection and by whom, what c r i te r ia
- why that choice
- what about other offers - product, finance,salesmen
-  f inal product choice - influences

Conclusion
- f inal decision process - who involved, post purchase feelings
- retrospective view, in relat ion to other suppliers, products, 

finance, purchases in the past etc
- w i l l  he see Repro rep again...................Anything else?
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TABLE 1 ( C o n t e d )

SELLING - THE SALESMAN

Organisational Background
As there was a more continuous relationship with the salesmen, 

questions about the ir  background were not repeated at the start  of  
each interview, or used in the same way as with buyers to ease the 
start  of an interview. Instead, these kinds of details came out b i t  
by b i t  during general conversations and chats as well as during the 
f i r s t  interview.

The Specific Sale
- how did i t  begin - who started i t ,  involved, what happened
- what did he know of company before meeting the buyer
- where and how did he get his information
-  why did he think they were buying
- what were the ir  needs, clearly  defined or not
- how did he go about i n i t i a l  stages
-  how much was l e f t  to him
- why were they replacing/renewing m/c
- what model and how financed
- what happened next, who was involved
- how and what did the buyer know of Repro
- what did he think the buyer was looking for
- what was the competition l ike
-  what stage was the buyer at when they f i r s t  met
- what did he want to know from the buyer, get from him, t e l l  him
- how did he see him as buyer, individual,  company rep.
-  how did he judge the sale, buyer's orgn., buyer, sales approach
- how many call s, how long and what aim, how did i t  develop
-  when did they discuss price and method of finance etc
-  who was involved
- how did he present i t  and to whom
- role played by finance,method of finance etc in sales process
- what were the ir  c r i te r ia  - buying, financing
- any pressures on the buyer
- what happened
- who was involved and how did they reach a decision
- who had the authority, did he meet with them

Conclusion
- what happened in the final decision process
-  who was involved, post-sale feelings,
-retrospective view, in relation to buyer, sales approach etc
-  w i l l  he go back again
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TABLE 2 GENERAL POINTERS FOR BUYER/SALESMAN INTERVIEWS

Rather than l is t in g  specific questions which effect ively  predirects 
the interview process, the following pointers were used as approximate 
guides fo r  the interview ' semi-structure' .
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TABLE 3 RESEARCH TIMETABLE

This is a timetable of what actually happened rather than that which 

was intended of forecast.

Jan '79 Exploratory Fieldwork (see Appendix 1)

July '79 Preliminary Fieldwork began with Repro - mainly with 
Martin in B ris to l ,  but also b r ie f ly  in Birmingham.

Sept '79 Holiday period.

Oct '79 Office reorganisation/redeployment

A period of  re-assessment of the fieldstudy and future 
poss ib i l i t ies ,  identifying past mistakes and necessary 
changes.

Dec '79 New sales team beginning to assemble. Met the new sales 
manager, Mike, and began "negotiating a new research 
contract" with him.

Jan '80 More detailed meeting with Mike, Agreed that as 3 new 
salesmen on training course and another about to take 
up appointment, i t  would be some time before fieldwork/  
interview program could s tar t .  Importantly though, was 
allowed to simply 'be around' for a while as the off ice  
settled in. Started attending sales meetings and calling 
in to the off ice at least 3 times per week.

Feb '80 Introduced and discussed research ideas at a fu l l  sales
meeting. Was careful to avoid being too specific as to 
the exact nature of the study but mainly explained that 
I was interested in the ir  work and those they dealt with,  
what they called sell ing and others called buying. 
Continued regular v is i ts .

March '80 Began interview programme, i n i t i a l l y  to test out the 
revised interview semi-structure and to develop my own 
interviewing s k i l ls .  About 4 pairs of interviews were 
spent in this way. I then began the interview programme. 
Originally  this had been set at about 5 or 6 pairs of  
interviews per salesman. However, progress was much
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slower than anticipated. This was partly compounded 
by the fact that I had arranged with Mike and the 
salesmen that I could travel with each salesman, as 
' trainee sales person'. Thus i t  reduced the potential  
number of buyers who could la te r  be interviewed. Also 
the preliminary work had revealed that i t  was important 
to conduct interviews, immediately a f ter  a deal. Thus 
I mainly interviewed within 10 days of order signing 
which was not always feasible eg. where instalation  
was postponed etc.

June '80 Spent time travell ing with salesmen and then pursuing 
the interview progamme. The summer is a slack period 
with salesmen and buyers taking the ir  various holidays 
and losing a degree of continuity. However, by Dec.
I had conducted 3 pairs of interviews with each of  4 
salesmen and had travelled with each for about 4 days 
in to ta l .  That the interviews progressed so slowly 
was a matter of concern. Thus I proposed some additional  
fieldwork during this summer period which was designed 
to acquire a di f ferent sort of data, which would comple
ment the interview and observational data. This is 
discussed in Appendix I I I  and although i t  was an in te r 
esting exercise, i t  primarily fa i led in i ts  aims. Hence 
I continued to concentrate on the interviews.

Dec '80 Steve l e f t  at the end of Dec and his replacement, Jim, 
started actively sell ing in Jan '81. My involvement 
in the off ice was quite reduced by now but I spent some 
time travell ing with Jim and by March '81 had conducted 
3 pairs of interviews with him.

April '81 In April '81, Mike 'resigned',  and so did I .
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APPENDIX I I I  PROPOSED ADDITIONAL FIELDWORK

Introduction

By the summer of '80, I had spent some time "on the road" with the 

salesmen and had also conducted a number of paired interviews. From 

th is ,  the idea emerged that instead of merely 'observing' the buyer- 
salesman meetings which I was attending, a more rigorous analysis 

should be conducted. In turn, this might provide a source of strength 

and contrast to the main interview data. Indeed, from themes which 

were emerging from rough analyses of  the interview data, i t  seemed 

an excellent opportunity to develop a complementary data based through 

non-participant observation of  buyer-salesman meetings using a scheme 

of interaction analysis categories.

After researching and proposing a set of  analysis categories and 

negotiating a programme of work with the sales manager, Mike, in i t i a l  

moves were made to implement this fieldwork. However, the programme 

effect ive ly  fa iled in that the analysis schedules were found to be 

unsatisfactory and inappropriate means of recording interaction data. 
Thus this additional fieldwork was withdrawn. There were though a 

number of interesting ideas which emerge from i t .  This Appendix 

b r ie f ly  traces the development and proposition of this additional 
fieldwork as well as a short account of its  demise and the implications 

to be drawn from i t .
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Development of Interaction Analysis Sheme

Much of the theory behind interaction observation comes from develop

ments in training methods and research; observing interaction and 

developing methods of classifying such observations has long been 

used in "sk il ls"  train ing. With the development of process consult
ation as a means of improving group effectiveness there is also a 

considerable amount of research data suggesting a lternative  methods 

of observing communication between two or more people. The d i f f ic u l ty  

is that unless the interactions are taped, there is no chance of 
going back over the interaction and reclassifying the observations 

by a d iffe ren t method. For example, both Bales ( '50 )  and Rackham 

& Morgan ( '77 ) have developed l is ts  of interaction categories eg. 
giving/seeking information, supporting, building etc. Coding an 

interaction by this method though, means that the analysis categories 

used must be compatible with the information which the researcher 

wishes to reach. Generally, when this sort of coding is used i t  

gives no indication of the duration of each piece of in teraction, nor 
the sequence in which i t  occurred. For this additional fieldwork, 
the sequence of interaction could be valuable information. I t  is 

d i f f i c u l t  to code non-verbal data into these categories and when and 

why i t  occurred at that particular point and what cues i t  gave etc.
I t  is quite possible that the verbal data becomes less meaningful 
without the associated non-verbal data. For example, Trevor decribed 

his se lling  approach as being l ik e  a sheepdog, quietly  rounding up 

his customer until such time as he feels he is nearly then and then 

closing hard, driving the buyer through the gate, that is ,  to buy.
I f  this is an accurate description of his method of selling then 

one would imagine the associated non-verbal behaviour, such as posture, 
to act as clues to the verbal behaviour.

Rather than categorising the interaction by what type i t  is ,  i t  might 
prove more valuable to observe the content in terms of understanding 

the sales interaction. For example, i t  might highlight the points 

where cues are missed, give an idea as to why they are missed, when 

the salesman resorts to making false claims to 'save face' etc. There
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is research evidence to suggest that "low reactors", people who do 

not take an active part in an in teraction, do not support or disagree 

with what is being said, cause the speaker to lose his/her continuity, 
jump from point to point, recover points already made and make more 

breaks in his/her speach etc. This kind of verbal behaviour would 

only be discovered by listening for the content of the interaction  

rather than the type of interaction.

There are several well-known classifications of in teraction, notably 

Bales and Rackham. Either of these could have been employed in this  

fieldwork but on close examination i t  appeared that neither were 

particu larly  suited to the buying/selling situation and i t  would be 

necessary to develop a set of categories sp ec if ica lly  for such in te r 
actions. For example. Bales ( '50 ) categories (which have been used 

by marketing researchers such as Strachan '74, Capon '75) are:

Seems Friendly, Shows Tension Release, Agrees, Gives Suggestion,
Gives Opinion, Gives Orientation/Information, Asks for Orientation/ 
Information, Asks for Opinion, Asks for Suggestions, Disagrees,
Shows Tension, Shows Antagonism/Seems Unfriendly. Rackham used these 

categories in a major study ('68-70) and found them to be inadequate. 
Instead he developed the following categories: In i t ia t in g  behaviour
which included Proposing, Building, Supporting; Reacting behaviour- • 
which included Disagreeing, Defending/Attacking; C larifying behaviour 

which included Testing Understanding, Summarizing, Seeking Information, 
Giving Information; and Special Process Categories which included 

Bringing In and Shutting OUt.

Both of these sets of categories were developed in workplace in te r 
actions for the purposes of organisational development and change and 

tra in ing . For buyer-salesman meetings, i t  seemed to be more useful 
to have detailed categories which would give a clue to the content 
of th e ir  behaviour rather than just type. For example, part of the 

salesman's job is to inform but the information ranges from the 

technical machinery detail to benefits, features and financial 
information as well as personal and sociable pleasantries etc.
S im ilarly , there are differences between the case where the buyer 
passively responds with information and where he actively gives 

information for the salesman to build on. In the above c lass ifica tions,
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a ll these d iffe rent behaviours would be crudely reduced to "giving 

orientation" or "giving information", yet there is a vast difference  

between each case and that difference is crucial to the interaction  

and to the results of the observations.

Id ea lly , for developing a set of behaviour categories one would 

tape several interactions and make a detailed analysis. Here l ies  

one of the major stumbling blocks which has prevented marketing 

researchers from developing more suitable methodologies; that taping 

such interactions requires consent from both parties which is d i f f i c u l t  

to achieve except for the purposes of training and development 
programmes (where the data remain confidential and in the possession 

of the company or the training consultants). In order to gain 

access to such interactions in the guise of trainee salesperson, I 
could not overtly tape the interaction and covert taping would be at 
the risk of being discovered which would jeopardise the remainder of 
the project. While i t  was possible to propose a tentative l i s t  of 
categories for salesmen behaviour i t  was more d i f f i c u l t  to make 

those categories equally applicable to the buyers, in keeping with 

the dyadic perspective. For example, the salesman may o ffe r  a lte rn 
atives to the original proposal. I f  this were a category on its  own, 
i t  would be inapplicable to the buyer. Although a tape recording would 

have speeded up the process of category selection, the l i s t  below 

represents the f a i r ly  comprehensive selection of l ik e ly  behaviours 

which was drawn up on the basis of observations of buyer-salesman 

meetings to that date; a l i s t  which was proposed ten ta tive ly  and 

wide open to modification, expansion or contraction as necessary a fte r  

some t r ia ls .

Building on needs - machine, finance 
Proposing - machine, finance 
Offering alternatives - machine, finance 
Proposing a sale
Seeking information - technical, features, f in an c ia l,  other 
Benefits statement
Giving information - technical, features, f in an c ia l,  other
Establishing needs - machine, financial
Summarising
Testing Understanding
Supporting/Disagreeing
Interrupting
Using a person's name
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Repeat!ng/rephrasi ng 
Handling/raising objections
Responding with information - machine, financial 
Confirmation by non-response 
Other behaviours of possible relevance could be: 

tension/tension release 
closing behaviours 
pleasantries 
delays
non-verbal behaviour - posture, eye contact, expressions etc

I t  was also thought to be useful to bave some indication of the 

sequence of in teraction, for example,through tabulation thus:

Categories eg.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Giving information — -

Seeking Information — X

Establishing Needs —

However, with such an extensive l i s t  of categories, i t  would be almost 
impossible to classify  accurately each behaviour thus. Id ea lly ,  
about 10 categories would be s u ff ic ie n t. From a practical point of 
view, i t  had to be remembered that my role was to be as unobtrusive 

as possible and to observe. I t  would be detrimental to my c re d ib i l i ty  

i f  I spent the entire time playing with a checklist. In fac t, i t  

might be advantageous to change my status from supposed trainee sales
person to a member of the training and personnel department for example 

That way, I might be excused for extensive note-taking and might 
also be able to ask questions of the buyer which otherwise would have 

to be l e f t  unasked.

In order to c lassify  each behaviour accurately, the categories were 

clearly and concisely defined, largely based on the l i te ra tu re  in 

terms of Clarifying Behaviour, Reacting Behaviour, In it ia t in g  

Behaviour and a general class of "Other" behaviours. With only
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one observer, there was no means of checking or rechecking the 

accuracy of observations. Thus I endeavoured to simplify the method 

of observation and definitions as far as possible. For example, 
within the category of Clarify ing Behaviour, which included giving/ 

seeking information, the four main types of information (technical,  
features, financial or other) were to be recorded with a code le t te r  

rather than simply a t ick  beside that category, denoting the type 

of information being given/sought. To check observer r e l ia b i l i t y  

would require a tape of the interaction and as this was not possible, 

r e l ia b i l i t y  rested on my own a b i l i ty  to memorise the defin itions of 
the categories and quickly note each piece of behaviour. Whilst 
clearly  not the most satisfactory method of ensuring accurate data 

collection, under the circumstances this was the best attainable and 

also i t  was f e l t  that since this was 'additional f ie ldw ork ', i t  was 

an acceptable proposal at this early , tentative exploratory stage.

Programme of Fieldwork

One of the reasons for adopting this additional fieldwork was to gain 

access to a cross-section of buyers and at d iffe ren t stages of 
negotiation and relationship development. To achieve th is ,  I attempted 

to accompany the salesmen on "active" days, where they were meeting 

buyers ranging from f i r s t  meetings through to demonstrations. Meetings 

were i n i t i a l l y  recorded by the 'proposed' category scheme althogh 

in practice, i t  required and received extensive modification each 

time. I also intended to collect data on the outcome of subsequent 
meetings even when I did not attend them, building up a history to 

each relationship, as well as maintaining my continuous comprehensive 

diary of fieldnotes.

Mike approved of this additional fieldwork cm condition that I did 

not attend 'sensitive ' meetings, which e ffec t ive ly  meant dems and 

closes. I t  was acceptable to him in as much as i t  placed no requirement 

on the salesmen's time. In addition, i t  seemed to suggest to him the 

generation of more solid data, hence he agreed that I should aim 

to attend approximately 15 meetings with each salesman.
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Analysis of Data

As the amount and type of additional data was uncertain and its  value 

unknown, some hypothetical conjecture was made of possible analyses 

of the interaction data, for example, by:

type of meeting/stage of relationship  

salesman behaviour profiles  

buyer behaviour profiles  

effectiveness (in terms of final outcome)
effectiveness (in terms of whether or not a subsequent meeting) 
interaction pattern(balance of types of behaviours) 
and possibly more.

C learly, had the programme worked, a considerable amount of data 

would have to be processed and computerisation remained a strong 

p o ss ib ili ty . I t  was f e l t  this would lead to a useful contrast to 

the current data base as i t  would be both quantitative and based on 

actual negotiations rather than commentaries or accounts of meetings. 
Whether found to be supportive or not, this was fe t l  to strengthen 

the empirical basis of the research analysis.

Results and Implications

The schedule was used on a number of occasions, with d iffe ren t sales
men meeting buyers at d iffe ren t stages of th e ir  relationship. In 

each case, the outcome was most disappointing. I n i t i a l l y ,  this was 

merely f e l t  to be related to mbtters such as category defin it ion  

and fa m il ia r i ty  with the coding mechanisms as well as practice at 
using the schedule. However, gradually i t  emerged that the schedule 

was an inappropriate means for recording such information. Primarily  

this seemed to stem from the apparent arb itra ry  nature of the 

schedule in contrast with the unique and t ig h t ly  interwoven interaction  

That is ,  each buyer-salesman meeting followed a unique path, mapped 

out between 2 individuals; the interaction content was widely variable  

and tim e/situation specific; and the speed of interaction was vastly  

d iffe ren t. This la t te r  point about speed was important in several
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ways. On a practical note, when buyer and salesman were negotiating 

at fu l l  speed, i t  was almost impossible to l is ten  carefully  to each 

'p iec e ',  define categorise and classify i t  whilst attending the 

next 'piece' of commentary. In addition, the participants used 

speed in terms of varying tempo to enhance or underline points 

in the interaction. This was not being recorded at a l l  by the 

schedule. Simiarly, matters of emphases, stresses and subtitles  

were being completely overlooked by the schedule. To cope with the 

effect of speed on d e fin it io n , i n i t i a l l y  the l i s t  of categories was 

reduced, refined and redefined, the schedule redrawn and reformulated. 
However, this was not enough. I t  s t i l l  fa iled  to overcome the basic 

fundamental flaw in the scheme, which was that i t  was a highly s ta t ic ,  
1-dimensional and piecemeal method of recording something which i/s: 
dynamic, multi-dimensional, colourful and continuous. I t  fa i le d  to 

do justice to or re f le c t  the subtitles of human in teraction. In terms 

of the research, i t  fa iled  to give any understanding of th e ir  

relationship or negotiations and indeed, detracted from time spent 
in what was emerging to be more valuable observation data of these 

meetings. After use in about 15 d iffe rent buyer-salesman meetings, 
this method of non-participant interaction analysis was dropped.

The exercise served to highlight the methodological d i f f ic u l t ie s  

encountered in trying to record this kind of data. Indeed, short 

of video recording, records of the buyer-salesman interaction w ill  
necessarily be limited and even video taping is fraught with problems 

such as obtrusion and narrow vision. I t  also s t i l l  requires some 

kind of analysis where an analyst must make some in terpretation of 
what takes place as a continuous series o f actions and interactions. 
As the analysis schedule revealed, this is a particu larly  d i f f i c u l t ,  
sensitive and perhaps even arb itrary  set of decisions to take; even 

where previous fieldwork and observations provided a basis for such 

a proposal.
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APPENDIX IV  SALES A ID  LEASING REVISITED

That the project found its  in i t ia l  roots in leasing, i t  seemed 

f i t t in g  that i t  should end on a leasing note. Indeed, during the 

period o f the research project, a few papers have appeared in the 

l i te ra tu re  which re late  to equipment leasing in a marketing context. 
I t  also seemed an interesting exercise to take a b r ie f  look at what 
happened to leasing in the project and where i t  f i t s  in with the 

overall analysis.

L iterature

Of the published l i te ra tu re  there s t i l l  seems to be l i t t l e  which 

spec if ica lly  relates to sales aid leasing or vendor programs.
(eg. Clark '78, Tomkins et al '79 , Fawthrop & Terry '75,
Anderson & Martin '75, Anderson & Lazer '78, Anderson & Bird '80) 
Mainly, they are oriented towards financial and/dr operating leases. 
Where these are related to purchasing decisions, the emphasis s t i l l  

remains on financial lease decisions and purchase decision from a 

financial perspective. The case of the equipment suppliers lease- 
rental proposals seem to have largely escaped research attention.
To i l lu s t r a te ,  one particular study w ill  be discussed in d e ta i l .  I t  

is chosen because its  conception and aims are very sim ilar to those 

which were proposed for the original imput to this research project. 
The study is presented in a paper by Anderson & Bird '80. To quote 

the ir  abstract:

"This a r t ic le  reports a survey of financial executives 
concerning th e ir  attitudes towards the leasing of industrial 
equipment. Specifica lly  the study seeks to explore the 
reasons why lessees lease. The research findings are viewed 
in terms of th e ir  implications for the marketing of industrial 
equipment."

Anderson & Bird ( '80 - p i l l )
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They sent 2 questionnaires to a number (unspecified) of purchasing 

agents who are member of the National Assn. of Purchasing Mgt (US). 
Recipients were asked to complete one questionnaire and foward the 

other "financial" questionnaire to the financial executive in h is/ 

her organisation who "most often participates in the decision to lease 

capital equipment". Respondents reflected a variety of d iffe ren t  

sizes and kinds of organisation. (Although not c learly  stated, i t  

is implied that "respondent" in this a r t ic le  refers to the respondents 

to the financial questionnaire.) I t  was essentially a m u lt i -a ttr ib u te  

study in which respondents were asked to rate 40 potential a ttributes  

of financial leasing  ̂ which had been primarily culled from previous 

l i te ra tu re .  Each a ttr ibu te  was measured on two Likert-type scales: 
one which aimed to measure respondent beliefs about leasing (strongly 

agree to strongly disagree), the other designed to measure "ideal 
benefits" that the respondent would l ik e  to achieve from leasing 

(very important to not at a ll important). They found that the two 

measures provided very d iffe rent rankings for some a ttr ib u tes . For 
example, the lowest belie f  score was assigned to the statement:
"All things considered, leasing is less expensive than debt as a 

means of acquiring equipment". Yet this statement was ranked th ird  

in overall importance. This, they interpreted as respondents 

apparently saying that:

" . . . i t  is important that the cost of leasing should be less 
than the cost of debt, but they do not expect to find many 
cases in which this is true."

Anderson & Bird ( '80  -p l l3 )

1. Where they defined financial leasing as: "non cancellable contracts
of 3 or more years' duration which are fu l ly  amortized ( ie .  the sum 
of the lease payments over the terms of the lease equals or exceeds 
the original purchase price of the equipment). In addition, the 
lessee pays a ll  taxes, insurance, maintenance and other anc il la ry  
costs associated with the use of the equipment." (pi 12)
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Thus this statement was discounted as being a s ign ificant motivation 

to lease. In this way, they attempted to re fle c t  both b e lie f  and 

importance ratings by means of "weighted agreement" scores and thus 

achieved a rank order of average weighted agreement scores. The 

ten highest weighted agreement statements are given in order below:

1. Leasing provides for 100% deductability o f costs.

2. Leasing provides the firm with long term financing without
d iluting ownership or control.

3. Leasing frees the firm 's working capital for other uses.

4. Leasing permits the firm to avoid the problems associated
with the disposal of second hand equipment.

5. Leasing allows for piecemeal financing of re la t iv e ly  
small equipment acquisitions for whichdebt financing 
would be impractical.

6. Leasing protects the company from the risks of equipment 
obsolescence.

7. The a fte r-tax  cost of leasing is less than the a fte r-tax  
cost of equity financing.

8. Leasing is advantageous for firms with low or heavily 
sheltered earnings because the lessor w il l  be able to 
pass on the savings from the investment tax credit in a 
lower lease rate .

9. The tax deductability o f lease payments provides a larger  
and more immediate cash flow than that provided by deprec
iation and interest deduction.

10. Leasing leaves normal lines o f credit undisturbed.

(pi 14)

They noted that the tax related statements (no.s 1,8 & 9) and the 

three cash flow related statements (no.s 3,4 & 7):

" ...cou ld  a l l  be subsumed by the standard discounted cashflow 
models used by large industrial firms to evaluate lease 
alternatives."

(p l l4 )
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Yet, they argue that paradoxically the statement,"All things consi
dered, leasing is less expensive than debt as a means of acquiring 

equipment", remains the lowest overall agreement statement. This 

they interpret to suggest that:

" . . .o th e r  non-cash flow factors are t ru ly  determinant in the 
leasing decisions of respondents."

(p l l4 )

These otbfer non-cash flow factors they argue, appear in statements 

no.s 2 ,5 ,6  & 10 and are "signficant motivations for leasing". Thus 

they conclude:

"...many lessees must view themselves as operating in 
imperfect markets, in which non-tax and even non-cashflow 
factors play a role in leasing decisions."

(p l l5 )

F irs t ,  there are a number of important issues involved in the basic 

design of this study. Criticisms of the theoretical issues involved 

in m u lt i-a ttr ib u te  questionnaire studies such as the assumption lhat 
respondents do indeed make th e ir  decisions according to the predeter
mined l i s t  of attributes w il l  not be repeated here. The reader is 

referred to Chapter 3 ( p .99 ) for a more comprehensive discussion 

of these kinds of issues. Circulating questionnaires to financial 
executives via purchasing agent members of the NAPM e ffec tive ly  

ensures that i t  is only the larger organisations which are reached. 
For example, 68.1% of respondents were from organisations with 

annual sales of $300m or over whereas a mere 8.4% had annual sales 

of $10m or less. Smaller organisations tend not to be able to afford 

fu l l  time purchasing agents and are unlikely to belong to the NAPM.
I t  is then assumed that a ll  leases taken on involved a financial 
executive. Thus i t  is not suprising that the a ttr ib u te  statement 

"Leasing allows for the acquisition of equipment without the need for 

formal appropriation procedures" is ranked 39th on the agreement 
scores. Together, these two points suggest that i t  is quite l ik e ly
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that they w il l  discover amongst the ten highest average weighted 

agreement scores a high proportion of factors which "could a ll  be 

subsumed by the standard discounted cash flow models used by large 

industrial firms to evaluate lease a lternatives". Essentially, 
th e ir  data are from large industrial firms with respect to large 

lease contracts which are formally evaluated. (For example, 80.7% 

of respondents reported annual lease repayments of over $Jm and 

60.8% had annual lease repayments of over $lm.) Hence i t  is quite 

l ik e ly  that they do indeed use standard discounted cash flow models 

to evaluate the ir  leases.

The paradox which they report has been a key known factor since the 

genesis of leasing: that i t  is a re la t iv e ly  expensive form of
financing equipment acquisitions in terms of basic financial analysis. 
Rather than representing a paradox though, perhaps i t  is more the case 

that the assumption that financial executives always make th e ir  

decisions with respect to what is "best" on the basis of purely 

financial analysis, is misplaced. Whatever the case is not particu larly  

of great interest here. However, i t  is possible to see how this  

basic assumption and notion of paradox leads them to draw out certain  

implications regarding marketing to the industrial lease buyer. They 

suggest that:

" . . . le a s e  marketers must promote both cash flow and the non
cash flow advantages of the lease transaction. Indeed, non
cash flow considerations may be the crucial "swing" factors
in many leasing decisions each prospects needs and
perceptions of those needs must be carefu lly  analyzed to 
determine the proper mix of attributes required to make the
"sale" this w ill  require a marketing force with above
average sk il ls  in tax accounting and financial matters."

(p l l5 )

In detailing these implications they appear to be referring to a 

lessor's salesforce and assuming that leasing is being "sold" to 

a financial executive independent of a product. The whole crux of 
the ir  conclusions is based on the notion of a dichotomy existing  

between financial and non-financial aspects of a lease. By assuming 

that financial executives make th e ir  decisions according to purely 

financial c r i te r ia ,  they discover th e ir  paradox. This leads them to
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argue that lease marketers must promote both "cash flow and non

cash flow" advantages of leasing. In asserting th is ,  they create 

a dichotomy between these two loosely defined aspects of leasing: 
rather than recognising that the evaluation of a lease from th e ir  

data seems to comprise a complete web of factors, some of which have 

financial signficance and some of which do not, they c learly  

distinguish two kinds of factors. Again, this is to suggest that 
a financial analysis takes place independent of and prior to a 

general analysis. What the ir  data suggest though is that a lease 

evaluation is comprised of a complex web of factors which together 

create the context to each particular decision, rather than any 

clearly  defined dichotomy of financial versus non-financial advantages 

(Indeed, th e ir  study could be c r it ic is ed  for its  fa i lu re  to examine 

the advantages of leasing, of both kinds, perceived by lessees.)
Thus in conluding that lease salesmen must have "above average s k il ls"  

in accounting etc , they perpetuate the assumptions of financial 
executives' finance decisions and th e ir  dichotomy between financial 
and non-financial factors. Salesmen of any product receive training  

to develop 'above average' expertise in knowing th e ir  product and one 

can reasonable assume that a lease salesman acquires a degree of 
expertise in leasing with respect to its  financial implications.
Thus i t  would seem more pertinent from th e ir  data that a lease sales
man develops "above average" s k il ls  in being able to handle expertly  

the complex balance of factors (in terms both of financial and non- 
financia l)  which contribute to the evaluations people make of leasing.

One important factor which th e ir  study does indicate is the d i f f ic u l ty  

of identifying those people who actually take on leases. Their 

approach via members of the NAPM reaches an essentially lim ited and 

perhaps biased sample. In addition, i t  leads them only to information 

regarding re la t iv e ly  large financial lease contracts and does not 
enable them to identify  vendor programs or sales aid leases. Thus 

they must rely on the assumption that financial executives make a ll  
leasing decisions and that the lease decision occurs essentially  as 

a finance decision, independent of a product decision. Hence th e ir  

analysis of why lessees lease relates only to larger financial leases
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taken on by financial executives and generally overlooking the 

apparently substantial proportion of lease finance which goes into 

sales aid leasing or vendor programs. Such leases in th e ir  study 

appear to be subject to analyses which are more formal and overt 
than might necessarily be assumed to be the case of sales aid leases. 
Thus the questions of sales aid leasing s t i l l  go largely unexplored.

Leasing in the Context of the Project

The original lessee questionnaires (App.l section 4) contained 

s im ila r it ies  with that of the Anderson & Bird study particu larly  

with respect to rankings of statements concerning attributes of 
leasing. However, as was confirmed by the f ie ld  study, the question
naire did not ask appropriate questions of the appropriate people.
One questionnaire interviewee. Chief Financial Director of a Group 

of Companies, strongly maintained that the group's internal accounting 

system was designed to ensure that lower level management could not 
enter lease agreements, particu larly  with supplier-1 essors. The main 

f ie ld  study by coincidence led me to interview an o ff ice  administration  

manager within th is group who not only authorised a lease for a 

copier but also did so using the supplier-lessor "same-name" f a c i l i t y ,  
(He also claimed to have done th is for previous equipment acquisitions.)  

This suggests th a t, with respect to sales aid leasing rather than 

perhaps more general financial leasing, i t  is more appropriate to 

follow the case via the salesman and his prospect rather than go 

direct to top level management (e ither purchasing o ff ic e r  or his 

"financial influencer in the lease decision" (Anderson & Bird '80 ).
I t  also suggests that the motivations to lease may go far beyond the 

picture revealed by Finance Directors of a mainly financial analysis.

In the context o f the sales o ff ic e ,  leasing did have several important 
implications. F irs t ly ,  although lessors' salesmen were occasionally 

in evidence, there was l i t t l e  in the way of any stable relationship  

between the suppliers' and lessors' salesteams. In one case, there 

was a breach of confidentia lity  at the lessors o ffice  such that Alan
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lost a sale. Consequently this lessor was no longer used by the 

salesmen. Indeed, the only regular v is ito r  was the salesman from 

the "same-name" lessor and his v is its  were once a month. Contrary 

to the lessors' assertions, there was l i t t l e  educational emphasis 

in the relationship between lessors and suppliers' salesmen, on 

the evidence of the Repro o ff ic e . The main function of the lessors' 

salesman seemed to be delivering rate cards and information of 
changing rates etc. Most of the contact was via the telephone when 

the suppliers' salesmen needed a credit rating on a potential customer 

Indeed, the salesmen themselves carried a variety of leasing forms 

and rates when v is it in g  prospects and used these as they chose. In 

making th e ir  choices, leasing incentives did play a part and the 

salesmen acknowledged that i f  i t  was possible to use the leasing form 

of whichever lessor was offering the greatest incentive at that time 

then they would do so. I f  however, the prospect wished to use a 

diffe ren t lessor the salesmen would co-operate as th e ir  own commission 

and quota system was more important than any lessor’s incentives. The 

idea of "selling" leasing to customers along with the product was not 
accepted by the salesmen. They explained that where a customer 
already leased his copier then the f i r s t  step would be to o ffe r  him 

leasing rates on the potential acquisition as he would already have 

monthly payments allowable in his budget. Where the customer 
currently rented, then the salesman would quote him rental rates and 

the comparable lease-rental rates. I t  was in th e ir  interest to 

achieve a lease deal rather than a rental deal as i t  secured th e ir  

commission more firm ly , although i f  a customer indicated an intention  

to buy outright, the salesman would not attempt to influence that  

intention. Essentially , th e ir  argument rested on the grounds that 
leasing was only part of the whole sales package and resided in the 

context of each deal. Thus its  use or active 'sa le ' could not be 

predicted or dictated by rules as i t  depended on the situation  

at that time.

In terms of th e ir  customers, sales aid leasing was more d i f f i c u l t  to 

assess in any general sense. For example, although on the whole 

customers who were in finance oriented organisational positions tended 

to disregard supplier lessors, there was one example in the data of
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a Finance Director who took on a lease via Repro Leasing Ltd. 
Sim ilarly  there was a case of a non-finance oriented buyer who 

leased via a merchant bank lessor, as that was th e ir  regular 

supplier of lease finance. And so on.

From the main f ie ld  study the picture of leasing remains necessarily 

vague as only 6 acquisitions were financed by lease. From the 

analysis, sales aid leasing would seem to represent one of a number 
of 'impersonal' (Chapter 4) details  which take on signficance once 

the context o f an acceptable relationship has been established. 
Following the negotiation of id en tit ies  acceptable to both i t  is 

possible for sales aid leasing to be considered along with a l l  else 

which goes into establishing and strengthening th e ir  relationship.
From the examples in the data, i t  would appear that the question of 
sales aid leasing is one of the many factors which must be handled 

consistently in terms of th e ir  relationship and which may contribute 

towards strengthening a relationship. For example, Steve sold a 

machine to the o ff ice  administration manager (see Chapt. 4 pp.140-2) 
on lease using Repro's leasing f a c i l i t i e s .  Their relationship was 

established on the basis of fr iendly  and jovia l negotiated id e n t it ie s ,  
personal rather than professional id e n t it ie s . In this context, Steve 

barely discussed any of the details  of leasing with the buyer, 
rather presenting him each time with his breakdown of the figures, 
which he had done prior to each meeting. On the basis of a fr ie n d ly ,  
jov ia l re lationship, i t  was consistent for Steve to go away from 

each meeting with the buyer's "problem" and return to the next 
meeting with the "best" solution he could find in the meantime. This 

was not always the way in which the salesmen tackled leasing: indeed, 
i t  was more part of Steve's; bizarre individual selling strategy which 

was based on in i t i a l l y  negotiating a personal rather than work 

identity  with his buyers.

From the accounts of buyers who leased, there are no common themes 

to suggest generalisable reasons as to why lessees lease. Each cited  

different reasons which were relevant in the context of each deal.
For example, the school's administration assistant expressed concern 

tha t, given the uncertainty of educational funding, i t  was important
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to establish the precedent of monthly payments in the budget for a 

copier. The Travel Director seemed unaware of some of the wider 

implications of leasing, rather looking upon i t  as long-term renting 

What was common to a l l  of these cases though, and shared by a ll  deals 

however financed, was that in each case the method of financing was 

something which was presented and handled consistently within the 

context of the relationship. Essentially, i t  was another feature  

in th e ir  negotiations which could be used to strengthen th e ir  r e la t 
ionship, building up a level of t ru s t ,  suffic ient to deal.

In conclusion then, i t  can be seen that the subject o f leasing is 

only a small part in the context of the whole process of buying/ 
selling.^ In this respect, i ts  meaning and significance can only be 

assessed in terms of that particular context, the relationship  

established between salesman and buyer. Thus to single out leasing 

for specific study is only to reveal a partia l understanding. The 

buyers who leased in this study did not necessarily c ite  the standard 

financial reasons for and analyses of leasing. However, when viewed 

as a part of the whole process of buying and s e ll in g , th e ir  reasons 

and motives are seen to have an important contextual basis within  

the relationship established. I t  is in this context that the actual 
daily  practice o f sales aid leasing has real significance and meaning 

and i t  is in this context that the actual reasons and motives for 

leasing are found.

1. Importantly, these conclusions are drawn with respect to sales 
aid leasing as opposed to more general f in an c ia l,  'b ig -t ic k e t '  type, 
leasing.
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APPENDIX V NOTES ON INTERACTIONISM

The t i t l e  ' interactionism' seems to refer to a general research 

thrust rather than a specific or widely agreed upon body of theory, 
and indeed, rather than representing a unitary stance, as the t i t l e  

implies, interactionism encompasses a breadth of reseach approaches. 

H is to rica lly  rooted in works from d iffe ren t d isc ip lines, such as 

philosophy, psychology and sociology, interactionism seemed to 

represent th e ir  united attempts to develop an a lternative  to the 

p o s it iv is t  model, which dominated as the acceptable basis for knowledge 

Early in teraction is t influences came from the works of eminent 
scholars such as William James, Robert Park, John Dewey, WI Thomas, 
Charles H Cooley, George Herbert Mead. As these works have permeated 

the tra d it io n , there is considerable variety amidst th e ir  current-day 

interpretations and in terpreters. In essence, the trad it io n  remains 

united in its  'a lte rn a tive ' research approach. However, divergencies 

arise over matters o f interpretation and lines o f research thought. 
While there remains a body of assumptions which underlies the area, 
and unites i t  in the sense of a general research thrust, i t  is in the 

interpretation of these assumptions within a research approach from 

which the variety of the trad ition  arises.

I t  should perhaps be noted that while one talks about variety  within  

in teraction ist thought, many of the variations are found to rest more 

in the work of a leading exemplar of a particu lar line  of in terp re t
ation rather than any specific theoretical d istinctions. Studying 

a particular line  of in teraction is t in terpretation inevitably leads 

one to reading the characteristic work of its  progenitors rather 

than defining specific theoretical stances. Indeed, there are 

several interesting works which endeavour to draw together the main 

themes of interactionism and iden tify  the major distinctions within  

the trad it io n . However, there is l i t t l e  consensus among such works 

as to what is and what is not interactionism. For example, Fisher & 

Strauss ( '79) o ffe r  an interesting analysis o f the trad ition  around 

what they take to be the two main theoretical p i l la r s ,  from the work 

of Park and Thomas. In a rather d iffe rent approach, Meltzer, Petras &
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Reynolds ( '77 ) distinguish 5 d iffe ren t "schools of in teraction is t  

thought" although they note that others prefer to d if fe re n tia te  

between 8 major in terac tion is t approaches. Perhaps a final note 

of warning can be found in Blumer's ( '62 ) introduction to a paper:

"A view of human society as symbolic interaction has 
been foTlowed more than i t  has been formulated. P a r t ia l ,  
usually fragmented statements of i t  are to be found in 
the writings of a number of eminent scholars.........

Blumer ('62 - p i79)

Inevitably this is to forewarn of a complex task in the development 

of an appreciation o f the area. In Chapter 9, the area within 

interactionism relating to social relationships provided the primary 

focus. This Appendix offers more of a theoretical context to that 
area, compiling a broad and b r ie f  outline of the in teraction is t  

model.

Central to the trad it io n  are basic assumptions, that the individual 
is active, an agent in action rather than the passive reactor and 

that people are said to be both determined and determining. Further
more, the individual is accredited the a b i l i ty  to monitor and adjust 
his/her own behaviour and importantly, to account for his/her own 

behaviour. Action is seen as mediated by meaning, by the act of 
in terpretation. The a b i l i ty  to use language and to create and 

disgnate symbols for objects and actions is a fundamental characteristic  

of symbolic behaviour. Blumer ( '62 ) sums this up as:

" . . th e  peculiar and d istinc tive  character of interaction  
between human beings. The peculiarity  consists in the fact  
that human beings interpret or "define" each others actions 
instead of merely reacting to each other's actions. Their 
"response" is not made d irec tly  to the actions of one another 
but instead is based d ire c tly  on the meaning which they 
attach to such actions.

Blumer ('62 -pl80)
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Thus the individual is creator, actor and in terpretor, where the 

meanings and values of objects and actions are both learned and to 

some extent shared, and also created and designated by the individual 

to other actors and objects. Indeed, this is the very heart of the 

process of socialisation: whereby an individual learns the meanings
attached to objects and actions around him/her by others. Such 

meanings are the means by which people orient themselves to the 

world or interpret the ir  social worlds.

"To name i t  is to know i t  and to know i t  is to be able to 
deal with i t . "

Mangham ('79  -p30)

Thus in order to know how to act towards something, one must identify  

i t .  Put s l ig h tly  d i f fe re n t ly ,  by assigning meanings to the acts of  

others, the actor is interpreting th e ir  actions such that he/she 

knows to what he/she is orienting his/her own intended actions.

"Preliminary to any self-determined act of behaviour there 
is always a stage of examination and deliberation which 
we may call the defin ition of the s ituation ."

WI Thomas

The oft-quoted sentence from Thomas firm ly established the in te r 
actionist notion that individuals act towards situations on the 

basis of the meanings which those situations have for them; that 
is ,  according to his/her defin ition of the s ituation . As GH Mead 

stressed, behaviour is in ten tiona l, always intended towards things 

on the basis of the meaning they have for the individual's  plans of 
action.

These notions of subjective interpretation are central to interactionism, 
clearly offering a very d ifferent view of behaviour to that of  

positivism. I t  is sometimes said to give the person back his/her 

in d iv id ua lity , acting on the basis of his/her in terpretations. Most 
importantly though, in the rhetoric of interactionism r e a l i ty  is 

described as a social construction: through the meanings which an
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individual attaches to things and interpretations made, he/she is 

said to construct his/her own re a l i ty .  Rather than a single 

objective entity  called r e a l i ty ,  the individual comes to know through 

subjective interpretation what is real to him/her. Such re a l i t ie s  

though are social constructions; meanings are shared to an extent 
and established through social in ter-action .

However, in many respects r e a l i ty  appears to be ordered and routine, 
non-problematic and seemingly objectively given. Other people too 

seem to l iv e  in ordered routine re a l i t ie s  s im ilar to one's own. 
Described as the re a l i ty  of everyday l i f e ,  this is something of the 

"taken-for-granted-world-view": i t  is so routine and orderly that
i t  does not require questioning or negotiating, nor does i t  o ffe r  

a variety  of interpretations. I t  has that objective, externally  

given quality . As Berger & Luckman put i t :

"I apprehend the re a l i ty  of everyday l i f e  as an ordered 
re a l i ty .  Its  phenomena are prearranged in patterns that  
seem to be independent of my apprehension of them and that 
impose themselves upon the la t te r .  The re a l i ty  of everyday 
l i f e  appears already ob jectif ied  that is ,  constituted by an 
order of objects that have been designated ^  objects before
my appearance on the scene The r e a l i ty  of everyday l i f e
is taken for granted ^  re a l i ty .  I t  does not require addit
ional verif ica tion  over and beyond its  simple presence. I t  
is simply there, as self-evident and compelling fa c t ic i ty .
I know that i t  is rea l.  The world of everyday l i f e  proclaims 
i t s e l f  and, where I want to challenge that proclamation, I 
must engage in deliberate, by no means easy, e f fo r t ."

Berger & Luckman ('66-pp35-7)

This r e a l i ty  of everyday l i f e ,  or in ter-subjective common-sense 

world is shared with others. While i t  is possible to challenge this  

taken for granted r e a l i ty ,  i t  is not easy and requires deliberate  

effort.on the individual's part. In consequence then, as Shibutani ( '6 2 )  

points out:

"To understand what a man does we must have some appreciation 
of his defin ition of the situation and this requires knowing 
something of what he takes for granted."

S h i b u t a n i  ( ' 6 2  - p l 4 3 )
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Clearly the taken-for-granted re a l i ty  of one actor is not necessarily 

that of another, and they w ill  inevitably "see things d if fe re n t ly " .  

What each sees as 'normal' behaviour may be at variance: there are
eccentrics and deviants, 'stubborn' people, 'thoughtless' people, 
'misunderstood' people. For each though, that which he/she sees as 

"real" constitutes his/her r e a l i ty .  To quote the famous WI Thomas 

dictum: " I f  men define things as real they are real in th e ir  conse

quences" .

Although only implied so fa r ,  i t  is important to explicate the central 
feature of the situation or context of action in the in terac tion is t  

perspective. Things and events do not exist or happen in a vacuum:
they occur in situations and have contexts. The meanings attributed
to and interpretations made of such objects and actions are also 

situated and deeply embedded in that context. Similar actions in 

two d ifferent situations may have very d iffe rent meanings eg. the
act of waving, which may be a welcoming sign of signal of distress.
Importantly, some objects and actions are more situated than others: 
that is ,  th e ir  common association with many situations means that 
they go re la t iv e ly  unnoticed unless something should question th e ir  

fa m il ia r ity  or certainty.

The main focus of this perspective then is a t the micro le v e l .o f  

social l i f e ,  on meaning structures, in terpretations, social construc
tions. In essence, i t  analyses micro-social processes of social l i f e .  

I t  is this processual emphasis to the perspective which the discussion 

so far has l e f t  only im p lic it .  The dynamics of social l i f e ,  the 

inter-relationships between micro-social processes are key in an 

in teractionist understanding. For example, meanings are not assigned 

once and for a l l ;  they are constantly being tested, consolidated, 
revised, modified, updated and rewritten. Events from the remembered 

past feature in interpretations of the present and in the antic ipation  

of future actions, yet the form of these may be revised and rewritten  

at any time. Indeed, s ituations, context and actions are almost 
never sta tic  and their interpretation reflects  this d is t in c t ly  

temporal changing quality.
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The depth of the in teraction ist l i te ra tu re  is quite considerable and 

concepts in tr ic a te ly  interwoven. Some have been le f t  im p lic it  in 

this b r ie f  unravelling of this complex perspective. For example, in 

attributing  individuals with the capacity of in terpreta tion , they must 
also have the qualities of consciousness and awareness. I t  has been 

noted that individuals can plan ahead and that behaviour is in ten t
ional. In addition, that they have the a b i l i t y  to monitor the 

behaviour of others and themselves. This implies the notion of 

selfhood. Thus, related to other in teraction is t assumptions, i t  is 

possible to ta lk  of self-determination, self-awareness, s e lf -  

consciousness, self-conception. Again, l ik e  other symbols, those 

designated by the individual to s e lf  are social in origin and social 
in persistence, s im ilarly  they share the constant process of modifi
cation and adaptation across time and setting.

There are several other related assumptions of interactionism which 

w ill be le f t  im p lic it  in the main discussion here. Essentially, 
there is a general outline to that which underlies the area and 

from which i t  develops the main research ' th ru s t ' .  I t  tends to be 

in the distinction of f in e r  detail that boundaries are drawn up 

between the claims for d iffe rent varieties  of interactionism. Further, 
in the various interpretations of particular in teraction is t assumptions, 
d iffe ren t research approaches have been developed; where the difference  

is more of degree rather than kind. Clearly from the assumptions 

underlying the perspective delineated so far though, a number of 

important methodological implications are raised which serve to 

distinguish in teraction ist research. Examining these indicates 

particu larly  d istinctive  characteristics of interactionism of which 

Brittan ( '73) concluded:

" . . . th e  very s tu ff  of the sociologists subject matter is the 
commonplace, the t r i v i a l ,  the ta c it  definitions of the 
situations, the language of everyday l i f e . "

Brittan ( '73  -p l4)
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This micro research context is a fundamental aspect of interactionism. 
Methodologically, the assumptions delineated so fa r ,  emerge in terms 

of the researcher's commitment to "getting inside the actor's world", 
"understanding the actor's subjective meaning structure", "using the 

actor's own language" etc. That the basic assumptions seek to 

see people as human beings, so too do the research methods: thus
research is said to be done with people rather than on or to them. 
Indeed, they become 'people', actors or participants rather than 

research subjects. As an 'a c to r ' ,  he/she is seen as able to take an 

active part in the research process, rather than being cast as a 

responder to stim uli.

That meanings and actions are seen to be situated, the context o f  

behaviour must be preserved in any in teraction is t research approach. 

Thus "holistic" or "naturalistic" research approaches are associated 

with this perspective. Capturing the essense of the continuous 

social processes of everday l i f e , i s  a central commitment to in te r 
actionism. However, i t  is in the interpretation of some of these 

methodological commitments into practice where differences arise  

between d ifferent areas of interactionism. While each claims to be 

unmasking (Berger '63) the assumptions on which social l i f e  is based, 
the manner of research approach and interpretation is more varied.
For example, both Blumer and Kuhn pursued interactionism a fte r  Mead, 
expressing concern for 'getting  inside the heads" of individuals.
Blumer however, developed a special methodology in which he urged 

for the need of the student to use insight and in tu it ion  in feeling  

his/her way into the experiences of the actor; using "sensitizing  

concepts" rather than operational defin itions of concepts. Kuhn 

on the other hand, was concerned to develop researchable "variables" 

and operational definitions of concepts, essentially the more 

conventional, p o s it iv is t ic  approach to sociology; leading to the 

20 Statements test by which to evaluate the s e lf .  Clearly these stand 

in stark contrast and as Meltzer et al ( '77 ) conclude:

"Blumer's image of humans led him to a particular methodology, 
while Kuhn's methodological predilictions led him to a 
particular image of humans."

Meltzer et al ('77 -p61)
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In this way, a number of contrasts can be drawn between d ifferent  

"schools of in teraction is t thought". For example, ethnomethodologists 

draw to some extent on phenomenology and linguistics and in conse
quence are concerned with describing the phenomena as they are 

apprehended by the actor in the state of "doing". Methodologically 

this requires the student to become as much a part of the actor's  

world as possible to uncover the rules and norms by which the "doing" 

of particu lar a c t iv it ie s  (eg. doing arguing, doing embarassed etc) 
takes place. In this way, ethnomethodologists are assumed to retain  

indifference to judgements of the adequacy, value, importance, 
necessity, p ra c t ic a l ity ,  success or concequentiality of such a c t iv i t ie s ,  
and structures, regarding the phenomena only.

An interactionist perspective has been adopted in areas such as organ
isation theory, where for example, in Silverman's ( 70 ) Action Frame 

of Reference, i t  requires an understanding of more than the pure 

phenomena apprehended by the actors, including the actor's own 

judgements. A lternatively  a dramaturgical approach is drawn through 

the metaphor of theatre; uncovering the dramatis personae, roles, 
scripts , props, asides. ^Whether used as a perspective on formal 
organisations eg. Mangham, or on social groups in a wider sense eg. 
Goffman, this in teractionist based perspective retains focus on 

the drama and r itu a l of everyday l i f e .

These are not exclusive, exhaustive or d e fin it ive  distinctions of 
d iffe ren t in teractionist methodologies, rather as they are in te r 
related on the basis of th e ir  shared theoretical foundations, so they 

tend to be in terrelated on methodological grounds. The b r ie f  

discussion above was intended to paint with a broad brush some of the 

more d istinct methodological differences between them yet s t i l l  

emphasise the way in which the assumptions at the heart o f a ll  
interactionism lead to a general research thrust. Given that they 

are a ll  based on common assumptions of man and his social world, the 

various interpretations and directions which each subsequently follow, 

generating methodological differences perhaps serve to bring to 

mind the famous maxim of C Wright M ills  ( '5 9 ):  "Every man his own
methodologist". That is ,  the fruitfulness of any method is determined
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by its  appropriateness to the task in hand and most importantly by 

the sophistication with which the researcher handles i t .

In conclusion, this appendix has shown b r ie f ly  that although there is 

much diversity and variety under the umbrella o f interactionism, 
there are some unifying characteristics. Essentially , the t i t l e  

describes a set of assumptions which form the basis o f what can be 

called an in teractionist perspective. These assumptions see 

individuals as agents in action, both determined and determining. 

Recognising the unique human capacity for symbolic behaviour, 
subjective interpretation is at the core of the perspective, as i t  

emerges in divergent behaviour, multiple re a l i t ie s  and in terpretations.  
That meanings arise at least i n i t i a l l y  out of social interaction i 
suggests a certain shared quality to the meanings ascribed and 

interpretations made in situations. The emphasis in on action which 

implies that these meanings and interpretations are constantly being 

modified and revised rather than fixed for a l l  time. "Defining the 

situation" emphasises the spatial as well as temporal quality  to 

behaviour and actions. In this way, re a l i ty  is said to be a social 
construction.

On the basis of these assumptions there is a general research thrust 
underlying the trad it io n . There is a commitment to understanding 

the actor's social world in terms of the meanings which he/she pal ces
on actions. The researchers task is to 'unmask' the assumptions on
whcih social l i f e  is based. In doing th is , the researcher is 

attempting to reconstruct symbolically the actors world in terms which 

are meaningful to him/her. Thus, the s ituation , other actors, objects 

and actions in that context must be respected and preserved through 

the research process, as opposed to reify ing an aspect of the situation  

or reducing data to 'ob jec tif ied ' pieces. There is a concern to 

capture the essence of the processual nature of behaviour and actions, 
settings and interpretations, emphasising change and action rather 

than stasis and passivity. Thus, common to a ll  in teraction is t

approaches, research is done with actors or participants rather
than to or on research subjects.
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Together these root assumptions and th e ir  embodiment in a research 

approach describes the general perspective and research thrust of 
interactionism. I t  is in the f in er  detail of th e ir  conceptualisations 

that the variations and d ivers ity  of types of interactonism stand 

out more c learly . This appendix has introduced some of the 

distinc tive  assumptions and rhetoric of interactionism, providing 

a basis on which to understand the sympathies between the: trad it io n  

and this project, the basic assumptions and approach. Chapter 9 

offers a closer examination of the nature and degree of conceptual 
s im ila r ity  between the analysis made in th is  thesis and the area 

within interactionism relating to social relationships.
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